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the return of the
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To remain at the top of the tree, some
things must stay the same and other
things must change. Having .nvented
the high- end thirty years ago. Mark
Levinson components were never
built to acost restriction.The
company philosophy therefore
guaranteed customers alifetime of
satisfaction, support, and product
reliability. Most of all, performance
must be second to none.
In order to achieve higher standards
and lower costs for the most
sophisticated p4oducts in the
company% history, it was decided to
switerteduction to anew team and
anew location ithin the
Harman gro pof companies.Although
took toaér.khap anticipated, the
,
.depth of preparatio sárid
improvements have been worth
the long run. Some months'ago
pe.ducts began to hip from thé
facility' n Massachusetts 9thgligh
lower xii
tags an pere ptibly
standards
fit and fee.

Thiel loudspeakers have long
been partnered with Mark
Levinson equipmenunow
both are distributed In the
UK by Symmetry.The mode
2.4 loudspeakers have been
compared to rivals costing 3
xtheir price wnich is £3,495
(Vie think this Is an insult to
Thiel
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JPS-Labs make the world's
only cables from an
ahoy actually designed to
conduct signal.The synergy
between JPS mains cords,
loudspeaker and audio
cables with Mark Levinson
is alegend not amyth!
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the new Mark Levinson 326S Pre-amplifier uses the exotic Arlon 25 material

apologise for
d lays, but longweléomè the 'changes. Once
mark Levinson products "Xr
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Back issues

Welcome
nother season, another reason... another Hi Fi Show & AV
Expo. We kick off our coverage with Ken Kessler's 'Top 30'
highlights [ page 74]. Next month, in our Awards Issue,
we'll complete the picture — and report on the Hi Fi News
Industry Awards, held on the evening of the Show's trade day.
But for me ahighlight of the Show itself was acting as
moderator in our enjoyable and enlightening ' Meet the Experts'
panel discussions. It was an erudite panel indeed, with John
Atkinson of Stereophile, our own great contributors Martin
Colloms, Ken Kessler and Barry Fox, plus the ever-enthusiastic
John Bamford of Pioneer. And for some of the
sessions it was an honour to introduce Ken
Ishiwata of Marantz, Eric Kingdon of Sony, and
Peter McGrath of Wilson Audio, USA. A big thank
you to all of them.
Inevitably, the discussion focused on SACD,
DVD-Audio, and multichannel audio versus
two- channel. It seemed that most audience
members were keener on more high resolution
than they were on more channels. For the panel,
John Bamford and Eric Kingdon, though coming
from opposite sides of the DVD-A/SACD divide,
agreed in pointing out that with high res audio,
multichannel was an option — you can stick with
two-channel if you want to. And Ken Ishiwata
explained that Marantz now offers ahigh-end
two-channel player for audiophiles who wants
ultimate music quality, while the less expensive DVD/SACD
multichannel player is for home-cinema orientated consumers.
SACD started life five years ago as atwo-channel format — a
straight upgrade for the existing audio CD — and we reviewed
the first player, the gorgeous Sony SCD-1, in the October '
99
issue. It was also just five years ago, at the 1999 Hi Fi Show,
that John Bamford showed us the Pioneer DV-AX10 DVD-A
player, which later became the world's first universal DVDA/SACD player, even though at that time the launch of DVDAudio itself was still being held up by copy-protection issues.
The DVD-A delay gave the SACD camp the breathing space to
catch up by adding multichannel capability.
Recently, Sony has re-stated its strong commitment to SACD,
while the future of DVD-Audio seems to hang on the success of
the Dualdisc CD/DVD hybrid. So will we still be having the same
discussions in another five years? Let's hope not.

SACD started
life as atwochannel format
—astraight
upgrade for
the existing CD

•
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Steve Harris,
EDITOR

With CD still in its infancy, the December'84 issue dealt with sweetening
CD sound' and 'the lips problem' — areference to the time ( and hence
phase) delay between left and right signals on early CD players which
shared asingle DIA converter between the two channels. Alan Ainslie's
article offered asuitable circuit to fix this problem! Meanwhile, the old
technology of tubes seemed to be blazing out anew, with the spectacular
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ARC 250 on the cover. The Stars and Stripes were further justified by the
big feature of this issue: Ken Kessler's epic trip around the USA, visiting
manufacturers from Audio Research to Wilson, Magnepan to Monster, still
agood read today. And he did it all on amanual typewriter....
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Conrad-Johnson's
all- new line- level pre- amp

18 Definitive Test:
Conrad-Johnson ACT2 pre-amp
An orgy of acrylic and glass, this new

Regulars

7

Sources

17

Barry Fox

The lowdown on all the latest hi-fi happenings

New ways cl bringing video to SACD

38 Nagra DAC
digital converter

pre-amp from C-Jdoesn't just look the

This Swiss converter costs acool seven

money, it may just be the best in the

grand but has away with 16-bit audio.

world right now. Martin Colloms finds out

Andrew Harrison discovers its talents

24 Audio Analogue
Maestro Settanta amp/
192/24 CD player

42

Audio Research
PH5 phono pre-amplifier

Trickle-down technology means ARC is

Entry-level high-end anyone? Ken Kessler

now replacing its PH3 and PH3SE phono

finds plenty to please with this smooth-

stages with asuperior model costing less.

81

John Crabbe

Perceptions, improvements and raffia mats

sounding amp and CD player from Italy

Ken Kessler falls head over heels

87

Views

28

44

Naim NAC 202 pre/
NAP 200 power amplifier

Letters page — ycur feedback and opinion

93

Hot 100

101

Accessories Club

103

Subscription order form

HF1Vs regular guide to the wise bLys in hi-fi

Save money when you get HFN delivered

105

Back Issues order form

Get that vital missing issue by post

Combine battleship build with bags of the

pricey cable sets from Avid, Chord Co

boogie factor, and inage-conscious Tony

and Philosophy Cables

Bolton is found questioning some

Audio add-ons from HFIVs mail-order service

ARC's PH5: ashot in
the arm for vinyl lovers

long-held stereo beliefs

46

32 Inca Tech
Katana CD player

Miller wonders if Denon's new universal

Its certainly high on technology, but Paul
player is the sonic equal of the reigning

British name whose eye-catching CD

DVD-29C0 it replaces

player is sure to cause astir at its

34

•

Denon OVO 3910
universal player

David Allcock welcomes back an old

affordable price-point

•

Epos M22 loudspeaker

50 Group test: sub-£ 1000
loudspeakers
B&W DM603 S3, Energy C-5,

Precision, clarity and top-drawer

Focal-JMIab 726S, PMC GB1, Quad 22L

definition, Epos revives atried-and-tested

and Spendor S5e: six key floorstanding

design with this slender floorstander to

models are put to the test by Alvin Gold

leave Dave Berriman impressed

and David Berriman

Guarantee your copy of HiFi News every month. Call our subscriptions hotline now on
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Cable set and match

Tony Bolton takes to task atrio of

0845 676 7778
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Incha Tech's Katana: bold
looks and benchmark sound

Win this £ 2000 DSP-controlled ' smart'
subwoofer from Velodyne. Details p91

Features

58

Sweetspot: On the Record

Sheffield Decca dealer's vinyl-only system
Pianist McCoy

74

te-'liner on SAC D

HiFi Show 2004 Highlights

Ken Kessler with the best of HiFi Show & AV Expo

82
134

The Market

At aglance

Classified private hi-fi sa es and wants ads

137

Next Month

138

Ken Kessler

The Feature: linear tracking

Keith Howard examines the claimed improvements

Another year of audio gear is heralded here

Late-night listening with abox of the ol' black stuff

50

18

Definitive Test:
Conrad-Johnson ACT2
pre-amplifier

24

Audio Analogue
Maestro Settanta/192/24
amplifier/CD player

28

Naim NAC 202/
NAP 200 pre-amplifier/
power amplifier

32

Inca Tech
Katana CD player

34

Epos M22 loudspeaker

3?

Nara DAC
digital converter

42

Audio Research PH5 phono
pre-amplifier

Speaker shoot-out:
six models under £ 1000

4ki- Avid, Chord Company,
Philosophy cables

64

Classical

71

Rock

Classic Fennell reissues, Milstein 'live', Dorati

R.E.M.'s latest Around the Sun, Canadian ' hymns"

Firebird still impresses, Schuricht Decca monos,

from kd lang, double St Etienne set, plus Something

Rachmaninov concertos SACD hybrid

Big from the Mick Fleetwood Band

69 Jazz

73

McCoy Tyner and Spyro Gyra in surround; real-time

Bachman Turner Overdrive live in surround, 14

performance from Stephane Rives; Anthory Braxton

smashes from Grandmaster Flash, Helen Merrill's

returns to the standards

movie hits; Manhattan Transfer vibrate

Audiophile

Get the copies of reviews at www.testreports.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Grouptest: sub-£ 1000
loudspeakers
1
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Denon DVD-3910
universal player
Avid, Chord Company,
Philosophy cable sets
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* - on Acoustics
Unique association of technical excellence and brilliant musical performance. Art, emotion and technology
combined in products of exemplary quality and visual distinction.

Acustica Applicata (DAAD) • Avalon Acoustics • Avalon Music Systems • Benz- Micro • Cardas
conrad-johnson • Esopower • finite elemente • Harmonix • Karan Acoustics • Kuzma • Magnum Dynalab
McCormack • Muse Electronics • Reimyo by Harmon& • Tri Planar
Distributed Exclusively by
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DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO + HOME ENTERTAINMENT EQUIPMENT
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What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Sources

Arcam claims new DV29 is ' best ever'
The DV29 is Arcam's latest DVD player, forming
part of its flagship FMJ range. Entirely designed
and built in the UK, the DV29 features an HDM I
V1.1 digital video output, allowing superior
pictures to those available from analogue
technologies such as S-Video or even
Component video. This HDM Ilink can also
provide up to six channels of high- resolution
PCM audio to asuitable amplifier. PAL and
NTSC progressive scan capability is included,
with aZoran 5chip for MPEG decoding and six
have been able to engineer aplayer with picture

comprehensive bass management is provided

quality second to none and one that sounds

for all formats. Inside the Acousteel chassis,

discs ( but not SACD) and is claimed to give far

better playing CD than most universals do

twin toroidal mains transformers form the power

superior CD performance to that of rival players.

playing SACO.'

separate 12-bit/216M Hz video DACs.
On the audio front, the DV29 plays DVD-Audio

Arcam Chairman John Dawson commented, ' by
not wasting resources on warring formats, we

supply section. The Arcam FMJ DV29 is priced

On- board decoding is offered for DVD-A, Dolby
Digital 5.1, DIS 5.1 and Dolby Pro Logic II, and

at £ 1600.
Arcam, 01223 203200 www.arcam.co.uk

Angelsound sings on
heavenly high-end
Here's anew name to add to ycur high-end componetry wishlist:
Angelsound Audio, based in Hertfordshire, has been chosen as UK

o

o

oo

distributor for Electra Glide Cables. These cables are hand made in silver

ogeode •

copper and gold and, in the case of the wonderfully monickered
'Epiphany' mains cable, can take aweek to produce. Angelsound admits
they are ' hardly cheap', and the firm ain't kidding. At £ 3378 athrow, you
certainly won't be buying in bulk.

Auto set-up on the cheap?

Angelsound's roster of desirable marques also includes Audion,
Cairn-ezo, DEQX Cal brated, Koroto and Locus Design.
Angelsound Audio, 01923 352470 www.angelsoundaudio.co.uk

The ever- popular Denon AV brand continues to push the boundaries of
bang for your buck in the multichannel receiver arena. Sporting aspec
that would have embarrassed a £ 1000 receiver not long ago, the £ 450

Handy software is right on CUE

ARV- 2105 is aseven x125W amplifier, with Hammerhead SHARC 32- bit

Beyerdynamic has shown off its versatile new

DSP decoding. It also includes Denon's latest automatic set-up system,

software control package, pd-Cue, developed by

the auto- install function. This is afeature that's becoming increasingly

CUE system which runs under Windows CE on

popular in all receivers — now that manufacturers have come to realise

most Microsoft- based handheld PDAs. The

how few multichannel systems are actually set up properly — and uses test

software allows you to manage an entire sound

tones and asupplied microphone to control six settings: speaker

and light environment via the Wi-Fi wireless

connection, phase and size, frequency response, and channel level and

communication protocol (
ie, 802.11) and is

time delay. Manual calibration is also possible.

suitable for the operation of various installed

On top of this, the AVR-2105 features advanced multichannel

gadgetry, such as home cinema, hi-fi, lighting,

decoding and audio processing, including DTS 96/24 and Neo:6, as well

security and climate control.

as Dolby EX Matrix, and Pro Logic I
lx.

Beyerdynamic, 01444 258258

Denon, 01234 741200 www.denon.co.uk

www. be yerdynam ic.co.0 k
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'Future- proofing' Beeb plumps for Dynaudio Acoustics
For the first time in its history, BBC Radio and

comprehensive selection procedure, BBC Radio

where interested companies were invited to put

Music has selected an external loudspeaker

and Music chose Dynaudio Acoustics' AIR and

three different monitor sizes on tender. Every

design and manufacturer to supply its new

BM ranges. Martin O'Donnell, broadcast sales

single monitor and company was evaluated

reference loudspeakers. The decision comes in

manager at BBC Radio and Music HHB

separately until 10 different brands were

order to meet the corporation's future digital

Communication Ltd said: ' As BBC Radio and

selected for the final evaluation. The speakers had

requirements. The result is that Danish

Music moved to replace their existing monitors,

to pass through technical evaluations and pass

loudspeaker manufacturer Dynaudio will supply

we took aclose look at the acoustic requirements

extensive listening tests under ' blind' conditions,

the ' recommended standard monitors' to BBC

and technical specifications of the BBC. After

using an acoustically transparent curtain, in order

Studios, effective immediately.

thorough inspection of that data it was clear to us

to guarantee objective judging. On top of this,

that Dynaudio Acoustics was tailor-made to meet

factory inspections were conducted to examine

The BBC was keen to specify afuture- proof
digital, multi-channel architecture and,
apparently, a ' perfect homogenous response in
many different environments'. After a

www.hifinews.co.uk

the tough requirements.'
The marathon selection procedure was carried
out under the strict EU procurement guidelines,

manufacturing conditions and production
consistency. Phew! Tough gig, eh?
www.dynaudioacoustics.com
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Shorts

Pure pleasure on vinyl

Apple vs Apple

Pure Pleasure is anew vinyl-only audiophile

with Sweet Sister

Apple Corps ( The Beatles'

reissue label whose first few releases concentrate

Funk [
Groove

record company) is suing

on hitherto largely untapped genres, including

Merchant

Apple Computer again for its

jazz-funk and fusion. All discs are pressed using

GM- 516, 1973]. Also

use of the Apple name in

180g vinyl ' at the best pressing plant in Europe'

announced are Grant

selling music- related

and come in heavy quality sleeves featuring the

Green's Final Comedown,

products. This is the third

original sleeve art.

Fleetwood Mac, Blues Jam

The first four releases, already out, are trumpeter

time in 25 years the Fab Four

At Chess [
Blue Horizon 7-66227], Georgie Fame,

have pursued the Mac maker.

Eddie Henderson's Comin' Through [
Capitol

The Third Face Of Fame [
CBS 63293] and Randy

Previous agreements were

ST11671, 1977]; Nancy Wilson's Son of a

Weston, Little Niles [
Un ited Artists UAL 4011].

made for each company's use

Preacher Man [
Capitol ST234, 1969]; Machito &

For more information contact Pure Pleasure on

of the name, now once again

His Afro Cuban Orchestra, Kenya [
Roulette SR-

020 8977 3739.

in dispute after Apple started

52006, 1957]; and tenor saxist Ramon Morris

NAVW.purepleasurerecords.com

its ¡ Tunes Music Store.
www.apple.com
www.applecorps.corn

DTS approved for DVD's replacements

Audiopax price

DTS Coherent Acoustics has been

means DTS lossless technology is

proceedings for breach of contract,

Precious Music, distributor of

approved as a ' mandatory audio

the only non-lossy codec approved

copyright infringement, trademark

for both formats.

the Audiopax loudspeaker and

technnology' for both High

amps, has dropped the UK

Definition-DVD and Blu-ray Disc

infringement and passing off, an

Meanwhile, Digital Theater

action said to represents part of a

price of the Model 5 pre-

(BD), the two new rival disc formats

Systems Inc ( DTS) and DTS China

larger programme to eradicate the

amplifier, from £ 4450 to

preparing to replace DVD.

Licensing ( Hong Kong) Ltd have

unlawful use of DTS trademarks and

£3299 in standard finish, or

Additionally, the ' extension'

filed atrademark infringement

its intellectual property.

£3899 for the Classic'

technologies, which allow for

lawsuit against Chinese concerns

high- gloss finish as illustrated

lossless operation, extra channels

Shinco International AV Co Ltd,

in last month's Sources.

and/or higher bit-rates ( known

Jiangsu Shinco Electronic Group Co

its intellectual property and the

www.audropax.co.uk

collectively by the DVD Forum as

Ltd, and Changzhou Shinco Digital

competitive advantage that this

DTS++) have also been selected as

Technology Co. DTS announced the

property provides.

BPI threatens UK

options for HD-DVD and BD. This

commencement of legal

www.dtsonline.com

The move is said to highlight the
company's dedication to protecting

On 7th Oct the British
Phonographic Industry
announced it intended to sue
UK subjects who make music

Denon embarks on sweet-spot Audyssey

available to share from their PC

Denon's new AVC-AlXV home cinema amplifier weighs

then compares the original electronic test signal with

via peer-to- peer networks. This

in at 41kg ( 90Ibs), mainly because the transformer has

the received sound signal, to reveal what distortion has

move apes the unpopular

to power ten audio channels, each delivering 170 watt,

been caused by sum and difference mixing of the direct

action of the RIAA in the US,

writes Barry Fox. But what intrigues most about this

sound with room reflections. An inverse filter is then

which has pursued music fans,

£4000 ' behemoth' — as the publicity material

electronically constructed and applied to the music

including a 12-year-old child.

describes it— is the use of Audyssey Laboratories'

signal before it is fed to the speakers. But this can only

www.bpi.co.uk

MultEQ system. This claims to provide ' sweet spots' for

correct for one position in the room; the listener's sofa,

up to eight listener positions simultaneously.

for example.

DAB conceit

Denon has next to no information on MultEQ, and

Audyssey's MultEQ takes up to eight separate
measurements, with the microphone at eight favoured

A report in The "limes Business

Audyssey's web site provides little more than

lOct 71 cites the Digital Radio

performance promises ( www.audyssey.com). HFN has

listening positions, intelligently combines the analysis

Development Bureau's claims

however found two patents, now published for anyone

of the response at each position and builds asingle

that take-up of digital radio has

to read. US 2003/0235318 and 2004/0109570 were

complex filter which turns all the individual positions

been ' so rapid that AM and FM

filed by Suni IBharitkar and Chris Kyriakakis,

into sweet spots.

could be phased out at some

co-founders ( with Philip Hi Imes) of Audyssey in July

time in the next decade'. This

2002, as aspin-off from the lmmersive Audio

accommodate several sweet spots causes overall loss

claimed ascent of DAB is

Laboratory at the University of Southern California.

of fidelity compared to asystem that has been tweaked

predicated on a2001 launch

The inventors acknowledge that it is now well known

Whether the use of an averaged filter to

to asingle sweet spot, or to asystem with no processing
at all, remains to be heard from review tests.

date, although the service and

for an amplifier to generate atest signal that is

DAB receivers became

reproduced through the speakers and

available in the late ' 90s.

picked up by a

www.digitalradronow.co.uk

microphone put

until December,

at the listener's

which is amonth

Unfortunately Denon is not releasing any
review samples of the system

Krell's digital radio

favoured

after the system goes

Announced at CEDIA Expo US,

listening

on sale; so it is

according to website TWICE,

position in the

unlikely that any

Krell will make an XM digital

room. Computer

reviews can appear

satellite radio receiver.

intelligence in

until well into 2005.

www.krellonline.com

the amplifier

www.denon.co.uk
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B&W Bowers&Wilkins

rt rn AI r rn
LLrn ii Dru
One damn good song
I'm moving on

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 705 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call + 44 (0) 1903 221500
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van den Hul takes flight with Condor cartridge
Audio manufacturer van den Hul

coils— agold coil version will be

silver-coated oxygen-free copper for

has combined two of its high-end

available early next year.

alow- noise performance. In

phono cartridges, the Frog and the

The weight of the metal body

contrast with the company's

Colibri, to create the Condor. This

version is 9.25g, while the

Mainsstream cable, which is

hand- built design is made as light

carbon/nylon version is just 8.75g.

designed for high- power devices

as possible, leaving fewer materials

The resulting cartridge is aFrog

such as power amps, the

to resonate and introduce

with ahigher musical resolution.

Mainsserver offers improved

unwanted colorations.

Versions with other outputs or for

filtering for lower- power devices

lighter or heavier arms are available

such as pre- amps, processors, and

with aweight of 12-20g, available

The standard' Condor is for arms

to order. The carbon and metal body

CD and OVO players. The cable is

in acarbon/nylon or ametal body

Condors cost £ 2400.

said to provide shielding against

version. Standard output is 05m V,

On the cable front, anew mains

while alow-output 0.25mV version

lead is offered by van den Hul, the

components, as well as eliminating

interference from nearby

is also available. The Condor uses

Mainsserver. This 13A I
EC cable is

mains- borne noise.

matched crystal copper-wire

£125 for 1.5m, and uses

Henley Designs, 01235 511166.

PSB adds precious metal to Platinum range

Enter the Condor, ahigh-end hybrid
of van Oen Hul's Frog and Colibri
phono cartridges

lsotek plugs in to
multi-way market

Canadian manufacturer PSB has

design featuring adistinctive

drivers. Three 165mm woofers

added to its Platinum Series the T6

D'Appolito Array configuration of a

complete the driver complement.

Mains-treatment mogul lsotek has

Tower, which costs £3500 per pair.

25mm aluminium-dome tweeter

All Platinum Series loudspeakers

anew range of mairs blocks,

The T6 has athree-way bass- reflex

flanked by two 80mm midrange

are available in real wood veneer,

providing four, six or eight high-

with distinctive die-cast aluminium

quality sockets. The multi-ways use

ends and extrusions. They use dual,

Isotek's ' Polaris X' technology to

'five-way' gold-plated, metal

help to reduce mains noise, and

binding posts and adjustable spikes

dedicated earth post and si lver-

and levellers, and are magnetically

plated 18awg PTFE-insulated

shielded. As well as the T6, the

wiring is claimed to increase

Series comprises: £ 5000 per pair

performance further. The LED

T8 towers; £ 1800 per pair S2

power ndicator is fully suppressed

bipolar surrounds; £ 1500 each C4

to avoid any extra noise being

centre channel; £ 1000 each C2

added to the system and surge and

centre channel; £ 1600 per pair M2

spike protection protects against

mini- monitor; and the £ 1800

dangerous power surges and high

SubSonic 10 subwoofer.

voltage spikes. The multi-ways can

Lenbrook UK, 01908 319360.

also be wall- mounted, and for

VAVW.psbspeakers.com

future upgrades Gemini and Orion
circuitboards can be installed

Corporate Sony celebrates five years of SACD

within the multi-way shell. Afouroutlét unit costs £ 155, six-ways are
£185, while eight-ways cost £ 220.

Sony last week celebrated the fifth

more music on the format across

to this revolutionary audio

Activ Distribution, 01635 291357

anniversary of the introduction of

awider range of genres. The

technology and we would like to

www.isoteksystems.com

Super Audio CD with aglitzy do at

message from the Japanese giant

promote its adoption throughout

Sony HQ in Japan — and high-

was clear: packaged media is

the audio industry.'

ranking executives took the

vital to the company and SACD is

opportunity to urge the industry to

playing akey role in the firm's

preaching to aheavy- hitting

push the format even harder.

lofty ambition to provide the

audience. The event, held at the

In his opening address, Sony
Corporation chairman and CEO
Nobuyuki ldei restated the

Sony bosses were certainly

'highest quality audio product to

Sony Ginza Showroom Building in

its customers'.

Japan was attended by over 200

So is this genuine commitment

participants and brought together

company's commitment to SACD

or corporate flannel? Well, the

leading representatives from many

and asked for further co-operation

Japanese giant was extremely

major record companies,

from the entire audio and music

keen to point out the growing need

including the Japanese

industries in global promotion of

for extended infrastructure to

subsidiaries of BMG, EMI,

the ' high- resolution', high-

support SACD production globally.

Universal Music KK ( UMKK) and

security audio format.

'The business case for SACD is

Sony Music Entertainment Japan

Winner of our July issue Eclipse

With over 2410 albums now

now well proven and the business

(SMEJ), as well as equipment

competition, and now the proud

available, SACD may be the most

model is established,' said Yushi

manufacturers, distributors

owner of these super- stylish

popular multi- channel music

Igarashi, general manager of the

and retailers.

TD508 speakers, was Andew

format. But Sony is eager that

Sony SACD Business Centre in

www.superaudio-cd.com

Goloskof of Tewkesbury, Glos.

record companies release even

Japan. ' Sony is totally committed

www.sony.co.uk

Congratulations to him.
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"A Certifiable

Masterpiece"

"This is to debut amplifiers
what Led Zeppelin Iwas to debut LP's"
Ken Kessler, 'lei News, February 2004

+A Vio Valve Amplifier
T + A are the number zhigh end brand in Germany and with reviews like this,
is it any wonder? T + A products fall into two main categories with some of
the most Audiophile products currently available on the market, in one, as well
as some of the most stylish AN products available in the other, both of which
just happen to look stunning and sound stunning.

T +A

+A K6 DVD
system

nterion TCII

T • A Criterion TC Ix
Make no mistake this is afine reproducer, whose
hallmark is undoubtedly the excellent
electrostatic tweeter.
Mania Colloots,
IIiFi News, April 2003

T A K6 DVD system
"Yot'll know it's money
wea spent because it
delivers the goods."
Ken Kessler,
!lei News, March 2003

C0110E101D

111-FICIIINCE

+ A Talis
speakers
T A Tails speakers
"These speakers floored me. Perhaps it was
because Iwas expecting the worst tinselly ' German'
sound and all but ended up witnessing the best
performance of the group."
IliFi Choice, March toot

1'4 UK DEALERS

GUILDFORDAUDIO
GRINDING HALT, 189 EPSOM ROAD,
GUILDFORD. GUI :RR
T04339399r • TREVOR MARTIN

HONE NETWORKS SOUND Or VISION
rots STRATFORD ROAD. HALL GREEN,
BIRMINGHAM Ball MS
Toul766E46•• FRANK KEDONET
KENT HOME CINEMA CENIIE
69 LONDON ROAD, SOUDIBOROLGH,
"IUNKRIDGE WELLS Ts4eA
TosSO2 9,19ooy • ALASTAIR COLLIE

HADWINS (KENDAL) LTD
29.53 FINKLE STREET, KENDAL,
CUAIBRIA LA9 4.15
01939 922999•JONATHAN WILKINSON

KEVIN GALLOWAYAUCIO
rSIMON ROAD, KILMARNOCK
AYSFR RE, SCOTLAND KA I7LIG
ToIØ354Ii5 • KEVIN GALLOWAY

AUDIOVISION
BETS WI. STREET, BRIGHOUSE,
WEST YORKSHIRE liDo rjR
01 447r
3996
• STF.PIIEN SIMPSON

r
ivce

KJ WEST ONE (LONDON)
:SA NEW CAVENDISH ROMX
LONDON WIG STY T010 7061262

RIVERSIDE HIFI
422 RICILMOND ROAD, FAYE IWICKENHAM,
MIDDLESEX TR', ¿ Ell • T .,.$$ a960 • PA REill

MIDLAND HIFI STUDIO
9FINCHFIELD ROAD WEST,
FINCHFIELD, WOLVERHAMPTON.
WEST MIDLANDS WI/3 MY
MIKE NOR TON

SOUNDS OF MUSIC
10-11 CHAPEL PLACE., TUNBRIDGE WELIS, KENT
Nn r
YQ • Tme» soon .
JOHN JE FERIES

OXFORD AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD
CANTAY HOUSE, PARK END STRUT, OXFORD °XIel
od169 79o1199 •
JON HARKER

ZEN AUDIO& VISION
15 STORY STREET, HULL HUI 3SA
0,3,7 • CAROLINE NEAL

THE HIFI STORE
COWGATE. PETERBOROUGH Pb : NA
oà93334s799 • STEVE WILCOCIC

For more information please contact BBG Distribution Ltd
www.bbg -ay.com • E-mail: magebbg.eu.com

Tel: + 44 ( 0)20 8363 9117 • Website:

TonA

20 years

of the world's best rated audio and video cables

20 years

of the world's best rated analogue and digital cables

20 years

of guaranteed quality ( Life- Long Warranty)

20 years

of ground- breaking technological innovation

R.T. Services 32 RawthËy Avanue, Didcot , Oxfordshire, 0' www.rtsaudio.co.uk

www.silteçhcables.com
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Smaller, but still perfectly formed: Meridian's DSP5200
Using technology from the flagship

computer. Asophisticated remote control

DSP8000 and larger DSP7000 speakers,

allows you to control advanced audio

Meridian's DSP5200 active speakers are

characteristics such as tone, tilt, listening

claimed to deliver asimilarly impressive

axis, balance and absolute phase.
Accepting digital signals from inputs at

performance from signif icantly smaller—
only 90cm tall — speaker cabinets. An

the base of each speaker, the units use a

enhanced basket design with sturdy clamp

DSP system based around a150M I
PS

rings is claimed to provide the best support

processor running proprietary software and

for the drivers. The curved and tapered

24-bit/192kHz DACs
And the styling is refreshingly natural too.

cabinet adds to stiffness and improves HF
dispersion. Cabinets are of 19mm-thick

Of course the DSP5200 is available in

multi- layer materials, with proprietary heavy

Meridian's recognisable black or silver

poured resin.

lacquers, but as the picture shows, you can
now specify rosewood, maple, cherry or

Each unit contains three custom-built
drivers ( two 160mm polypropelene and one

black ash satin finishes. Each speaker

25mm aluminium dome tweeter), along

weighs 35kg.

with three 75W amps, two digital converters,

Meridian Audio, 01480 445678

digital crossovers, and asound- processing

www.meridian-audio.com

Guardian survey reveals UK's music download culture
fear, the survey reveals that

Asurvey by The Guardian has

with the remainder using mobile

downloading/filesharing. Only

found that one-th.rd of the UK

phones, Macs, and handheld

one-third thinks illegal activity will

down loaders claim that 64% of

online population has downloaded

computers. The survey indicates

damage the industry.

their music was downloaded for

music from the internet. The

downloaders tend to favour urban,

The survey reveals that 31% of

free. However, while 60% of

growth is being driven by young,

dance and alternative rock music.

downloaders started downloading

downloaders don't spend any

Two-thirds of downloaders say

affluent males — early adopters who

music within the last year, while

money on downloaded music in a

23% started one to two years ago,

typical month, 27% spend £ 1to

tend already to own sophisticated

they are unlikely to pay for

hi-fi and computer equipment. The

downloading music, and amajority

17% started two to three years ago,

£10, 9% spend £ 11-£20, 3%

vast majority of those who

feels the music industry is being

20% over three years ago.

spend £ 21 to £ 30, and 2% spend

download ( 93%) do so via their PC,

greedy when it complains about

As many in the music industry

£31 or more.

Tannoy's Arena range makes grand entrance
Tannoy has unveiled the radical Arena
home-cinema system, whi:h comprises four
satellite loudspeakers, adedicated centre channel
loudspeaker and an active subwoofer. Accessories
provided include gri'les, speaker cable, spikes and
spike protection boots for use on polished surfaces.
The satellite speakers bring together the
company's established WideBand expertise into a
new miniature ( 5in) version of Tannoy's acclaimed
point-source Dual Concentric drive unit. Asingle
Dual Concentric driver is integrally moulded into
the baffle of the organicaly-styled satellite
speakers. Offering the acoustic benefits of
excellent dispersion characteristics and imaging,
inherent in Tannoy's Dual Concentric design, it's
claimed that the new ' Dual' goes even further with
its built-in supertweeter.
Extending the bandwidth will effectively provide
amore focused sound stage, with vocals and

provide full acoustic optimisation of the drive units.

Stylishly finished, the Arena system is available in a

instruments clearly more separate and distinct,

Meanwhile the centre channel and satellite

choice of swanky high gloss colours — bronze, silver,

claims the Scotland- based firm.

speakers are magnetically shielded to eliminate

white or black. An Arena 5.1 system, including four

colour warping effects when they are placed close

satellites, one centre channel, asubwoofer plus

to atraditional television.

grilles and cable needed costs £ 1199, but

Catering for the specific audio requirements of
the front soundstage within ahome cinema system,
the dedicated centre channel loudspeaker is

The Arena's 300W active subwoofer uses BASH

products can be individually purchased to allow a

amplifier technology, apatented high-efficiency

variety of fitting options, additional satellite or

designed to augment power handling. The rigid

power amplifier circuit topology that, according to

centre speaker for 6.1 systems.

acoustic shell of the satellite and centre channel

the blurb, has taken the best of Class Dand Class

Tannoy, 01236 420199

speakers, constructed

AB and ' created anew class of its own'.

www.tannoy.com

equipped with asupplementary bass driver

www.hifinews.co.uk

cast aluminium, aims to
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See it.
Hear it.
Feel it.
For the
first time.

The Chord
SPM14000.
Ultimate mono
power amplifier.

W

ejust can't help ourselves.
Not one, not two, but three

new product launches all at one show!
Come and experience them for yourself,

and see our full range of exquisite
hand-made audio products at the
HiFi Show & AV Expo, September
24th - 26th, Concorde Suite,
Renaissance Hotel. Alternatively,
please contact us on 01622 721444,
email sales@chordelectronics.co.uk,
or visit www.chordelectronics.co.uk

\r,,

ri
SPM 14000 U

II MATE

CPA 3401)
SPM
Fil- FI

I
\I
'
M \II
IRI

M ONO Powl.ét AmPLIIIER
STEREO PRE AMPLIFIER

2400 FIVE- CHANNEL POWER AMPLIFIER

SHOW re AV Lxi'0, Si :Pi
CONCORI / I:

Su

Ft 24111 - 26111.

I
I
c, RENAISSANCE HOT.

î CHORDe
Chord Electronics Limited

What's happening in the world of hi-f Sources

Digital amp aims at SE crowd

Slinkylink: Cool Kiwi cabling

finest single-ended valve

these cables use apure-silver

amplifiers, the class T(
le, Tripath)

conductor wrapped in oversize

design also advertises ultra-fast

tubes to enable air to act as the

transient response without

primary dielectric. Slinkylinks are

compromising either stereo

claimed to deliver astunningly

imaging or LE control.

clear sound, uncompromised by

No name has been given to this

dielectric effects. Apair of 4m

amplifier product as yet, nor any

speaker cables with medical-grade

actual specification published of its

plugs(!), costs £ 270, while a1m
interconnect (terminated with

technical performance. Aprice has
not been fixed either, but it is

Audio42 distribution in the UK is

Eichmann Bullets) costs £ 180.

expected that the the low- power

bringing Slinkylink cables to the

Audio42: 020 7247 5726.

design will cost around £ 800.

UK. Originally from New Zealand

www.audio42.com

Said the mysterious product's
enjoyment of various recordings-

A canny pair o'cans

Aimed at aficionados of the

analogue replay or digital, old or

Sennheiser's HD595s are an affordable pair of

high- sensitivity horn and classic

new - during the auditions has

open- backed headphones with audiophile

dual-concentric speakers, anew

proved the certainty of this

aspirations. Using technology that has

digital amplifier is in development

amplifer's ability to deliver the

trickled down from the £ 300 HD650s, the

promoter Mr CBeckwith: the sheer

which claims to preserve the sonic

highest standards of reproduction

595s feature a Duofol diaphragm for

v,rtues of low- power valve

with high-efficiency speakers.'

extended bass response and non- resonant

amplification. Promising no less

Interested parties can contact Mr

mesh capsule covers for low distortion.

performance than some of the

Beckwith on 07782 389984

With aresponse from 12 to

TEAC adds DAB to
micro system options

38,500Hz, the 595s are suitable for
listening to wide- bandwidth
sources such as DVD-A and SACD.
To complement the ' audio

H300 MkII. The T-H3OODAB Mk11

excellence', Sennheiser claims a

making major in-roads to the

DAB/FM/AM tuner costs £ 200,

high degree of comfort from the

'lifestyle' end of the market,TEAC

while the CD player costs £ 140.

HD595s, with asuitably rugged

has added atuner module to the

This makes atotal system price of

design ( including two-year

options for its Mk11300 Series

£480, with a £ 130 cassette deck

guarantee). Earpads, cable and

micro system. The MkI Ialso

and £ 70 L-SH250 speakers as

headband are replaceable and agold-

includes amore powerful amplifier,

further options.

plated 1/4in jack comes as standard.

45 watts per channel. in the A-

mwdeac.co.uk

As if to underline that DAB is

Sennheiser, 0800 652 5002

Philips' boombox boasts ' go- anywhere' DAB

Events

Swel:ing the ranks of recent

5 7 November 2004

consumer electronics products that

AVrevolution 2004, Grand Hyatt

feature aDAB digital radio is

Hotel, Mumbai, India. ( 91-022)

Philips' new CD/radio portable

26332324 www.avrevolution.net

'boombox'. The AZ6000
Soundmachine, as Philips dubs it,

13 14 November 2004

sports aCD player with remote

Audio Show, Sobieski and Bristol

control, an FM tuner with 20

Hotels, Warsaw, Poland. Call +49

presets, as well as aDAB tuner that

0-602 26 86 20

'gives you the freedom to enjoy the

www.audioshow.com.pl

near-CD sound quality of digital

20 21 November 2004

DAB radio'.

Scottish Hi Fi & Home Cinema

Since near-CD quality digital

Show, Marriott Dalmahoy Hotel,

radio is unavailable in the UK, we

Edinburgh. 0141 221 0221

suspect that this model is aimed at

www.scottishhi fond

the continental European market.

homectnema.co.uk

Either that or it has excellent ongrange reception performance to

Griping aside, the Philips is pretty

UK for about £ 129.

allow it to pull in DAB radio from

good value. The mains- or battery-

Philips, 0870 900 9070

France or Sweden.

powered AZ6000 is available in the

www.philips.co.uk

Fi News every month
Guarantee yourself acopy fHiCall our subscriptions hotli enow on 01622 778778
www.hifinews.co.uk

6-9 January 2005
International CES, Las Vegas,
Nevada, USA. Organised by the
Consumer Electronics Association
of America. + 1(
866) 233 7968
www cpsweh or.L:
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A er the Ovation...

bring on the Encore

1111111111111

OVER
al.,9cLo
"Awaken Your Senses"

Thank you to ail the visitors and reviewers at the
London HiFi show, who overwhelmed us with
glowing

reports

and

wonderful

comments,

which will soon be posted on our website.
This loudspeaker system will astound you with
dynamics and agility breathing new life into your
system. Once heard, previous experiences and
expectations will be shattered.
Our linear phase digital crossovers use 60dB/octave
slopes allowing us to crossover at an incredibly low
200Hz.
Utilising our SDC compound the Manger driver is
totally free from the distortions which all cones and
domes are cursed with, allowing it to reveal sublime
detail and delicacy whilst maintaining linearity and
pure phase coherence to 35KHz.

Head unit — 1 piece casting using our proprietary
self-damping compound (patent pending). Stunning
aesthetics
combine
with
perfect
acoustic
characteristics allowing the Manger driver to reach
its ultimate performance.
Digital Crossover — OverKill's unique design
incorporating state of the art analogue to digital and
digital to analogue conversion. Full parametric
equalisation in real time, room measurement and
correction with the option of full preamp functionality.
Bass module — Solid Birch ply multi-layer
construction. No internal parallel walls. Three types of
damping materials internally.
Our 12" bass driver has ultra high power handling of
700 watts, sensitivity of 96dB/1W/1m. Lightening fast
bl to mms ratio and massive 100mm (4") voice coil
resulting in ultra low distortion and freedom from
dynamic compression.

For more information or ademonstration contact us on 01954 250 696
or visit our website at www.overkillaudio.com

Opinion

Barry
Fox
N

o-one has yet bettered Peter Walker's definition of hi-fi:
the closest approach to the original soJnd, reproduced
by astraight wire with gain.

This made alot more sense than the question ' is it live or is
it recorded?' which Memorex asked 25 years ago, when
claiming that Ella Fitzgerald could shatter aglass with her
voice — like Enrico Caruso.
The Memorex test was off-the-wall because Ella's recorded
voice had been amplified to huge levels before firing at the
unfortunate glass. Caruso, by the way, used to weaken the
target glass pre- song, with anick from his diamond ring.
In America, at the time of the First World War, Thomas
Edison staged literally hundreds of 'Tone Tests' in halls around
the country. Soprano Anna Case made aseries of cylinder
recordings for Edison, and then sang live on stage next to a
phonograph. As depicted in anew musical play, staged
recently in New York, the audience
were challenged to hear the

There has been
much excitement
in the USA recently
about anew way
of bringing video
to SACD

the show ran on, selling expensive seats. Anyone trying to
promote the subtle benefits of DVD-A and SACD, and now
lossless DTS, might like to remember this.
There has been much excitement in the USA recently about
anew way of bringing video to SACD. The company behind

difference. The story goes that

the system is called CS2CD, and the man behind the
company is William Grecia. His web site describes CS2CD as

they often failed.
John Bowers of B&W played a

the ' hottest CD technology in the world' (see www.cs2cd.com).

similar trick many years ago at the

The SACD layer would hold a5.1 high resolution surround

long-gone and much- lamented
Harrogate Hi Fi show. He
pre-recorded some of his press
conference speech and mimed to
the tape. Idon't think aspeaker
manufacturer has dared try it
since. Who will be first?

British audio pioneer Gilbert
Briggs, who founded Wharfedale, was the bravest of all. In
1955 Briggs held concerts at the Royal Festival Hall at which
live and recorded orchestral music were combined on stage,
with the audience challenged to hear the joins. Four concerts
at the RFH were sell-outs so Briggs went on to do two similar
sell-out performances at Carnegie Hall, with help from RCA.
The recorded music came from discs and tapes made by EMI.
And Briggs used just four loudspeaker cabinets, each with a
15 watt Quad amplifier. That of course was in the days when
record companies showed an interest in hi-fi.
So, for the last 100 years, and sometimes with equipment
which today seems primitive, it has been possible to fool some
of the people some o' the time into mistaking recorded for live
sound. The recent West End musical Beautiful and Damned
about Zelda and Scott Fitzgerald fooled me in reverse. The
sound of the live show was so artificial that Iwas convinced
the performers on stage were singing to apre-recorded
orchestral accompaniment.

'the new DVD playable video CD enhancement technology' and

album and astereo high resolution version of the same tracks,
while the Red Book layer contains astandard stereo CD
version of the album plus afew music videos and aslide show
that play on aDVD player.
So how does Grecia out video on an SACD when SACD is
not intended tc play on aDVD player? His web site does not
help but his patents do ( US 2003/0165328).
The trick is to leave the SACD layer of the hybrid
unchanged, but put White BookNideo CD MPEG-1 video on
the CD side, along with conventional CD Audio.
This, says the inventor, gives a ' consumer-friendly CD' that
plays video on DVD players ( because most are designed also
to play Video CDs) and CD audio on CD players. The patent
claims ways of avoiding . oud distortion pops from the speakers
when aconsumer CD player hits video- related data.
The video and accompanying stereo sound is stored in Track
1as an MPEG-1 file, and the Red Book CD audio tracks
follow as Tracks 2, 3and so on.
The TOC indexes dummy tracks which mute aCD player at
the points where distortion would normal'y occur.
The company says it is looking for partners to develop
software and consumer products. But CS2CD T-shirts are
already on sale.
The only point I'd make is that MPEG-1 Video CD was
developed some 10 years ago, when homes were still using

After alot of digging Igot confirmation that there was an
eleven-piece orchestra totally enclosed in aroom underneath

tube TVs with relatively small screens. And MPEG-1 still looks
acceptable on asmall screen. But the world has now moved
on to large plasma, projection and LCD screens, which need

the stage, with their sound piped ' live' through speakers that
made them sound dull, lifeless and recorded. Obviously

the interlaced detail that MPEG-2 DVD and Digital TV deliver.

audiences are quite happy with this state of affa'rs, because

an odd bed- fellow for aSuper Audio disc. 3

www.hifinews.co.uk

MPEG-1 will not look happy on alarge screen, and will make
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Conrad-Johnson
ACT?
Conrad-Johnson has unveiled its new statement pre- amplifier,
effectively replacing the ART. It's still outrageously expensive, but it may
now be the world's best line- level pre- amp. Review by Martin Colloms
the single- ground,

Conrad-Johnson ACT2

C
PRICE

single- box stereo format

potentially capable of superior results in certain

£12,000

elebrating the 25th anniversary of the
company, the Conrad-Johnson ART pre-

respects. For best results, unused sources and
components should be disconnected and powered
down to give the quietest electrical environment.

amplifier set a new standard for sound

Such aspects were not particularly significant

quality when it was launched in 1997 [
HFN, June
'97]. It presented acontradiction in terms of its

at the time because the overall results were pretty

technology since it employed a seemingly
complex arrangement of 10 triodes per chanrel,
and yet these were organised as asingle, common
cathode amplifying stage with essentially zero
negative feedback. Two chassis were needed to
accommodate the parts required, which included

ACT2 more resembles industrial architecture than
the usual audio slab case. Importantly, it is a
single- box device, stereo on one chassis, with one
central ground. And instead of 20 triodes
arranged in two sets of five duals, there are now
only four glass valves. Circuit improvements and a
new choice of triode has made this reduction in

Bill Conrad has packed the interior with
dozens of huge Teflon film capacitors, big
Vishay metal foil resistors and the like

the large arrays of custom tin-foil and polystyrene
film capacitors. These are akey component in the

much beyond questior. An upgrade was made

glassware possible. The triodes are set to the left

Conrad-Johnson valve sound.
Double mono operation raises s.gnificant

available [
HFN, Nov ' 01], which further extended

and their characteristic glow is seen since they

the reign of this landmark concept by afew years.

are not boxed- in but displayed within an open
fabrication of circular rings of clear acrylic, with a

design issues in regard to grounding and in fact
the ART has proved to be abit temperamental in
some systems. It demands good ground practice
throughout

if

the

lowest

noise

and

peak

performance are to be attained.
There are also some philosophical discussions
which might be aired concerning the pelormance
of double- mono versus stereo chassis design, with
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However, the ART eventually ceased production,
and Conrad-Johnson set about the design of
something more practical and less costly, yet
positioned roughly where the ART had left off.
Priced at £ 12,000 ( some 35% less than the
ART but still in rarefied audiophile territory) we
have amulti- input line pre-amplifier with remote
control. Impressive rather than seductive, toe

perforated cover disc.
A slab of gold anodised alloy forms the front
panel; above is a secondary control panel
comprising the displays. The rest of the casework
is finished in instrument grade matt black
enamel. The phono sockets are milled from low
oxygen copper, PTFE-insulated, and the IEC

www.hifinews.co.uk

Definitive test
pre- amplifier

The exact system that was used to assess the ART
was also used with the ACT2. Some minor system
changes — fine tuning of cables and grounding —
had to be done for the final judgement, which
merely serves to highlight the fact that these two

source

models are not exactly the same design. The

• epti

ACT2 is certainly highly derivative, but from one
viewpoint it seems more like a turbo-charged

• theater
O mute

Premier LS16 than the ART itself.
While the particular harmonic integrity, detail,

I) standby

speed and sheer dynamics of the ART were not
fully matched by the less costly LS16, Ihad really
liked its certain sense of focus, coherence and
driving bass line. But as the sound quality for the
ACT2 came into focus, it appeared that it
combined the virtues of the LS16 and the ART,
and then added some. With continued use Iwas
driven to accept that the ACT2 is in fact the ART
reinvented, so convincing was the overall advance
in sound quality.
In the course of countless product evaluations
Ihave heard improvements mostly comprising
single gains: such as greater clarity, purer treble,
or tighter bass; there might be more depth, or a
few of these aspects might together be improved.
But after many tens of hours with the ACT2 I
would assert that here the quality gain is global.
There's no single sound aspect or parameter that
hasn't been significantly improved. Perhaps the
most rewarding was the new-found combination
of ART- level transparency and resolution, plus an
even more gripping, open, expressive and
naturally dynamic presentation. Too often these
parameters are found to be in conflict.
Take the ART treble, for example. Lively,
delicate and airy, it nonetheless has a touch of
stray — what Imight term ' Aeolian' — coloration, a
hint of a shimmering tinkle in the deep
background, which I believe to be stored
mechanical energy in the valve electrodes. The
ACT2's treble is subtle, more focused and yet

mains cable allows for achoice of mains leads.
Gain readouts for each channel are provided by

With only four relatively standard valves,
maintenance costs should be low and the owner

good-sized amber LED displays. These run from
0-99 and provide afairly fine volume resolution

may easily replace the valves when required. Plus,
the new film capacitors promise higher reliability

clearer sound on transients with a purer, more

of about 0.7dB per step. A screw terminal

than the original polystyrene types.

spatiality. The treble is perceptibly
contained and better integrated.

provides 12V synch switching — standby/power up

Lew Johnson's unusLal casework has resulted

— and as with the ART, there are two external

in some difficulty fo çcircuit designer Bill Conrad,

imbued with amore concentrated energy: acrisp,
natural rasp on brass and a still more stable
more

Midrange is cleaner than the ART's, just
slightly less colored ( if it is permissible to use that

The sound grows on you day by day, as
you better understood its particular
musical accent. The ACT2 draws you in
processor loops ( EPL) with

unity gain, for

surround-sound processors.

who has packed the interior with dozens of huge
Teflon film capacitors.

term in this elevated context). At first it might
appear a mite leaner, but that's not actually so.
The very neutral mid is ably supported by afirmer,
deeper- reaching lower midrange.
Significant improvements were also heard in
the bass. Unbelievably, the ACT2 sounds as if it
has ahalf an octave deeper bass, yet the science

big Vishay metal-foil

doesn't support this. The ACT2 sounds better
founded, more connected with the recorded space
and more securely locked to the ground. The bass

There are more than enough input sockets for

resistors and the like. Each heater is separately

any system and all inputs and outputs are in

regulated, multiple channel; separate regulators

is substantially faster, deeper, more articulate,

single-ended unbalanced format. Two output

feed the valves.

better timed and more revealingly tuneful. The

pairs are provided.

Phono

input gain and

The ACT2 could legitimately be viewed as ' son

Eidolon

speaker

reads

such

improvement

equalisation for LP replay, if required, must be
done elsewhere; for example, by a Premier 15

of ART' — but could it outdo its parent? Such a
comparison begged to be made, even though the

effortlessly. The ACT2's bass really rocks!
If the ART was aleading exponent of spatiality,

unit. Meanwhile, the usual chunky, hewn-from-

ART has little problem in remaining an extant

delivering exceptional soundstage width, depth

solid-alloy remote control provides stereo balance

reference line contFol,
matched and supported.

and near- holographic focus, the ACT2 goes
significantly further, with even sharper focus. It

setting, which is not available on the front panel.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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We feel pretty good the RCS 2.2X Room Correction System
received this coveted award at the Hi Fi Show in September.
This system caused quite a stir, and so it should. Starting at only
£1750 and finishing at £ 3200, this marvel is able to fit into any hi-fi
system and/or replace your preamplifier, upsampler and DAC.
Our other products caused quite a stir too. From the outrageous
specifications and value of TacT's latest 175W power and integrated
amplifiers (£ 740 and £ 990) to the grace and dynamics of £ 20,000
speakers driven by our amazing digital amplifiers that seem an
absurdly low £ 2,000.
Many, many listeners kindly offered us the compliment best sound'
regardless of price; our favourite comment, however, is one that
we also heard many times....

"This is the future of audio"

Pictured above and heard at the show are the
pure and stunning TacT MH1 digital speakers.
Driven with DSP crossovers loaded onto two digital
amplifiers, the total cost for this next-generation
active system is £8,000 ( speakers £4,000 pair,
amplifiers £ 2,000 each). Add the £ 1750 Room
Correction Preamplifier and you have...
...something very, very special.
tel: 0870 9 100 100
www.tactaudio.co.uk
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Definitive test
pre- amplifier

Where did all those triodes go?
For the ART — the Anniversary Reference Triode — Lew
Johnson chose the classic 6922 double triode. well
regarded for wide frequency range, low distortion, and
moderate microphony. The circuit was as simple as it
gets, with as little as possible in the way of the signal.
In solid-state designs the signal may travel through
dozens of amplifying junctions, still more when
integrated circuit chips are used. Not that these can't
give good results, but the simplicity principle remains
important. For the ART just one active stage was used,
without loop feedback or the usual additional cathode
follower or buffer to give a low output impedance ( to
drive the output cables and the input of the power amp).
In the ART, 10 paralleled triodes were needed to get the
desired 500 ohm or so output impedance.
With the renaissance of the Russian valve industry, a
treasure- chest of triodes has become available. Triodes
are considered the best- sounding valves thanks to a
low- order ' natural' harmonic distortion characteristic.

has better focus at the stage sides and in the
depth planes; really astonishing when you first

readily attained. Reaching well beyond the ART it
scores an overall 105, truly state-of-the-art for

the new ACT. It is not adirect substitute, specifically

understand it. There's also more depth and more
detail, as well as even better layering of complex

line pre-amplifiers. Imight have been doubtful

because of amuch higher heater current of 0.825A.

about the technology change from polystyrene to

One variation on the 6922 is the Sovtek 6N3OP used in

Aminiature, power- grade double- triode, capable of a

Teflon for the vital capacitor complement, but on

pulsed cathode current of an amazing 6A, it enjoys good

this evidence Imust bow to Conrad-Johnson's

linearity, thus aiding low distortion, and its harmonic

previous reviews; here it is present in full force.
The ACT2 has yet another surprise in store. The

better judgment
For the final optimised test I used Russ
Andrews Kimber PowerKord mains cables.

The build is military grade with high vibration immunity,

sound is so open, so clear, that accustomed

Wireworld Equinox 5 interconnect from the CD

hours

boundaries of stage perception are expanded, and
asignificant expression of image height was now
given by my system. Iam sure that this wasn't

player and phono amplifier to the ACT2. Pre-amp
to power amp was Transparent XL or Cardas Gold
Reference, while the speaker cable was

conditions, where it is virtually idling. It's particularly
transconductance or ' Gm' of 18mA/V, resulting in

some psychoacoustic trick based on an accidental
correspondence with a particular HRTF ( Head
Related Transfer Function), where certain generic

Transparent XL. Ialso tried experimenting with

exceptionally low output impedance for the design. The

lifting the mains ground for the ACT2 with an

grid and cathode impedances of the basic circuit are

isolator. The results were at least 15% poorer,

compatible with the new valve, so now the number of

or characteristic frequency responses may be

sounding muddy and colored by comparison, but
with no worsening in background noise.

triodes is reduced to four per channel — yet the output

themes. At times you feel that you could reach
out and touch the performers. The term
palpability has been used in this context in

associated with image azimuth.
I think that some recordings have height
information due to particular microphone
techniques and floor reflections. The ACT2

The

best- timed,

most

upbeat

and

most

nature is said to be particularly musically consonant.
and a long operating life between 5000 and 15,000
predicted

under this

pre- amp's

operating

suited to Conrad-Johnson's application thanks to its

impedance still matches that of the ART. C-Jcalls this
arrangement ' composite triode', hence the ' CT' in ' ACT'.

satisfying delivery resulted from the use of astar

Asingle- ended amplifier of this type has no immunity

mains connection block such as the Music Works

to noise or reflected coloration from the power supply,
so this must be built to the same standard as the

From one viewpoint the ACT2 seems
more like aturbo-charged Premier LS16
than the ART itself
it

amplifier section if maximum quality is to be obtained.
The same Teflon capacitors and Vishay resistors are
used in both pre- amplifiers. No electrolytics are used in
the active section; supply reservoirs are custom
polypropylene film types, and Tenons of very low loss
factor. Only for the regulated heater supply are normal
reservoir capacitors used ( where large values are

manages to present this lower-level information

unit. All unused components were powered down,

necessary and their behaviour is well distanced from

more constructively.

unplugged and disconnected. The CD player and

the signal path). The standby switch leaves the pre- amp

ACT2 were connected to the common supply

in a low power condition but electrically active,

block fed from aclean mains spur.

polarised ready for a reasonably quick return to

Even more than the ART, the ACT2 delivers
low- and high-level dynamics with conviction. It
has excellent transient integrity. It sounds lively,

At this point I'd simply not realised how

communicative and foot-tappingly involving. It is
also highly sympathetic to innate tonal colour and

transparent the Eidolon Diamond speaker really
was, such was the gain in quality provided by the

amplifier PCB of the ACT is likewise mounted on a

timbre for instrumental and vocal sources. It
doesn't need to be played loudly to demonstrate

ACT2. It was also entertaining to hear the just

vibration- isolating chassis, and transit screws must be

slightly staid big Krell FPB 700cx ' woken up' and

removed from the

its many virtues. Even down at sub-watt oower

given anew sense of energy, speed and definition.

underdeveloped sound results. With high-transparency

optimum operating conditions.
Brought to a state of excellence in the ART, the

underside,

or a substantially

levels, 20 out of 100 on the volume scale, the

The matching Premier 350 power amp wasn't

electronics like these, the effect of such mechanical

soundstage remains open, superbly detailed and

available at the time, but from what I've heard

decoupling is almost magical. For me it can be a

layered, as well as convincingly natural; there is
truly an innate rightness about it. With sensible
choices of matching cables — mains, interconnect

from both models Ipredict the ACT2/Premier 350
combination ought to be a marriage made in

timing; this superior quality is also shown by other top

musical heaven. What away to spend £ 20k! So,

pre- amplifiers from Conrad- Johnson and Naim Audio.

and speaker — a pure system balance can be

what's the downside? Well, there is asmidgeon of

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Definitive test
pre-amplifier

understood its particular musical accent. The
ACT2 draws you in, with asound that's thoroughly

Listening system's source components included Linn
LP12/Lingo/Naim Aro/Audio Note lo II with AN S-4

modern and yet rich and deep. Its ability to

transformer; Marantz CD- 7 and Haim CDS3 CD

create believable soundstages of superb depth

players. Pre- amplifiers for reference grading included

and focus sets it at the forefront of today's

the Conrad- Johnson ART- 2, Spectral DMC-15, and

designs. Musicality is the watchword with the

XTC PRE II and Audio Synthesis Passion. Power

ACT2. It's what high-fidelity sound reproduction

amplifiers were Krell FPB 700cx, Naim NAP 250, Hot

is really all about.

Tubes JD1 and OreIle P100 Evo II. Loudspeakers were

Messrs Conrad and Johnson have created yet

Avalon Eidolon Diamond, Quad ESL- 63, BBC LS3/5A.

another state-of-the-art pre- amplifier. You must

Cables were Cardas Gold Cross and Gold Reference,

hear it, if only to see how superbly well it performs

Wireworld Equinox 5 and Transparent XL series.

its allotted task. It's highly recommended. •

Supports were Finite Elemente stands with extensive
use of SoundCare Super Spikes to ahardwood floor.

Martin Colloms
6N3OP triodes glow behind aclear acrylic guard

Supplier

speaker cones. The ACT2 panel legend is also not

Aside

Audiofreaks

bright enough to compete fairly with the numeric

background hum, the lab report is exemplary, as

020 8948 4153

volume display or vice versa.

is usual with Conrad-Johnson products. Issues of

www.audiofreaks.co.uk

residual supply hum, audible with your ear on the

Iknow that the ACT2 can and will be bettered;

from

input/output

that

tiny

dose

matching,

of

measurable

frequency

response

but that's for the future. Like the ART in its prime,

flatness, response bandwidth, audible noise and

such sound quality at present lies at the threshold

distortion were not in question.

of critical perception. In short, it's simply too

As

this

pre- amplifier

FIFFINews verdict
With the ACT2 Messrs Conrad and Johnson have

fully

ran- in,

created

it

another

landmark

product,

a worthy

close to what we now take as ' perfection' to allow

demonstrated a powerful settling- in effect. The

successor to the ART. In short, this premier- grade

for sensible qualification.

sound grows on you day by day, as you better

pre- amplifier must be heard.

Lab Report
Ohba

A trace of hum was at a satisfactory —83.7dB IHF
CCIR ( 1kHz) weighted, or —87.2dB ' N- weighting. This
suggests that, at the listening location, noise would

-40

be more relevant than hum per se. Speakers of
greater than 96dB/W sensitivity might show atrace of
noise in quiet locations. Neither noise contributions
were audible on test even at full volume. Referenced
to ausual CD input level of 2V the N- weighted noise
is —98.6 dB, which is fair enough.

1011,

this passive' type of volume control and this design

101t

amuse OW

Frequency response can be amoving target with

.•••••c,fltr,

Fig 1: Frequency response at volume ' 50'

Fig 2: Distortion+noise vs frequency ( green)

is no exception. At full gain ' 99', a most unlikely
event, the response rolls off by an audible 2dB at
20kHz. This corrects itself very quickly at lower
ffi

settings. At unity, 2V in 2V out, response was ruler

1111

-10

flat to 40kHz, —0.5dB at 70kHz, and —3dB at 200kHz.
At lower volume settings such as a typical ' 50'

II

bandwidth is still better, if inaudibly so: just 0.5dB
down at 65kHz and — 3dB again for 200kHz [ fig 11.
Lower frequencies extend to better than 1Hz, judging
by my measurement at 5Hz. The specific 10Hz figure
was just —0.05dB down at all levels, loaded by a

•

1001,
'mom,

Fig 4: Stereo crosstalk vs frequency ( green)

Fig 3: THD, IkHz stimulus

standard 100k ohm.
A key question was whether the new valve would

Confirmation of this fine result is given in a high.

The matching Premier 350SA power amplifier is also

affect the previously favourable low- order distortion

frequency intermodulation figure of —62.1dB at IHF

inverting and here no correction is required.

performance for this circuit topology. I plotted

output level, and —80dB at a20dB lower gain setting.
Channel separation was fine,

At full gain, 48.7mV input provides IHF 0.5V output,

if falling with

again of 20.3dB. Input impedance varies with gain

given the measurement noise floor for this analysed

frequency, and was 105dB at 20Hz, 82dB at IkHz and

towards maximum, but at normal settings is typically

bandwidth, the result was aflat horizontal line over

asatisfactory 55dB by 20kHz [ fig 41.

distortion from 10Hz to 200kHz at 0.5V output and,

12k ohm, with moderate capacitance. At full level it

the entire range. This was at —63dB; ie, no visible

Channel balance was excellent, within 0.1dB

rises to 66k ohm. The output impedance is amoderate

distortion variation was present at this moderate

throughout, and was maintained at all volume settings.

5E0 ohm, rising at low frequencies to about 1k ohm,

threshold [ fig 21.

While it could generate amaximum unclipped level of

(20Hz), thanks to the output capacitor. This is fine for

25V, showing excellent dynamic headroom, adopting a

most cable runs and amplifier loading.

Within the usual frequency bandwidths, THD
results at IHF levels were —64dB or better, 0.06%, for

maximum THD of 1% gave arated maximum output of

20Hz,

9.5V, still enough for any power amplifier.

1kHz, and 20kHz; these are essentially

inaudible. Still better, spectrum analysis showed that

The pre- amplifier is inverting and this should be

the distortion was wholly second harmonic with no

adjusted in a given system, typically by inverting

higher harmonics resolvable down to — 110dB [ fig 31.

speaker cable polarity as given in the instructions.

www.hifinews

In particular, the distortion of this circuit varies
very little with loading, only in extreme cases might a
mi dloss of very low bass and dynamic contrast occur.
There is no input overload issue with an input
volume control of this type.
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Volume: 35
Listen: Line

Audio Analogue Maestro Settanta

processor, yet the company is still taking its time

substantial 444 x 135 x385mm ( whd) and the

PRICE

with auniversal player.

two create an impressive stack. Though absolutely
minimalist and almost Copland- like, the Maestros

£1750

Audio Analogue Maestro CD 192/24
PRICE

£1050

H

Audio Analogue's secret weapon, though is an
absolute lunatic Golden

Ear named Claudio

have a distinct presence, the fascia featuring a

Bertini, an audio retailer who has two of the best

protruding centre section housing the displays

ow time flies. It seems like only
yesterday that the Italian audio industry

lug- holes in the business. I've seen/heard him at

and controls. With the amp weighing in at 18.6kg

work,

(411b) and the CD player at

consisted of two ' genres': gorgeous

resistors, ironing out seemingly- minuscule flaws

speakers and outré tube amps. But now you have
companies like Opera,

Pathos,

fiddling around

with

capacitors

and

14kg ( 31Ib),

perceived value for tyre- kicker types is agiven.

with brazenly vivid results.

Sonus Faber,

'Maestro' is Audio Analogue's bid for aslice of

Unison Research and others with state-of-the-art,

the ' entry-level high- end lifestyle' market. The

Aitmough rated a seemingly seoate 70VV,ch into

bespoke factories and the sort of credibility

units covered here are key parts of the series,

8 ohm ano 125W/ch into 4 ohm, the solid-state

usually reserved for slightly older, post- 1970s

being

Maestro Settanta ( Italian tor ' 70') is something of

the

range's

upscale

CD

player

and

MAESTRO SETTANTA INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

brands like Arcam, Musical Fidelity or Exposure.
Among them is Audio Analogue, which

has

achieved its respectability in afrighteningly short
time — under adecade if Iremember correctly.
The secret? The appliance of science, tempered
by utterly extremist audiophile practice. Sort of
'Fidelta Musicale', as it were.

The secret? The appliance of science,
tempered by extremist audiophile
practice. Sort of Tidelta Musicale'

Instead of freaky, seat-of- the- pants designing,
Audio Analogue's Blanda family and designer

integrated amp; there are or will be various

Marco Manunta behave as you would expect of

separate pre/power packages for those wishing to

1ohm Apogee Scintilla, and was unfazed by the

serious manufacturers: totally au courant with the

spend more for asource/amplification combo.

Wilson WATT Puppy 7. Idon't know if it's possible

an animal. It was unbowed by a bout with the

latest technology, while demonstrating great

As is expected of Italian manufacturers, the

to engineer xenophobia or nationalism into an

maturity through caution. Like Quad, for example,

stuff is both gorgeous to look at and so beautifully

amp, but this bambino adored driving the Sonus

they don't leap on the latest chip; Irecall the two-

made that you can't resist the seductive, tactile

Faber Guarneri, aspeaker known for its hunger;

to- three-year gestation

finish.

that's why Iused it for most of the listening.

period of its superb

They're constructed

from

a mix of

Cinecitta AN processor. So you find its CD player

aluminium and steel, and the sense of luxury they

boasting the best chip they could find, a24/192

impart is undeniable. Each unit measures a
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Unlike Audio Analogue's £ 475

Primo ( a

bargain, Imust stress!) which is built to aprice,
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Auditions

amplifier/CD player

Audio Analogue

Maestro Settanta/
Maestro 192/24
amplifier/CD player
'Entry-level high- end?' This good-looking amp and
CD combination from Italy promises just that

Haute remote. Not.
A word about remote controls. The ones with the
Maestros, while utterly beautiful to behold - like
props from 1930s science-fiction serials- are poorly
thought-out and unreliable. Sorry, but they suck. Why,
for example, does the amp's standby button sit in the
centre, while the CD player's is at the top? Tell me
you're not gonna get confused by two virtually
identical remotes with that bit of illogical topography.
Iswitched off the amp more than once when Iwanted

the Maestro Settanta is uncompromised, with
high-performance circuits featuring discrete
components, function- based and channel- based'

When you realise that everything operates from

to hit ' play' on the CD. Worse, Icouldn't count the

two rotary controls, you rightly suspect that this
beauty has some form of microprocessor control.

the function Iwas addressing!

Switch on from stand-by, if you're not using the
remote [ see panel, right], requires nothing more

up fast-forward/reverse with track skip, and the

number of times the amp remote didn't even perform

circuit sections, and PC and home-autonation
systems connection. So, despite its audiophilefriendly minimalism, the unit is loaded with
features to keep it in step with current multi-

than turning the source selector or volume
control. An integrated-resistance network controls

difference in pressure required to select either mode

room/multi-channel adaptability. In particular, it

levels, and there's no buffer to ensure maximum

sexy stainless

can be programmed with abypass mode facility to
serve as a power amp-only for use in an AN

sould transparency. The micro- processor also

wonderfully weighted and joyous to fondle - like

monitors the amplifier's operation for security and

Greek worry beads. Stuff the minimum number of

system, then later restored to integrated status.

protection, as well as speaker protection.

buttons for the sake of la bella figura. For once, I

A goodly portion of the unit's weight is alarge

There's plenty of scope for tailoring the Maestro

toroidal transformer in the power supply, with

Settanta to complex systems. You can, for

The Settanta was unbowed by about with
the 1ohm Apogee Scintilla, and was
unfazed by the Wilson WATT Puppy 7
separate supplies for each channel, and full
independence for the analogue circuits. Highest-

40dB of gain and the latter with 60dB - they're

metallic- layered resistors and

decibel, and it's very precise: Ithought the image

non- polarised

polyester/propylene capacitors,

swoopy shapes,

however

wished Ihad asingle, generic ( if plasticky) system
remote. One that worked.
Audio Analogue's Stefano Blanda told HiFi News
that the company, ' will do alarger, clearer engraving
on the two separate remotes so you'll know which is
which without having to study them. As for the
sensitivity of the double functions, we will look at the
possibility of changing the feel.'

in a pure mono recording seemed off centre. A
check revealed that the balance ( probably

capacitors and organic-electrolyte, low-capacity

because Iscrewed around with the remote) had
been set accidentally asingle dB up to the left.

www.hifinews.co.uk

steel,

damned fine phono stages. Balance is by the

high-speed, low- loss, high-capacity electrolytic
electrolytic capacitors.

is inconsistent and hair-trigger sensitive. Forget the

example use every input for line sources or set
one up for m- m or m-c phono, the former with

quality passive components, no doubt specified
by Bertini, include the lowest-tolerance, milspec,
low-tolerance,

As for the CD's remote, Audio Analogue doubled
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All this is monitored through afabulously legible,
high-contrast PLED' dot-matrix display that also
shows standby mode with a red indictor for off

Like the amp, the
CD player sports a

and blue for on, the input selected, and the
playback level in dB.

high- contrast ' PLED'
dot-matrix display

For £ 1750, you feel even before switch-on that
this is an awful lot of amp for the money. The only
marketing concern is that too many of you
demand separate pre/power packages at that
price. Me? Ihave no trouble with integrateds.
Remember: there are technical pros and cons for

Microprocessors
allow all the amp's

both — like no evil, loss- inducing wires between

functions to operate
from just two rotary

pre-amp ard power amp in integrated units!

controls

MAESTRO CO 192/24
Possibly more interesting for some readers is the
Maestro CD 192/24 — an absolutely, resolutely
two-cnannel CD-only player with minimal
gimmickry. Instead, the goodies are found on the

discs is a heavily modified Samsung CD-ROM

inside and the benefits are clearly audible: this is

Differing only from the Settanta in that the two
rotaries are replaced with the basic transport

Research PH 5 phono amp [see p42 this issue].

buttons, the Maestro CD 192/24 is about as clean

one. Wny? Because all triS wonderfulness is
available for £ 1650.

one sweet-sounding CD player.
Audio Analogue wanted a ' no-compromise'
player, so the Maestro CD

192/24's model

nomenclature indicates the use of Analog
Devices' AD1955 192/24- bit D/A converter. In
keeping with the technological pedigree of the
Settanta, the Maestro CD 192/24 also boasts
function- based and channel- based separate
circuitry,

PC and home-automation systems

connection via an RS- 232 and that tasty, highcontrast PLED dot-matrix display. It also uses a

drive, specially enclosed and mounted.

a CD player as you can get. Around the back,
there's little clutter, with an RS- 232 socket and
both single-ended and XLR-balanced analogue
and digital outputs. But, sadist daily ( because the
price increase that would be caused by fitting true
balanced inputs would have pushed the Maestro
Settanta way upmarket), you cannot actually use

concerns contributed to the lack of XLR/balanced
output on the otherwise hard-to-fault Audio
It's ajudgmert cal .,and — Isuppose — the right

THE SOUND
In addition to the speaKers tried with the Settanta
and the brief burst of the Maestro CD 192/24
though the McIntosh to audition the balanced

output, Ialso used the SME 30/2 turntable with
Series V arm and Koetsu and Decca cartridges,
the matching integrated amp. Bugger! Instead, I the Musical Fidelity XRay V3 CD and Marantz
the Maestro CD 192/24 n balanced mode with

The amp's phono section was up to the
task, being only slightly less punchy or
detailed than the Audio Research PH5

CD-12/DA-12

CD

players

and

Transparent

Reference and Kimber Select interconnect
cables. Speakers were wired with Transparent
Reference. Accessories? None, bar LAST for LP
and stylus, and aRe ,axa 3 platform beneath the
Musical Fidelity XRay.
Not sure if the units were burned in, Igave
them a few days before settling in for serious

massive, by CD player standards, power supply

assessed the player's balanced output through the

with two trandormers (one of which is atoroidal

McIntosh C2200 and, as Iexpected, it was

adequate for asmall integrated amp!) with eight
separated sections and the analogue stages are

audibly superior to the unbalanced output,

isolated from the digital.
Bertini's benediction includes superior-quality
passive

components consisting

of

milspec,

especially for dynamic contrasts and bass control.
But as the importer pointed out: ' This CD player
addresses the whole Maestro range up to existing

listening. Ihadn't realised how they grew on me
until Iswapped cartridges: instantaneously, the
Settanta displayed the sort of transparency that
reviewers crave if they're to detect tiny nuances.
Now transparency is a virtue Irecognise, but I
don't value tabove, say, midband accuracy, so I

and forthcoming extreme models, including the
Maestro fully- balanced two-chassis line pre-amp,

wasn't shanghaied into thinking that Ihad a

lowest -tolerance metallic- layered resistors; lowtolerance,

and the high- power monoblocs.'

alone. But it was reassuring nonetheless: AA was

non- polarised

polyester/propylene

world-class amp in front of nie on those grounds

capacitors, high-speed, low- loss, high-capacity

In Audio Analogue's defence, too, this isn't the

electrolytic capacitors and organic- electrolyte,

first time I've had two products in the same series

Part and parcel of this was a clarity and

low-capacity e,ectrolytic capacitors. Spinning the

with one balanced and one not. Indeed, cost

openness that reatly made the Settanta seem
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respect, the Maestro CD was deliciously close to
the venerable Marantz.

Each input on the
Maestro Settanta
amplifier can be set
up for aline source
or m-m/m-c phono

Brief time-out: the Musical Fidelity X- Ray V3 is
my current sub-£ 1000 reference for CD. It's a
gift at £899; I'd recommend it to anyone wanting
aCD player just for CDs, and it can hold its own
in £ 50,000 system. What the Maestro offers is
the next step up, if you have nearly double the
budget and want aclearly discernible clamber up
the food-chain. Where it scores so marvellously is
in the area of retrieving low-level detail and
presenting sublimely fluid bass without any sense
of artificial truncation.
It was fed asmorgasbord of CDs from the latest

The Maestro CD

Mavis Stables R&B-fest to Ella And Basie on

player uses a

Verve to the live Red Hot Chilli Peppers to the

modified Samsung

Dillards' transient- laden bluegrass [ Elektra, 8122

CD-ROM transport,
sample- rate

76508-2]. And it was the last-named that stood
out because of the challenges it presented. Those

converter and an

boys sure knew how to layer the sound, with

Analog Devices

myriad guitars, banjos and other instruments
favoured by mountain folk, enhanced with close

AD1955 for D/A
conversion

harmonies. Think of it as araw alternative to the
delicious Alison Krauss. Their magnificent
version of ' I've Just Seen Face' is a one-track
hootenanny, full of delightful touches that will
dazzle fans of pickin'-and-a-grinnin'. Blatantly,
this is material that I'm sure would show an
upward tilt if played through aspectrum analyser.
And yet — through the all-AA system, there's no
fatigue, no sizzle, and still you entertain afeeling
of complete assurance that you're hearing every

more than the sum of its parts, the property that
will make you forget about the pre/power
separates issue: in effect, this amplifier sounds
'huge', bah in terms of dynamic force — grunt,
power, call it what you will — and the actual scale
of the images it produces.
Because of the presence of my father's RCAs
and Mercurys, Ihad plenty of fodder to assess

tne three-dimensional qualities were resolved

single pluck, with the transients suffering no

made the experience something special. By that,
Imean ' absolutely convincing.'
With smaller works, with fewer individual

overhang. Move on to their take of ' Reason To

sounds vying for your attention at the same time,

bodies of the acoustic guitars, the nasal twang of
some good ol' boys' singing, the click of a

the Settanta showed that it could also deal
with intimacy. Small jazz ensembles blended
smoothly, yet each instrumentalist enjoyed his or

scale, including aparticularly jingoistic LP called

her own space. Piano- based works in particular

This Is My Country. Rigit w.ng sentiments aside,

enjoyed arichness and weight that demonstrated
aparticular sort of finesse that often eludes less

Believe': in this 35-year-old- plus precursor to
'unplugged' roots music, you can savour the

woodblock, the resonance of abanjo's 'skin', and
hillbilly strings that simply soar.
An absence of digital nasties, detail up the
kazoo, bass with form and weight but shorn of

capable amplifiers: the ability to preserve hints of

aggression — Isat there for hours on end savouring
this set-up. But where does it belong in amarket

orchestras laying it on thick, stunningly recorded

`mass' in minimalist recordings. If this sounds

overburdened with fine products? I'm working

and oozing majesty. Anyway, this has become for

bizarre, try something like aNat King Cole Trio LP

which in my case is preaching to the choir, this
disc features massive choral groups and

hard at this one, but Ithink Ihave an analogy: it's
a perfect combination for the person who wants

An absence of digital nasties, bass with
form and weight but shorn of aggression
— Isat for hours savouring this set-up

all the benefits of high-end sound, without the
aggravation or loss of precious living room realestate. Which makes it the Alfa Romeo GT Coupe
of hi-fi: a beautiful, brilliant performer that
doesn't cost aking's ransom. Somehow, calling it
the Audi or BMW would rob it of its soul. •
Ken Kessler

me ademo title with the worth of the Glory sound
track and Kodo drumming to show how asystem
handles aynamic contrasts, from soft-ish vocals
to marching bands, with all the magnitude of the
recorded space.
The Settanta? Clearly its phono section was up
to the task, only slightly less punchy or detailed
than the Audio Research P1-15. What it did with
the signal from there on was expand it to fill the
room seamlessly, whether Lsing the Guarneris or
the LS3/5As. RCA Red Seals have a distinctive
sheen that the Settanta preserved, but the way

www.hifinews.co.uk

on Capitol. YoL get real presence- plus- intimacy,
with life-size images. Bliss!

Su plier
UKD

When it came to the Maestro CD 192/24, it
was clear that Bertini wanted the two units to

01753 652669

complement each other like the blood relatives

www.audioanalogue.com

that they are — Romulus and Remus. It's worth
pointing out that there's nothing valve- like about

FIFFINews verdict

the Settanta, and it can be unforgiving with bright

High- end sound from acompact package that proves

recordings. Because the Maestro CD 192/24 is so
silky-sounding, you get the impression that old

as easy on the ear as it does on the eye. Fluid bass,
top drawer low- detail retrieval and no digital nasties

Claudio was damned if he was going to let any

to fatigue. Plus there's arethink on the remote.

grating digital edginess spoil things.

In this
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Naim NAC 202/NAP 200
PRICE

£1400/£1385

I

tnever ceases to amaze me that so few
people read the instruction manuals that

Narcom 3 remote control handset. Indeed, the
workings of the remote itself require a ittk
exploring in the manual. It looks conventional,
having a row of four buttons at the top lapelled

front panel display ( on or off), as well as
duplicating the mute and monitor functions.
The volume buttons actually provide three

accompany a new purchase, be it a coffee

cd, tuner, pre- amp and record; these are ' system
component keys' and are used to select which

percolator or apiece of hi-fi. While an argument

stages of response — a quick press giving the
motorised volume control anudge; aquick press.
release then hold causes a slow continuous

component in aNaim system will respond to the

adjustment; and asimple press and hold causes

may be made for ignoring instructions on the
grounds of familiarity with tie type of product, in
the world of hi-fi such actions can seriously
lessen the usability and musical enjoyment
available from the product.
The Naim pre/power combination tested here is
a case in point. Both units are attractively
designed, sporting neatly laid out controls with

The irresistible rhythmic drive and
musical energy that these units display
will win them many friends

self-explanatory logos on them. In this age of

pressing of the remaining 'soft keys' that cart be

minimalist fascias, the NAC 202 pre-amplifier's
single volume control knob and neat row of eight

found further down the remote. Thus, pressing

backlit buttons for tape monitor, mute, and six
line- level inputs would seem perfectly acceptable.

the pre-amp to select the CD input (while button

processor to take control of front speaker volume.
The last remote-orly function is ' input socket

2 selects tuner, etc). If a Naim tuner is being

However, a few minutes spent reading the
instruction manual reveals awhole host of further

mapping'. This refers to the choice of phono or

used then pressing 'tuner' first at top would cause

DIN socket for both CD and AUX 2 inputs.

tie numeric keys to select radio station presets.

facilities that can only be accessed via the

The remote also cortrols channel ba ance, the

The DIN sockets are laid out from the left along
the back, with an alternat've AUX 2 DIN socket
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'pre- amp' followed by numeric button 1 causes

the knob to spin rapidly. There is also a ' Unity
Gain' facility, which allows an outboard NV
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Naim Audio

NAG 2021
NAP 200
pre/power
amplifier
Naim's latest pre/power combo combines
the company's legendary lithe sound with
flexible, user-friendly features

(also labelled 6, and containing a DC power
supply for use with a Naim Stageline or Prefix
phono stage) sited above the normal, unpowered
input socket. It is worth noting that inputs 1, 2
and 6 are wired for input only, while inputs 3, 4
and 5 provide an audio output as well, for use
with recording equipment. A grounc post is
mounted next the Alternative 6 socket. To the
right of centre are two pairs of phono sockets for
the alternative nputs 1and 6. Selectiol of these
is easily done via : he prog mode on the handset.
Beyond these are sockets for power supplies :o
allow the connector of either aFlatCap (£ 515),
Hi- Cap (£925) or even, for the really wealthy, a
SuperCap (£ 2775) power supply. For tie review,
pre-arnp power was provided by the NAP 200
power amplifie-, along with an optional NAPSC
power seply (£ 235), which powers all the digita
circuitry used for pre-amp control and switching.
A last socket, labelled RC5, is for awired remote
control in more complex installations.
Provision is also made for the option of an
RS232 connection fo , use in home automation

www.hifinews.co.uk

Fascia buttons select six line- level inputs — plus tape monitor and mute
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6 key elements

ntemporary Art

SERIFL

X-516
Dimensions(w x d x h,cm):65x35x29

CF- 637I
Dimensioms(w x d x h,cmj:35x65x127

The Six:
• Top mounted tweeter avoiding diffraction for
more natural sound imaging.
• Elegantly sloped cabinet design to enhance
sound dispersion and time .phase coherency.
. High-grade mirror- imaged finish on gloss black,
gloss sliver, gloss white.
• High-grade furniture- quality real wood tweeter
cover and wood side panel reinforcement.
• Base chamber design, to increase weight by
fill in leads or sand and better bass control.

CF-638I
Dimensionsfw x d x h,cmj:35x65x127

. Designed by Dr. Joseph D'Appolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan Tel:886-2-23816299 Fax:886-2-23711053 E-mail:usherems11.hinet.net
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Naim that amp
The NAC 202 is the replacement for the NAC 102
pre- amplifier, originally introduced in 1996. Like
previous Naim pre- amps, it has no internal power
of its own, relying instead on aNaim power amp,
or optional dedicated power supply such as a
Flatcap. The NAP 200 power amp is not areissue
of the oniginal Naim amp of the same name from
1973, but a replacement for the 1992-vintage
NAP 180. It boasts 70W continuous power into 8
ohm and frequency response 2Hz-65kHz (-3dB).
Both units measure 432 x87 x314mm (whd).

were sited, or how forward of the drummer the

both

singer was standing. We all know that these
systems. It's worth noting for those not used to

things are psycho-acoustic tricks played upon the

musical
sounds

recent Nairn equipment that the sockets are
meant to wobble; this is part of the decoupling of

ear anyway, but they often add to the pleasure of

background ambient

listening, except in this case where the merest lip

information

the internal circuitry to reduce unwanted
microphonic interference through vibration of the

serv.ce paid to stereo placement was enough.

were portrayed. The catch of

Since agoodly chunk of my record collection
comprises mono recordings Iwas pleased to find

breath in a singer's throat before a

internal components.
The NAP 200 power amplifier is afar simpler
unit, featuring a power button at the front and,

that the trade-off for the relaxed nature of the
imaging was aspacious and detailed rendition of
the music. Especially with classical music Ifelt
that Icould almost make a case for greater

and
and

detail

note is hit, or that silence between notes,
wnich isn't actually silence because you can
sense the size of the recording venue from the

either the pre-amplifier or one of the Cap' series

attempts at realism than with stereo recordings.
After all, how many times have you actually found

minuscule bits of noise always present in aspace
—all were present in glorious detail. Ijust wasn't
quite sure exactly where they were.
As you may have realised, Irather liked the

of power supplies.

from left to right across the back, the mains IEC
input, two well- spaced pairs of flush 4mm
speaker terminals, and afour- pin DIN socket for

an auditorium seat that gives you perfect stereo

Nairn

manuals advise that

placement of the instruments in an orchestra?

irresistible rhythmic drive and musical ene-gy that

running in could take up tc five weeks before the

I've usually found the live sound to be closer to

these units display will, Iam sure, win them many

Both the

products'

NAC 200/NAP 202 combination: the

units sound at their best, and that they are best
left switched on. This pair took about three weeks
to really loosen up, and if switched off for any
length of time they took about 48 hours to get
back to anormal, optimum condition again.
And what is normal for this pair? In some ways
Iwould describe it as avery typical Nairn sound,
with the emphasis on rhythm and texture over

The amps have avery typical Naim
sound, with the emphasis on rhythm and
texture over imaging

imaging. This combination of factors has caused

the three-dimensional

me some serious head scratching because Ilove
lithe and energetic handling of the rhythmical

conies from amono recording played through this

components of music, as well as textural and
ambient detail that leaves you awash in the shape
of the sounds — and Ilove athree-dimensional,
near- holographic image of tne performers, their
placement on the soundstage and the spaces that

wide' mono sound that

equipment. The soundstage stayed well within the
area between the speakers, but also seemed to fill
it very adequately, a marked contrast to the
vertical slot of sound that can be some systems'
way of handling asingle-channel signal.

friencs. Ifor one will be sad when they are finally
wrested from my grasp. What further adds to their
appeal are the facts that their build quality is
bombproof. the styling nicely understated and
fairly timeless, while the facilities on offer are
both useful and user friendly.
It you are in the market for a well- sorted

After switching to stereo material, the extra

pre/power outfit costing the right side of three

dimension that comes from a good recording

grand and are willing to trade some imaging for

The latter aspect is what the 202/200 combo

became apparent, although the placement ot

the kind of pace and speed that ensures music is

didn't do, and yet Iloved i: for everything else
that it did do so well. Ifound that for once Icould

performers came into the somewhere over there'

a truly involving experience then Irecommend
that you put the Naim NAC 202 and NAP 200

enjoy a general spread of sound that simply

bracket. The good news was that this
impressionistic attitude to placement did not

flowed, without caring where exactly the strings

extend to the way in which textures and shapes ot

exist between them.

very high on your audition list. Idoubt you will
regret the experience. •
Tony Bolton

Su .. her
Naim Audio
01722 332266
www.naim-audio.com

Hi-FiNews verdict
Awell executed design boasting excellent musical
and -hythmic abilities. Though imaging is vague, the
boogie factor more than compensates, ensuring that
music is both involving and hugely enjoyable.
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Inca Tech

Katana CD

player

Driving bass lines, vocals to astonish.., an old name returns with apair of
striking- looking CD players sure to set new benchmarks at their price- points
Katana CD players
PRICE

£ 600 (£995 SE)

F

irst spotted in the mid 1980s, Inca Tech's
first product, the Claymore, was a true

super integrated boasting sound quality
far beyond what was commonly available at the
time. Sadly, due to various circumstances, Inca
Tech vanished into obscurity afew years later, but
not before making its mark with the Quattro

included and they offer aclear sonic advantage
over single ended, allowing this player to be used
in hign-end, fully balanced systems.
Much of the 1lkg weight is taken up by the
case and the power supply. The different
elements of the case are extruded, milled and
sculpted to provide a non- resonant platform for
the CD player's internals to work from, while the
power supply is large enough to grace apowerful

amplifier and avariety of Class A behemoths. It

integrated amplifier. The transport is a Philips
VAM 1202, selected because it delivered the best

was with some interest, therefore, that Iread a

results sonically and emitted lower amounts of

press release regarding the relaunch of Inca Tech,
now renamed Inca Design. What's more, an entire
range of products is under development, and the
first of those, the Katana and Katana SE CD
players, are tested here.
The Katana is visually stunning with
outstanding build quality to match. The
truncated pyramid design hides its 380 x115 x
365mm (whd) dimensions, though lifting this
player does nothing to disguise the llkg weight.
Underneath the player is the power switch, while
the top surface houses the basic transport
controls: play/pause, track back, track forward,
stop, and open/close. At the rear of the player are
a pair of high quality RCA outputs, two XLR
balanced outputs, S/PDIF coaxial digital and
TosLink optical digital outputs, and finally the
standard IEC power inlet. The addition of high
quality balanced outputs is unusual at this price,
but the design team felt that they could be
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what would be considered acceptable even in very
high-end players. The attention to detail doesn't
end there: the remote handset is made from teak
with its legends etched into the wood by laser.
This is beautifully finished aid profiled, making
the player areal pleasure to use.
The Katana and Katana SE were wired into my
reference system feeding aKrell KRC-3 pre-amp
and Bryston 3B-SST and 14B-SST power amps,
which in turn drove MartinLogan SL-3and Aerius
Ispeakers. The Krell was joined by aTacT RCS
2.2X system, which took both digital and

The Katana possessed an incredible
level of dexterity and speed, capturing
the most subtle nuance in vocals
harmful RFI. This is awelcome change from the
predominantly CD-ROM based transports used

analogue signals from the Katana. Musical
Fidelity Tri Vista 21 DAC and A308 CD player

today, since it was designed as adedicated audio
transport from the start.

were used as digital references. All signal cabling

The SE is essentially the same player, but
tuned and tweaked. The power supply uses higher
quality capacitors; the crystal used to generate

Townshend Is°Ida DCT. Power was supplied by an

was Townshend ' solda DCT-100 ( balanced) and
DCT-300 ( single-ended); speaker cables were
Isotek Substation and Qube.

timing signals is replaced with a more accurate

Straight from the box it was clear these players

item that is then heavily damped; further levels of
filtering are added to the timing stage; and further

were capable of performing far above the level

RFI elimination is achieved through RC filtering
in the digital stage, taking levels of RFI to below

expected at their price- points. Listening first with
the single-ended outputs the high frequencies of
the standard Katana sounded far more polished

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The Katana is based around achassis
manufactured from six interlocking
components. These comprise apair of
extruded 6mm-thick aluminium sides,
10mm-thick aluminium front and back
plates, adamped 2mm top plate, and a
chassis plate of aluminium with a1mm
copper plate bonded underneath it. This

bolted to a lOmm copper slab EOmm

shielded in copper surrouniing the twin

96/24 HDCD DAC, here employed as a

plate has an applied mineral- loaded

wide that runs the full length of the

bobbins and uses extensive filtering via

DAC, upsampler and HDCD filter, and

ink, protecting the internals of the

player and

is designed :o iamp

abank of capacitors to provide both the

decoder. It is used in this manner in

player from stray magnetic fields that

vibrations during operation. This is

analogue and digital sides of this player

order to minimise the signal paths and

might come from beneath the player if it

milled in aspecific pattern to break up

with power, each stage being protected

reduce the level of RFI, which had

is housed in an equipment rack.

resonance modes that might otherwise
occur in asolid rectangular slat. The

from interference with high levels of

been observed when the company had

filtering. Meanwhile, the digital stage is
based around the Burr Brown PCM1732

used Pacific Microsonics PMD100 and

The Philips VAM 1202 transport ( a
replacement for the CDM 12.2) is

'R'

cored

transformer

is

heavily

PM0200 chips.

and richly textured than Ihave ever heard from a

corning through ir avery immediate way. It was if

superiority was obvious.

sub-£ 1000 player, with cymbals and tambourines

the output of the CD hard been hardwired to the
power amp, such was the transparency, speed and

powerful bass line had a timing and precision
unusual ir CD players at any price. And while the

dynamics on offer.
Feeling that the Katana was an excellent player
at the price, Ireally wondered whether the SE

powerful bass line made its presence felt, the
player still allowed the vocals to exist clearly in
their own sonic space, the singer being placed

could justify the extra 50% outlay. A single bar
from Brenda Russell's Walking In New York

about half a metre in front of the plane of the
speakers without the sound being thrown out in a

[Hidden

harsh or aggressive manner.

more detailed and focused than Iwould have
thought possible from a £ 600 source. The upper
midrange, where Iusually hear a hardness and
forwardness with low cost players, was instead
fully integrated and proportioned within the sonic
picture and not attracting attention in acosmetic
effort to make the sound more energetic.
The musically critical midrange, while not as

Beach Records] dispelled any such

Here

the

driving,

transparent as with the Tri Vista 21 DAC, was still

question. On the single-ended output the
subjective noise floor fell almost to Tri Vista 21

balanced outputs once again delivered astep up

very good and only slightly veiled in comparison

levels, proving lower than with tne superb Musical

from single-ended, quite simply delivering the

with the likes of the Shanling CDT- 100 or the
A308 players ( more than double and three times
the price respectively). The feeling of a singer

Fidelity A308. Not only was it quiet, but the

best performance from asingle- box CD player I've

Latin- inspired bass line seemed to gain new
impetus and energy, the sound being propelled

being in the room was missed with this player due
to aslight opacity through the midrange, yet the

into the room to convey a sense of real
enthusiasm from the musicians. It was almost

heard in my room (the Accuphase DP- 75 aside).
The Katana SE surpassed the excellent Sugden
Masterc,ass and Musical Fidelity A308 CD

Vocal performance was astonishing,
Brenda Russell's voice having agreater
level of intimacy through the SE

Even with this exemplary performance, the

players, delivering a performance that was more
convincing and natural, with a greater sense of
reakm than either.
Not only is the Katana a superb standalone
player, but as adigital transport for the TacT RCS
2.2X and Tri Vista 21 Ifound it at least as good
as MJsical Fidelity's X- Ray V3 or A308 CD player,
yet cheaper than either. It added precious little to
the signal, with the high frequencies taking in a

Katana proved to be very close to the Musical

impossible to not tap your foot and have abig grin

shade more air than either the MF transports,

Fidelity X- Ray V3 with vocals
The Katana also possessed an incredible level

on your face as this track bounced along.

while subtracting very little from the performance.

Meanwhile, the acoustic guitar during the
opening to ' Catch On' proved far more open and

If you think Iwas impressed, you would be
right. If you have £ 500 to spend on aplayer, then

natural, with the guitar performing on a wider,
deeper sourdstage, beyond the wall behind the

stretch to the Katana. Ihave heard nothing at

players, even costly designs, gloss over. The bass
was superbly extended and controlled, with the

speakers. Not only was the soundstage larger, but

your budget extends to £995 ( or even twice that),

bass line of Dido's ' Hunter' from No Angel [
Arista]
energising the room in a powerful yet well

the instruments were far more richly detailed ana
textured, with amore natural portrayal of decay.

proportioned manner.

The hint of grain in the treble had now completely

then you must shortlist the Katana SE. It is a
stunning player in absolute terms, and now my
new sub-£ 1,000 reference.

of dexterity and speed, capturing the most subtle
timing cue or nuance in vocals, which most

As good as the single-ended outputs were, I gone, being repiaced with seemingly limitless air.
was

unprepared

for

the

increase in performance
that the balanced
outputs offered.
Vocals took an
immediate stride
forward,
Brenda
Russell's performance
on ' She's in Love' from Paris
Rain [
Hidden Beach Records]

The vocal performance was astonishing, with
Brenda Russell's voice having agreater level of
intimacy and expressiveness through the SE.
Even with someth.ng more processed,
such as Sophie Ellis-Bextor's ' By
Chance' from Read My
Lips [
Polydorl
the SE's

under £ 1,000 to offer it serious competition. If

Dav'd Allcock

Su ' lier
Activ Distribution Limited
01635 291357
www.incadesign.com

Hu-FiNews verdict
Stunning looks, sturdy build and balanced outputs to
boot, both Katana players deserve to make waves at
their price- points thanks to thrilling vocals and a
dexterity and energy that truly brings music to life.

The teak remote with laser etching
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Auditions
loudspeaker

EITE

Afew measurements of the M22 (fig 1) confirmed that the
main front grilles accentuate asmall inherent 12kHz metal

Epos

dome resonance and their removal makes quite a large
difference, eliminating the resulting peak from the frequency
response. Furthermore the tweeter's mini- grille caused treble

M22

lift of adB or more between 9kHz and 15kHz, and removal
tamed this also. Even so, even with a completely naked
speaker, there was anarrow dip in the frequency response of
about 4dB around the 3kHz crossover frequency and a
gradual 3dB lift in treble output between 4kHz and 18kHz.
This may emphasise upper harmonics.
The delayed energy waterfalls showed generally very low

loudspeaker

levels of delayed energy, but there was adominant ridge of
output at 4.4kHz. Though this was well down, at —30(18 after
2ms, it may influence tonality.
Output of the M22 was quite even (fig 2 shows the
speaker's off-axis responses), though these do show some

Epos Acoustics revives atried- and-tested
design with this slender floorstander

variability with height due to the slow- rate crossover.
Impedance modulus ( fig 3) dipped to 3.8 ohm at 10Hz so,
strictly speaking, this is a4ohm loudspeaker; though over
much of the band it could pass for 6-8 ohm. Phase held
within +28 and —35 degrees, so no problems here.
Do

of input connectors — complete with shorting bars

Epos M22
PRICE

£ 949

E

pos has been through a few changes
since it was founded by Robin Marshall

20 years ago. First it was sold to
Mordaunt-Short, which itself was part of the TGI

—for multi-wiring if desired. The front grilles are,
quite unusually, made from mesh steel, pressed
into shape with a gentle curvature and a right
angled all-round edge to aid stability and rigidity.
These clip on to the veneered front baffle by

International.

means of grille-fixing sockets.
There's much care and attention to detail in

Meanwhile, Mike Creek had sold his Creek Audio
company to TGI and worked with Marshall while

evidence here. Fo instance, the rear- mounted
reflex port has full air-flow management in the

both companies were under the same ownership.

form of outer and inner flare trumpets fabricated

He realised that the philosophies of Creek and
Epos were very similar, and so it was quite natural

from MDF, while the port tube is made of
cardboard to avoid resonances that can occur with

for Creek to follow up the re-acquisition of his own
company with the purchase of Epos from TGI in

plastics. Creek has introduced only minimal
amounts of damping materials within the cabinet

1999. The two brands now sit comfortably
together under Mike Creek's aegis.

—just enough to deal with resonances.
As has been traditional with Epos,

Group —

Tannoy

Goodmans

O00 re mu.

201g

*lee. 00,

Fig 1: Effect of grilles on frequency response

10

the

The new M22 is not really a replacement for

crossover network is a minimal affair, relying on

previous models, although the Epos Acoustics

the basic frequency response smoothness of the

10

qa•gosionimiNteta
Nu*

70

Wm.

The M22 certainly meets its design brief
of delivering music with afine sense of
timing and musical dynamics
lineage is clearly traceable in this ES22-sized
loudspeaker. It's asolidly built two- and-a- half way
system in which the bass and mid/bass drivers
share the lows, while the mid/bass alone carries
on to handle the midrange frequencies. This
technique can deliver very
integration if done properly.

good

low- mid

drive units, rather than electrical crossover
complication, so high- rate filters are out. It's all
part and parcel of achieving that certain

'r'-.

201n

1.,44.142 ale

Fig 2: Off- axis family of responses
100
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'communication factor' which is at the heart of
the two brands.
Once wired up and fired up, the M22 certainly
showed itself to be aclear and precise performer,

The well-braced, slender cabinet is split into

well timed and lacking in overhang or blurring —

two sections — upper section for the mid/bass and
a lower chamber for the woofer. There's a large

just as claimed.
For instance, with Miles Davis' Kind of Blue,

radius around the front baffle to minimise the
deleterious effects of secondary radiation from

Davis' horn had palpable clarity and ' brassiness'
while the reverb behind was reproduced well. The

baffle discontinuities; or diffraction as some

double bass was articulate too, clearly reproduced

prefer to call it. On the rear is aset of three pairs

with no overhang, and not a hint of boom or

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Fig 3: Impedance modulus and phase
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L- Series - A Solid Foundation
What HiFi Sound & Vision Product of the Year - Full size speaker packages
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The new Quad L-series subwoofer offers the finest bass
performance of any subwoofer in its class.
Technological breakthroughs in every aspect of design
ensure the L-Sub delivers the kind of reproduction expected
from the most respected name in audio.
A revolutionary ' trilam' cone, using carbon fibre
sandwiched between two woven glass-fibre sheets, ensures a
truly pistonic response even under extreme conditions.
The powerful 300WRMS amplifier section is fed through our
new microprocessor controlled fourth order filter stage, with
switchable low pass filters.
The remote controlled operation with digital display and
four memory settings allows different levels for home
cinema and for stereo use.
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Business Park, Huntingdon, Cambs, PE29 6XU
Download brochures and reviews from www.quad-hifi.co.uk
Tel :- 0845 4580011, Fax :- 01480 431767
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Sounds like Thunder
Drive units in the M22 are either new, or improved

porous and voice coil unventilated. Claimed benefits

versions of earlier Epos drivers. The 'Thunder' 150

of this new driver are the ability to produce high

woofer features an injection- moulded polymer cone

sound levels without distortion or colorations, while

(a technique pioneered by Epos), astiff dust cap and

the pole- piece mounted phase plug eases integration

high- power motor system on a rigid aluminium die-

with the tweeter by improving the off- axis and out- of-

cast chassis, and is claimed to combine high power

band frequency response of the woofer ( particularly

handling, high sensitivity and excellent linearity.

helpful when using minimal crossover topologies).

The ' Lightning' woofer/midrange is also on a

Finally, there's the 25mm tweeter. This features a

150mm cast aluminium chassis, developed from the

25mm diameter 50 micron ' gold' anodised aluminium

earlier ES series but now with rear venting to improve

dome, with a polyamide suspension, which are

air flow and reduce the voice coil temperature during

claimed to reduce coloration and enable the tweeter

operation. As with the ' Thunder' woofer, the cone is

to handle high power without distress. There's ferro -

injection moulded. but with small amounts of talc

fluid to aid heat conduction from the vented voice

added to the mix to modify the mechanical properties,

coil. A rear cavity and powerful neodymium magnet

optimising stiffness for the best sonic results.

assembly are used to tighten the transient response

The 32mm voice coil is ' wet wound' using high-

and the neo magnet has aheat sink attached to help

temperature wire onto an aluminium former, which

reduce its temperature ( because neodymium is more

aids heat flow from the coil, to reduce thermal

susceptible to the effects of heat than the bulkier

compression ( which can spoil dynamics). A central

ferrite family of magnet materials. This tweeter is

phase plug is used in preference to adust cap and,

claimed to ' eliminate temporal smearing, giving the

to avoid any air ' chuffing' noises, the rear spider is

tweeter impeccable pace rhythm and timing'.
(Far left) Three drivers can be wired individually
thanks : otri wire posts; Epos M22 with grilles on

distortion has definitely paid off in producing lows
with a fine sense of articulation. The tweeter is
clear and precise too, though there is a hint of
peakiness here which, as already mentioned, was
significantly improved by removing the metal
grilles. Even with the grilles off, there is aslight
upper mid/treble dominance and this was further
improved, though not removed, by lifting off the
ferrous mini dome-grille over the metal dome
tweeter (which is held on by the tweeter's own
magnetic field).
Overall, the M22 certainly meets its design
brief of delivering music with a fine sense of
timing and musical dynamics, minimal burring
and good communication. A pair sets up agreat
soundstage and a thoroughly modern sense of
clarity and definition. The M22 is certainly not
recessed in tonal balance and if pushed to make
excess warmth, though perhaps a bit more

same name. There's afine sense of power, depth

a judgement I'd say they erred on the side of

natural warmth would have fleshed out the

and real precision to the bass lines — though again

forwardness and crispness to give an edge-of-the-

double bass to a more realistic size and

awarmer bass/mid balance would have been nice.

seat performance in which each quaver is an

presence. The sax was crystal clear and ' fruity',
also sounding quite the metallic instrument it is.
Meanwhile, cymbals were crisp and clear, if

Vocals were clearly projected — maybe with a

adventure. If this speaker were ameal, it would

slightly forward quality to them ( no one could
accuse the M22 of being a shrinking violet

have a dash of spicy salsa sauce, but some
connoisseurs prefer their food plain. If this ,eview
has whetted your appetite, atasting session with

They err on the side of forwardness to
give an edge- of-the- seat performance in
which each quaver is an adventure

an Epcs dealer will soon discover into which
category you fit. •
Dave Berriman

Supplier
Epos Limited
01442 260146

marginally pronounced and slightly splashy. The

vocally) while the cymbals and maracas in

www.epos-acoustics.corn

metal grilles were duly removed and this effect

'El Macho' were heightened and crispened
enough to bring them noticeably to the fore.

Hi-FiNiews verdict

was

much

reduced.

Subsequent

listening

confirmed my distinct preference for using the

One thing the M22 does really well is to set up

Great loudspeakers for those in search of precision,

M22 with the front grilles off.

an open stage for the performers — as if throwing

clarity and definition, though absolute neutrality has

Bass was certainly deep enough, as revealed
when playing ' El Macho', and ' Sailing to

the curtains wide — while dynamics are excellent.

perhaps taken aback seat in pursuit of moderq-day

The solid cabinet seems to have little overhang

timing and dynamics. Definitely one to hear though.

Philidelphia' from Mark Knopfler's album of the

and the attention to bass power handling and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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the art in this area for many audiophiles.

and D/D converters have redefined the state of

Unlike those finely crafted miniature tape
recorders, or the PL- Pvalve pre-amp, for example,

Speaking personally, it was experience with dCS

that have garnered enthusiastic reviews in this

rdinarily, no review of a Nagra product

converters that won over this analogue die-hard to

magazine — as much for the precision engineering

would be complete without areference to

the potential of CD audio as atruly musical and

its jewel-like construction. In the case of

enjoyable medium.

as sound quality — the Nagra DAC is arelatively
conventional- looking product in afull-width box,

the Swiss company's new digi7al-to-analogue

Don't let number specs fool you into thinking

converter though, known just as the Nagra DAC,

that any product using the words ' 24- bit' or

albeit one designed around a professional-style
perforated aluminium chassis. There are no

this is not the main draw, as this product is
trading on clever digital signal processing within,
alongside the company's own audio engineering
heritage. And so lorg as the new high-resolution'
formats guard their musical content with disabled
digital outputs, this kind of product will see use
principally with CD audio, or maybe additionally

The finest digital converters really can
coax more believable sound from what
may be termed ' mid- resolution' formats

with DAB, DAT or MiniDisc.
So is it really worth investing over £7000 in a

'upsampling'

will

yield

dCS-like

levels

of

meters to spice up this unit's appearance,
although connector junkies may appreciate the

converters really can coax a more believable

it's probably Nagra, historically renowned for its,

spread of socketry along the back panel.

sound from what may be termed mid- resolution'

ahem, jewel-like reel-to-reel recorders used by the

At heart, the Nagra DAC is a high-end stereo

formats such as CD, showing some surprising
definition and unheard details from legacy d.gital

broadcast and film media since the 1950s, even
if the company's current claim to innovation is

D/A converter for music lovers, a 24/192 PCM
converter with internal upsampling. But rather

media. The obvious precedent is that of products
from Data Conversion Systems (dCS), whose D/A

more for its digital rights management systems

than use acheap-aschips, offthe-shelf solution

for cable and pay TV services.

for sample-rate conversion, Nagra has specified a

16 bit audio?

Experience has shown that the finest digital
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performance. But if any company can design a

'jewel-like' control knobs or backlit VU swing

converter that lives up to its printed specification,

digital converter just to play
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Nagra

DAC digital
converter
NaceitADAc I
Is it really worth blowing £ 7000 on aDAC to play
16- bit audio? Well, if you're seeking smooth, natural
sound from CD, with the possibility of multichannel
capability to come, Nagra's latest is sure to appeal

high-performance digital signal processor from

usual OdBFs, or as a ' Modulometer' reading

Sockets that are in use already include one

Anagram Technologies. This is the same company

—Nagraspeak for ar averaged audio signal level —

AES/EBU digital input, three RCA S/PDIF, and

that provided upsampling capability to the well-

from the DAC's built-in volume control. A cross-

one TosLink optical input. There is also a two-

received Talk Electronics Thunder 3.1 CD player
[HFN, August 2004]. Like Nagra, Anagram is
based in Switzerland.

shaped array of LEDs helps indicate channel
balance, with alight shifting to the left or right to

channel analogue input, on XLR or RCA, to allow

represent balance steering.

The DAC's front panel is divided into two main

The back panel is awash with XLR balanced

areas; the left section includes an LCD screen lit

connectors. Aside from the expected audio UR

an analogue source to be routed through the unit.
This input relies on a Burr- Brown 1853 AID
converter, capable of quad- rate operation to
24/192, although the manual notes that an
analogue input here is converted to digital at only

The Nagra delivered that holographic
rendering that often accompanies good
upsampling technology
in yellow-green, which gives acertain amount of
visual feedback on what's happening within, and
here's where you'll also find source selection
buttons and menu/cursor keys.
In the central panel section, and in marked

outputs, there are also balanced 5.1 connectors

accepted for external digital inputs is 96kHz, due
to the limitations of the standard S/PDIF link ( and
the dearth of any products, consumer or
professional, that employ 24/192 ins/outs). It's
possible this shortfall may be addressed by an

upgrade that would ten the Nagra DAC into a

A system of user-adjustable presets, called
Templates, is included for quick selection of

multichannel processor. The availability of this
was uncertain when we went to press, but if it is

panel to monitor signal levels. These can be set to

a deal-clincher, speak to the Nagra distributor
first for the latest information.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Also note that despite the DACs internal operation
at 192kHz sample frequency, maximum rate

for surround speakers, centre, and subwoofer
channels. These are not actually wired to anything
on this model, but are in place for a possible

contrast to most consumer D/A converters, the
Nagra DAC sports LED peak meters on the front
read either digital peak signal level up to the

24/48 resolution, which appears unfortunate if
the silicon is capable of much wider bandwidth.

update later, as asixth input has been reserved,
input G, for ' Nagra Digital In'.

pre-configured inputs. Aseries of parameters can
be stored for each of three templates, labelled
TI—T3. This allows one to call up a previously

Hi-FiNews DECEMBER 2004
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"Best New Analogue Component Award" Hi Fi News, UK
"Best Buy" Hi Fi Choice, UK
"Highly Recommended" Audio & Video, Brazil
"Brilliant" Hi Fi World, UK
"Fantastic" Image Hifi, Germany
"Best New Record Player & Arm" Stereo Sound, Japan
"Excellent" Hi Fi review, Hong Kong

Distriouted in UK through Henley Designs Ltd
Tel: 01235 511 166
info@henleydesigns.co.uk
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A brief history of time
The Nagra employs a 24- bit/
192kHz D/A converter chip

Room for expansion inside, with the Anagram
upsampling board vertically mounted near centre

_UAL

advantage of the Nagra DAC's ND converter, to
digitise an analogue source like LP for recording
to CD- Ror DVD-R.

from Analog Devices but before
this point all digital signals are
converted into 24/192 form by

Like many good audio components, the best

a black- box solution Anagram
Technologies dubs an 'Adaptive
Time Filtering module'. This

was to come after the unit had been left on for
several hours, whereupon the Nagra DAC gave a
natural, almost analogue- like rendering of music

unit converts incoming digital

from compact disc. Spirited, confident scene

(such

painting was underlined by that spacious, finely
detailed and holographic rendering that often

as

16/44.1

from

compact disc) into 24/192
form with the addition of a

accompanies good upsampling technology. It was

certain amount of ' resolution

abold yet subtle sound that it conjured up, with

enhancement',

measures taken to minimise

strong midband articulation that gave awarm and
inviting character — the facet that reminded me of

data- induced jitter problems.

good analogue replay — and a superb grip on

Anagram's RE24 process
claims to raise 16-bit data

dynamics. This gave it a drive that distances it
from more cerebral, characterless products.

along

with

streams to 20- bit resolution,

Compared to a five-year-old dCS Purcell and

while 20- bit data will gain 24bit resolution. This appears to

filtering later. Other aspects are

be achieved through judicious

One example: ' conversion
between discrete digital time

use of noise-shaping — that is,
by moving digital noise out of

not explored in plain English.

mathematical dimension into
the signal space, ITE allows
optimal conversion between the

for the pair), the Nagra DAC gave a ' bigger' sound,

two time domains.'
So there we have

seemingly allowing more low frequency power and
drive. The dCS rig had lighter but slightly tighter
bass, with a discernably more open and airy

dumping it into higher parts of

model
and
ANAGRAM
Technologies
continuous
analogue virtual time model is

Anagram's DSP works its
wonders by adding dimensions

the

performed by ITE. Adding one

to the space-time continuum.

the nominal audio band and
spectrum,

for

benign

Delius combination, which offers broadly similar
facilities at aslightly higher price ( now £ 11,500

it —

soundstage. While certainly more transparent to
musical and acoustic details, it was not
conclusively ' better' — perhaps just different in its
priorities. Where the Nagra could be creamy and
smooth, almost rosy on occasions, the dCS was
more dispassionate, tonally neutral, yet a little
thin- sounding in comparison. Though neither is
exactly correct, it will be an individual listener's
judgement to decide on apreferred 'shading'.
Despite minor quibbles about the user
interface, the Nagra DAC stood out as apremium

configured input channel at the press of asingle
button; but since there are few variables to adjust

feel when pressed; and the slightly arcane
interface meant simple adjustments were hidden

on this two-channel DAC, this may be intended to
be of more use as and wher it receives

in multiple menus.

multichannel capability, which is when things can

be open to revision with firmware upgrades in the

get a great deal more complex. Customisation

future, Nagra willing. And once the Nagra DAC is
set up to play your preferred source, there's little

options currently include inversion of phase,

In its favour, the software-driven interface may

The Nagra stood out as apremium DAC
that will serve exceedingly well in a
domestic high- end audio setting

quality digital-to-analogue converter that will
serve exceedingly well in a domestic high-end
audio setting. New converters boasting 24/192
capability are appearing all the time, in disc
players, processors and in standalone DAC units,
but the fact remains that this numbers game does
not indicate how well executed that conversion
will be. In the case of the Nagra DAC, it's difficult
to know where the credit should point — whether
to the clever upsampling signal processing from
Anagram Technologies or the precise execution of
audio engineering by Nagra's team — but the
result is a very fine, not to mention, musical
digital converter that will bring much pleasure
from its ability to make the most of CD audio. •
Andrew Harrison

adjustable on a per stereo channel basis if
required; display contrast and bacKlight; and
behaviour of LED meters, eg, as standard peak
meter, or peak and hold.
In use, the Nagra DAC was not found to oe

reason to have to brave the control panel again.
There were also features missing that Ifelt a
DAC of this calibre should have included. There is
no display of the bit-depth of an incoming digital
signal,

which

any

self-respecting

digital

especially user-friendly. The complete layout of

audiophéle would want to know. One instance

the front panel, while seemingly impressive in a
professional no-nonsense kind of way, is over-

would be for connection to a DVD player, where

Supplier
RI Services
01235 810455
www.nagraaudio.com

Hu-FINews verdict

complicated for the actual basic facilities on

the off-disc digits could be in 16-, 20- or 24- bit
form — depending on the source material and the

Quibbles about user-friendliness aside, the Nagra

offer. The LCD display was not very easy to read

player's or content provider's predilection for

in daylight, regardless of screer setting; the
rubber buttons did not have aparticularly postive

with an analogue- like rendering of music from CD.
Possible later upgrade to multichannel capability.

which would

www.hifinews.co.uk

need'ess truncation. Nor is there adigital output,

proved itself apremium digital-to-analogue converter

be a boon for anyone taking
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Audio Research

PH5 phono
pre-amplifier
•
audio research

MUTE

•

•

,

MONO

47K

1000

500

500 •

MODEL PI

VACUUM TUBE PHONO PREAMPLIFIER

wawa,

ARC is replacing both PH3 and PH3SE phono stages with a
superior model costing less. And it even comes with aremote!
Enter a new phono stage from Audio Research
Corporation, with trickle-down technology from
the REF. ARC explained the arrival of the PH5:
'The PH3 series had been in our line some nine

side and four soft-touch buttons on the right. The
buttons control Power, Mute, Mono and Loading
for 47k, 1000, 500, 200 or 100 ohms through
press- press scrolling. Here's the irresistible kicker

years and needed replacing. Discussions witn our

for analogue addicts: the PH5 comes with a

the flood of killer phono stages available today.

retailers and importers indicated that a wellperforming product around US $ 2000 was what

to the adjustments from your hot seat. [ But see
the sidebar, To Load Or Not To Load'.]

Audio Research PH5

C
PRICE

£1799

ontinuing to revert exclusively to vinyl
usage for my pleasure', as opposed to
'reviewing' listening, I'm ecstatic about

remote control for all functions, so you can listen

My absolute references, but beyond my means,

they and their customers were looking for. So, our

are the Manley Steelhead and the Audio Research

task was to give them aphono stage that was a

Reference Phono, while Iadore the EAR 324 for

clear sonic advancement upon the previous

the rear panel, with one pair each of phonosocket

its unbelievable flexibility and quietness — a

products, with enhanced features, a little more

masterpiece. EAR's 834P remains my sub-£ 500

gain (+3 dB), at alower price (some $ 600 lower

inputs and outputs, an earthing post and an IEC
three- pin mains socket. Alas, due to cost,

all-tube reference, while Ican't recommend too
highly either the Pro-Ject Tube or the NAD PP2

than the previous SE). Thus the PH5.' Not an
easy task, as the PH3 and PH3 Special Edition

consider it for adearer variant if there's enough

for sheer value for money.
But it's time to get selfish. Itry to treat myself
to a piece of hi-fi each year, having bought
London and Koetsu cartridges, the Denon DVD2900 universal player and other bits and pieces
since the change of millennia. Now I'm after a
phono stage with three specific requirements,

PH3/PH3SE owners will recognise the layout of

balanced output is not available, but ARC will

And the vocals! Natural, with sibilance
that sounded real. Iimplore you:
audition this with some Peggy Lee!

beyond sublime sound. They are, in ascending
order of importance, 1) aprice Ican manage, 2)

have

valves inside and 3) ultimate suitability for the

unchanged, for nine and six years, respectively.

two cartridges Ilove best: the aforementioned
Koetsu and London. Which makes it so tough,

Its response? The new PH5, replacing both the
PH3 and PH3SE, with aretail price of £ 1799. Its

because one's a moving- coil and the other's a

48cm front panel layout matches the SP16 and

and no overall feedback. A direct link to the
flagship REF is new RIAA circuitry, patterned

high-output freak of science.

CD3 Mk II, with green LED indicators on the left

after the Reference Phono's RIAA stage, with
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been

major successes and

remained

demand. Like the PH3, the PH5 is ahybrid, using
a high-gain, 5-JFET per channel, non- inverting
input stage with constant- current stabilisation

www.hifinews.co.uk

Auditions
phono stage

To load or not to load
There's nothing as rewarding as
learning something new, and
the PH5 completely altered my
understanding of moving- coil
cartridge loading.
Like most audiophiles who
lived through the Great Moving
Coil Renaissance of the 1970s, I
thought of loading to be as
important as driving sober, safe
sex and paying VAT. Boy, was I
wrong. What happened was this:
After carefully

installing the

PH5, with the Koetsu Urushi in
place, Iwas not merely surprised
LOAD

but distressed to hear absolutely

difference becomes much none

no level changes whatsoever when

audibl.e.

scrolling through the impedance

cartridge," one of cur technicians

loading recommendations do not

settings on the PH5.

explained, "the different loading

accurately

"
On a tigher output

Ifreaked — was it a dud? So I options will act ike a4ery subtle

passive high frequency and active low frequency
improved margin of stability under the most
demanding conditions.
Four

6922

twin

triodes

make

up

the

cartridge

internal

manufacttrer's

reflect

the

impedance

adual
of

the

tone control, mainly aracting the

cartridn. But, again, they may Feel

email exchange with Terry Dorn of

high frequencies and reducing

that most users will find their

Audio Research. He told me, Ken,

overall' volume sfightly as ,iou oad

recomo:ended loading the best-

don't worry: so did I. Our techs

the cartridge down."

sounding option for most systems

found myself entering aphone and-

equalisation. ARC believes that this results in an

preferred. We have also found that
some

explained that with low- impedance

'At most we're linking at subtle

cartridges, the actual impedance

differences, not radical ones. and

differences between 100 and 47k

it is possible that, depending how

ohms work out mathematically to

the record was recorded and cut,

is acombination of measurement,

be almost negligible. However,

one setting may be prefrrec on

subjectwe preference and system

with acartridge having an internal

one rezord and on another record

synergy. Perhaps not a " black art",

impedance of, say, 500 ohms, the

another loading option might be

but as much art as science.'

and preserving its warmth and sheen, while
opening the window for the peerless frequency
extremes of the London, especially the snappy
bass. Treble? Crystal clear and — above el, when
you're dealing with Londons — scarily fast, the

and most recordings.
'So,

as it

is with so many things

in this industry, cartridge loading

dazzl ng tastes of malle: and drumstick and pedal
in wel ,-recoreed perctssion tracks. Microphone
fetislists will want to dig out test discs that tell
whelher they used Neumanns or AKGs.
Sim ly the most ' real-sounding' phono stage

non- inverting gain and output stages, with high- transients snapping without smearing, without

I've experenced below £2000, the PH5 is a

stability

natural upgrade from the delightful EAR 834P.

power supplies and four separate

regulators for all valve heaters, plate supply and
microprocessor logic. Bandwidth is 0.7Hz400kHz (-3dB), while gain has been increased to
57.5dB — Ihad to trim the phono stage output

hindrance. With so much gain, background noise
was never an issue. With so much transparency,
everything else profited.
It was a litany of superlatives:

nassive

Had more patience, Imight have waited before
buyng, for there are two phono stages due soon
that should also tempt me: EAR's valve version of

soundstage, wide and deep to the point where
there was no doubt of the presence of specific

the 324, and the all-valve Quad phono stage to

out plenty of signal, resulting in alowered noise
floor for most installations. And it was consistent

sounds beyond the outer edges of the speakers.

form— astunner at under £ 1500, believe me. But

Front-to- back depth :urned into an added benefit

I've always had asoft spot for Audio Research.

with the McIntosh C2200/MC2102 and Musical

especially for mono listening

And now Iactually own apiece.

Fidelity kW combinations, and the PrimaLuna

Capitols and

Prologue One, Audio Analogue Maestro and

enjoying. And the vocals! Natural, detailed, with
sibilance that sounded real rather than spitty. I

down to match the line sources. The PH5 pumps

Audion Lo Sfizio integrateds.
Regardless of how hard Imade the system work

all those wonderful

RCA and Columbias I've been

match :he QC24, which I've used in ' beta test'

Ken Kessler

Su .. lier

mp ore you: audition this with some Peggy Lee!

Absolute Sounds

— Apogee Scintilla, Wilson WATT Puppy 7,
LS3/5A, Sonus Faber Guarneri — and irrespective

But there is one area where the PH5 nears the
REF Phono and the Steelhead at three or four

www.absolutesounds.com

of my hunger for level, the PH5 never failed to

times the price: retrieval of low-level detail. I

deliver sufficient oomph. Main listening involved
four wildly differing designs fitted to the SME

simply heard ' stuff' Ihadn't before, including the
very artefacts that make a listening experience

Ahighly flexible and superb- sounding product that is

V/SME 30/2 front end: the London SuperGold and
Grado Prestige MM/MI/MF cartridges, and Koetsu
and Transfiguration MCs. No question: the PH5

more real: Keely Smith's breathing while Louis

sure to whet the appetites of vinyl lovers who've long

Prima was mugging about, greater separation of
voices among the Hi- Los and the Crew Cuts, more

Strong on vocals and low-level detail retrieval.

met all three of my criteria, caressing the Koetsu

subtlety in harmonic overtones on acoustic guitar,

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Cable

set and
match
202/NAP 200 pre/Dower combo (£ 2785) [ see
p281; and Icon Audio's LA3 valve pre-amplifier
and MB25 monoblocks ( 300B push/pull power

Avid SCT Reference
£700/1m pair

PRICE

Avid ASC
PRICE

£850/3m £3440 7rn/bi-wir.

Sondek/Hadcock/Roksan Shiraz record player.
Digital sources included arr Ah! Njoe Tjoeb 4000

Chord Co Signature
PRICE

£500/1m pair

CD player, and a faithful TEAC VRDS 10SE.

Chord Co Signature
PRICE

£690/3m £3220 7n-1bl-wire

each of the systems used.

£999/1m pair

The first good news is that all the basics of

Philosophy Organon
PRICE

Musical Fidelity Kelly KT3 and Jamo Concert 11
made the speaker line up. Each loom was given a
month to burn- in, and then at least aweek within

Philosophy Hypothesis
PRICE

amp, total £ 2650). Sowces included aPro-Ject
RPM9x, and an Origin Live- powered Linn

£1050/3m £ 3750 7m/bi-wire

A

great deal of attention has been pad to
audio cable technology in recent years,
and many music lovers have realised the

benefits from what can sometimes be qu te a
substantial investment in cable looms. Indeed,
my experience has led me to place the cable loom
and mains power as the second most important
link in the hi-fi chain, following the source.
For this review we assembled three sets of
cables that represent quite a considerable
financial investment for the purchaser. To see

good sound were present with all three cable sets
tested, sounds having an overall ' correctness'

three cable ranges here, was clearly defined so as
to provide abalanced foundation for the sounds
above. Meanwhile, the lyrical element in the
midrange was obvious when music with violins as
the lead instrument was played. The abrasive
sound of bow being slid across the string was
balanced by a liquid and detailed display of the
harmonics further up the frequency range. What's
more, Ifound that using the optional earthing
straps that corne with the intercornect revealed a
layer of solidity and dimensionality to the sound —
not in a huge way, but enough to cause awide
smile of satisfaction with the sound on offer.
The Philosophy Cables Hypothesis interconnect

about their weight and shape. But there were

and Organon speaker cable are new products and
proved very different to the Chord Signature set. I

differences. The Chord Company combination
boasted avery smooth sound, which didn't seem

would hesitate to Jse the word diffident when
describing the presentation; rather it allowed the

The Signature seemed happier in the
Icon Audio/Kelly set up, whereas the
Organon suited the Naim/Jamo combo
to intrude into the presentation. Used with any

listener to choose to take notice of it rather than

of equipment at differences price- points was
used, including the Cyrus 8 integrated and

source it acquitted itself well, letting background
detail within a recording have an almost tactile
quality that enhanced the overall presentation.

say ' here's your sound' in the manner of the Chord
Company products. This laidback approach paid

Roksan Caspian M-1 series integrated amplifiers

Bass, in particular, was well shaped and, while

display of the sounds. Tie bass was pernaps less

(£800 and £ 1000 respectively);

not necessarily the deepest heard through the

weighty than that of the Signature, but seemed to

what levels of performance are released, arange
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dividends with a possibly more even-handed
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For its solid- core
conductor
k

!what

They may not be cheap,
but these interconnect
and speaker cable sets
from Avid, Chord and
Philosophy could help
you realise your
system's full potential

Avid's

interconnect uses
is described

by the company as a
'super- conductor'.
This runs off-centre
through the air- space
dielectric. As for the
screen,

this

copper

foil

is

a

jacket

with a braided screen
as well, and is claimed
to provide greater than

II

99% screening against
Rfl.

Lockable

WBT

plugs are fitted.
The speaker cable is

fail/woven braid

Philosophy Cables Hypothesis is of

a gold-plated copper multistrand

screen that is claimed to give better

semi- balanced construction and

design in aLitz configuration, with

than 90dB RFI rejection.

uses what is described by the

the screen earthed through an

The matching interconnect has

company as a ' non- mainstream'
conductor. Screening is both foil

in-built earthing block. This has

three layers of shielding - a flat

detachable leads so that it can be

braid shield, a foil screen and a and braid for maximum interference

connected to mains ground. It has

conventional braid - around each

rejection. Again, termination is via

WBT lockable 4min banana plugs.

conductor with asilver-plated solid

lockable WBT plugs.

Chord Company's speaker cable

core of oxygen-kee : opper that has

Meanwhile, the Organon speaker

consists of nine strands of high-

Teflon insulatioi. The shields are

cable is made of multiple single
cores, insulated from one another

purity copper with atotal diameter

left fully floating; detachable earth

of 3mm. This is covered by agas.

leads give the option of grounding

by an undisclosed mixed dielectric.

foamed

the screens at the destination end if

Again termination with WBT plugs

you find that this sounds better.

comes as standard.

polyethylene dielectric,

which is surrounded by adual- layer

go a little bit deeper, with the mid and upper

The side effect of this is that you can end up

Given my thermionic sympathies and apreference

frequencies having an equally smooth and

replaying a track to concentrate on it from a

for solid-state when it edges to the warm side of

detailed, if less intense, presentation. To some
extent there were system preferences displayed:

different perspective. When used with the Cyrus 8

neutral, Ifound that Igravitated towards the

amplifier Ifound aslight warmth in the sound of

the Signature seemed happier in the Icon Audio/

the Avid cables that balanced nicely with the
amplifier's slightly detached nature to produce a

Chord Company and Philosophy Cables products —
the ultimate choice being somewhat system

Kelly set up, whereas the Organon had more
affinity with aNaim/Jamo combination, sounding
alittle less inhibited in this environment.
The Avid set boasts the most expensive speaKer
cable here, but the interconnect sits almost
exactly halfway between the Signature and the
Hypothesis on price. This combination presented
sounds in a very different manner to the other

sound that had precise imaging and was
rhythmically tight — though it wasn't the mos:
passionate Ihave heard.
The Avid ASC speaker cable comes with
earthing blocks attached. Inserting these into a
spare mains socket via the provided plug createc

two, making for abig and well polished rendit on

agreater sense of space between sounds, as well
as giving bass an extra layer of depth and control.

of the music. It was very engaging and musical,

While all the companies featured here have got

dependent. Readers who don't share my log-fire
sonic predilections may well find the Avid
offerings to be more suitable. All three are
extremely worthy of audition, but bear in mind
that these cables don't settle until they have had
at least three weeks' burn- in time. The difference
in performance is well worth the wait. •
Tony Bolton

Suppliers

though Ifelt that the level of polish in the sound

the basics right, no one cable can be said to be a

could make certain lead instruments, such as
violins, take the listener's attention away from

cure-all in all systems. The Avid set released abig

01480 457300

sound that in the right system could be lucid and

www.avidhifi.co.uk

more background, but equally important, sounds.

emotional but could sound a little too full-on if

Avid

used with equipment verging on the warm side.
The Philosophy cables seemed to go in the

01980 625700

opposite direction with acalm ' here it is, see if

www.chord.co.uk

Chord Company

you like it' presentation that suited both the Icon
Audio and Nairn amplifiers, but sat less well with
the cooler- sounding Cyrus. This set encouraged

0121 429 7813

further listening by getting you to ' listen into' the
sounds, rather than offering them towards you.

HI-Fiklews verdict

Meanwhile, The Chord Company Signature set
came across as sounding bigger and a bit more
forward than the Philosophy wires while still
encouraging you, the listener, to come to the

Philosophy Cables

The performance may come at aprice, but all three
cable sets here present music in ahighly convincing
manner. However, the ultimate choice of loom will
come down to the core sound of the user's system.

music, rather than the other way round.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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IDenon DVD-3910
PRICE

£899

S

ilver disc players do not come any
more universal' than Denon's £899
OVO 3910, but the question remains
whether this drive to increase flexibility
and compatibility is of any real benefit to
the hardcore audiophile. In answer, Denon
would point to the inclusion of a fullyspecified HDMI output as evidence of its
commitment to all enthusiasts, this socket
carrying not just HDCP-encrypted digital
video but also Dolby/DTS bitstreams and
DTCP-encrypted two and multichannel
PCM audio. While Iknow of several likeminded players in development, Denon's
DVD-3910 is the first to market with this

fully -loaded (version 1.1) HDMI facility.
In fact, the product is sufficiently ahead of
its time that there are currently no AV
receivers available with compatible HDMI
inputs, putting paid to any assessment of
this latest, secure multichannel audio
connection. Of course, the SE (second

i
LINK ports confer the same facility to a
broader range of equipment. Similarly, an
HDCP-compliant DVI-D connection is
provided to drive projectors and other
displays with digital video.
The multichannel audio output of this
player is driven from multiple, 192kHz/

Denon would point to the inclusion of a
fully- specified HDMI output as evidence of
its commitment to all enthusiasts...
edition) version of its proprietary Tenon
Link' interface is still included for the
secure transmission of digital audio to
compatible Denon receivers while two

24-bit compatible DACs within a large4
discrete circuit, on separate boards and
fed from an independently regulated
supply. Video processing is enhanced by
Denon's use of the latest de-interlacing
and scaling technology from Faroudja
which is at least partially reflected in
changes to Denon's tab-based on-screen
setup menu. It's also worth noting that
Denon's ' AL24 Plus' audio processing
option — never agreat favourite with our
listeners — can now be defeated entirely
using the ' All Off' setting of the ' Pure
Direct' option. Similarly, it's now possible
to select 50kHz or 100kHz roll-offs for
SACD media from the OSD.
SOUND QUALITY
In practice, it's this DVD-3910 and not the
more affordable DVD-2910 that replaces
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Lab Test
CD/DVD/SACD player
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Denon's new player is Universal but, asks

Paul Miller, is it alll things to all enthusiasts?

DVD;191ü

the established DVD-2900, a player that
has served as auseful 'universal' reference
this past year. And, although our listening
was conducted under blind, levelmatched conditions, it was this familiarity
with Denon's recent success that made the
lukewarm reception of the DVD-3910 so
poignant if not disappointing. In a nutshell, its sound has a rather dark overall
balance counterpointed by a tizzy 'MP3 like' high treble and generally thwarted by
afailure to communicate or connect with
the listener. This was illustrated by David
Gray's A New Day at Midnight DVD A
where the subtle use of reverb might have
enhanced the 'three dimensional' soundfield but did little to inject some pace or
life into the piece. It was, one listener suggested, 'like going to a French restaurant
and being served chicken nuggets'.

focus not as pinned into position as we
know. Billy Cobham's Spectrum DVD-A

(MP3, JPEG and Kodak Picture CD) media

from both front and surround speakers,
there was no real alacrity, bite or drive to
the performance.

still retains acertain character — alack of
transparency, depth and focus.

The Naxos DVD-A of Vivaldi's Four
Seasons [
Winter] did inject more life into

Faced with such a poor result, it was
informative if not vital to fire-up Denon's

the sound of the system in general. But
while the strings generally sounded alittle
wirey and delocalised, the violins were

DVD-2900 as a second, blind sample.
From the very first note, it was as if veils
of unwanted colour and aggression were
removed, leaving the underlying musical
tension intact and revealing the layers, the
detail and the tonal colour of the strings to
marvellous effect. The music sounded

described as ' overpowering, as if the players were hammering the instruments with
excessively large bows, competing to see
who could play the loudest'.

pleasantly detailed there is not the 'joining in the middle', perhaps because the
strings are alittle woolly and the central

The fact that the player accurately
reflects these differences between recordings is certainly apoint in its favour, but it

The DVD-2900 was ' night and day
superior with its beautifully open,
transparent and tautly positive sound' a

www.hifinews.co.uk

with CD, multichannel SACD, DVD-V and

also sounded softer than usual, for while
there was plenty of information pouring

Our, by now very familiar, Stabat Mater
SACD certainly sounded more open and
while the bass and mid were rather dark,
the very top end sounded alittle hard and
fizzy. Similarly, while the surrounds are

111

Truly universal, the DVD-3910 is compatible
DVD-A discs plus DVD-R/RW and CD-R/RW

sweeter, more fluid and actually slightly
quieter through its subtler passages as the
DVD-2900 more accurately reflected the
dynamic contrasts, the pauses and swells
of the music. The two players were, our
listeners decided, ' like chalk and cheese'.
Switching back to David Gray, the music
opened up to such an extent that
comparison with the DVD-3910 was
almost fatuous. The DVD-2900 was 'night
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Arro
It's our lowest- priced floor standing speaker, with
a4.5" sandwich cone woofer with dual magnet,
and asoft dome tweeter tuned for low resonant
frequency. The Arro can perform comfortably
even near walls. As with other Totem models, the
Arro's small lateral dimensions are avirtue, not a
compromise. Its very smallness allows it to project
acompletely believable stereo image most large
speakers are unable to replicate. The Arro brings
Totem quality to smaller rooms and smaller
budgets. Yet it performs like a champion, as its
narrow cabinet has the rigidity of an expensive
stand. It has the firm monocoque chassis you
expect from Totem, with interlocked mitred joints,
and unique borosilicate damping. It also has a
hard-wired crossover network with bypassed oil
capacitors, and it can be bi-wired. Truly an
imaging and involvement champion. The name is
evocative of the arrow, which echoes the tribal
theme suggested by our name, Totem. The shape
of this stand also mirrors an arrow, long and slim.
Like afine quality arrow, it is, at once, noticeably
light and extremely rigid. And it reaches its
target...the heart of the music. Listen to it, and
you'll conclude that Totem has hit another
bullseye with the Arro.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.coa, LONDON,Tel: 0207 6310472
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio-T, READING, Berkshire Tel: 01189 585463
Audio-T, EPSOM, Surrey Tel: 01372 748888
Audio-T, Camberley, Surrey Tel:01276 685597

South

South East

Audio-T, West Hampstead Tel:0207 7947848
Audio-T, EASTBOURNE, Tel:01323 731336
Audio-T, PORI 5MOUTH, Hampshire,Tel 023 9266 3604
Audio-T, SOUTHAMPTON, Hampshire,Tel 023 8025 2827
Rayleigh Hi Fi, RAYLEIGH, Essex,Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi F CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, Kent,Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOUTHEND, Essex, Tel: 01702 435255

South West

Visions, WESTERHAM, Kent,Tel: 01959 569977
Audio Destination, TIVERTON, Devon,Tel 01884 243584

Midlands

Audio-T,CHELIENHAM, Glos, Tel 01242 583960
Leicester Hifi,LEICESTER,Tet 01162 539753
The Soundstage, DERBY, Tel: 01332 364000
Audio Excellence, WORCESTER, Tel: 01905 619059

North

Audio Republic, Headingley, LEEDS,Tel: 0113 217 7294
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799

Scotland

Loud & Clear, EDINBURGH, Tel: 0131 5553963
Loud & Clear, CLASGOW,Tel 0141 2210221

Wales

Audio Excellence, SWANSEA,Tel 01792 474608
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TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.com

Belgium Tel: 0032 15 285 585

Lab Test
CD/DVD/SACD player
and day superior with its beautifully open.
transparent and tautly positive sound'.

Genesis- branded, video de-interlacer from

Top audio board with dual 192kHz/24-bit DACs

Driven by this player,

Faroudja

that service the separate front UR channels

Separate 12- bit, 216MHz video DACs for

Silicon Image ' PanelLink'

interlaced and progressive analogue video

HDMI driver

his vocals now

'appeared' before us in the room, the bass
line

sounding

impactful

deliciously

and

resonant

rounded,
while

the

percussion was crisp but sweet rather than

outputs

spitty. Judged by audio performance alone.
Denon has evidently taken its eye, or ear.

'Multi-direction'

off the musical ball.

Image enhancer

CONCLUSION

Switch mode PSU

Even at £899, the DVD-3910 is avery ' high
value' product and the first to be equipped

Analog Devices

with every kind of ( analogue and digital)

SHARC processor

audio and video output. The home theatre

provides multichannel

enthusiast has every reason to be excited

bass management for

by its launch, but the purist audiophile

DVD-V, DVD-A and

will probably derive greater satisfaction

SACD media ( see Lab

from his, or her, DVD-A and SACD media

report)

with competing players.
Putting the DVD-2900 and DVD-3910

Multiformat
tt-

side-by-side also reinforces the change of

DVD/CD/SACD drive

aesthetic

mechanism with DVD

between

these

two

models.

Observers of hi-fi fashion will point out

and SACD decoders

that while the former is clearly designed

beneath

for the home (Japanese) market, the latter
has a strong US inclination. This, in part.
may suggest some strategy on the part of

brands

the

player on the inarket. Ilion id suggest you

D&M Holdings, Denon's current owners,

world. Either way, if you are looking to

in

different markets across

snap up a sample of the older DVD-2900

to re- position both its Denon and Marantz

purchase

before stocks finally dry up. •

the best

sounding universal
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There's no shortage of ' character' within the

achieved with SACD discs by first downsampling to

kick at 75kHz) with 192kHz DVD- A. It has been

DVD-3910, which offers distortion as low as

176.4kHz PCM. Fig 2 [ centre] demonstrates the

incorrectly reported that Denon's earlier DVD-Al 1

0.0002% with CD along with an A-wtd S/N ratio of

effect this has on the customary wave of ( red)

lacked such aresponse with 192kHz discs - in fact

103dB. Linearity improves with AL24 Plus switched

ultrasonic noise and also, unavoidably, on its

the error is with its MLP ( Packed PCM) decoder, a

off to the tune of +/-0.2dB over a100dB range with

ultimate frequency response ( red trace, Fig 3). Any

CD/DVD sources and an impressive +/-0.3dB over a subjective advantages otherwise attributed
full 120dB dynamic range with SACD. Jitter is also
very low at - 120psec, though there remains a

to

SACD's DSD format are also lost at this point.
Bass management is sensibly arranged with the

certain lack of symmetry between the front and

default LFE output set -5.1dB below that of the

centre/surround channels.

main ( Large) channels, and increasing to -2.7dB,

This is illustrated by Fig 1 [ above left] which
shows the front channels at <0.001% distortion

-0.8dB and + 0.7dB with centre, surround and then
both centre/surround channels set to Small.

when the centre and surrounds are at - 0.003% over

Finally, we come to the DVD-3910's frequency

the top 10-20dB of its dynamic range. This is quite

responses which are all flat with CD and 48kHz DVD

'bug' evidently carried over into this DVD-3910
(solid black trace). II
Download the ull 144- step QC Sure Report for the
DVD-910 from www.milleraudiore!earch.com

Supplier
Denon UK
01753 888447
www.denon.co.uk

distinct from its interchannel separation which is as

media, + 0.5dB up at 40kHz with 96kHz DVD media

FIFFINews verdict

good as 122dB with PCM discs and 116dB with

and limited to -3.5dB ( 60kHz) with SACD media as

Certainly a player with the flexibility to excite the

SACD discs throughout the midrange.

it's converted to 176.4kHz PCM [ red trace, Fig 3

home cineast though the purist audiophile will find

As with Denon's previous generation of players,

above right]. The dotted black trace shows its

greater satisfaction with their DVD-A and SACD media

bass management and other audio processing is

properly extended response (albeit with a + 2.5dB

from competing, and cheaper, players.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Affordable floorstalders: six key models tested and compared, with ' blind'
panel listening tests and a full lab test report too. Review by Alvin Gold,
lab test measurements by David Berriman
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Group Test
loudspeakers

O

ur six- way speaker test this month
focuses critical attention on half a

size. In short, this is the kind of loudspeaker that
finds wide applicability in mainstream stereo

In common with previous group tests in this series,

dozen

from

systems, but also in multichannel audio and home

this report was based on athree-pronged approach,

£600 to £ 1095 apair. They are either the starer
models or the next one up in their respective

cinema systems, as each manufacturer can offer

which included listening under blind conditions

partnering speakers which take them up to afull
5.1 channel (or better) complement.

using an

floorstanders

priced

manufacturers' floorstanding ranges, and for some

TEST PROCEDURES

experienced group of listeners, a

programme of test measurements conducted by
David Berriman, and hands-on listening by the

of the bigger producers, namely B&W and Focal-

For the most part, loudspeakers like these

JMIab, the speakers are from their entry-level
ranges. Floorstanding implies anominally full audio

require good quality amplification in the 70-150W
region on average, depending in part on room size,

bandwidth, and these are real-world loudspeakers.

though measured speaker sensitivity varies across

playing a set programme of music at identical

neither especially cheap nor expensive for their

the group by about 8dB.

volume evels. One difference introduced with this

www.hifinews.co.uk

author. For the blind testing, the speakers were
hidden behind an opaque screen, each in turn
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Focal-JMIab Chorus 726S

PRICE

£600/pair

PRICE

£700/pair

PRICE

£790/pair

SUPPLIER

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd

SUPPLIER

API UK Ltd

SUPPLIER

Focal-JMlab UK

CONTACT

01903 221800

CONTACT

01442 233853

CONTACT

0845 6602680

WEBSITE

www.bwspeakers.com

WEBSITE

www.energy-speakers.com

WEBSITE

www.focal-jm lab.co.0 k

test was that a different programme of music,

area reinforced dome structure. Compared to its S2

played at a somewhat higher volume level, was
employed in the afternoon sessions. The hands- on

predecessor, agreat deal of detail redesign effort

testing of course was not limited to afixed test
programme, 9or to the standardised set of

improved power handling and linearity when driven
hard, and an extended treble output from the

The B&W worked happily with a number of

partnering equipment used for the blind testing.
Equipment used for the latter included a Sony

improved alloy dome tweeter. Crossover points are
set at 150Hz and 4kHz, the latter in keeping with

amps, including an Orelle SA100 evo and aCyrus

XA-9000ES CD/SACD player and Krell KAV-400xi
with Nordost Valkyrja Reference speaker cables and
interconnects. Other equipment used in the hands-

B&W practice, but higher than most competing
designs, which on paper imposes more limited

sharp reflexes of the Krell KAV-400xi standardised
for the panel tests, and showed signs of improved
midband openness as the test progressed.

OreIle 100 evo integrated amplifiers.

upper midband dispersion. This is addressed to an
extent in the detail redesign of the mid/bass unit,
while upper midband power handling ability

Music for the blind panel sessions included:
Suzanne Vega's ' In The Eye' from Solitude
Standing [
A&M]; Scott Join's ' Maple Leaf Rag'

benefits.
Other changes: the crossover features
components which have been respecified on the

Another two-and-a- half-way design the C-5 is a

played by Alexander Peskanov on Joplin Piano Rags

basis of listening tests, the enclosure is narrower

[Naxos]; Marc Cohn, ' Silver Thunderbird' from

than

baffle that many will probably find more acceptable
when hidden behind the magnetically attached

Marc Cohn [
Atlantic]; ' Priidite poklanimsya' from

dispersion — and the baffle is stiffer, providing a

baffle covers, which luckily are more nearly

Rachmaninov's Vespers, w.th the St Petersburg
Chamber Choir, Nikolai Korniev and others

superior mechanical ground for the drivers. The

acoustically transparent than some.

[Pentatone Classics]; Mozart's Clarinet Concerto

and black ash vinyl.

on testing included Cyrus 6vs and 8vs/PSX and an

has been expended on the three drive units, with

before — which

helps improve

lateral

speaker comes in achoice of light oak, Sorrento,

S3 is neither raucous nor excessively smoothed
over, though it leans towards the latter, which is
arguably preferable given the nature of most
partnering systems.

8/PSX currently on evaluation, as well as the razor-

ENERGY C-5
large speaker that is supplied with outrigger feet
and arather fearsome-looking silver finished front

The unusually deep enclosure measures 912 x
197 x 394mm ( hwd). The tweeter is a 25mm

K622, third movement, Antony Michaelson with

The key quality here, and this was abundantly

aluminium dome unit with aprotective phase plate

the Michaelangelo Chamber Orchestra [ Musical

obvious throughout the listening tests, blind as well

cover, and the two larger drivers are 160mm units

Fidelity]; and Steely Dan, ' Slang Of Ages from

as sighted, can be summed in a single word:

with injection-moulded homopolymer cones, one

Everything Must Go [
Warner/Reprise].

balance. The B&W became afavourite of the panel

covering the bass, the other handing over at 2kHz

On the panel was Stephen N Harris ( Castle

despite some talk of abass that was 'fairly average'

Acoustics/Nain Audio), Ruben Klein ( ECS
amplifiers), and Abbas Hussein (OreIle).

and which was sometimes perceived as ' heavy' and
'slow' and which ' failed to time well'. But there

to the tweeter. This unusually low crossover
frequency helps broaden dispersion in the critical

were few other criticisms. In subsequent hands-on

upper midband, and is designed to give a more
uniform reverberant soundfield.

B&W DM603 S3

testing, with the rear ( midrange) ports fitted with

The system frequency response within ± 3dB

One of the largest loudspeakers tested, the

the supplied foam bungs, it was neither bright nor

two-and-a- half-way DM603 S3 measures 910 x
204 x287mm ( hwd) with —6dB response limits

dull. It failed to provide the most exciting ride, but

limits is specified at 36Hz-23kHz, with sensitivity
at 90dB for 2.83V at 1m and impedance anominal

it surely won't disappoint.

8ohms. The inputs terminals are single wire only,

listed at 44Hz and an impressive 42kHz, the

Dynamics are good without being outstanding,

former aproduct of the large enclosure and adrive

and the bass is full and breathes naturally, without

unit configuration that employs a 160mm Kevlar

any sense that more is being generated than the

cone bass/mid unit and asimilar size alloy cone
bass-only driver, the latter equipped with awide

speaker is strictly capable of delivering, which is a

loudspeaker, closer listening showed some cracks.

significant problem elsewhere. Overall the DM603

The excess bass output was clearly noticed in the
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and enclosure finishes are a choice of Canadian
maple or black ash vinyl wraps
Ostensibly aclean and finely detailed sounding
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PMC GB1

Quad 221

Siendo S5e

PRICE

£995/pair

PRICE

£895/pair

PRICE

£1095/pair

SUPPLIER

PMC Ltd

SUPPLIER

Quad Hi Fi

SUPPLIER

Spendor Audio Systems Ltd

CONTACT

0870 4441044

CONTACT

0845 458 1122

CONTACT

01323 843474

WEBSITE

www.pmc-speaker.com

WEBSITE

www.quad-hifi.co.uk

WEBSITE

www.spendoraudio.com

panel tests, and while there was some improvement
in subsequent testing with the speakers used fully
spiked and optimally positioned, the system

extra hardware pays dividends is in increasing

auditioned essentially as the panel called it, with

impedance, which means that amp power output is
unlikely to be an issue, even in large rooms, though

some boom and tizz bracketing asmooth, slightly
recessed midband.
The tweeter was good at investing the sound with
astrong sense of detail, but it was the detail born
of an elevated, and not altogether smoothly
presented beble, while at the far end of the audio

sensitivity, which is specified as an impressive
91.5dB ,or 2.83V at 1m, for a nominal 8 ohms

it was described by one panellist as ' articulate' and
offering good timing', and by another who
concluded that 'this is the one I'd take home' - an
eloquent conclusion.

power handling is strictly moderate. Bi wire
terminals are fitted and the system is front vented.

The Professional Monitor Company - PMC - may

PMC GB1

Improvements included in the Chorus S series,

just be the best kept secret in the domestic hi-fi

which includes the 726S, include a new better
internally-damped version of the signature Focal

loudspeaker scene. The company has an excellent
reputation in the studio world, and agrowing one
for its hi-fi speakers, of which the GB1 [
HFN, Jan

passband the bass was dismissed as 'smooth - but

inverted dome tweeter, now with anew aluminium-

there's nothing there' and 'extended but lacking in

magnesium dome. One of its benefits relates to its

'03], a small form factor floorstander measuring

weight' in the morning sessions, and in the

inverted geometry, which means that a smaller

conducted

(and therefore lighter) voice coil can be fixed inside

870 x155 x234mm ( hwd), is the latest addition.
The GB1 is described as a transmission line

somewhat Louder, but still well within the comfort

the outer diameter of the dome, which is better

design, which I'd suggest is amatter of semantics

zone of the Krell test amplifier, the Energy C-5 was
clearly strained and congested, especially in the
Steely Dan recording. The ultra-consistent off-axis

supported because of the way the voice-coil is
attached. The bass units use the company's
proprietary polyglass sandwich cone, which are

behaviour did little to help here, apart from slightly
taming the ultra high frequency region.

inherently ' ight and stiff. Note also the low 2.4kHz
crossover freqJency, which has similar dispersion

afternoon,

where

listening

was

My own hands-on listening notes pointed to the

benefits to the Energy model.

more than of absolute fact. Atrue transmission- line
would absorb all back radiation from the bass cone,
which is palpably not the case here, but the
internal partitioning that defines the line has the
useful secondary property of bracing the enclosure
and reducing cabinet talk. The active components

treble problems as a slightly raw, metallic, tinselly'
quality which tended to be more obvious in hard

It is curious how technologies which work in a
particular way in one size of speaker often fail to

consist of aclose-coupled 140mm polymer cone

driving material like the Marc Cohn and the Steely

scale seamlessly to another. Smaller Chorus S

Dan recordings, while the bass sounded overcooked

models audition particularly well, and on the whole

27mm fabric dome tweeter with a fourth-order
(24dB/octave) crossover centred on 3kHz.

and bland in another test disc, this time the SACD
recording of the exquisite song that constitutes the

this one does too, but not quite in the same
seamless way. Treble performance is clearly very

Nominally an 8ohm system, sensitivity is 87dB at
2.83V at 1 metre, and the useable' frequency

fourth movement of Mahler 3 [VPO/Boulez, DGG].

good, but perhaps because of the upper midband

response is given alittle optimistically perhaps as

bass unit in a magnesium alloy chassis and a

suckout (visible on the response plot) it can sound

29Hz-25kHz. A simple black plinth improves

FOCAL-JMLAB 726S

exposed, and can present as 'forward and bright'

This well-built loudspeaker belongs in the larger
subgroup of three, along with the B&W DM603 S3

and even 'tinselly' - both comments from the panel
tests - though an upper mid forwardness

stability by widening the footprint. Magnetic
shielding and amatching subwoofer are listed as

and the Energy C-5, and inhabits a heavy and
apparently solid 1000 x 220 x 320mm ( hwd)

identified in the hands-on tests may be a more
balanced conclusion.

enclosure. Despite the use of two dedicated bass

The bass end lacks the balance of the simi larly-

but PMC seems to have anticipated this as the

units and a large enclosure, the lower frequency

sized B&W DM603 D3 for example, and was

response limit is specified at aconservative 45Hz.

described in the blind tests as ' slow but pleasant',
but it worked in asystem context to the point where

technical report shows, and the system is optimally
positioned with limited toe- in, and reasonably close

The upper limit is at 28kHz (±3dB). Where the

www.hifinews.co.uk

options, and available finishes are cherry, oak and
maple. The speaker is shorter than most, and the
tweeter may end below the primary listening axis,

proximity to the rear wall to add weight in the bass.
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Energy C-5

FocaliMlab Chorus 726S
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Frequency response of the DM603, as shown in

Though the measured sensitivity of the C-5 is

The frequency response of the 726S was quite

Fig 1, was the smoothest in this group, keeping

similar to that of the B&W design here, at 88dB,

smooth, holding within ± 2.5dB between 200Hz

within ± 1.7dB of its 88dB sensitivity from

its output on-axis rose towards high and low

and 20kHz. Extreme high frequencies were well

200Hz to 21kHz. Peaking by 3dB at 150Hz

frequencies. On-axis, treble is up by 4.8dB at

extended, with no peaking, though there were

near-field ( about ldB far-field), the bass then

20kHz and by just 2dB at 200Hz ( total range of

small peaks at 4.8 and 8kHz.

rolled off gentdy and was weil extended -3dB

+4.8/-0.5dB between 200Hz and 20kHz). Over a

down at 87Hz and 6dB down at 42Hz.

smailer range, however, the C-5 achieved aresult

89dB midbard sensitivity, though die to the

The off- axis family of response measuremeits

At 100Hz. bass output rose by 6dB above the

of ± 1.5dB, 230Hz to 10.5kHz. The treble rise is

near-field microphone position, the true rise is

in Fig 2show good consistency between

likely to give this loudspeaker acrisp or ' wispy'

more likely to be around four decibels. Bass

frequency response away from the main axis.

treble quality.

The curves are generally smooth - slightly flatter
above axis than below.
'Waterfall' curves of energy-versus-time across

Bass rose by 3.5dB in the near-field graph at
91Hz, but 2dB or so of this was probably due to

rolls off below 100Hz, to 3dB down at 40Hz
and 6dB down at 35Hz.
The off-axis frequency responses showed very

the effect of the near- field microphone position.

good integration though the crossover region,

the spectrum ( not printed) showed rapid decay

Below this frequency, bass was well extended,

with the green curve indicating only asmall

of energy at high frequeocies. Small ridges at

holding up to -3dB at 40Hz and -6dB at 32Hz

deviation below the main axis. Above and

6kHz and IlkHz were down by 22dB after lms,

relative to the mid band sensitivity.

horizontally off-axis the curves were very c'ose.

suggesting aclear extreme treble. A ridge at

The off-axis curves as shown in Fig 2show a

The ' waterfall' graphs ( not shown) indicated a

4kHz ( though at abarely visible peak) decayed

close set of measurements and also suggest that

fast decay, largely down by more than 18dB in

slower, taking 2ms ta drop by 21dB and may be

any possible on- axis brightness may be ' tameable'

one millisecond. At 20i(Hz there was aridge,

more noticeable. Another ridge at 1.8kHz had a

by listening slightly off-axis.

some 17dB down at lmillisecond, indicating a

similar delay.
The lowest frequency dip in the B&W's

The ' waterfall' curves ( not shown) suggested a

dome resonarce somewhere above the measured

degree of supersonic ringing above 21kHz,

range. At 756Hz, there was asmall hump of

electrical impedance curve modulus [ red curve.

(-14aB at lms at 20kHz). Though barely

energy, 6dB down at oie millisecond, which

Fig 3] shows the port tured to around 40Hz. Ai

registering on the frequency response curves, this

suggests some energy delay in the woofer.

higher frequencies, the minimum of 2.9 ohms at

may have an audible effect at lower frequercies.

16kHz is alittle low even for anominal

In- band results are much better, with fast decay,

tuning at 37Hz ard aminimum value of 3.15

4ohm speaker but should be high enough not to

down by better than 27dB above 1.5kHz. Only a

ohms at 112Hz, which places this loudspeaker

cause problems for agood amplifier. In any

small ridge at 1.3kHz (- 11.7dB in lms) remains.

case, the main dip in impedance, at just over

The modulus of impedance [ red curve, Fig 3]

The impedance modulus [ Fig 3], snows port

nominally as asub 4-olarn design ( a'
4ohm'
speaker should not drop below a3.6 ohms

200Hz, to 4.1 ohms, places the DM 603 firmly

dipped to aminimum of 6.7 ohm at 175Hz.

minimum). Though this impedance is on the low

as a4 ohm design. Electrical phase was within

indicating anominal value that could just pass as

side, it was not aggravated by high reactance.

45° to 57° over the measured range and

anominal 8ohm loudspeaker. The speaker's

Phase ranged between 37° and 60°, but phase

nowhere was high where impedance was low.

reflex port was tuned to around 35Hz.

was not high where impedance was low.
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The CBI's on-axis frequency response held within

Frequency response of the Quad 22L was very

±3.5dB between 200Hz and 22kHz relative to its

smooth. Over the 200Hz to 22kHz range, the

responses in this group, the Spendor S5e held

85.5dB mid- band sensitivity. There's aslight

axial response was within ± 2.5dB, compared to

within + 2.5dB between 200Hz and 22kHz, with a

trough around 2kHz followed by treble lift above

the average midband sensitivity of 88dB. The

midband sensitivity of 81.5dB. Only asmall peak

5kHz, so the GB1 might sound bright on-axis. The

dip around 600Hz may affect midrange

in output at just over 2kHz disturbs the flatness of

dip just below 200Hz is partial carceliation

'warmth'. Bass, as measured near-field in the

the response curve. Bass peaked by afraction

caused, not by resonance, but by outcfphase port

Fig 1composite curve, peaked by 6dB at 90Hz,

over 2dB on this near-field measurement ( and so

output. A peak at 850Hz may lend atouch of

though, allowing for the near-field measurement

should be near enough flat in the far field). Bass

forwardness to vocals. At 90Hz output peaked by

this is likely to oe more like 4dB at anormal

held up well below 100i-lz, rolling off below about

2.5dB near-fiela, so should be near enough flat in

listening distance. Below 90Hz, the pass rolled

60Hz to - 3dB at 51Hz and -6dB at 46Hz, so

the far-field. Lows rolled off below 90Hz, 3c13

off and extended to -3dB at 45Hz and -6dB at

bass should sound deep and lacking in emphasis.

down at 55Hz and -6dB down at igHz.

38Hz relative to the mid band average.

With one of the smoothest on-axis frequency

The off-axis curves are also very smooth and

The off- axis curves show aflatter response when

The off-axis curves [ Fig 21 wee all very close,

measured above-axis ( ideal for aspeaker whicn sits

with only the below-axis and 30' off axis curves

mid/treble phase cancellation in the crossover

lower than the rest) and horizontey off-axis, so the

deviating slightly, which is far less significant

region - but this is arelatively squat speaker,

GB1 may be best aimed behind the listener as

than deviations above the main axis. This means

which would normally be heard on or above the

recommended by PMC.

that in normal use the 22L should be tonally

main axis, not below.

The waterfall curves indicate a 'ast drop at high
frequencies, down more than 21dB after one

consistent off- axis.
The 22L's waterfall' curves ( hot shown)

consistent. Only at 10° below was there some

'Waterfall' curves of energy-versus-time showed
an excellent tweeter, with energy down 23dB at

millisecond, indicating avery well-behaved tweeter.

indicated rapid decays, generally better than

10kHz and 13dB at 4kHz, while the 2kHz peak

The 850Hz peak visible on- axis is followed by an

20dB down after lms over the analysed range

decayed by 11dB in one millisecond and 26dB in

energy ridge, down 7.5dB after one rrillisecond

(above about 700Hz). Indeed, above 3khz the

two milliseconds. A shallow peak around 750Hz

and 19dB down at two milliseconds.

decay was even more rapid. The tweeter was

decayed by 13dB in the first millisecond and then

particularly fast decaying, achieving better than

fast to the low -30s in two milliseconds.

The impedance modulus minimum was 5.8
ohms at 250Hz, pacing the GB1 just slightly

25dB in lms and better than -30 after 2ms.

The Spendor's impedance modulus [ red curve,

under an 8ohm nominal ( 6.4 ohms minimum). So,

Going by these results, the Quad 22L should

Fig 3] had a3.75 ohm minimum at 265Hz, which

a6ohm rating would be fair. The transmission- line

sound very uncluttered through the midrange

qualifies the S5e as atrue 4ohm nominal

loads the woofer similar to reflex port tuning,

and into the treble.

showing an impedance minimum at 42Hz in the

Impedance dipped to 4 ohms at 128Hz,

loudspeaker ( minimum value 3.6 ohms). The port
tuning impedance- minimum is masked by the

GB1. Electrical phase stayed within+ 55° and -42°

which strictly places this model nominally as a

two- and-a- half way crossover, but appears to occur

and was nowhere nigh where impedance was low,

4 ohm design. Electrical phase kept within

at around 60Hz_ The electrical phase held within

so the GB1 should be no problem to drive.

+41° and -38° and nc regions of low

+56 to -37°, with no clashes of low impedance

impedance coincided with high phase shifts.

with high phase.
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The middle model of the three floorstanders
in B&W's latest value-for- money 600 series,

One of the Energy Connoisseur series, this
Canadian speaker from the Mirage/Energy

The senior model in the entry-level Chorus S

the S3 incarnation of the long- running
DM603 is essentially a two-and-a-half-

group API is the largest of our six. The
enclosure is unusually deep, disguising its

way' version of the DM602 S2. Although

bulk and allowing arelatively narrow, if tall

technology developed by this leading French
manufacturer for its more costly ranges. The
Chorus 726 is aconservatively specified

series, the 726S is said to benefit from

the DM603 S3 is notably slimmer than its

baffle. As with other models from API, alow

system, afull three-way design - one of only

predecessor, it still turns out to be one of the

crossover frequency ensures wide dispersion,

two in this group- which employs two bass

larger and more heavily built models in this

which the company long ago identified as an
important marker for good auditioning.

drivers, aseparate midrange unit and tweeter

There's acertain eager responsiveness about this

damped and braced MDF carcass. The enclosure

loudspeaker, but there were plenty of issues for the

measures 865 x178 x205mm ( hwd), and is rear
vented, but the port has no flare or other
aerodynamic treatment.

word 'eunuch' was used in connection with the
normally muscular Marc Cohn, reflecting perhaps

month's test group.

panel to chew or, and only a limited amount of
good that subsequent listening, slightly closer to
wall positioning and appropriate orientation
(minimal toe- in, listening sl,ghtly above and

in one of the larger enclosures of the six.

the rather exposed mid and upper midband.
In the cut and thrust of blind panel testing,

The drive unit complement consists of two
Kevlar 170mm flared-cone drive units in strong
alloy chassis. These units have vented voice-coils
on alloy formers and have along throw, giving the
speaker a maximum claimed power handling of

small differences tend to become exaggerated, and
in isolation, the Quad was felt to be a likeable

300 watt. The 25mm textile dome tweeter, which
features aneodymium magnet equipped motor, is

boundaries. The treble was atad ' tizzy' too, and the

and this lent credence to the view that the
transmiss.on-line is not quite what it seems.

said to be tested to beyond 37kHz, but this should

laterally off the tweeter axis - see technical report
and above) were able to achieve. The uneven and
rather shallow bass when compared to the other
speakers in the group was obviolis from the outset,

The Dane' was -athe , dismissive of the GB1,
which was described variously as ' lacking bite and
excitement' and ' polite', with some muddle in the

22L lacked the all-round talents of the best here.

SPENDOR S5e

loss

damping' school of enclosure design, with low-

metallised

polyester capacitors,

and

a

relatively simple electrical design as the primary

My own impressions are more ambivalent, and Ifelt

response tuning is done mechanically by the drive
units themselves. Crossover frequencies are 150Hz

group, the GB1 could be vital and entertaining,
with a taut, well-defined midband and a crisp
extreme treble criving the sound along effectively

but the low-to-mid bass clearly needed looking
after by placing the speakers well away from room

perhaps be taken with apinch of salt. The crossover
features audiophile-grade polypropylene and low-

middle registers betrayed in the piano recordings.
that although it was clearly far from the top of this

enough loudspeaker, with good clarity and analysis,

and 3kHz, sensitivity is advertised as 89dB/2.83V

Spendor once subscribed to the 'constrained layer
mass enclosures damped to ensure proper
mechanical control. This has been abandoned in
this model, which is heavy at 16kg for aspeaker
that measures just 790 x165 x264mm ( hwd), and

at 1 metre and the -6dB frequency response is
given as 30Hz-24kHz.

which is extensively damped, with bracing to clamp

With the frequency response shape ( see
technical report) dominated by the ramped rise in
LF output which peaks at around 90Hz, with a

enclosure. The rear-facing reflex port is a low
velocity slot CNC machined into the base of the
proximity of the floor plane taken into account.

group and able to take ful advantage of lower local

reciprocal dip centred on 600Hz, it was no surprise
that the panel identified shortcomings that appear

costings. But Quad has chosen not to do things the

to be related to these findings. ' Too much low bass

easy way. Every component used in its L series

but not enough

Another two-and-a- half-way design, Spendor has
specified two 140mm drivers, one a purpose-

loudspeakers, with the exception of the drive units
magnets, is designed, tooled and manufactured

complaint, after listening to aScott Joplin piano
recording, but there were other complaints that

in-house. The senior model in the Lseries, the 22L

were more difficult to interpret. Suzanne Vega

is principally notable for its superb seven-coat hand
applied piano lacquer finish over the 18mm

'sounds like she is singing down apipe', ageneral
lack of ambient structure was identified and the

for much of the time.

QUAD 221
Quad is now part of the Chinese-controlled IAG
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structure' was one typical

the rear motor system of each drive unit to the

enclosure and top of the plinth, designed with the
Finishes include cherry, maple and black ash.

designed bass unit with a 700Hz crossover, the
other abass/midrange driver that hands over to the
27mm synthetic dome tweeter at 4.5kHz - higher
even than the B&W. The claimed 87dB/2.83V at 1
metre sensitivity overstates what is clearly amuch

www.hifinews.co.uk
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The GB1 is afairly new addition to PMC's
expanding range of domestic loudspeakers. A

Quad has taken full advantage of the cost

compact floorstander supplied with abolt-on
plinth for stability, the GBlisa two-way

produce apiano gloss finish enclosure that is
second to none at the price. Piano gloss
finishes don't come cheap, and this one is an

smallest in the group, the S5e is equipped
with abolt-on base whicn improves stability.

open end of the line appearing at the base of
the column. The system is bi-wirable, and

absolute beauty. In other respects it is more
conventional, though well specified. It is a

way model, which in key respects represents a
break with Spendor thinking, highlights

comes dressed in cherry, oak or maple as
standard, with other veneers available to order.

'two-and-a-half-way' rear-vented design, mid
size by the standards of the group.

including the i
ntegrated slot loading port and
the solid enclosure construction.

system with transmission- line loading, the

more power hungry design than the others. The
response limits are given at 52Hz ad 20kHz,

implication of Far Eastern manufacture to

Asler. Jer, compact floorstander roughly the
size of the PMC model, and one of the

This is ameticulously designed two-and- half-

Verdict

±3dB, and the S5e is magnetically shielded.

At the end of ahard day's panel listening, Ihave

of the previous test group which make that test

There was some disagreement about this model
in the blind listening, where the Spendor was

to say was that the results overall were mi.dly

an exciting enterprise. But there is plenty of solid
achievement here too.

praised for its very precise mid and treble, good

disappointing. Sometimes this happens, and
although there may be objective reasons that can

(tonal) colour and definition' yet criticised for

be pointed to, it can be just amatter of

perhaps best epitomises this, with adesign that

The B&W approach with the DM603 S3

sounding dynamically limited' and for relatively

chemistry. The blind panel testing was bracketed

has awide operating bandwidth, which avoids

two-dimensional imagery'. That final comment may

with sighted listening, using awider range of
partnering equipment, and with the possibility of

most of the usual pratfalls, and which is sensitive
enough to cope with any half decent amplifier in

be a reflection of the rather smaller, bass-light
balance of the Spendor compared to the others,
which was apparent to all comers, sight unseen,
notwithstanding the excellent measured bass

listening to amuch broader range of music over a
longer period, and optimising the setup of each

most rooms. This is an example of an excellent
genera: purpose loudspeaker that will work in

speaker in away that is not always possible in a

most situations with most types of music, and if

performance. The Spendor also came in for some

blind panel test situation. The good news is that

it is alittle, well, safe, what's so wrong with that?

criticism in the higher volume level afternoon panel

as usual the results were pretty consistent, from

It ran rings around its nemesis from Energy, the

session, where the sound was felt to be ' hard and

listener to listener, between morning and

C-5 ( adoomed product name surely), and

smooth, but muddled'. This is not a loudspeaker

afternoon listening sessions (which were

that likes being driven hard, though most of the

conducted slightly differently as already noted)

although it was amuch closer run thing against
the classy Focal-JMIab Chorus 726S, in the end

speakers here were beginning to run into audible

and between the panel tests and the sighted,

the B&W is just alittle better sorted.

problems in this part of the test.

hands-on tests. And what we heard did seem to

In this case, the low sensitivity means that the

There are some interesting choices elsewhere

be broadly in keeping with David Berriman's test

too. The Quad 22L didn't quite stand up to its

Spendor may easily suffer from lack of power in

programme results. ( It should be noted that the

many systems. In ary case this is not aspeaker that
really lends itself to rock music ( Steely Dan and

measurements only became available once all the

apparently strong initial showing, but it is still a
good performer, and clearly better turned out

Marc Cohn), which perhaps reflects the musical

listening had been completed.)
Why disappointing? Compared to the last

tastes of the designer. In the panel tests to an

six-way test [
1-1FN Sept ' 04], which was of

extent, but most of all in the hands-on listening,
the exquisitely natural midband was palpably the

ambitious and expensive compact speakers,

loudspeaker than just about any other at the
price. The PMC GB1 has acertain vitality, and
will be appreciated also for its ultra compact
footpriht, but in many ways the Spendor S5e put

Spendor's finest quality. The midband was arguably

affordable larger speakers mean that more design
compromises are necessary, and that there are

the most refined, open and expressive of all six

less resources available to provide the necessary

particular at moderate volume levels for its
extraciedinarily refined midband. Just remember

speakers, making it an effective tool for listening to

solutions. The result was agroup of speakers that

that its low sensitivity means you'll need afairly

chamber and acoustic material. On the whole the

were individually clearly flawed, without the highs

powerful amplifier.

S5e remains the best of the smaller speakers.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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M

any classical music lovers turn to vinyl to hear the
greatest performances of afavourite work, conductor or
performer. And many collectors of records would agree
that the 'golden age' of the classical LP was the late
1950s and early 1960s, when the likes of Philips,
EMI/HMV/Columbia, and particularly Decca were
building alegend with their early stereo masterpieces,
some of which now regularly change hands for over
£100 a piece. Brett Grant is acollector and dealer in
such rarities, working from his home on the outskirts
of Sheffield. Not unusually, an interest in music dates
back to early childhood.
'When Iwas seven Ilearnt to play the cornet, and I
even had aturntable around the same time. Going back
further when Iwas very small, in about 1960, we lived
in my grandparent's house, and there was adance hall
at the end of the garden. Iused to lie awake at night
listening to the pop music of the day, coming from the
dance hall. So Isuppose from the age of three Istarted
to learn to love music.'
Brett's hi-fi system has been built up over several
years, to its current, vinyl-led, status.
'In the current set-up, the oldest thing would be the
KEF 105/3 speakers. Ibought those in the early '90s.
Before that Ihad Celestion Ditton 33s in the '80s. Then
Igot Celestion SL6s on stands, and aLinn Sondek, for
which I eventually got the Ekos arm and Troika
cartridge. Around this time Ihad Mission Cyrus amps.
But before all that Iwas one of the first people to have
a CD player, a Philips CD104; Ibought that in 1982
when it first came out. And before that Ihad aPioneer
direct-drive turntable. The CD player blew the Pioneer
away. Then Iheard aLinn Sondek, and in turn the CD
player was blown away. Ithink Ihad abrief infatuation
with CD which lasted six months or so! Ihaven't had a
dedicated CD player since then — Ijust use a DVD
player now to play CDs.
`Anyway, Istarted to have itchy feet, listening to
other turntables, and other speakers. Ibought some
KEF 104/2 speakers after the Celestions SL6s, and then
Brett(above)
pictured in his
horre office fro
where he unsl.
classical necord
rwEil-oncl?r
JUS ness;. his
main system
(IOU on two
Target racks

Iheard the 105/3; and they were far superior. Sœ
started to listen to more amps and turntables. Ilistened
to the Pink Triangle Anniversary, which Idecided was
better than the Linn Sondek. The Roksan Xerxes was
around at the time, and Iheard the Wilson Benesch
turntable in early prototype form.'
Steel-city neighbour Wilson Benesch started up in
the area in the late 1980s, leading to Bret and the highend brand crossing paths some years before he got into
the vintage vinyl business.
`I was impressed with the Wilson Benesch turntable
when Ifirst heard it — Iwas listening to it before it
came out, giving them feedback on the sound. Believe
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Sweetspot

It's vinyl all the way for this record enthusiast, whose
system is built around avery unusual deck.
Interview by Andrew Harrison,
pictures Roger Phillips

it or not, they didn't have very good speakers or amp
then. What Ihad at the time was better than they had,
so they were bringing the turntable over to hear it on
my system, making afew tweaks. They had their own
arm too, but this was pre-production days.
`Meanwhile, my friend Chris Orchard decided to
have ago at building a turntable. One or two of our
friends were abit mocking because it was built around
two concrete slabs. It became known as the Slabdeck!'
The turntable, actually called the Music Deck, uses a
lot of steel and concrete, making amassy fixed-plinth
design, belt-driven by aDC motor. At one stage, Brett
had this powered by car batteries to good effect.
www.hifinews.co.uk

Ithink Ihad abrief infatuation with CD
which lasted six months or so! Ihaven't
had adedicated CD player since then
'Again, Igave him alot of advice, just using my ears
really, so he went back and tweaked afew things. And
the deck you see here is his prototype, which Ibought
from him. The idea of having the 14-inch platter was
that it gives a lot of added momentum. It'll just keep
revolving. There were two principles really: one was
Hi-FiNews DECEMBER 2004
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Sweetspot

The Sheffield steel Music
Deck turntable with its 14in
platter is afixed- plinth
design built around two
concrete slabs. Belt driven
by aDC motor, im the past
Brett has used batteries to
power it, with good results

heavy mass, with the concrete slabs, and the other was
good engineering. First Iused my Ekos arm and Troika
cartridge. Then Itried the Rega arm with afar cheaper
cartridge, and found little to choose between them on
sound. So Iconcluded that the turntable was far more
important than the arm and cartridge. Or perhaps this
turntable is just unusually tolerant of different arms...'
Well, Linn — at least in its analogue heyday —
certainly wouldn't disagree with the statement that the
turntable is by far the most important!
'This turntable completely blew away the Linn. I

The same stereo
amplifier and
speakers that
make up Brett's
vinyl- fronted
music system also
form part of a
home cinema
system, all housed
in his spacious
listening room

only paid £400 for it, but he was selling the finished
product for £ 1500. Isold the Sondek, and the Ekos and
Troika, bought aRega arm, had it silver-wired and used

The turntable is built around two concrete
slabs. One or two friends mocked it. It
became known as the Slabdeck!
an Ortofon cartridge at the time. And then in the last
few months I've fitted the Monster cartridge.'
The Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 is a moving-coil
cartridge and was probably made in Japan by ZYX/
Sibatech, a brand now distributed in the UK by GT
Audio. It was given to Bret by a record-buying
customer who works with the Vienna State Opera.
'I listened to aload of amps, including valve stuff as
Ireally like the valve sound. At the time Ibought the
DNM there was the Pink Triangle Pip. which ran off of

design, but it's so expensive. Ihave the Pre 3, and PA2
monoblocks. So Ihad an excellent turntable with a
good workaday arm, boosted with the silver wiring,
now an excellent cartridge, and to my mind a fairly
classic design of amp, and superb speakers which I
don't think KEF has ever bettered.'
And the same stereo amp and speakers also form part
of ahome cinema system in the same room. A Denon
AV receiver provides power for centre and surround
channels, with a KEF centre channel speaker, and
Mordaunt-Short rear speakers.
'I also have aThemeScene H56 DLP projector, which
gives excellent results. It's fixed to the ceiling, and an
electric screen comes down when needed. It gives a
very ' filmic' image. It was retailing at £3500 when Igot
it, and Iknocked them down to about £3200 but about
four months afterwards the manufacturer brought the
price down to £2500. Still, that's progress!
And an interest in records and music has been
turned into abusiness, now that Brett has established
himself as amail-order record dealer.
'A friend was running a similar business, and I
started by supplying him from around the mid- 1990s.
As time went on so he was increasingly cherry-picking
what I'd found for him. Having ended up with alot of
stock he didn't want, Ithought " Imay as well try this
for myself". I was a civil servant, working at the
Department of Trade and Industry. In the technology
boom Imade some money on the stock market, turning
£15,000 into £75,000 in four months. So Idecided to

£2500 for the pre, and £2000 for the two monoblocks.

take some time off at the beginning of 2000, and have a
go at setting up my own business.
'I had registered the name classicrecords.co.uk the
year before in 1999, and by the summer of 2001 Ihad
started to set up the website, with a first version up
after working 16 hours aday for aweek. Prior to that I
was driving all over the country, looking for records. I
bought about athousand classical records in the space
of three months. That gave me astart, and Ispent all

'From time to time Ithink about upgrading to the latest

my other available time cataloguing them — quite a

abattery. It had areally holographic sound, but overall
the neutrality and resolution was missing. If there's one
weakness the DNM's got, it's the soundstage — you can't
quite pick out where things are in the way you could
with the Pink. But for neutrality, resolution and speed,
I've never really heard anything to better it, at least not
in sensible money terms! Ipaid £4500 for the amps —

www.hifinews.co.uk
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THE SYSTEM
Music Deck turntable
Rega RB300 ( silver-wired)
Monster Cable Genesis 1000
IDNIM Pre 3/PA2 amplifiers
KEF 105/3 loudspeakers
REL Q201E subwoofer
Denon 3803 AV receiver
Pioneer LDV4300D Laserdisc player
KEF centre speaker
Mordaunt-Short rear speakers

there would be enough people at arecord fair to make
it worthwhile doing. Iadvertise in classical record
magazines at the moment, and I'm thinking of doing
some advertising in hi-fi magazines, on the basis that
anyone that spends £30,000 on ahi-fi system is going
time consuming pi ocess — and also Ihitt to teach mysel 1
to use a database, to record which customers were
buying what records and the countries they lived in.
'I've got about 10,000 records in stock at the moment,
of which 4400 separate items are catalogued. But Ihave
multiple copies of alot of them. Istarted to sell my first
records around September 2000, and about 18 months
ago the business started to take off. I deliberately
registered the name www.classicrecords.co.uk in case I
wanted to broaden into other genres. Ido have afew
other records listed, but it's 98% classical. And I'm just
on the point of doing adeal to sell new reissues.'
Germany-based Speakers Corner is one such reissue
label, with its classic reissues of Decca SXL recordings.
'My best customers come from Japan: Iwould say
probably 80-90% of my business is from there. But I've
started to get afew more from Hong Kong and one or
two other places as well.'
How on earth do you get in touch with prospective
customers in Japan?
'Through the website [which includes partial
Japanese language translations); I advertise with
Google, starting that at the beginning of this year. Iwas
advertising in aJapanese magazine but I've suspended
that temporarily because it was very expensive, about
£350 a month for quite a small ad. It was aclassical
record buyers' magazine, sa most of the readers would
have been CD buyers. I don't sell CDs — but it's
something Ithink about from time to time. More and
more people have been selling classical LPs, setting up
websites, some of them with just 50 records; but Ithink
if Itried to sell CDs I'd probably be in competition with
alot of the big boys, like Amazon. It's atougher market.
'I don't do fairs and events; most record fairs
concentrate more on rock and pop. Ijust don't think
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The home cinema
set-up has aSony
S7700 DVD player
as its source; it
also includes a
JVC VCR, Denon
AV-3803 receiver
and acommercial
Pioneer LDV300D
Laserdisc player

to want some of my records!'
But if vinyl is a ' dead' format, and classical music is
the product of dead composers, what hope exists for
new classical on vinyl?
'There are new recordings coming out. For example,
from the violinist Johanna Martzy. Iknow the guy who
has alabel called Coup D'Archet, who has found old
recordings made by Martzy that have never been
brought to record before, and he's released them as new
records, from old tapes or lacquer discs, Idon't know.
So they've been released for the very first time. That
kind of thing does happen, but overall it's avery niche

I've got about 10,000 records in stock
at the mcment, of which 4400 separate
items are catalogued'
market. I'd say there are probably only afew thousand
people in the world regularly buying the sort of records
that I sell. Having said that, some of those are
dedicated collectors who might spend hundreds of
pounds per month with me.'
It's one thing to collect the classic performances, or
to amass renowned performances from the respected
labels; but what about new late-20th century or 21st
century music that's being recorded for the first time —
must we really rely on only hearing it on CD? What's
the future of ' serious' music on vinyl?
'It doesn't have afuture, as such Ithink. It is such a
small market. Iunderstand that the sales of classical
CDs have fallen as well. Now whether perhaps more
people are buying classical on DVD, I don't know.
People like the small vinyl pressing labels count their
sales in the hundreds, Iimagine. So it has no future!'
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Classical

1925 to tour Europe and parts of America). He has
some surprising things to say abou: Beethoven's
writing for both piano and violin, agreeing with

BEETHOVEN

Horowitz that in the violin sonatas there was ' nothing

Symphony 6 ' Pastoral' •
Leonora overtures 1-3

for the pianist' - and what composer would write an
opening concerto passage like that in Op.61? ' Ihave
never heard it played absolutely in tune', he says,

Swedish CO/Thomas
Da usgaa rd
Simax PSC 1184

'myself included!'
Nathan Milstein was aperfectionist, always looking
for new technical solutions to improve his playing. In

74m Ois (£££)
Penguin Guide gets it wrong in
suggesting Thomas Da usgaard's

the Beethoven Concerto, where Boult's
accompaniment is truly Olympian, he is very
consistent with the more familiar recorded versions
with Steinberg and Leinsdorf, preferring his own

Beethoven cycle with the Swedish
Chamber Orchestra is complete: I
have eagerly awaited instalments
since Vol. 2 ( Nalen Anthoni wrote

cadenzas- that beginning the Rondo slightly jarring, I
felt. There are details that arecord producer would
tidy, and the slow movement has none of that sense

about Vol. 1some years ago) Symphonies 3,8 and 9have yet to

you had with Menuhin, of ever deeper meanings to be

appear. Andrew Keener, series

sought. The BBC studio items a'e, on the surface, only
of appeal to fiddle-fanciers, yet the brilliance of his two

producer, recorded the Pastoral and
three Leonora overtures in late
spring 2001/2002. Working from

Paganini Caprices and the concentration he brings to
the 'Jota' and

Jonathan de Mar's critical edition
Dausgaard's is possibly the most
revealing of the small moderninstrument cycles; one feels that
Harnoncourt's (with the COE) would
have been little different with the
VPO, with whom he began
recording much later; Tison
Thomas, for all his gifts, was

BEETHOVEN
Violin Concerto • Works by Bach, Falla,
Novacek and Paganini • Interview
Nathan Milstein, Ernest Lush, [ PO/Sir Adrian
Boult
BBC Legends BBCL 4151-2
72m 26s t£E) mono

o

Caro.

Beethoven

Too frail at play or teach in his eighties, Milstein may
have sat ' like amandarin' for the 1991 radio interview

noise ( negligible) is heard in the recital pieces but not a

here but he was 10 steps ahead of John Amis, who
asks aparticularly silly question about the violinist's

Bach Prelude from Partita 3, which was from 1963. CB
PERFORMANCES URBANE; PRETTY AMAZING BBC RECITAL TRACKS
RECORDINGS DECENT MONO, SOME BACKGROUND IN SMALLER PIECES

friend Horowitz (they sailed from Russia together in

fe Carlos Klaiber

Uelhowen
Bileh

'Asturiana' from
Fallas Suite
populaire
espagnole (
both
1957) make one
eager not to miss
asecond of them.
The timpani
balance in the

makes the sound
boomy although it is fairly clean; some background

Schuhert &a,.

some emphases near the start of the
Third Leonora.
unilluminating

I

LI
iglish

Chamber Orchestra/Sony cycle.
Dausgaard starts with the right
ingredients: divided violins, basses
at the back, ahard, dry timpani
sound. His 38 players articulate so

The symphony has all the
repeats, very welcome, and asunny
start at the brisk tempo for ( i) - the
tricky ritardando unfussily placed.
This is far more interesting

BRAHMS
Symphony 4
SCHUBERT

Tristan for this in memoriam
compilation. The music seems to

Symphony 8 ' Unfinished'
WAGNER

glow in the ether and die away, no
longer with us... Or am Ibeing
sentimental? Learning of Kleiber's

Tristan and Isolde —
excerpts

death on 13 July I
experienced quite
apang: this reclusive musical

Margaret Price, Dietrich

genius was gone. There would no

Fischer-Dieskau, Dresden
StaatskapelleNPO/Carlos

return to the recording studio as one
had half hoped ( the best record, he

well that the working of inner parts

Beethoven conducting than Sir
Simon Rattle's in his overpraised

becomes extraordinarily clear and

VPO EMI cycle. And what atreat to

informative: arguably alittle too

have the First Leonora, something
of ararity nowadays yet alovely
piece. CB

Kleiber

said, was 'the one not made') -

DG 00289 477 5324

Carlos Kleiber was, after all, only 74.

79m 39s two discs (££)

PERFORMANCES STIMULATING READINGS
RECORDING DETAILED AND OPEN

Someone at DG showed particular
sensitivity in choosing the ending of

His way with musicians is best
discovered through TDK's rehearsal

insistently in one accompanying
figure that surfaces in the Pastoral
slow movement from 7m 28s to 8m
14s, and some may find mannerd
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DVD, filmed when he was quite

www.hifinews.co.uk

young [ DV-DOCCK]. But these
sound recordings of familiar

GRAINGER

symphonies- generous measure is
given, when you think that in the

Lincolnshire Posy

Shepherd's Hey

'Originals' series the Brahms has no

Music for the Royal Fireworks

HANDEL

Rochester's
Eastman Theatre

FREDERICK FENNELL
NANOEL

51..• No. Ie E.•Nt •
Muale kw fee Nave ieeee -,

C

SCI'S.
Slam ere See«
MINICNIES FANFARE!, AND ce.ems

to feed Ampex
half- inch tape

coupling at all - are themselves

HOLST

machines with

revelatory, especially the

Suites Op.28

Unfinished, when you compare
what Kleiber achieves with other,

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

three- channel
heads. The

Folk Song Suite
Cleveland Symphonic Winds/Frederick Fennell

fairly sizzle and,

Telarc SACD-60639

as with the

75m 14s ( Especial) SACD hybrid

Stravinsky SACD
reviewed this

SOUSA
24 Marches

month, the
ordinary CD layer

Eastman Wind Ensemble/Frederick Fennell
Mercury 475 6182

does, for some
reason, sound
smoother, fullerhas more ' Living

more lauded alternatives.
The note is aworthy overview,
usefully quashing the ugly rumour
that aprincipal role in Tristan was
overdubbed months after the event:
that wasn't Kleiber's style, as one of
his many postcard instructionsdubbed Kleibergrams' - shows; it
deals with his concerns for side
breaks in that same set. He also

performances

73m 12s (££) SACD hybrid

(frustratingly for collectors) refused

WINDS IN HI-FI

publication of aHeldenleben
recorded for Sony. He conducted at

Works by Grainger, Milhaud, Rogers and

Presence' - than
with 432 012-2.

R Strauss
Eastman Wind Ensemble/Frederick Fennell

I
was less happy
with the SACD

first under apseudonym, but
Carlos, too, was astage name ( he
was christened Karl Ludwig). As
with his father Erich, his Beethoven
5has become an interpretative
benchmark. CB
PERFORMANCES AGENIUS REMEMBERED
RECORDINGS

WM BETTER THAN BEFORE

RACHMANINOV
Piano Concertos 2 and 3
Preludes Op.3:2 and
Op.23:6
Byrum Jams, Minneapolis SO,

ttiti tt-•P

Speakers Corner Mercury SR- 90173

stereo layer
which tended to

(Especial) LP
Ohio- based Telarc issued its first Soundstream digital
recordings at the end of the 1970s, including a

show the age of
these recordings.
Mercury was

Tchaikovsky Fourth and Mussorgsky Pictures with
Maazel and the Cleveland Orchestra - these Fennell

ahead of most

sections were from 1978 ( Holst/Handel) and 1979.
LP collectors were awed by Telarc's amazing groove

recording
companies in
giving LP

spacing on spectaculars such as the Cincinnati
Tchaikovsky 1812- the cannon- fire could arc the

purchasers full
technical and

panels on aQuad electrostatic! - and Ihave long used

production
information on

programmes with its winds, brass ard percussion

Holst's ' Song of the Blacksmith' from his Suite 2, which

LSO/Antal Dorati

has heavy anvil blows, as ahi-fi measure, not just of

Mercury 470 639-2
75m 18s ( Especial)

cartridge tracking. The Handel, too, has plenty of

the sleeve ( Speakers Corner reproduces the original
artwork Lnchangec); Winds in HiFi was done in May

demanding percussion, although you couldn't say
these reissues sound special by today's standards. In

Rogers is represented by his Three Japanese Dances,

the Grainger encore Shepherd's Hey the Cleveland

which is inspired by the work of wood block masters:

players really let their hair down and in Lincolnshire
Posy there's more refinemnt than with the Eastman

enjoyable ( s)light rr usic.

SACD hybrid
IFt E EC»
ii \( 11\1\\1\1111
i'I \\1 ,, t.\‘ 112111

3

1111:,\
‘'s % I 1101t ‘ II

Piano Concerto 3

group; the two Hoist suites are beautifully done too.
These Telarc productions clearly capitalised on the

1958, C Robert Fine as sound engineer. Bernard

Darius Milhaud's more valuable Suite Française was
written in 1945 with American wind students in mind;
incorporating some folk melodies its five sections are
named arter French provinces fundamental to the

success of Fennell's earlier work at Rochester for
Mercury - on its SACD are remakes of Sousa's Stars
and Stripes Forever and Grainger's six- movement
reworking of Lincolnshire folk songs he collected via

All es' liberation of rus country. The Strauss is Op.7,
written when he was sixteen; this Eastman version,

cylinder recordings.
The Sousa is one of 10 Mercury SACD reissues ( see

the low registers.
Telarc'!; Lincolnshire Posy has amore spacious,

Stravinsky review) replicating the 1992 compilation for

deeper acoustic; these 1958 recordings are more
restrained b..it very good for their age. CB

Byron Janis, LSO/Antal Dorati

CD taken from recordings made in May 1960 and
1961 - Sound Out and Sousa on Review- when three

Speakers Corner

Telefunken 201 microphones were set up at

beautifully played, has aB-flat contrabass clarinet in

PERFORMANCES ALL ENJDYABLE, AT CLEVELAND MORE POLISHED
RECORDINGS TYPICAL OF THE PERIODS IN WHICH THEY WERE MADE

Mercury SR-90283
(Especial) LP
Harold Schonberg's Horowitz study
[Simon & Schuster) gives an

his mentor feared - and Janis
himself has admitted the internal

objective account of Byron Janis's

struggle he had to free himself of his

relationship with the older pianist,

influences (Janis's career became

who took him on as pupil. Listening
to these recordings it's not entirely
possible to shake off the idea of a
'second Horowitz' - the very thing

blighted with arthritis at 45, but he
continued to work).
A 1958 Chopin recital on RCA
prompted criticisms of playing

www.hifinews.co.uk

'hard as adentist's dril ...

although the slow movement from

exhibitionistic [ in its] rubato': but

the Cminor ( its equivalent in the D
minor is more volatile and positive)
skims over the depths of sadness to

this was atime when most
Americans of the postwar
generation were disliked by British
reviewers. These Rachmaninov
performances reveal Janis's
considerable musicianship,

be found in the music. What is really
striking here is to find Dorati so
sympathetic aRachmaninov
conductor: what apity Mercury

Hi-FiNews
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didn't record him rather than Paray

published memoirs). Schuricht was used for the

in the Second Symphony.

Beethoven symphonies not allocated to Bohm,
Kleiber or Krips ( 1, 2) but a1949 Paris Fifth is also
included: never reissued until now, perhaps because

The sound is good on the SACD
stereo layer, remarkably so for the
Minneapolis Second, although a
note warns that the three-track
masters for Concerto 3were not the

of some pre-echo and aplaying slur early in the first

35mm film ones described on the

the Violin Concerto; Backhaus's rather splendid Bflat

movement. Even so, an exciting discovery.
The Brahms comprises Ferras's first recording of

replica LP sleeve issued by

Piano Concerto; and Symphony 2 - rather

Speakers Corner: they became lost

disconcerting in its arbitrary changes of speed. The

at some time between 1961 and the

Backhaus has its spills and thrills ( some solo inserts

early 1990s, so the digital mix was

are too loud for the context) although the autumnal
stereo remake with BOhm is preferable. This set has

from an alternative magnetic tape
master ( the LP is however cut from

four Mendelssohn overtures and, from Paris,
Schumann's Symphonies 2,3 and Overture, Scherzo

an original two-channel mix done at
Fine Recording Studios, issued as a
quarter- inch tape).

and Finale. I
would have liked the splendid VPO
Mozart Symphony 35 rather than Tchaikovsky's
Capriccio italien and the Theme from Suite 3;
however, the Haffner is to be found in the EMI set
mentioned [ 575130 21.

Quite superseding my old Philips
pressing, the analogue Third is,
frankly, superior to Universal's
digital transfers: contrast the utter
stability of the piano image in the

The mono sound is at times spitty, very dated. In all,
this is material is for those keen on past musical
masters. Some much later work by Schuricht, largely

opening minutes ( it wavers on the
CD). This was always arather soft'
recording, but so musical. With the
LP it's satisfaction all the way.
PERFORMANCES SUPERB THIRD
RECORDINGS CONCERTO 2SOUNDS GOOD!
RECORDING (
LP) BEST WAY TO HEAR NO.3

with German radio orchestras, is on Scribendum SC
011 ( ten

CARL SCHURICHT

discs); it

Symphonies, concertos and orchestral

duplicates
Ruy Blas,

works by Beethoven, Brahms,
Mendlessohn, Schubert, Schumann

The
Hebrides,

and Tchaikovsky

ROSSINI

Wilhelm Backhaus, Christian Ferras, VPO,

Die

String Sonatas 3 and 6 •
Serenata
Duetto • Une

Paris Conservatoire Orchestra/Carl Schuricht
Decca 475 6074

Scheine
Melusine

larme

389m 07s ( Especial) five discs mono
Carl Schuricht looked ' ike the geography master that

and The
Rhenish.

Ensemble Explorations/Roel
Dieltiens
Harmonia Mundi HMC
901847

all grammer school boys would be terrified by. He
recorded for Decca between 1949 and 1956 for the
LXT label ( although labelled ' mono the set actually

63m 14s (££E)
In January 20031 welcomed with
minor reservations the first four of

'Great Conductor' series - it derives from sessions

Before he
settled into the AustroGerman repertoire Schuricht
conducted more contemporary music; his style was
one of severity and discipline with the players quite
hard driven. CB
PERFORMANCES AS SEVERE AS TOSCANINI'S

Rossini's delightful string sonatas,

much disparaged by producerJohn Culshaw in his

RECORDINGS HISTORIC

includes astereo version cf the Schubert's
Unfinished, which firs: appeared in the EMI/IMG

composed when he was 12, in
period instrument performances by
Ensemble Explorations.
Now we have 3and 6to complete
the set, together with aSerenade for
strings and winds, aduo for cello
and string bass, both from 1823-4,
and the much later celebration of

the tear-drop, Une larme, with cello
and acontemporaneous twangy
Érard pianoforte.
Before the authenticity movement
took hold we had two demo-worthy

LP recordings of the string sonatas
in expanded versions. The first was
by IMusici ( on Philips) and the

Suite 1

well. Here, there are just four
players and as before Rossini's
writing is taken pretty seriously;

Signum SIGCD 051

The recorded sound is slightly
more rounded than before,

DECEMBER 2004
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Dmitri Kharitonov, CBSO/Mark
Elder
71m lOs (£££)
There are some interesting
premiere reco'dings here of music
from 1931-37 followed by the
popular First Jazz Suite, annotated

although some ( undisclosed) items

by Gerard McBurney who

come from the sessions yielding

reconstructed and orchestrated for

Sonatas 1, 2, 4and 5.

some of the programme. The Five
Fragments composed in asingle

It's ashame that the discs aren't

66

Hypothetically Murdered •
Four Pushkin Romances •
Five Fragments • Jazz

second by St Martin's Academy ( on
Argo, now Decca), the latter not
surviving the transfer to digital too

there's alot going on in the minds of
these players.

ENSEMBLE EXPLORATIONS

SHOSTAKOVICH

presented asa matching pair: the

day ( that of my birth as it happens!)

first release came in aplastic case
while this one is issued as a
digi pack. CB
PERFORMANCES ACCOMPLISHED

were experimental and Stravinskyish. The Pushkin settings were done
just before Shostakovich began
sketching his Fifth Symphony:

RECORDING EXCELLENT

fragments are heard in the first

www.hifinews.co.uk

song, ' Rebirth'. The simple
orchestration - strings, one clarinet

STRAVINSKY

and harp- was set aside and
McBurney has made acompletion

Hypothetically Murdered, where

The Firebird • Fireworks
Tango
Scherzo à la russe
Song of the
Nightingale
LSO/Antal Dorati
Mercury 470 643-2
74m 07s (££) SACD hybrid

Shostakovich worked with an
all-round entertainer Leonid

Mercury stereo recordings were all made as
three-track masters, with acentre channel then mixed

Decca version
with the New

Utiosov, who had founded a
'Tea-Jazz Ensemble' with which

down for stereo LPs and later CDs. Multi-channel
system users can play these Stravinsky performances

Shostakovich was much taken. His
score was used for abizarre
agitprop-satirical show that opened

as left-centre-right front signals; additionally the disc

Philharmonia,
and musically
holding its own

of ' Stanza', substituting bass
clarinet. The cycle is movingly sung
and contrasts strongly with

for those concerned at the wholesale deletion of
Mercury CDs), it retains the Chagall artwork taken
from the Firebird sleeve and the old liner notes.
Dorati's Firebird is one of the great classics of the
gramophone, stunning audiophiles since it was first
issued as AMS 16038/SR 90226, not superseded by
Ansermet's later

with Boulez's two

the 1931 Leningrad Music Hall

contains aDSD stereo and ordinary CD layer- the
same transfers generated by Wilma Cozad Fine in
1991 Mercury 432 012-21. The original tapes date

season - one of its stars was a
performing dog! The mixture

back to 1959 (
Firebird) and 1964.
During remastering, 0.5in and 1in Studer tape

Haitink/LPO and
Davis/Concertge-

enraged the critics. The Act 3
Bacchanalia was recycled complete

machines fitted with Saki Magnetics custom made
three-channel heads were used, with NAB
characteristic playback equalisation; DSD digital
conversion was done with dCS equipment - atransformerless

in Lady Macbeth.
One time CBSO principal guest
conductor Mark Elder gets stylish
playing and the Symphony Hall
recording was engineered by Mike
Hatch ( it sounds overdamped if you

signal path.
Subjective
quality

recordings although those by

bouw ( both
Philips) were spectacular in different ways. The CD
also prompted rave notices from audio writers.
As here, it was afantastic bargain because it added
astring of smaller Stravinsky pieces which remind us
of Dorati's excellence in such repertoire: he exercised
the same sort of precision as Boulez but was warmer,
his readings more vibrant.

PERFORMANCES IMPORTANT NEW MATERIAL

comparisons

Fine's CD master may have been retained but to my
ears the new disc sounds superior with this layer,

RECORDINGS VERY GOOD

were made

direct comparisons suggesting asmoother, more true

SIBELIUS

using one of
Fine's early
Ampex 300

definition of timbres, with superb rounded presence.
Traffic noise is more evident with the SACD stereo layer

machines.

collapses to the centre at around 16s, which doesn't
happen with the CD mix. CB
PERFORMANCES AN OUTSTANDING STRAVINSKY CONDUCTOR

play at too low alevel). CB

Symphony 2
DVORAK
Symphony 8
BBC SO, RPO/Sir Thomas
Beecham
BBC Legends BBCL 4154-2
74m 09s (££) mono

One of ten
such
midpriced

(tracks 1, 28); in track 28 the flute solo momentarily

RECORDINGS STILL DEMONSTRATION WORTHY

reissues ( a

Vivante can supply Classic Records' excellent 180g

ray of hope

vinyl Firebirdtransfer: mu/. viva nte.co.uk.

The Sibelius is avery famous
Festival Hall performance with the
BBC orchestra from 1954, first
issued in 1962 on HMV - it was then
unusual for broadcast tapes to be
found on LP. The recording gained a
certain notoriety, since Beecham
shouts over the orchestral sound at

exhibitionistic readings the
symphony can have suffered. The
Dvorak with his own orchestra
(1959) is not that different; it starts
promisingly but Dvorak's 'con brio'

several points and, secondly,
because the quality was so poor

tempts abrash, noisy attack in the
first movement. Irather gave up at

from aBBC source. This same
coupling- the Dvorak from 1959 -

that point... CB
PERFORMANCES ALL SHOW WITH BEECHAM

came in EMI's shortlived Beecham

RECORDING RESTRICTED MONO SOUND

CD edition, but for these transfers

the BBC Philharmonic [
HFN

neutral. RVW signals this at one

January '03]included the score for
Scott of the Antarctic, from which

point by quoting ' Alouette'; he also
has atry at Red Indian Music,
introduces asung German carol

the Seventh Symphony was derived.
Although we have had excerpts

composed at 87, evokes Tudor
Britain and was for aBritish
Transport Commission
documentary. I
doubt that Vaughan
Williams would have dreamt that

superior tapes have been found and

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

the sound is much improved.
Of course, for many Beecham

Film music — 49th Parallel
• The Dim Little Island •
The England of Elizabeth
BBC Philharmonic/Rumon
Gamba
Chandos CHAN 10244

from 49th Parallel on disc before,

70m 47s (£££)
The first Chandos CD of film music

including on Pearl the 1946 Muir
Mathieson original ( he had

by Vaughan Williams by Gamba and

prompted the composer to write for
film); Gamba gives us asuite almost

could do no wrong. But, given his
great reputation as achampion of
Sibelius's music and friendship with
the composer, this Second
Symphony is an absolute disgrace:
he rips into it and never lets up; this
is one of the most vulgar,
,-CLASSICAL REVIEWS
AUDIOPHILE

OPHER BREUNIG

BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

ER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-FI NEWS CD SERVICE
PRICE CODIN .££ full price, ££ midprice, £ budget Especial POA

people might buy arecord of this
music, which changs rapidly to fit a
range of visual images- I
don't
much like RVW in his ' maestoso'
mood and this is something of a

40m in duration edited by Stephen
Hogger. This 1940 Powell and
Pressburger war drama was about a
U-boat crew ( led by Eric Portman)
crossing Canada to the States, then

www.hifinews.co.uk

and quotes ' Ein' feste Burg'.
The England of Elizabeth,

bumpy ride.
Quoting Dives and Lazarus, with a
part for tenor soloist, the short
reconstruction of music for the
propagandist The Dim Little Island
(1949) separates these longer
suites; apparently in the soundtrack
the composer extolled the virtues of
folksong. CB
PERFORMANCES ATTRACTIVE PREMIERES
RECORDING VERY GOOD
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Not for
conservatives

The comprehensive range of turntables by Pro-ject,
design is perhaps alittle less conservative than the norm
and yes, products are available in blue, and red, and yellow, and green.

High quality record players are available from just over £ 100
Contact us today for details of your nearest Centre of Excellence.
Centres of Excellence are our elite dealers who have shown commitment to customer service, attended
regular product training seminars and offer demonstration facilities on the majority of the Pro-ject range.

Project Audio

Distributed by: Henley Designs, 01235 511166, www.henleydesigns.co.uk, info@henleydesigns.co.uk

Music Choice

Jazz
STEPHANE RIVES
Fibres
Potlatch P303
59m 21s (£special)
With its impressive catalogue of
releases — playing which focuses on
duration and sonority— anything
from the Parisian Potlatch label
deserves aserious listen. Soprano
saxophonist Stéphane Rives
appears to be responding to the
red uctionist movement in 1m prov
and Noise, ascene which regularly
emits CDs of one note or texture.
Nicholas Guérin's recording is
close-focus, ignoring room
ambience and achieving apurity
which brings the music into the orbit
of abstract electronics.
However, this remains areal time
performance, and once you accept
that premise, there's drama, tension
and even beauty in the seven
pieces. Each of these tackles a
different zone of the soprano's
timbrai range, and you wind up
respecting Rivers for his singularity
and rigour. The conclusion has a
real flourish to it. BW
PERFORMANCE IMPRESSIVE
RECORDING APPROPRIATELY DEEP AND
HIGHLY FOCUSED

ANTHONY BRAXTON
23 Standards
(Quartet) 2003
Leo LR 402405
271m 04s (especial) four discs
Annotater Stuart Broomer makes a
brave case for last year's Braxton
quartet: Kevin O'Neil on guitar, Andy
Eulau on bass and Kevin Norton on
percussion. For Broomer, the return
of Braxton — once abyword for the
avantgarde (solo sax LPs, fourorchestra albums, titles which look
like chemical compounds) — to
standard tunes and jazz
instrumentation is cause for
celebration, ablow struck against a
corrupt jazz business and its
conservative idealogues.
Braxton has released so much
now that even his ' inside' CDs are
legion (at least ten by now). Fans
lose themselves in his universe:
objectivity is lost as they thrill to hear
atune at last. Actually, Braxton's
group, while fleet, is mechanical
and one-dimensional. O'Neil's
guitar runs, in particular, lack
melodic invention and harmonic
surprise, dryly running up and down
the scales. The quartet may think
they're playing ' in the tradition' but

www.hifinews.co.uk

SACD jazz from Telarc
MCCOY TYNER
Illuminations
Telarc Surround SACD-63599
57m 50s (£special)
With living- legend status conferred by his
membership of the early 1960s John Coltrane quartet,
pianist McCoy Tyner looks set to go on forever. This
time he's enlisted amasterly horn team in trumpeter
Terence Blanchard and alto saxist Gary Bartz: they're
at their best in acooking soul jazz vein on the title track
and ' Soulstice' and not bad in Tyner's favourite Latin
groove on ' Angelina'. Less successful is ' New Orleans
Stomp', agospel-changes blues with aswampy
rhythm: the idea wears thin after acouple of choruses
and even the ever- resourceful Bartz can't inject much
freshness into the proceedings.
Now, you might think that this straightforward
quintet recording wouldn't benefit much from 5.1
channels, but in fact the disc is much, much more
enjoyable and listenable in SACD multichannel mode.
It must have been set up for surround with the twochannel as an afterthought, not the other way round.
In two- channel, the overall sound is too dry, the sax is
too close-miked for comfort ( especially when Bartz
switches to soprano for the ballad If I
Should Lose
You'), Blanchard's trumpet sounds thin and pinched,
the drums are understated.
Turn on the rear speakers and all these criticisms
are answered, as long as you can accept having the
horns either side of you rather than in front. If you can,
Illuminations will definitely grow on you. If not, you
might as well go out and buy some old Blue Notes
instead. SH
PERFORMANCES VERY GOOD IN PARTS
RECORDING OPENS UP IN MULTI-CHANNEL

they're too postmodern to mean it,
everything slides by without bite.
Braxton still has his trademark
impact on alto— apressure-cooker
violence, acertain melancholic
poise — but his colleagues are
hobbled by the retro brief. With such
adreary backdrop, his liberties
sound arbitrary and footling. Chuck
Brown, James White, BillyJenkins.
Archie Shepp — personalities like
these can 'do' standards: Braxton
should stick to his métier.
The restructuralism of Muha I
Richard Abrams's Chicago School
was an assault on the chic antiintellectualism of lounge jazz, and
you can't go back there with
impunity. These live gigs— Rome,
Brussels, Amsterdam, Berona,
Guimaraes, Antwerp and Lisbon —
sound like amealticket, and the fare
was dull. Free Jazz means never
saying you're sorry: Braxton's ' sorry',
I'm sorry
to say,
, is afake. BW
PERFORMANCES SMART YET SOULLESS
RECORDINGS REASONABLE FOR LIVE

«Alm

1

SPYRO GYRA
The Deep End
Heads Up Surround HUSA 9085
57m 50s ( Especial)
After 30 years and sales of 10 million albums,
Spyrogyra is abrand rather than aband, and probably
willgo on forever. Recording now in surround tor
Telarc's ' contemporary jazz' label Heads Up, the
formula hasn't changed much: there are some new
sounds and effects but it's still really all about fiamess
and sometimes brilliant musicianship, faultless
production... and easy listening. The production is
truly gorgeous, the multichannel SACD m xpainting
the instruments into ahuge space around you. Only
trouble is, the surround effect could make you feel as
if you actually are in the proverbial elevator. SH
PERFORMANCES FWELL UP TO STANDARD
RECORDING GLOSSY PERFECTION

MANERI/PHILLIPS/
MANERI

lo• fAmbn•ri
Berra P,Illps
M•I

Angles Of Repose
ECM 1862 980 6760
71m 17s (fee)
As Steve Lake protests in some
characteristically pithy ana
committed sleevenotes, Joe
Maneri's 'elegant and raw nerved'
music isn't just Microtonar, it's
brilliant jazz which uses quarter
tones. Playing clarinet and alto and
tenor sax here with bassist Barre
Phillips and son Mat on viola, the
musical breadth is overwhelming:
string quartets, back-porcn blues,
bebop and noise improv all find a
place. Occasionally Maneri
vocalises down his horn and sounds
just great. Like Cecil Taylor, Maneni
has his own rhythm, aphrasing
that's personal, palpable, physical.
This provides the members of his
trio with afirm framework for their
exchanges about melody and
harmony. As usual for ECM,

recording is abit roomy, tastefully
blu rring the hard edges of the
playing. There are moments when
you think you've heard Manee play
all this on aprevious release — ne
works into his music, doesn't
indulge in superficial stylistic
references — then the chamber
interaction suddenly erupts, a
bouquet of flowers in lame.
Amazing. BW
PERFORMANCES FUNEREAL AND FLAMBOYANT
RECORDING SOLID, ALITTLE BLURRED
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McIntosh 275 valve amplifier
This modern reissue of their classic 1969
amplifier has robust, full bodied sound

Accustic Arts AMP 2

with smooth high frequencies. Ahealthy

Dual mono power amplifier zoowpc.

75wpc will drive most speakers easily

An elegant sound from this quality

Pathos Logos integrated hybrid

and can be bridged to give a

manufacturer from Germany. £ 5375

amplifier Apopular amplifier

RCA output, £ 5820 genuine

with great looks and sound. £ 2750

conservative 15owpc. £ 2750

balanced output.

Sugden Masterclass CD player

Dali Helicon roo loudspeaker

Asophisticated sound as you would

A 21/2 system with unique ribbon/

expect from this UK manufacturer.

soft dome tweeter arrangement.

Avery layered soundstage and non

Easy to drive, capable of producing

aggressive presentation. £ 2750

abig soundstage and avery open

Nottingham Analogue Space Deck

top end. Excellent appearance and .

With the new, thicker platter and

cabinet quality. £ 3310

upgrade kit it produces an even more

41111111111111Midgike,;.,

neutral and stable image. £ 1417
McIntosh MA6goo solidstate
integrated amplifier
This solid state amplifier with transformer coupled output has sound that
is close to their classic valve amplifier
designs. The very reasonable zoo wpc
output will drive into any speaker
load. An all- in- one solution with a
high-end sound. £ 4240

Bel Canto Pre 2 & eVo2 amplifier
Avery transparent sound with good
tonal balance and precise imaging.
Although adigital amplifier, the

Audio Physic Loudspeakers

sound is reminicent of their valve

We are please to be demonstrating

Resolution Audio Opus 21 CD player

heritage. Pre 2£3999. eVo2 £ 2899.

the new range from this highly

The improved sound with the new

Also on demonstration, we have

respected manufacturer. Very accurate

drive is astonishing. £ 2950

their integrated amplifier eVo21

imaging and tonal balance with great

at aremarkable £ 2799

styling. Virgo 3 (shown above) £ 3999,
Tempo f, ioo, Yam fory).

ACCUSTIC ARTS • AMPHION • ART

AUDI
O Ini•Mte ..; AVALON • BEL CANTO • BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS • CLEARAUDIO • CONRAD- J
OHNSON » DALI • EAR /YOSHINO

EXPOSURE • I
SOL - 8 • LEEMA ACOUSTICS • LYRA • IVI CI
NTOSH • M ONO PULSE • NORDOST • NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE • OPERA » PAGODE

'

PATHOS

QUADRASPIRE • ROGUE AUDIO • SME • SHANLING .> SHUN M OOK • SUGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • UNISON RESEARCH • VIRTUAL DYNAMICS • W ADIA

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes

Reading, Berkshire RG7 8JA

drive from either Junction 12 on the My or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for

those who might find this method more convenient.

'

T

0118 981 9891

Einfo@audioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

Demonstrations by appointment.
Mondays to Saturdays 10:00 to 28:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex-demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our webs ¡te.
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Rock

album
whose title
makes
specific
reference
to the line
of latitude

REM
Around The Sun
Warner (advance copy)
55m 21s (£££)
Superficially, REM's 13th studio
album comes across like their most
laid-back offering ever, with some
tracks bordering on lounge MOR,
but while it's low on speedy tempos
and loud guitars it certainly doesn't
lack power. There's akind of grim
determination about the music and
lyrics which, says guitarist Peter
Buck, are intended to capture, 'the
feeling of what it's like to live in
America right now'.
Being afamously left-of-centre
band, that means the album is
saturated with pointedly political
songs aimed in the direction of
George Du bya and his supporters.
On that score, Michael Stipes lyrics
have never been so clear or so
focused, hitting particularly hard
against the invasion of Iraq in the
Dylanesque protest ' Final Straw'.
Musically, there are plenty of
brooding, chiming 12-string guitars,
often decorated with the same kind
of shimmering electronic ambience
that made the band's 2001 release
Revea/so distinctive.
The decision to create such a
subdued album was avery
conscious one. They do have
rockier tracks, the widelybootlegged 'Weatherman' being one
good example that was considered
for this album, but the stated goal of
reflecting the mood of their nation

REM PHOTO ANDY WILLSHER/NME

seems to have inclined them
towards songs which state their
beliefs and fears with the quiet
dignity that the best of men, having
achieved ameasure of maturity, can
summon up when they feel their
backs are against the wall. JB
PERFORMANCES SOLEMN REFLECTION
RECORDING ORGANIC CLARITY

•
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KD LANG
Hymns Of The 49th
Parallel Eastwest
Nonesuch 7559 798 472
47m 22s (£££)
While we're on the subject of
Canadians, here's anew kd lang

THE MICK
FLEETWOOD BAND
Something Big
Sanctuary San 311
51m 07s (£££)
If it wasn't that drummer Mick
Fleetwood is globally famed asa
founder member of Fleetwood Mac,
this album would be credited to
highly- respected sideman Todd
Smallwood, who has worked with
Jackson Browne, Gregg Allman and
Chaka Khan among others. He
pretty much wrote the songs and
co-produced the album in his own
studio. It's also Smallwood's gruff,
bluesyvoice that delivers the songs.
Musically, this band is amuch
earthier, bluesier prcect than te
Buckingham- Nicks era Fleetwooa
Mac, probably reflect ng adesire by
Fleetwood to return to his late '60s
musical roots in the Brit- blues boom
with Peter Green. Unfortunately,
although Smallwood is slick, he's a
much more convent.ona I
talent than
Green or Buckingham, so the music
never achieves much more than
high quality craftsmanship. Genius
is as rare as hen's teeth and
Fleetwood should perhaps just
consider himself lucky to have been
in its vicinity so often in the past. JB
PERFORMANCES BLUESY GROOVES
RECORDINGS WARMLY ROUNDED

SAM ROBERTS
We Were Born In A Flame
Universal 982166-9
64m ils (£££)
This album has not only gone
platinum in Mr Robert's native
Canada but it has won him Artist
and Album of the Year awards. The

that divides Canada from its
southern neighbour. The title also
conveys the concept for the album,
which is aselection of songs by
great Canadian songwriters,
designed to establish the idea that
the land of the maple leaf has a
songbook every bit as rich and
varied as the land of the double
cheeseburger and fries.
To that end, Lang has chosen to
re- interpret songs by such
internationally recognised
songwriting giants as Neil Young,
Joni Mitchell and Leonard Cohen
band's appearance— five bearded,
long-haired Canucks in bell-bottom
denims and trainers — will provoke
groans of dismay in the bosoms of
those who fervently hoped that such
things were long since consigned to
adusty shelf in the basement of the
museum of rock clichés, but their
music's not quite as bad as their
lack of image.
Roberts writes sturdy rock songs,
with decent lyrics and agenerally
uplifting feel. He claims to have
been inspired by '90s Brit bands
including the Stone Roses and
Happy Mondays, although he sings
better than the frontmen of either of
those tragically over-rated outfits.
I
just have my doubts about
whether this kind of down-home
rock can communicate itself to the
youth of Blairite Britain. It's just abit
too worthy. JB
PERFORMANCES VIBRANT ROCK
RECORDINGS SOLIDLY CHUNKY

THE DOTTED LINE
The Dotted Line
Edgwise Records EDWCD 001
41m 38s (£££)
The Dotted Line is just one man: the
multi- instrumentalist Scott Bennett
—a sideman for artists as diverse as
Liz Phair, Material Issue, and the
Flaming Lips. He even had his own
power- pop combo, The Falling
Wallendas, whom I
seem to
remember recommending in these
pages some years back.
Arguably this is an exercise in
retropop, with its major reference
points being The Beatles, The
Beach Boys and every jangly
Rickenbacker-fuelled band that

and, as you would expect, she does
it beautifully. She's in fine voice,
collaborating not just with her
regular band but with legendary
arranger Eumir Deodato, whose
lush string arrangements add a
mellow richness to Young's
'Helpless' and wash Cohen's
'Hallelujah' in waves of sorrow.
Amazingly, KD even manages to
deliver lovely versions of two quite
fabulous Jane Siberry songs, ' The
Valley' and ' Love Is Everything',
whose originals are so gorgeously
idiosyncratic that I'd have laid odds
no-one else could come close to
matching their magic. Truly great
songs, truly great singer. What you
waiting for? JB
PERFORMANCES IMPECCABLE
INTERPRETATIONS
RECORDINGS MELLOW PURITY
ever came out of America but, with
songs as powerful as the soaring
'Temperamental Side' or the
heartaching ' For ADay', it would be
churlish to object to Bennett's
shamelessly nostalgic brilliance.
Beach Boy buffs will be
particularly pleased to find the
celebratory hidden track, ' No Wrong
Notes In Heaven', co-written by
Bennett with Brian Wilson, and
featuring the chief Beach Boy on
backing vocals. JB
PERFORMANCES SUN-DRENCHED POP
RECORDING GLISTENING SHEEN

VARIOUS ARTISTS
The Trip — Created By St
Etienne
Family Recordings 9822299
153m 49s (£££) two discs
This is adouble-CD set compiled by
one of my long-time favourite
bands, St Etienne, largely by
selecting favourites and overlooked
classics from their own
exceptionally eclectic record
collections, then mixing them
together, often linked by odd bits of
sound effectery or movie dialogue.
The best-known names on the
album are probably The Supremes,
the Mamas & Papas, Dusty
Springfield, Scott Walker, John
Barry, Marvin Gaye and The lsley
Brothers but, in every case, the
tracks chosen are rarely heard
goodies rather than obvious hits.
Jeff Britton's exceedingly heavy
instrumental ' Rub Out' sounds like
an attempt to invent bass'n'drum
music 20 years too soon. JB
PERFORMANCES LOST TREASURES
RECORDINGS VARIABLE QUALITY
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: contact@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk
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Amplifon WL25 (left): 28W/channel using 6P3, £795
Amplifon WT40 (centre): 40W/channel using 6C33, £ 1995
Amplifon WT30 II (right): 31W/channel using 6H13, £ 1395
Amplifon is proving to be ahuge success both with reviewers and customers alike - we are delighted! Now made in the EC (a

lUtà

warm welcome to our Polish neighbours is in order), this range of three models, all superbly built, all featuring automatic biasing,
and all with large, wide bandwidth toroidal output transformers suitable for 4or 8Ohms, offer superb value for money. Sound
quality is reminiscent of the best classic designs of the past, but modem circuit techniques and transformers give an authority of
presentation and power reserve often lacking in older designs. Truly modem classics!
The Jadis Orchestra Reference (left) from
France, at £ 1699. Output of 40W/ch using
KT90s, and even featuring that long
missed attribute, tone controls - my, takes
me back!
The Consonance MlOOS (right), £ 1595, is
proving to be areviewer's favourite,
offering adelicacy which is aspeciality of
the 300B output valve, giving here
25W/channel.
For people who prefer the authentic Star
Trek look, the Shanling STP80 ( left) fits
the bill perfectly! With superb build
quality, remote control, digital level
indicator, 35W/ch output, all for a mere
£1295. Oh, it sounds good too, by the way.
The Audiovalve Assistent 20 (yes, it is
spelt like that) is alittle gem from
Germany, with avery musical performance
-sweet as anut, we say. 30W/ch output,
in aneat chassis, for £ 1600.
The Musical Fidelity Trivista DAC: We have secured some of
the last remaining UK stock of this brilliant device. An utter
bargain for £ 1200 - and, as they say, once it's gone, it's gone!
Don't delay - pick up the phone now.

Slinkylinks are solid

IC>

silver air dielectric
cables with the latest

Cawsey may not be the best known cable
(others spend more on advertising) but it's
quite possibly the best sounding. We have

bullet plugs, fantastic
sound at an amazingly

been selling these Australian made silver
interconnects for several years and can

low price: £ 195 for a
1.2m set!

recommend them without reservation.
From £250 to £900 per metre set.
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Audiophile
BACHMAN TURNER
OVERDRIVE
From The Front Row...
Live!
Silverline 288149-9
36m 37s (£specia I
)
5.1 DVD-Audio
Deliciously dumb heavy rock from
one of the genre's pioneering bands.
Abrief disc with no extras on offer,
but hey, these guys always were
meat'n'potatoes. 'Takin' Care Of
Business', 'You Ain't Seen Nothing
Yet' and five others: heads-down,
no-nonsense, mindless boogie. In
surround. KK
PERFORMANCE JURASSIC
RECORDING

qETACEOUS

surround eschews gimmickry for
scale. Musically? Just try not moving
to it. KK
PERFORMANCES URBAN
RECORDING URBANE

MANHATTAN
TRANSFER
Vibrate
Telarc SACD-63603
53m 05s (especial) 5.1 SACD
Love 'em or hate 'em, they're still at
it, still making great-sounding discs.
OK, the gimmick is way past it's
sell- by date, and MT is now retro in
and of itself, but they are trying to
enter the 21st Century; the Rufus
Wainwright- penned title track refers
to amobile phone set on 'vibrate',
while the material veers from pop to
jazz. Biggest buzz is the group's
treatment of the Beach Boys' Feel
Flows'— acase of one bunch of
peerless harmonisers honouring
another. KK
PERFORMANCES IN CASE YOU CAN'T FIND ANY

At last, some C&W on surround
sound SACD. Brown's trademark is
his wacky 'guit-steel', across
between a12-string electric and a
steel guitar. With this in his arsenal,
the sound is uber-twang, Brown
reverting to astyle that suits
Bakersfield, hod-rodders and
truckers. Great original material and
acover ofJimi's ' Foxy Lady' that will
tear you apart. KK
PERFORMANCE BUCK OWENS ON ROCKET FUEL
RECORDING SHARP AS ANUDIE SUIT

ANDY NARELL &
CALYPSOCIATION
The Passage
Heads Up HUSA9086
57m 45s (£special) 5.1 SACD
Like some steel drum in surround?
This disc is like ahouse makeover
with the Caribbean as its theme.
Abetted by maestros Paquito
D'Rivera, Hugh Masakela and
Michael Brecker, steel drum wizard
Narell has cooked upa feast that

really exploits multi-channel SACD.
The sound is truly all-enveloping
without suffering the sort of artefacts
that drive purists crazy. The music?
Your own Notting Hill Carnival. KK
PERFORMANCES TROPICAL
RECORDING

MOSPHERIC

WILLARD WHITE
Paul Robeson Legacy
Linn AKD 218
45m 49s (£££) 5.1 SACD
It takes guts, covering Robeson. But
White's up to the task, his voice so
rich and resonant that— in places —
you'd be forgiven for thinking that
someone cleaned up a78. Adozen
fine folk songs, standards and
gospel numbers, resulting in a
suitably respectful tribute to agiant.
Stand-out is Ellington's ' Mood
Indigo', and you'll enjoy contrasting
'Joe Hill' with Joan Baez's at the
other frequency extreme. KK
PERFORMANCES AUTHENTIC
RECORDING UNDERSTATED

HI [ OS IPS
RECORDING AIRY, LIKE THE MUSIC

CLAIRE MARTIN

BLUES TRAVELER
Truth Be Told
Sanctuary/Silverline 288214-9
47m 22s (especial)
5.1 DVD-Audio
Asurprisingly old-fashioned ( in a
good sense) album from the NY
rockers, very FM-radio-oriented.
Well, it would be if that format still
mattered. Sharp songs, lyrics worth
hearing, solid performance—
reminiscent of I
NXS before
Hutchence went megastar. Don't
worry about the surround element:
it's subtle. KK
PERFORMANCES MATURE
RECORDING RESTRAINED

GRANDMASTER
FLASH MELLE MEL &
THE FURIOUS FIVE
Greatest Hits
Silverline 288229-9
73m 5.1 (especial) DVD-Audio
Fourteen smashes from one of the
most polished of the pioneering
rapper outfits, more musical but
equally more tame than the current
norm. Staggering use of anew
format: as expected, percussion
and bass are industrial-strength,
demo disc-vicious, while the

www.hifinews.co.uk

Too Darn Hot!
Linn AKD 243
56m 41s (£££) 5.1 SACD
Claire's ninth for Linn is the usual set
of well-chosen standards and
originals, performed so impeccably
that you want to throttle the idiots
who champion lesser talents just
because they're British. What's
Martin, Peruvian?!? Next time you're
tempted by whatever dreck
Parkinson is pushing, look to this
lady. Her interpretations of ' It's
Raining In My Heart' and 'When I
Fall In Love' should have you
reaching for the hankies. KK

DAR WILLIAMS
The Green World
Razor & Tie/Silverline
288226-9
42m 34s ( especial)
5.1 DVD-Audio
The Beauty Of The Rain
Razor & Tie/Silverline
288227-9
37m 08s ( especial)
5.1 DVD-Audio
Abrace of superb albums, 2001
and 2004, from asort-of-folkie'

with aknack for terrific lyrics and
nicely-textured vocals, plus the
charm to attract guests like Alison
Krauss, Bela Fleck and Blues
Traveler's John Popper. Thoughtful
material from start to finish, which
should beguile fans of Aimee
Mann. I
mean, how can you not love
asinger who delivers asong called ' I
Won't be Your Yoko Ono'? KK
PERFORMANCES SENSITIVE NOT
WISHY-WASHY
RECORDINGS CLEAN BUT NOT STERILE

PERFORMANCES DELICATE BUT VERY SEXY
RECORDING SILKY

HELEN MERRILL
Sings Screen Favourites
JVC SVCD-1045
38m 36s ( especial) XRCD24
Dating from 1968 and sounding like
it (that's acompliment, by the way),
this set finds Merrill with more
suitable material than, say, Beatles
covers. The usual classics — ' Mack
The Knife', ' East Of Eden', 'To Love
Again'— in perfect lounge-core
holding pattern. KK

tt

the beauty of the rain
DIM-AUDIO

PERFORMANCE SUPPER-CLUB
RECORDING SUPERSTEREO

JUNIOR BROWN
Down Home Chrome
Telarc SACD-63612
54m 19s ( especial) 5.1 SACD
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Hi- Fi Show &

AV Expo

11111111111M1

1: Lyra's affordable Argo mc
cartridge [ April ' 041, yours for £ 795
2: Myryad's high- end multi- channel
offering, the MXD7000 pre-amp

ISOL•

0

¡
I
XNI M

processor, with 6.1 or 7.1 channels
from two- channel sources via Dolby
Pro Logic Ilx and eight channels of
24-bit/96kHz D/A conversion

There were over one hun red
rooms and stands to explore...

3: For Max Townshend's ribbon

here's Ken Kessler's highlights

4: PrimaLuna's Prologue One and

T

he analogue revival is
clearly aforce to be

super- tweeter, aspecial brocket to
connect it to the Quad ESL- 57 — a
prime candidate for the Maximum
Two — acouple of ' bargain' valve
amps o'fering respectively EL34s or

With Lyra's new Argo cartridge on

KT88s. The best thing to happen to

demonstration from new UK

impoverished valve lovers since the

respected rather than
tolerated. Anyone treating it as

distributor Symmetry, the London

dawn of eBay

Reference making its debut, the

5: One of ISOL-8's power line

mere cult activity does so at his
own peril. Or with self-abnegation.

ELP laser turntable in latest form, a

conditioners, the 11xMM ( or ' 2 x

£175 record cleaning machine

2000'!) with front panel- mounted

Why? Because it's restored abuzz
to the enthusiast sector that's been

from Cadence, an Air Tangent
2002 arm seen on aBrinkmann

6: T+A showed this impressive AV

missing of late. But don't take my
word for it: not only was the Hi Fi

circuit breakers

LaGrange, anew ( yes!) version of

receiver, the SR 1535R, supporting
7.1 channels of audio with 2 x

Show & AV Expo 2004 host to a

the legendary Dynavector hinged'
arm and other rare beasties sighted

number of new turntables, there
were also new cartridges, arms and

hither an yon, it's impossible to
pick the analogue stand-outs. For

and 5 x 150W for the effects

phono stages in abundance, along
with plenty of new and vintage

my money, though, the ones to

speaker, the TD712z, with full -

watch certainly include Tim De

range 120mm driver, massive

Paravicini's first turntable, the EAR

magnet and air-tight enclosure

vinyl courtesy of Vivante, The
Direct Disc and other vendors.
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280W hr the main L/R channels
7: Eclipse's newest egg- shaped

Yoshino La Platine, with magnetic
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8: OK, so it's a prototype,

subwoofer — reminiscent

show for the UK launch of

enjoys former MD Stan

but this Blu-ray Disc

of certain Musical Fidelity

the Mordaunt-Short

Curtis' impression of an

machine is Sony's bid for

products of yore, rather

Performaace 6

audio reviewer

your future viewing source

than the watch of the

floorstander

13: Meet the Experts, ( I- r)

sanie name!

11: Charro Loudspeaker's

Ken Kessler, Eric Kingdon

component. The playback
was nothing short of

10: Rodney ( left), founder

Carlo Vincenzetto, over

of Sony, John Bamford of

sensational

of Mordaunt-Short, and

from Italy

Pioneer, Barry Fox, Martin

9: Crane's cute

Chris Short, now of

12: Dave Patching of

Colloms and Stereophile

Submariner active

Myryad, who arrived at the 'Quad/Wharfedale ( left)

suspension, Tim's new 88PB valve

edited by Paul Wier, presented

phono stage, a new two-piece

what has to be as ,near-as-dammit

phono stage from Trichord

the state-of-the-art in home

Research, the Nordic Concept Artist
—less ambitious than the flagship

cinema, thanks to the amazing

but just as enticing — and pair of

and the At/Tech team's subiime
set-up skills. The demos were

decks from Rolf Kelch.
Most obvious is his own design,
which appears to have adouble
chassis, the lower section formed
from some granite-like material.
But the piece Isaw as the show
was being set up ( and sadly didn't

Editor John Atkinson

InFocus three-chip DLP projector

packed out, and my stomach is still
reeling from the aerial footage.
Sony, which arrived with aroom
full of goodies, provided the most
convincing demo yet of future video
technologies with aclever Blu-ray

have time to return to) is his take

Disc presentation Using asplit

on the legendary Thorens
Reference. Because the Thorens
situation is abit chaotic — there are

screen version of Lawrence of
Arabia, you could watch the

two factions with involvement in

14: Due any day now from

deserving of the title of ' Revival of

the brand — Kelch can't label it a
Thorens. But for those of you who

Transparent, the Power Isolator 8

the Product of the Year', judging by

mains conditioner; price will be in

the number that turned up in Italy

missed out on it first time around,
this modern interpretation looks

the region of £ 3000

at TOP Audio

15: One of the best front- ends at

16: Audio Acoustics' gorgeous

like ahoney. My photo, alas, shows

the show was the Brinkmann La

Sapphire Ti C speaker with two

it in disassembled form!

Grange turntable. It was equiped

sapphire diaphragm 200min

At the other extreme, both
At/Tech and Sony gave glimpses of
the future. AVTech, the magazine

with the latest Air Tangent arm and

woofers and 25mm concave

an EMT moving- coil — the latte

sapphire tweeter

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hello

111111i17 HI•Fll'
AND VISION

*****
Novemlap.2004

Say hello to Genie
Genie is arevolution in home cinema systems, combining Mordaunt-Short's passion for music reproduction with stunning
design. Featuring ahost of ground- breaking technologies Genie delivers truly awesome performance in any environment.
Visit www.mordaunt-short.co.uk or call 0845 128 3951 for more information.

MORDAUNT

SHORT

caravan of cames proceed from
stage left using regular DVD
playback, to stage right, with midlevel' 8k- ray Disc. It was like
moving from athrowaway plastic
camera to aLeica M6.
Best of all, Sony opted for a
projector with aretail price of
£1800 on an affordable screen, so

T+A's sexy SR 1535R, supoorting
7.1 channels of audio with 2x

there were no tricks involved. The
battle ain't over yet, but HD- DVD

and 5x150W for the effects

has its work cut out for it.

channels and Lexicon's RV- 8. The

One sub-culture that's being
ignored is that of upscale - as
opposed to mass market - AV
receivers and all-singing/all-dancing

latter really makes me tingle

pre/processors. Absolute honeys
included Myryad's MXD7000 preamp processor, with 6.1 or 7.1
channels from two channel sources
via Dolby Pro Logic Ilx, eight

280W for the main UR channels

Decause I've always had good luck
with Lexicon products and refuse to
let go of my now- aged MC- 1
processor. The RV-8does
everything, of course, include
feedirg three separate zones for
sound around the home, with
140W for each of seven channels,

channels of 24-bit/96kHz DIA

acceptance of two sets of 5.1

conversion, bass management,
video up-conversion of composite

channel analogue input (eg,

and S-video to component video,

separate SACD and DVD-A players),
five video sources through S-video

17: Tannoy's Arena satelli:e, seen

turntable; this edition costs ' only'

in assorted colours and wtth a

£16,000, and can be upgraded in

selection of stands, brackets, a

stages, eg, a beefier power supply,

centre channel model and sub

to cose the gap

18 Naim's first subwoofer, the

23: Oracle's DAC 1000 DIA

N- SUB with 250mm long- throw

Converter Pre- amp features

driver in a 20- litre sealed

24-bit/192kHz upsampling,

enclosure, with 300W of power

balanced and unbalanced

and 22- step variable filter

ana ogue ir puts and outputs, six

19: The latest in Meridiar's

digital inputs and four digital

high- end line-up, the 808i

outputs, and digital volume control

Signature Reference CD player

24: Also from Mendia i, the rather

20: 47 Laboratory's modern classic

cute DPS5200 fleorstander with

£21,000 PiTracer CD transport, the

full DLP control — and the first time

suaject of recent revisions

we've seen awooden cabinet from

21: KK's Lave ' small screen', or

Meridian in decades

'personal set' as Sony calls it, the

25: Cadence's Okki Nokki record

26in KLV-26NG2 LCD, in the WEGA

cleaning machine — asnip at £. 175

range with new WEGA Engine

26: Not Grumpy Old Men, but

picture enhancement

HiFi News' Class of 11983: (
I- r)

22: Blue Pearl showed a leaner,

Paul Messenger, John Atk nson,

meaner version of their £48,000

Malin Colloms and Avin Gold

www.hifinews.co.uk
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metropolis music

Boulder 2010 Preamplifier
Acoustic Zen

Hovland HP200 Preamplifier / Radio Solidstate Power.

BAT VK600se

11111
Pm* Copulare

Music Tools

Kharma Ceramique 3.2

Boulder 1050 Mono amplifier

ea.

emir
dine .

doP
diP

.M.

Hovland Sapphire

www.metropolis-music.co.uk
Tel. 01892 539245 Fax. 01892 616383
Advanta eMonoblocs

6London Rood, Tunbndge Wells, Kent TN 1 1DO

Show re ort
or coax, plus three via component
video — it even comes with am-m
phono section!
Valves, of course, were
everywhere — Art Audio; Audio
Research (
the new phono PH5
stage); Jadis; ISteve Jackson's
JD1; Unison Research new singleended valve amplifier, the
Performance, with six KT88 power
valves; afull suite of Lamm
including the LP2 phono stage, L2
Reference preamplifier and both
ML1.1 (90W push-pull) tube amps
and the new M1.2 MOSFET output
hybrid; atower of Tube Technology;
PrimaLuna; Affordable Valve
Company; McIntosh; ahost of tube
products — including aprofessional
mixer/pre-amplifier — from EAR
Yoshino; Antique Soundlab;
AudioValve with the award-winning
'Baby Baldur'; Italy's Nightingale
and dozens more.
Lingering memories? Hands
down, the best sound for me came
from Wilson Audio, with Peter
McGrath dazzling the hell out of
visitors with demonstrations of
bass, transparency and sheer power
that few music lovers rarely
experience at home. He still
managed this even while nursing
major league fatigue due to too
much international travel.
And on apersonal note, it was
wonderful to see former HFN
Editor John Atkinson — now Editor
of Stereophile — over on aflying
visit. He took the time to
participate in all four Meet The
Expert' panels. At one point, we
had pretty much 80% of the circa1983 HFN/RR team at one table.
Plus ca change?

Nww.hifinews.co.uk
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27: Vivid Audio's Cl centre channel

tweeter and mid, clearly not named

speaker — the main speakers are

after Cameron. The Segovia's and

shaped the same but positioned

Diaz's ribbon tweeters measure

vertically — with metal dome mid

75mm long

and treble units and 158mm metal

31: ( Pr) John Atkinson of

cone woofers

Stereophile, with HiFi News'

28: From Italy, Mel Audio's

Ivor Humphreys, and Marianne and

Harmagedhon solid-state power

Martin Colloms

amplifier: dual- mono, Class A and

32: Tube Technology has now

good for 100W/ch

completed its impressive system

29: Raidho's Centric rn the Emilie

stack, the Genetix monoblocks

range, with ribbon tweeter in a

supporting the Matrix pre- amp,

D'Appolito array between two

Fulcrum DAC64 and Fulcrum TX24

100mm woofers

CD Transport. Total cost? £20,000

30: A trio of odd- shaped speakers

including cables

from Marshall Choong Audio, ( Ur),

33: Nagra's latest power amp is the

the Trueno38 Subwoofer and

200W monoblock PMA, apyramid -

Segovia speaker with ribbon

shaped device with single- ended

tweeter, both in gloss black,

and balanced inputs; astereo

followed by the Diaz with ribbon

version should follow
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THE SCOTTISH

hi-fi

G

home cinema
SHOW

maRRIott DaLmaHoy, eDINBURSH
A unique international weekend showcase for
all that is new and exciting in hi-fi and home
cinema. Over 40 exhibitors demonstrating the
latest in kit from the budget to the truly esoteric.
Live presentations on the latest technological
developments including, SACD and DVD-A
from the likes of Linn, Denon, Pioneer, KEF,
Monitor Audio and many many more. Learn
about new developments in plasma displays,
video projectors, CD, DVD and vinyl replay.
Relax with acoffee or abeer in the café area
and soak up the atmosphere.

For more information go to:
www.scottish hifi and home cinema show.co.uk
or contact your local hi-fi dealer.

The Scottish Hi-fi and Home Cinema Show —
More than just black boxes and flashing lights.
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Opinion

John
Crabbe
M

ore than ayear has passed since Idescribed some
investigations involving Harbeth and NHT
loudspeakers, underpinned in each case by bass

coming in from REL's selfpowered Quake subwoofer. But
enquiries concerning further developments continue to trickle
my way, so here's the ongoing story.
At that earlier time [see HFN Aug/Sept '031 the satellites
stood on small circular tables, but these became redundant by
failing to bring the speakers up to ear- level when heard from a
subsequently acquired settee. Wishing to avoid visual
dissonance, Ithen spelt an age hunting for objects which
combined sturdiness with appropriate style, and eventually
found apair of round-seated three-legged wooden stools of
680mm height, featuring robust straight legs splayed out to
360mm in the manner of a

Pundits habitually
recommend items
that cost as much
as anew car when
the performance
on offer could be
had for the price of
abicycle

photographic tripod.
Each ' seat' (300mm diameter

on imagery and joint best on bass, though in my case the latter
is further enhanced by aresponse extended to below 30Hz via
the Quake. The REL unit's adoption, incidentally, has been an
unqualified olessing in aroom that's generated problems with
asuccession of full-range floorstanders across nearly 14 years,

by 30mm thick) is paralleled by

due mainly to asymmetric boundary-wall reflectivity.

three smaller but equally
substantial discs, one integrated

Turning now from aural to visual matters for reasons that
should become clear, one small spin-off of the stands'

with its underside to provide
110mm equilateral upper

installation was that Idecided to locate some bowls of potpourri on their lower shelves, insulated from vibration- induced

anchorage for the legs, the others

rattles by snaller versions of the above raffia mats. This

placed at lower positions as
circular shelves between the legs,
to secure the whole structure,
giving an extremely tough pair of

accomplished, abow) sitting on the window sill to support a
pot plant now looked oddly wrong, 'esting as it did on alarger
mat than those beneath its identical sisters. The solution was

non-resonant stands. With thick
180mm-square raffia mats

obvious: buy some more of the smaller mats.
But for several weeks the local sdpplier had none in stock,
only the slightly bigger variety, so Ijust looked in occasionally,

sandwiched between seat tops and

with the necessary dimension marked on apiece of card

speakers to provide aptly damped
contiguity, they have proved to be

tucked in my pocket. Finally, afresh pile of mats appeared,

both acoustically neutral and visually attractive. And when
positioned so that one leg is visible between and beyond the
others, speaker cables can be hidden simply by running them
up the backs of the rear legs.
Pursuing now the pattern of interchange between NHT SPls
and Harbeth HL-P3ES-2s detailed last year, Ifinally concluded
that despite needing rather more power, the Harbeths sounded
clearer, and were less easily distressed at high levels than the
smaller, less ambitious NHTs. Ialso discovered that the more
costly model's slight upper-bass/lower-middle plateau could be
offset subjectively in my room by treating the treble tilt
control's + 1 shelving option as the system's notional flat
reference [see ' ATouch of Tilt, HFN July ' 98]. Thus it was that
the Harbeths took up permanent residence on those ' stool
stands', with the still much admired doughty little NHTs placed
near the room's top-rear corners to cope with surround-cumambient effects, for which they need no bass enhancement.
Then, quite unexpectedly, the Harbeth turned up as one of
five models in acomparative review of sub-£ 1000 speakers

and without bothering to use the cardboard measure I
confidently purchased asmall stock and went home to install
one beneath the lone ill- matched bowl.
However, any feelings of aesthetic triumph were quickly
shattered when the presumed 165mm mats proved to be
further examples of the 180mm version awaiting substitution.
Probably influenced oy an aberrant moment of craving for wish
fulfilment, memory and perception had let me down, creating a
false impression of sie compounded by my empty-headed
failure to make asimple on-the-spot measurement.
Now it's ikely that readers have already spotted an aural
parallel here, as the episode nicely encapsulates, by analogy,
the blend of wishful thinking, misconception, and avoidance of
careful con'irmation which I've touched upon here from time
to time in connection with hi-fi. Of course, arrisjudged square
of plaited raffia is neither here nor there. But one comes
across reports of folk rushing out to spend small fortunes in
response to pundits who habitually offer the most extraordinary
way-out judgements on what equipment can or cannot do,

vying to match the legendary BBC LS3/5A. This was in HFN

while blithely recommending items which cost as much as a
new car when the performance on offer could for practical

June ' 04 [ p261, when Ken Kessler's listening team awarded it a
respectable midway score across six parameters. It came best

my unwanted mats cost only 60p apiece. II

www.hifinews.co.uk

purposes be had for the price of abicycle. Forttnately, though,
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o nowhere?
yrecent articles reprising the subject of tracking error
distortions in vinyl disc replay (
11FN September 2003
and February 2004] prompted reader Constantine
Marcopculos to ask apertinent question. If the lateral
tracking error distortion generated by a correctly
aligned pivoted arm/cartridge is significant, shouldn't
we hear improved sound quality near the two zero
tracking error points across the disc? And if we don't,
aren't linear tracking (
aka parallel tracking) pickup
arms acomplex and costly irrelevance?
Most audio engineers would agree that if adistortion
can be reduced by good design, without incurring
significant extra expense, then this should be done.
The overhang-plus-offset geometry of the pivoted

In the LP's heyday it was no
simple matter to perform an
experiment to settle the issue
pickup arm is agood example of this philosophy. But
the linear tracking arm goes a great deal further. By
aiming to eliminate, or at least suppress, lateral
tracking error (LTE) distortion, it becomes significantly
more complex and costly to make. To justify this
extravagance, the reduction in distortion should bring
clear audible benefits. But to the best of my knowledge,
such benefits have never been proven in any rigorous
fashion. Instead, the audio industry at large has taken
it on trust that reducing LTE distortion below the levels
achievable with an optimally designed pivoted arm is
a worthwhile design aim. Yes, linear tracking arms
82
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have been criticised, but usually because of claimed
mechanical inadequacies. What nobody seems to have
questioned is whether their very raison d'être is worth
acandle.
One explanation for this failure is that in the LP's
heyday it was no simple matter to perform an
experiment to settle the issue definitively. But with
digital signal processing it is arelatively simple matter
to simulate the effect of LTE distortion at the levels
typically generated by acorrectly aligned pivoted arm
under worst-case conditions, without interference
from any other factors. If the addition of this distortion
is inaudible then the justification for linear tracking
arms disappears.
METHOD
Simulating LTE distortion digitally is an exercise in
interpolation since output samples have to be
generated from points on the signal waveform where,
generally speaking, there is no input sample. The
easiest way to achieve this is using linear interpolation,
but this process embodies errors. To reduce these to an
acceptable level, the input signal must first be
upsampled by a large factor so that the differences
between adjacent sample amplitudes are much
reduced. The error involved in assuming that the
waveform follows astraight line between the sampling
points is then reduced as well. In fact by using ahigh
enough upsampling factor, the maximum interpolation
error can be reduced to an arbitrary level.
Fig 1shows ablock diagram of the software Iwrote
to do this, using any 16-bit/44.1kHz Wave file ripped
from CD as source material. I chose to use an
www.hifinews.co.uk

Linear tracking pickup arms incur considerable complication
and expense to eliminate the lateral tracking error distortion
inherent in conventional pivoted arms. But what evidence is
there, asks Keith Howard, for this distortion being audible?

source file
LA Amp

L.

M-S conversion

La
Make

IEC correction

upsampling factor of 144 far the simulation, applied in
four stages of 2-times, 3-, 4- and 6-times upsampling
respectively, which creates data sampled at
6.3504MHz for the linear interpolation process. This
sampling rate is sufficient to ensure that, even on a
full-range 51(Hz sine wave, the maximum possible
interpolation error is equivalent to just one tenth of a
quantisation step at 16-bit resolution — aperformance
that should be comfortably good enough to allow
accurate simulation of the effects of LTE distortion.
Key features to note from Fig 1 are, first, the

2x upsampling
.13.11A.

3x upsampling
11.26. OiAlx

4x upsampling
M1.1 OSAMA

6x upsampling I

I

M1.1500.0A

output sample I
interpolation

ins IEC correction

conversion of the L/R stereo input signal into M-Sform
to allow the lateral and vertical components of groove

With digital signal processing
it is relatively simple to simulate
the effect of LTE distortion
modulation to be isolated. LTE distortion affects only
the lateral modulation, so the vertical component
remains unprocessed until, towards the end of the

M- S conversion

TPDF dither

4

requantization I

output file

All calculations double- precision floating point

program, it is recombined with the distorted lateral
component to generate the left and right channels of
the output file. Second, the lateral component has to be
filtered prior to upsampling and LTE distortion
simulation, since the disc equalisation characteristic is
almost constant amplitude but not quite. Fig 2shows
Fig 1. Block diagram of the software written to
simulate lateral tracking error distortion

www.hifinews.co.uk
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See and hear
the award-winners
in store
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ARCAM
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ARCAM

Are you someone who is not easily satisfied? Someone who demands the very best, the
latest or perhaps the purest? Then you are going to love seeing what Unilet have in store.
Whether you are looking for aturntable or a state-of-the-art
home cinema set up, or perhaps that elusive speaker cable
that you read about in an American hi-fi magazine, you are
likely to find it at Unilet. For years Unilet has been the place
for the serious audiophile.
tucked away off the High Street, opposite
e à.(
z:re%

just yards away from the BR station and
acouple of minutes from the A3.

020 8942 9567
or check us out on the web:

www.unilet.net

So why not come in and see us? You'll find us
Waitrose in New Malden, Surrey. We're

For acopy of our latest
price list please call:

the symbol of securlts

Unilet Sound and Vision Ltd.
35 High Street,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 4BY
Fax: 020 8336 0820
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The Hidden Hi- Fi Store

Feature

the detail of this filtering, which is adapted from the
IEC 60098 standard. To restore flat frequency and
phase response after processing, the inverse filter
shape is applied to the processed lateral signal before
Fig 2. Derivation

it is recombined with the vertical component.
The method used to simulate the LTE distortion is

of the filtering.

this. Counting through each sample in the 144-times
upsampled data, a straight line is projected from the
sample point to the horizontal axis, at an angle
corresponding to the specified lateral tracking error.
Once the samples that straddle the position of each

The blue curve

successive output sample have been identified, the

the constant

amplitude of that sample is obtained by linear
interpolation. This process is then repeated until

amplitude

reconstruction of the distorted output waveform is
complete. Input parameters are disc speed (all my
simulations were conducted at 33.33rpm), groove
radius, lateral modulation amplitude and lateral
tracking error. For an optimally-aligned arm, one of the
points of maximum LTE distortion is the inner groove.
For a9M effective length arm and inner groove radius
of 58mm, the lateral tracking error is about 0.8°, so
these were the figures used. Maximum lateral groove
amplitude on LPs is typically 0.05mm, which is

red line the

equivalent to arecorded velocity of 22.2cm/sec RMS at
lkHz — a pretty stern test of a cartridge's tracking
ability. Wider groove spacing and larger modulation
amplitude is sometimes used for loud passages of
music, but 0.05mm was chosen as being typical of the
majority of LPs.
Using these parameters Iprocessed avariety of short
excepts culled from tracks ripped from CD, these in
each case being chosen to have plenty of high
frequency content so as to maximise groove curvature
and hence the LTE distortion. Ithen compared the
original and processed tracks front hard disk, listening
over Sennheiser HD650 headphones driven by
HeadRoom's The Total Bithead. The outcome? Though
the differences were never large, Idid detect an added
harshness in the processed tracks, most particularly on
asingle-instrument flute recording from the European
Broadcasting
Union's
SQAM ( Sound
Quality
www.hifinews.co.uk

represents the
IEC recording
characteristic,
the orange line

requirement, the
difference
100

1k

10k

20k

frequency (Hz)

Assessment Material) CD, which is very sensitive to
nonlinear distortions.
So, the evidence of my listening suggests that the
LTE distortion generated by acorrectly aligned pivoted
arm of 9-inch effective length is potentially audible,

For an optimally- aligned arm,
one of the points of maximum LTE
distortion is the inner groove
and that parallel tracking arms are therefore not an
unwarranted engineering extravagance. Vinyl fans —
and detractors of linear tracking arms in particular —
don't have to take my word for this: you can repeat the
experiment yourself. The simulation software is
available from the freeware page of my website
[www.audiosignal.co.uk/freeware], so you can process
your own files and draw your own conclusions from
listening to them. The Views pages await your
reactions.
HI-FINews DECEMBER 2004
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Isolate, isóLiat, vt to render free from external influence
Power: the very foundation on which the music is built. Regenerator technology
from sot- 8generates fresh, clean energy, free of noise and distortion.
Now independent of the mains, you can liberate the hidden
potential in your system and step closer to the performance.
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Acoustica, Cnnsrei. 01244 34422
Acoustica, 5#111,si d, 01785 258216

Radfords. Bath. 01225 446 245

Seyenoaks. Peter
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ny Audio Visual. Croy

020 8654 1231
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Audio Destination Tiverton, 01884 243584

Loud & Clear. Edinburgh. 0131 226 6500
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Loud & Clear. Glasgow, 0141 221 0221
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Sevenoaks, Exetei-.01[392 218 895

Sounds of Music. Tunbridge Wells. 011892 545 688

Gloucester Hi Fi. Gloucester. 01452 382 222
Harrow Audio. Harrow. 0807 800 4434

Overture, Banbury. 01295 272158

Sevenoaks. Ipswich. 01473 286 977

Soundstage. Broxbourne, 01992 440 549

Paul Green Hifi. Bath. 01225 316 197

Hazelmere Audio. Great Missenden. 01494 865 398
Hifi Experience, London, 020 7580 3535

Phase 3. Southampton. 023 8022 8434

Seveloaks, Kingston. 020 8547 0717
Sevenoaks. Leeds. 0113 245 2775

Phase 3.Worthing. 01903 245 577

Sevenoaks, Leicester. 0116 253 6567

Technosound. Milton Keynes. 048 604 949
The Audio Consultants. Alde
ston. 0118 981 9891

Holburn Hifi. Aberdeen. 01224 585713

PI Hifi Ltd. Guilford. 01483 504801
Progressive Audio. Rainham. 01634 389 004

Sevenoaks. Lincoln. 01522 527 397

The Audio Visual Lounge. Loedon. 020 7375 3691

Seyenoaks. Oxford. 01865 241 773

Tru Fi Ç,,,ntogrlale. 0845 130 6869

Doug Brady Hifi.Wirrington. 01925 828 009

Infidelity. Kingston- on Thames. 020 8943 3530
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Stoneaudio UK. Dorchester. 01305 257555

www.a coustica rts.co.0 k
visit our web site for second hand listing

co usti c
For 23 years Acoustic Arts has been known for it's
exceptional service. So if you are considering your
next upgrade speak to people who really know!

Independent audio consultants

rotel rsp1098

processor

krell sacd standard

krell kav400xi

101 st alhans road

martin logan clarity

,
Natford

hertforcishire. wd17 1rd tuesday-saturday 1000 AM to 530 PM

1.01923.245.250 f.01923230708 mail(70cousticarts co uk
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Leon House, 233 High Street,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1HZ • email: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

Worries over spreading CD- rot
I'm hoping you can give me some advice on

From silver to
'bronze': the disc on
the left was pressed
by PDO in 1989.
It still plays despite
the discoloured
appearance on the
label side. The
reflective playing
side of of the
metallic layer
appears normal

some CDs Ihave. The discs in question were
manufactured in the late 1980s at PDO's
infamous Blackburn factory and are now
turning adeep bronze colour from the outer
edge in. Ipresume they are oxidising.
If Itouch another CD after handling one of
these dying discs is there any chance that Iwill
spread the problem to my other CDs? If so,
would this also apply to CD- Rs? Iwant to store
CD- Rcopies of some of these soon-to-be-exCDs in two-CD boxes with the original, as this

Virgin Classics
Varitas Sampler

will be my only chance of listening to this
music after the original CD dies.
Ken Moore, Belfast
• We also have some discoloured CDs, made

subjected to abarrage of PR waffle and assured

by PDO in 1989. These still play, though of

that any problems with the plant had been

CD-R for posterity. The life-expectancy of

course we don't know if continued deterioration

corrected. The 'notoriety' of PDO's Blackburn

recordable CD media is not exactly certain, but

will make them unplayable in the course of

plant had mainly arisen from faults in Laservision

makers' figures suggest several decades of life,

time. But we do also have acouple of PDO-

video discs, which produced asnowy picture.

if stored out of sunlight. The organic dyes used

pressed discs from 1990 and 1993 which
aren't so discoloured, yet won't play now.
It's never been easy to get information about

As for cross-contamination, we would guess
that the corrosion process started at the point of
manufacture and is quarantined within the disc

played, it can be digitally copied to ablank

in CD- Rshould not corrode in the way we've
seen with the metallic film in pressed CDs.
Unfortunately, the same archive-as- insurance

rotting discs from the companies concerned:

substrate, making the viral spread of infection

technique can't be applied to CDs with copy-

last time we pursued this subject, we were

between discs unlikely. So long as adisc can be

protection — see Mr Hannah's letter below.

Sick of so-called CDs

motives of the record industry when the BPI, ts

One wonders though, how the PrimaLuna

;agree with both Ken Kessler and Gordon

mouthpiece, took one of the web retailers to

Prologue 2compares to the GRAAF. By the way, I

Dunsmuir [' Views', Oct] regarding copy control

court earlier this year to prevent it selling cheap

find its dimensions awkward ( 50cm is too deep

technology on so-called CDs. Like Gordon, Ibuy

CDs sourced from outside the EU.

for my Lundia).

many CDs, and the occasional LP, in the course
of ayear, and have never copied aCD or LP in

When will these companies take their heads

1van der Starre, email

out of the sand and realise market forces will

the many decades Ihave been buying recorded

dominate? Making CDs as expensive as possible

• Ken Kessler responds: Well-spotted and

music. Ialso purchased the George Harrison box

will not stop the illegal copying/downloading cf

well-remembered: Ido use an SME 30/2. As for

set after Ken's glowing review but returned it on

music they are trying to prevent. It would be an

the PrimaLuna versus the GRAAF, the GRAAF is

discovering it was not the real thing!

interesting test case — and avery useful way to

more refined, with more robust bass and alot

spend Lottery money — if one of the record

more perceived power. What the consumer has to

items which are not ' fit for purpose' and in my

Ireally object to the record companies selling

companies was taken to court to establish

do is decide if the can afford the 5.5-1 price

experience, BMG seems by far the worst

whether tis entitled to promote these silver

difference. And cope with the dimensions.

offender. Ibuy the majority of my CDs over the

discs as CDs. One can always dream!

web, and to be fair, the companies Ideal with on

One interesting point: Itravel to the US

lttok re-wire

the net have always given me arefund when I

regularly and often buy CDs, but Ihave never

Hi, Iseem to remember the HFN Accessories

return these ' CDs'.

encountered copy control technology on CDs

Club offering are-wire for Linn Ittok tonearms. Is

which have it in Europe.

this still available? If so Iwould be grateful if you

Gordon Hannah, Kinross

could let me know the details.

Iam hoping that retailers will eventually get so
fed up with both the cost and inconvenience of
dealing with this issue that they either stop
stocking these discs or persuade the record

PrimaLuna versus GRAAF

Bill Anderson, email

companies that it's in everybody's interest that

In his review of the GRAAF GM 50 EHFINI Sept

II The Wok re-wire is indeed still available. It

items promoted as CDs meet the Red Book

'041 Ken Kessler mentions his arm ( SME)

costs £169 (including postage and packaging)

standard. Unfortunately Ithink both scenarios

but forgets the turntable ( Ibelieve aSME 30/2).

with turnaround taking three to four days.

are extremely unlikely! One does question the

Surely it's hard to spin records without a table.

However, if you decide to go for this modification

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month Call our subscriptions hotline now on
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Soundcraft HiFi
01233 624441
vvww.soundcrafthifi.co.m
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Music Matters
0121 429 2811 www.musicmatters.co.uk
•Solihull
Music Matters

P. .1. Hi -Fi Ltd
www.pjhifi.co.uk

01483 504801

•Harrow
020 8863 0938

Harrow Audio

020 7607 2148

0121 742 0254

Bartletts Hi -Fi

•Stourbridge

Music Matters

01384 444184

www.musicmatters.co.uk

www.bartlettshifi.co.uk

•London W1
020 7580 3527

.Worthing
01903 245577

Hi -Fi Experience

0121 354 2311

Phase 3Hi -Fi
wvwv.phase3hifi.com

North England

01225 446245

www.radfords.co.uk

•Bournemouth .

Suttons Hi -Fi

01202 555512

www.suttonshifi.co.uk

•Bournemouth

Movement Audio

01202 529988

www.movement-audio.co.uk

Radfords Hi Fi

0117 944 1010

•Poole

www.radfords.co.uk

Movement Audio

01202 730865

•Salisbury
01722 322169

www.movement-aude.co.uk

Salisbury Hi Fi
www.saluburyhifi.co.uk

•Southampton
02380 228434

Phase 3Hi -Fi
www.phase3hifi.com

.Weymouth

Weymouth Hi Fi

www.musicmatters.co.uk

•Sutton Coldfield

www.hifilondon.co.uk

South West England
•Bath
Radfords Hi Fi

•Bristol

OvertJre
www.overture.co.uk

www.harrowaudio.com

•London N7

Music Matters

www.musicmatters.ro.uk

*Darlington
01325 481418

*Hull
01482 223096

Music Matters
www.musicmatters.m.uk

A. Fanthorpe Ltd.
www.fanthorpeto.uk

•Gateshead

Lintone Audio

0191 477 4167

www.lintone.com

•Gateshead (Men.)
0191 460 0999

•Sheffield
0114 275 6C48

Lintone Audio
www.lirtone.com

Moorgate Acoustics
www.morgateacoustic.c6uk

Scotland
•Aberdeen
01224 585713

•Glasgow
0141 332 4707

Holburn Hi Fi
vvww.holburnhifi.co.uk

Glasgow Audio
www.glasgowaudia.com

01305 785729 ,...Avvvweymouthhifi.cauk
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Our award-winning range of Interconnects, speaker cable
and digital connects are designed to extract every last drop
of information from your system. Listen to the difference
for yourself at one of our carefully selected retailers.
Plug in, sit back and enjoy the experience.

1
1
7-r17175".1711

INIIRCONNECTS

MEANER

It's because we pay attention to detail,
that you can.

Visit our website or call 01563 572666 for more information.
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ATLAS Cables
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Views
do specify whether you use the Troika cartridge as
this changes the geography of the arm and will
determine how the re-wire is done.

Classical comparisons

Projector plea
Is it possible to get alittle more information on
the recommended setting you used for the Sim2
Domino 20H in the Al/Tech of May ' 04? Ihave

I'm writing with regard to your review of the

input most of the settings, which have shown a

Khachaturian Violin Concerto [
HiFi News, July

great improvement. However, with regard to

'04]: ' This relatively clumsy exercise in Russian

colour settings, Icannot achieve yours as the

orientalism'. Iam not intending to argue its

scale in my projector will not go as low as you

quality versus the concertos of Prokoviev and

suggest. Ihave contacted my supplier but he

Shostakovich. Ilike all these concertos, and

was very abrupt and dismissive of your review.

Khachaturian's is not the musical equivalent of a

Your help would be most appreciated.

Jackie Collins novel, though one could be

Terry Buxton, email
probably the newer HDMI-equipped version of the

forgiven for thinking such if having heard only
• Paul Miller responds: While some AV magazines

plain-vanilla 20 we tested earlier this year. Our

pay lip-service to the ideals of lab testing and

settings are not necessarily compatible with this

that you have listed, but of the two Ihave heard,

display calibration, this is rarely of any practical

digital video input (whose inclusion may well

they seem to be almost not of the same work!

service to the reader if the results are not passed

have coincided with achange in the set-up

Perlman, with Mehta, if I'm remembering

on. AVTech does have access to aworld-class lab

software) but refer to the analogue component

correctly, seemed ' clumsy' and did not perform

facility capable of amore thorough analysis, and

input with the colour temperature option set to

the work in the Armenian idiom. David Oistrakh,

it's this capability that lies behind our

'User'. Finally, 1am sorry to hear that your

with Khachaturian conducting, recorded the work

'Recommended Settings'. Nevertheless, our

supplier has proved unhelpful. Then again, not

again, but with aRussian Orchestra, and this one

settings do assume that product software remains

everyone is cheered by the results from a

truly sounds like good music!

current. Your Domino 20H, for example, is

genuinely independent lab facility.

particularly appreciate the comparisons you make

as with Dutoit... speeds more extreme... apt and

evidence that both higher bit-rate and higher

with other recordings of the works. Ihave

enjoyable sense of danger in the tricky woodwind

sampling frequency are far superior to those

discovered many recordings I've enjoyed as result

flurries.., full and bright sound'.

poor or mediocre performances.
Ihave not heard any of the recordings of it

Ihave long enjoyed your reviews in HFN, and I

of that. Iam saddened by the substantially less

used for CD. It also provides the basis of a
compelling explanation for the superiority of

number of music reviews published now in HFN

Recording by numbers

than years ago and many new releases remain

Many thanks for the article ' Not Fade Away' by

unreviewed. One is the recent Chandos

Keith Howard describing the recording of vinyl on

which for me was very timely. The web page

[Noseda/BBC P0] recording of Respighi's

to optical discs. Iam also embarking on such a

expanded this article into atopic which Ithink

arrangement of Rossini's music as La Boutique

project, but rather than transfer the files on to

warrants further coverage in your magazine a) to

Fantasque. Ihave the Andrew Davis/Toronto SO

discs will fill up ahard drive or two with my

confirm the benefit of the higher numbers for

recording, and like it alot, and am interested in

several hundred albums and then build a (quiet?)

those converting analogue to digital and b) to

how Noseda's compares ( he is of the composer's

multimedia PC to hook up to my hi-fi.

nationality) though not even Gramophone has

This article opened up all sorts of questions in

analogue over digital.
'Not

adeAway' was an excellent article,

provide further, if not yet conclusive evidence, on
the superiority of analogue over digital sound.

reviewed it — unless Imissed seeing it — so I

my mind not least the advantages of different

suppose it won't reach HFN.

types of file formats, bit-rates, sampling

rate and sampling frequency) could adigital

Chris Taylor, email

frequency, sound editors and sound cards. While

signal be considered audiophile? How about

looking into this stuff Icame across apage at

some blind listening tests?

• Christopher Breunig responds: You must have

Studio Central, aweb site forum dedicated to

missed the November 2003 Hi Fi News as the

studio recording. The thread can be found at

Noseda/Chandos CD was reviewed there. The gist
was that the old Decca Ansermet has never been
superseded, and Ithink it is available in the UK
on the Somm label. Running it aclose second
was Dorati with the Royal Philharmonic. Iquite
liked the Chandos but described some of it as

As aquestion to ponder, at what point ( bit

One final point: any further discussion on
digital recording of vinyl, etc, would do well to

A question: at what bit- rate and
sampling frequency could adigital
signal be considered audiophile?

'vulgar in places' (Joan Collins this time?!)
although mainly elegantly conducted. The sound I http://studiocentral.com/phpbb/viewtopic.php?t=106

mention file sizes — 24- bit 96khz files are about

thought too resonant for the music, but with

748(highlight.. The plots of white noise sampled

three times the size of 16/44.1. Not abig deal

decent separation and agood spread. Isuggested

at different rates by Dugz Ink and the link

given the low cost of hard-disk storage, but

avoiding altogether Bonynge: another Decca

provided by Fat Hippo are two gems in a

having just forked out for a200GB drive, Iwill

recording. In the Oct '03 Gramophone Edward

discussion that would grace any serious hi-fi

now need to go out and get more of the same if I

Green filed wrote mostly about the couplings but

magazine (these are approximately halfway down

am to record at 24/96.

found the Toyshop 'zestful... not quite as polished

the page). For me, this discussion provides clear

Bob Harvie, email

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain ao other material or enquiries.
Correspondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address (which won't be published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at
our discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.
www.hifinews.co.uk
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-PINEWOODMUSIC

Modern technology has
produced an amazing new
range of amplifiers from
Bel Canto. Can they
really be fast, neutral,
adaptable and inexpensive?

of Winchester and Taunton

Eettot
Eel Cce\Lo otn:Ds
Bel Canto use modern
developments in digital signal
processing and high speed solid
state power switches to produce a
remarkable range of 2-, 4- and 6channel amplifiers with superb,
neutral sound for a — £5k.

But these little beauties were playing at the Show. Did
you hear them with the little Jadis DA5 amplifier? You
didn't? Shame on you! Those who did were captivated:
this is a system that really tallks out loud to you.
Wonderful speakers, wonderful amplifier.

JADIS ORCHESTRA REFERENCE

The new technology brings some
significant benefits:

What does aJadis amplifier sound like? It sounds like a
feisty angel plucking at your heartstrings. Come and
experience the magic at Pinewood with the so
affordable
and
so achingly beautiful
Orchestra
Reference integrated, or DPL2 and DA8 separates.

AUDIO RESEARCH CD3 Mk II
The CD3 Mk 211 is said by many, including ourselves, to
be the finest CD player at any price - and at little over
£5000, that says a lot. No upsampling or over sampling,
just the basics taken to the highest level. It shows what
can and should be done.

The
Right
Note

Alusic in the tic ' me

Stereophile's opinion on the 2channel amp: " an absolutely first
class amp... remarkable talents."
Customers say we make some of the BEST
SOUNDS they have ever heard, so you know
we can do the same in your home. Our

Vo

advice will take account of your best
components and guide you where change is
needed, in stages you can afford.
You AVOID EXPENSIVE MISTAKES, enjoy
music along the way and save money in the
long run.
JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW

13 A

1-1

01225 874728
or NEW locall
0845 230 7570

CD :ACCUPHASE, ACCUSTIC ARTS, AUDIO SYNTHESIS, BEL CANTO, dCS (
ELGAR, DELIUS
PURCELL, VERDI, VERONA), W ADIA.

VINYL:

AVID, BASIS, CLEARAUDIO, DNM. GRAHAM,

THE GROOVE, LEHMANN, MICHELL, O RIGIN LIVE, SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL,
TRANSFIGURATION.

TUNERS:

MAGNUM DYNALAB.

A richly deserved accolade of High End Product Of The
Year from this publication for the sublime Sonus faber
Stradivari Homage, claimed by many reviewers as the
finest loudspeaker in the world. Some visitors were
disappointed that it was not playing at September's
London Show, but it was felt that this was not the most
sympathetic environment for it. Instead,
serious
inquirers are invited to make an appointment with
Pinewood Music, where it can be heard in all its glory.

CREMONA AUDITOR

Bel Canto amplifiers couple the
clarity of the best single-ended ( SE)
triode valve amps with the power,
driving ability and reliability of solid
state. Stereophile rated the 2channel as " one of the best on the
market" regardless of price.

•very low distortion
•virtually no sonic signature,
neutral but not sterile
•good driving ability even with
difficult loudspeakers
•soft "clipping" like avalve amp if
driven into overload, not the
harsh sound of conventional
solid state amplifiers
•90% efficiency and cool running
thus avoiding the temperaturerelated distortion caused as the
signal varies in power
•the output stage is 10 times
faster than an analogue amp
•the amps are easily bridged to
give at least 3times the power

STRADIVARI HOMAGE
WINS TOP UK AWARD

AMPLIFIERS:

ACCUPHASE,

KRELL RESOLUTION
Krell's new Resolution Series of loudspeakers won a lot
of admirers at the Show, and every model represents
superb value. Remember: Dan D'Agostino was doing
loudspeakers before amplifiers, so he knows more than
athing or two! Hear them at Pinewood.

Agents for: Krell, Audio Research, Jadis, Sonus
faber, Martin Logan, Koetsu, Copland, Prima
Luna, Pathos, Oracle, Lyra, Unison Research,
Transparent, Chord Cable, finite-elemente, BCD
Engineering, Futureglass

Brian Rivas and Alison Holmes can be contacted at

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY
Winchester: 01962 776808
Taunton: 01460 54322
Mobile: 07860 351113
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com

ADVANTAGE, BEL CANTO, CAT. DNM, GAMUT, HOVLAND, NAGRA, SONNETEER,

LOUDSPEAKERS: AUDIO PHYSIC, DALI, ETHOS, NEAT, TOTEM, VERITY
CABLES: ARGENTO, CHORD CO., DNM, NORDOST, SILTECH, VERTEX AQ ETC.
MAINS Accuphase, Vertex AQ. SUPPORTS: ARCICI, STANDS UNIQUE, VERTEX AQ

SPECTRAL.
AUDIO.
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Demonstrations by appointment seven
days a week and evenings
www.hifinews.co.uk

Competition

Velodyne's £2000
DD- 10 subwoofer

A chance to own the award-winning DSP-controlled ' smart sub'
Pre-eminent among subwoofer specialists, Velodyne has
combined anumber of innovations in its latest Digital
Drive series. So it's great to be able tc offer the EISA
award- winning DD- 10 as our star prize in this month's
free-entry competition.
The DD' series is the industry's first microprocessorcontrolled,

all-digital,

high-gain

servo-controlled

subwoofers with a patent- pending room equalization
system, Velodyne's innovative Digital Drive room
management technology. This allows the subwoofer's
frequency response in any room to be measured and
digitally corrected in real-time using a supplied
microphone, and stored in the units memory to assure
ideal performance in the consumer's listening area.
The range consists of four digital subwoofers the DD10 with 10in driver (8piston diameter), the DD- 12 with
12in driver ( 9.7in piston), the DD- 15 with 15in driver
(12.7in piston diameter), and the DD- 18 (with a
massive

18in driver,

15.2in piston diameter). All

models have four listening presets for action adventure,
movies, rock pop, jazz classical music; built-in
amplification from a 1250W class D amplifier; and
drive units using dual tandem voice-coils and Kevlarreinforced cones.
The DD- 10 measures acompact 11.75 x 11.75 x
13.5in ( 298 x 298 x 343mm,

hwd). Frequency

response is quoted as 18Hz-120Hz ±3dB with distortion of less than 1%.

connectors both for ahome cinema LFE dhannel ( mono) and for L+R

The low-pass crossover can be set to any frequency between 15Hz and

stereo; the speaker- level inputs accept bare wires, banana plugs or

199Hz, variable in 1Hz increments, with a6, 12, 18, 24, 20, 36. 42 or

spade lugs. There's also a balanced micrqohone input. The DD- 10

48dB/octave filter slope. Default setting is 80Hz at 24dB/octave. A

comes with athree year warranty. Our prize unit will be finished in

subsonic filter is provided, variable from 15Hz-35Hz in 1Hz increments.

piano black, while the alternat ve cherry veneer finish is illustrated.

Polarity is switchable. There are line- level inputs on RCA ( phono)

Don't miss your chance to win this superb sub. Enter today! al

HOW TO ENTER
Complete this entry form ( or aphotocnpy) and post it to Velodyne Competition, HiFi News, PO Box
531, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA - to arrive not later than FRICAY, 17 DECEMBER 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(1) What is the power output
of the Velodyne DD- 10's
built-in class Damplifier?

E loom
1250W
125W
lI
750W

Name

(2) What is the default
setting on the DD- 10's
variable low-pass crossover?

ri 100Hz at 24dB/octave
ri

24Hz at 80dB/octave

Ill 80Hz at 24dB/octave

ri 80Hz at 12dB/octave
Address

Daytime tel
E-mail

Post code

(3) What is the range of
frequency settings available on
the variable low-pass crossover?

II

6d B/oct to 48d B/oct

El 6Hz to 48Hz

ri

E

15Hz to 99Hz
15Hz to 199Hz

Competition rules
Entee. rust b receyieb by robay. I Decemoer, .: eu4 The competition is
open to w readers aged Id and over, except employees of IPC Medra.
Ve oriole or their agents. Dverseas readers are not eligible to eater
Pholocopred entry forme ais accepted, but only one entry per reader is
accepted, nultiple ertrwits wil be disqualified. There is no cash or other
alters the to the prize olf red. While every effort is made to ensure that
all mf..rmation regarding tb prize is correct at time of going to press. IPC
Medra carnet be held responsible for any errors or discrepancies the
winner will De selected skorty after the closing date and yell be contacted
by pcst. The Editor's deosion will be final and binding and nc
corres.rondence will be eatexen into. The Winner's name will be published
in the February ' 05 issue of '
Ir-Fi News. The winner should be prepared is
co-operate .
..nth publicity an sing as aresult of wmning the prize Entry te
this campetition implps acceptance of the rules. All entry firms
submitted become the property of IPC Media.
in Fi Yews magazine, published by IIIC Media, will collect personal
information to process your entry, Would you like lo receive e- mails from
inFi newsmagazine arm IPA containing news, special offers, and product
and service informaton
take part in our magazine research ea email? If yes. please tick kera J.
ViFi Alan magaz ne and IPC would like to contact you by pp , • .
teleph..ne to promoh ans ask your opinion on our magazines and
Tick hre if you prefer unite hear from us :IWC may occasiore
your details to carefully seleled organisations so they can contact A
telepboe or post with reeards to promoting and researching the
ph-ducts and serros toi here if you prefer not tc hr '
r
,
't,r:c J

R.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Golden
Dragon

Model 3

They're now considered
essential as far as I'm
concerned, and bring new
meaning to the term
"simply the best!"

uu.d

Roy Gregory - Hi- Fi+ magazine issue 28.

Serles Fè%

,l)lielnte

NEWARRIVALS@THESHOP
\Series 3001

P Yet
:ion

ra,/is

Worlds 1st Audio Cables
designed purely for Vacuum
Tube HiFi equipment
...more details @ wwu.tube-shop.com
For all your vacuum tube needs

www.tube-shop.com
or call us on

0870 9220404
Ask for details of this superb rang

SME LTD • STEYNING • .USSEX • BN44 3GY • ENGLAND
•
fax: + 44(011903 814269
tel: + 441011983 8143
errail: s les@sme.ltd.co.uk
or visit our ebsite www.sme.ltd.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

Hi-FiNews

essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest- cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive —
components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price
tags, by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the fui story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 114 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model
Arcam CD33T
Arcam Diva
CD 73
Ch ord DAC 64

Price

ono/
6500

Linn Ikemi

£2200

Musical Fidelity
X-Ray V3

concluded, '' t's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the way :hat it treads the route of musicality and natural timing.'
07
DE
12

A
n

£2000

we've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This one wipes the floor with most budget players and some with much higher price tags,
extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compare it with some expensive pdayers and you'll ask, why pay more?
Purcell is aC/D converter thért ' upsampies tp 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable
firmware, pro-grade electror ics. Makes CDf. sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSC conversion via proprietary use of FireWi re link
Midi-size, with all- metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr-Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual
instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a ' relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.
The CD12 has apparently changed since our review. when C8 felt 'asense of disappointment', reinforced by going back to his Meridian

£12 ,
000

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more I
i
kea nalague' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

11 0A was mesmerised by the sound from this24-bit uasa mpiing player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matching its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
Aplayer punching well above its weight, the V3 putsthe emphasis firmly on the music with awell proportioned presentation that gives areal

£899

impression of depth and power. Vocals sound fully %shed and separation of instrLments is good. Comes into its own used as adigital transport.

Nairn CDS3

£1050

Perpetual
P-1A/P -3A

$1100/
$800

Primare D30.2

£1500

Rotel RCD -02

£380

Unison
Research Unico

here with acomfortable, smooth and civilised sound. Silky highs and wonderful female vocals, even if treble is slightly rounded off.
Chord's now fully-sorted %kHz-capable DAC features abuffer memory and rec locking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

£1960

dCS Purcell/
Delius

Musical Fidelity
308CR

multi-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades— this player is master of one.
The replacement of the Burr8rown DAC used in previous players with aWM8740 multi-bit signa delta design from Microelectronics pays off

£399

£700

How we rate it
An improvement on the CD2'3, but now using multiple Wolfson DACs. Strengths are detail, insight and agood grip on rhythm. While

£13 00

Creek CD50

Linn Sondek
CD12

Tested

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Nain. Physically unassuming but sonically arival for anyother player— high-resolution format or
otherwise— according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, blacker backgrounds and greater all-rcund ability than its predecessor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do something special. The combination transforms CD, communicating the illusion of real
musicians. The P- IA is the killer, used as an interpolating upmmpler, but with ca pability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonty in UK.
Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mecnanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise. plus decoupling and amagnetic cl
am p
.8-ti mes
oversampled Burr- Brown 1702 20-bit D/Aconverters.The balance between abilityand smoothness in the D30.2 is about as good as it gets.
Ratel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East- built budget players. Although he company now makes DVD players and AV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If you're an atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.
Using atriode valve output stage this CD player airn:i '.ocorrb,ne the best of both worlds, with 3sound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarily close to

£11 00

resembling adecent moving- coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Pr ire

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Arcam
DV79

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

Denon
DVD-2900

£50

Marantz
DV8300

£I500

Pioneer
DV-757Ai

£l00

Pioneer
DV-868AV'

£1000

www.hifinews.co.uk

Tested

How we rate it
Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supplies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192k Hz WM87I6 DACs.Excellent picture quality and sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equalling Arcam's Alpha 7SE.
Its depth of field, fine eye for detail and subtle textures place yot. in the thick of the action while sonically this player offers just about the most
convincing multichannel DVD-Audio performace heard to date. Rises to meet the challenges of the very best display systems, to boot.
Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A player Group Test. Elegant styling and an extremely com petent
performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth at this pre, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite too.
Smooth and natural-sound ng on both DVD-A and SACO, this universal player gives seamless multichannel sound plus excellent video
performance. Lacking the proprietary Denon digital knk of the DV-Al, it remains afine all-rounder, aworthy competitor to Pioneer's universals.

11r.

Afine player based on the clhassis of the earliest unversal player, Pioneer's DV- 747A, but with added Marantz touches such as ' HDAM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now here are other players with more sparkle and clarity.
This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also nas an i
Link digital . nterface ( IEEE 1394 or ' FireWirel, adigital output for highres
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (currently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PAL Progressive capability.
Despite prosaic looks, technology on board makes I
his player the very first of athoroughly new generation. Stunning pictures, with DDPD
scaler providing tighter, noise-free and contrasting images. Sonically, lighter touch of more afordable DV-668AV proved more satisfying.
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DISTRIBUTORS OF FINE AUDIO EQUIPMENT

AudioValve

Steil°

Acapella

Baldur 70 Stereo

Accustic Arts

Hi-FiNews
Virtf.al
Dynamics

Baldur 70
AudioValve

Award Winner

2004

RKV1 Headphone Amplifie -

AudioValve Baldur Best Valve Amplifier'

ACCUSTIC ARTS ACAPELLA CAT CLEARAUDIO GAMUT GRAHAM HALCRO
SHAKTI SHUN MOOK STELLO TRANSFIGURATION VIRTUAL DYNAMICS

"The little Xen is an excellent micro- monitor, notable for
it's exceptionally smooth, clean and open sound."
Paul Messenger, HI -Fi+ magazine

An LS3/5A for the 21st Century?
The Leema Xen is the culmination of twelve man years of
research and development by ex- BBC engineers.
The design objective was simple:
To produce the best performing and best sounding miniature
loudspeaker in the world.
Originally released to critical acclaim in the professional audio
arena, Xens soon became sought after by music enthusiasts
the world over.
Xen redefines the standard for miniature loudspéakers, with
unsurpassed power, rhythm and holographic imaging abilities.
Reviewers also agree, Xen is a true -nasterpiece...
Book a demonstration at your favou -ite dealership b
our distributor •

ntacting

epare to be amazed
Distribution:
Contact Paul Woodward
• ISOL-8 Ltd.
•T: 0208-623-1812
M: 07979-745662
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Leema Electro Acoustics Limited:
Web: www.leema-acoustics.com
E-mail: info@leema-acoustics.com
T: 01470-511248
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TacT RCS 2.2X pre- amp

I

o
o

£3195
Many companies have promised room correction, but few
have delivered asystem that's truly versatile. By using the
latest DSP engine to number crunch the huge amounts of
data involved in processing sound so that it suits the room
in which it is heard, TacT has come up with a neat, and
highly effective, solution. If you are thinking of spending
even £ 2000 on an upgrade, an audition of the RCS 2.2X
is mandatory. It's likely to do more for recreating the
musical experience in your room than any other upgrade.

Turntables
Make/model

Price

Avid Diva

£1100

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

Linn LP12

from
£1075

Michell G yro

£810

Pro -Ject Debut
Mk II

£120

Pro -Ject
RPM 9X

£1000

Oracle Delphi
Mk V

£3180

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

Transfiguration
Temper V

£2550

Tested
Versatile enough to accept arms of up to 12irkeffective length and even to carry two arms, this irtelligently designed skeletal turntable is true to
the engineering concepts of Avid's bigger models, and the sound is not far behind them either.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D image stability, the mid alittle recessed; but afine rhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter ( no dust cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, based on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves
room for improvement with better power supplies; now only available with Lingo power supply, and with either Akito or Ekos tonea rms.
Updates 1980s GyroDec, itself descended from classic Transcriptors and Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound ata reasonable price. Optional upgrades include QC PSU (£440) and aclamp — the latest version uses aDC motor.

simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortofon m-m cartridge. ' No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aphono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB (with fine speed control, £ 160).
Pro-ject favourite receives arevamp courtesy of an acrylic platter. Result is apresentation having greater flow, air and lucidity with improved
definition beween leading edges of instrument s. Less surface noise compared with original model along with complete banishment of grain.
Basic design is 25 years old but according to DA, the Mk Vcan still show some very costly decks athing or two, and suspension tuning problems
area thing of the past. Ablack granite base looks great but costs extra.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the classic Series Vtonearm. 'So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vinyl... The Model 10 let's you hear the music and nothing else'.
Price quoted includes the Nima tonea rm. This Roksan deck offers a ' listen-all-day claracter that plays music guilelessly'. Expect ' real dynamic
contrast and timbrai colouring, with naturally-sounding frequency response without treble lift or heavy bass'. An absolute bargain!
It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more accurate to describe it as musical and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to
enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines... or to show off ethereal sound effects' with the weatest ease. Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

Tuners
Make/model

Price

Arcam 0181

£650

Creek 143

£400

Magnum
Dyna lab MD102

£2200

Marantz ST- 17
PURE Digital
DRX-702ES

£600
£30

Tested

How we rate
With better controls than previous models,the DT81 is arguably superior to the more expensive FMJ DT26. Comprehensive user features include
engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.
Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. IH found it had '
afull-bodied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Toronto-based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes aII-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has optional remote control for fine-tuning and
switching between five presets. AG thought it ' musically superior to any other tuner that I've heard... In every respect it's nothing less than stunning'.
Three wavebands and RDS; for IH the sound was 'detailed and solid, projecting acoherent soundstage with excellent depth of image' if alittle
bright. It lacks independent remote control but 'sounds superb, makes the best of weak signalsand exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model brings you DAB, yet has ausable FM tuner in the same package. LlSB connectivity for
upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

Oracle Delphi Mk V

£3180

Something of a legend among vinyl
enthusiasts, this classic three-point
suspended subchassis design is now in its
25th year of production and available in
the UK once more after some years'
absence. Sounding fast, transparent,
precise and airy, the Oracle digs up bags of

www.hifinews.co.uk

textural information and excels when it
comes to female vocals. Thanks to the
attention lavished on the suspension and
main bearing, the Mk Vversion also proved
an incredibly quiet turntable. The deck was
tested using the ' Turbo' power supply,
available as a £600 option.
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Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to your listening and viewing pleasure
the best

projector, plasma and TV

,3/stems. We have a wide range

ba ,,ed

of décor

Audio
Consultants

and invisible loudspeakers throughout our

Ltd

store.
Oxford Audio Consultants provide a full
range of custom installation services for the
home as well as hotel and commercial
premises,

we

can

10am-6pm,

even provide out-

S

ince Oxtcrd Audio Consultants were

established in 1988, we have built a

reputation as one of the leading specialists
in audio, home cinema, audio-visual and
multimedia installations.
We are constantly striving to find and stock

your turntable to the installation of amulti-

door loudspeakers

room audio and lighting system. We can

for your garden that

demonstrate awide range of equipment in

look like stones and
sound magical! We

small ' lifestyle' audio and surround sound

are

systems, one for audio, and one for home

arrange site visits

Cantay House,

cinema where you will be able to experience

and surveys and

Park End Street,

state-of-the-art home cinemas and fully

most

Oxford OX1 1JD

and

cations.

Tel: 01865 790879
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Fax: 01865 791665
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computerised lighting and ' smart-home'
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controls. Our equipment and installations
range from the ' modest' to the ' magnificent'
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btconnect.com
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essential hi-fi buyer's

o

Make/model

Arcam FMJ A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110

Audio Research
Ref Two

Price

Tested

£1100

AG

£700
£4000
£10 ,
000

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
VK-60

£6125

Bryston 3B-SST

£1125

Chord CPA 3200/
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE
Conrad-Johnson

Premier LS2
Creek
P43R/A52SE
Creek 5350
Croft Vitale
EAR 864
GRAAF GM50/3

£3000

£5000

D
o/D;
AH
(18/0

DB
tam
MC

Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. ' It comes close to being astate-ofthe-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with
the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the audible severity of some solid-state counterparts.
LO/ G
O

IDA

c
1/91
Ali

,c
uo
'mc
C7/01
NG

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's big brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent. ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'
Originally using two pairs of Svetlana EL34 ou put valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of
the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat delivery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.
Purist triode pre-amplifier offers full-on axliophile sound ata competitive price. More 'different' than ' better' than the long-lived original LS2,
detail was reference class while stereo image scale, width and depth were all to avery high standard. Midrange was exceptionally pure.

52/C I

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enoLgh to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, in time,

u

£350

AH

c2/oi
gg

£1500
£395 .

iutii

£2698
£2590
£1000
£800
£9350
£11,750
£625/
£150

Naim NAIT 5

£00

,
sit 4

£9950

Pathos TT RR

£3250

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

TacT Audio
RCS 2.2X

£3195

www. hif i
news.co. uk

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Aphonoinclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy aud:ophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
This gorgeous-looking valve integrated combines real pride of ownership with aperformance set to re-write the rules in the sub-£4000 market
UK-designed, Chinese built, with two pairs of EL34 pentode valves for aclaimed 40W/ch, or 19W when run in sweeter-sounding triode mode.

TB

TB liked its impeccable finish and solid build as well as its ability to produce natural-sounding music.

oN li

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it ' produced the very best sound I
have ever heard from the

Kb
usiu •
iii/oc
AC
35/AS
¡lc

36nd
D

Jan

Scintillas... I
would take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
This 'entry-level' 200W model doesn't use Krell's Plateau Biasing but does offer balanced inputs. DB found it thoroughly listenable, with punch
drama and speed. It's not at all laid-back, so if you want awarm, distant or soft sound, then look elsewhere.
Power amp uses an unusual 'distributed- node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound qLality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any
domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Compact at 218 x98 x377mm (whd), yet pleasingly substantial in build, the X-150 delivers 80W/ch into 8ohms ( 160W into 4ohms!) along with
transparency, refinement and excellent souncistaging. There's built-in m- m phono input of very adequate quality too.
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.

)6/0
JC
saw
Alli

02/)
ozi):
AG
08A
gg

£1500

Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote control of source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the mininalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

thanks to its seamless, sweet and open sounc. Despite having no phono stage it boasts areal affinity with vinyl. Remote control, too.

mil

Pass Labs X350

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wi -able speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.

offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

I
'

Na ¡
Ili NAC
112/NAP 150

Pri mare A30.1

spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, mdscularity and deep bass aplenty.., brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.

03 /01 'Remote-control version of classic passive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to
mc, 1light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ultimate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

DE

Naim NAC 552

Microprocessor-controlled source switchirg, tone controls and input trim facility (to equalise source levels). Finest integrated amplifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes (four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in

von

£3900

Nagra VPA

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices (not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to- listen-to sound, encouraging involvement with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m- m or m-c

Krell KAV-300iT

Musical
Fidelity X150

most of speakers it was used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.

em u
m

£990

McCormack
pre-/power
usica
Fidelity A3.2

This top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power supply. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

um/
UN

Icon Audio
Stereo 40

Krell KAV 400zi

OK

How we rdtt-2 t

isms
Au

iImo

Itit
04A:a
TB
am
1
,.-." ,-,

This is Naim's current flagship pre-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse, ' it gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than
any other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!
This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts
products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (
AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.
Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going
amp that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high heat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm ' make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar ampfifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step-ladder type, with extremely low distortion and accurate channel balance throughout its range.
Retro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11 valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's filters, but is alsc freeof noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remetecontrol RA-02 and otherwise-identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
Adigital pre-amplifier with very powerful room-correction built in, used in conjunction with aPC to idealise the system's response at the
listening position. If you're thinking of upgracing, but the real limitation is the room, try this before spending on other components.
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Amplifiers

the best just got

better!

Pure Emotion
G TAudio distributes and sells products that are hand built by
specialists that have your musical enjoyment at heart. Because of
this some of our products are not commonly seen, but will provide
the realism you never thought possible - Pure Emotion.

i
s drek
s

"

New design team + new standards = Gil
"I have owned aMark 1Mini Sub as part of one of
my systems since Ireviewed it because Ifelt it
made asignificant improvement to the sound of a
Hi Fi when compared to that of direct mains.
Ifeel that the GII brings even greater
improvements.
Tony Bolton

Hi -Fi News, June 2004

Iseirek
Award Winning Mains Filter & Regeneration Systems

p er-ien.c

filtration

Distribiti
Allaerts
Avantgarde Acoustic
DPS
Lindemann
Schroder
TAON
J.C. Verdier

For Superior filtration qualities in line Connections

G TAudio

Experience Filtration Ltd • PO Box 6155 • Derby • DE24 OZZ • ENGLAND
Tel: + 44 (0)1332 757 068 • Fax: +44 (0)1332 572 713
infteexperiencefiltration.corn • vnew.experiencefiltration.com
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essential hi-fi buyer's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Uno
AVI Neutron III

Price

£7350
£500

Blueroom
Minipod

£260

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3

£730

Dynaudio
Contour T2.5

£2460

[lac CL82 Mk II

£340

Energy
Encore 2

£150

Tested
05,00
LS

sensitivity of 100dB/W.SH said it gave imgriediacy, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

011

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 205 x140 x205mm) update of the Neutron uses aSca rgSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vita
pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Though small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
resolution is not especially high, and treble cccasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration.
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harder when pushed. Overall, it has ati.ght, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers it carries the authority and finesse of the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 801
simply won't. First class stereo imaging bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
vividness and more precise imaging. Afne speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' ChoiceAward. (Special finishes available at extra cost.)

1!

capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
Elac's aluminium composite bass unit rin awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
G

reproduce subtle solo instrumental playingor full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in al, simply agreat find.

£500

Harbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

Eil

Jamo 0830

£1500

£11,000

Linn Katan

£635

MartinLogan
Prodigy

£8970

MartinLogan
Clant

£2500

volume levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/mids, the sub a150W am pand 200mm reflex- loaded driver. Well able to

Epos M12

£860

TB described the Stirling 3's predecessc-r, Severn 2, as 'detailed but gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater

02
or

Z301
Aires

1Mlab
Cobalt 816
a
Utopia Alto 3e

How we rate it
Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 4&m high, has horn-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aself- powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

13/02

ea

C.701

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple
crossover. With an open, lively and exciting sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.
'Compact' only by barn-door standard% the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically damped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to recommend.
Something of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell-braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is con -petent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.
Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus twa 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble, but
the sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

corm
AG

With ahigh sensitivity (90dB/1W) this big 1200mm-tall floorstander needs careful positioning but can deliver an extraordinary sense of depth
and scale, yet its unusually smooth treble makes it difficult to coax the Alto Be into sounding oppressive even when loud.
Versatile descendant of Kan and Tulcal features non-parallel sides to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which,

.
4/01
aH

when reversed, switches to bi-wire-/ta-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

1./00

Abig hybrid electrostatic, and arguably ML's most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy.., exceptional
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.

13
cc

This is ancther ML hydrid, capable of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!
The most credible audio application so far for NXT flat panel technology. An AV system ( it's also available axa two-channel sub-sat system), the

Mission fs2-AV

£800

'DO
AG

Quad ESL-989

£4000

37/00
KO

Ruark Etuce

£500

03/02
AG

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy8 ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back

£950

MMO
AG

Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosuresupplied in mirror-image pairs) using two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that

£5000

09/02
KK

Another beautiful ' boat-tailed' floorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002

£22,000

04/04
fat(

£6500

4/01
MC

£840

37/99
AH

£120

03/01O
12/ 1

Wharfedale
EVO10

£320

06/03
AH

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£9000

Ruark
Prologue
Sonus Faber
Cremona
Sonus Faber
Stradivari
Ta nnay
Dimension TO12
Totem Arro
Wharf edm
Diamond 8.1

110/99
AG

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

mol

Wilson WAIT/
£22,500
Puppy System 7

12/02
MC

www.hifinews.co.uk

Ft

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Larger, wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself replaced the classic '57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
components and more rigid construction. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass and open mid ba nd.

takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but its consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinary.
Awards issue. You shouldn't expect the ultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
Our Hot 100 doesn't encompass hi-efor millionaires, but this £20k design has to be included. Aculmination of the dedication, skill and artistry
of Sonus Faber's founder, Franco Sesblin, it will reward its lucky purchaser with years of listening bliss.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concenti ic ( horn- loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Super-tweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallestlistening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helpingdraw the listener into the fluid midband.
An opinion divider. KK found 'asoundstage so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
AG and his panel thought its ' strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smaller rooms.
Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid band
and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.
High-tech carbon- loaded WB Tactic. drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class-leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A 150mm Tactic bass/mid and 28rr m soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement.
Choir voices were awonder to beho'd, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on resting techno and dance.
Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineered System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more
dynamic bass. The '6was afairly tough load, and the '7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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THE MOST
IMPORTANT
HI-FI AND HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
EVENT OF 2005

hne

Dates

performance
dedicated
loudspeaker
supports

September

Venue

tel/fax 01777 708673

The Park Inn
& The Renaissance Hotels,
Heathrow, London

E-mail: petehneuk@aol,com
www.hne.co.uk

WHITE NOISE
AUDIO KITS, MODULES, COMPONENTS

In order to be
part of this
and kick
start your
2005/2006 season

qfp

call the sales team direct on

c

PRODUCTS
INCLUDE:Powe' Amplifiers 30-250W.
Preamplifiers, Phono stages, Active Crossovers, Power
Supplies, Buffer Amplifiers, Balanced line drivers / receivers.
Stepped attenuators, Gold plated connectors, Cables
Capacitors,
Resistors,
Semiconductors,
Transformers.
Subwoofers, Loudspeaker drive units

WHITE NOISE

II STATION ROAD
BEARSDEN
GLASGOW
G61-4AW

loo

The UK's most
established Hi Fi and
Home Entertainment event

DECEMBER 2004

http://www.wnaudio.com
Email:- david.white38@ntlworld.com
Tel:- 0141-942-2460 ( until 9pm)
Fax:- 0141-587-7377

020IBM 8322
Sponsored by
Hi Fi News Magazine
in association with
Inside Hi Fi & A&V Magazine
www.hifinews.co.uk

Accessories Clull
Ben Duncan's Pure Power Mains Conditioners
Since their introduction six years ago, Ben Duncan's

between both

Pure Power Mains Conditioners have established a

earth and neutral

solid reputation with our customers as effective,

and between

reliable pieces of equipment that reduce mains-

earth and live is

borne detritus ( spikes, RF, DC, hum etc) without

equal, an

introducing the problems of reduced dynamics so

arrangement that
has proven to be

often associated with filter- based systems.

very beneficial in

To date, there have been two models, a
1000VA ( 1kVA) recommended for use with

audio

equipment having power requirements of up to

applications.

400 watts per channel, and the 500VA for up to

Both units are

200W per channel. Many customers have

available in

installed multiples, using the larger unit for

step-up ( 120V

power amps, stereo, mono or subwoofers, in

in, 240V out)

conjunction with the 500VA unit supplying

and step-down
(240V in, 120V

front-end components.

out) versions,

From customer feedback, the Accessories

Club has been aware for some time that there is a thus offering the advantages of state-of-the-art
need for both larger and smaller versions of Pure

mains conditioningwith an ability to drive US

Power. That feedback has led to the introduction

equipment in the UK and vice versa!

of two new pieces of equipment, the ' Mathilde' a

The smaller unit, the Mathilde, has been
specifically designed for use within the listening

150VA in line Pure Power, and ' Big Bertha', a

room to drive single pieces of front-end

2kVA leviathan.

equipment (CD player, tuner, pre-amp, etc).

Both units, in common with al I
current
production Pure Powers, have atrue ' Balanced'

Housed in ahalf-width enclosure, it is supplied

output, that is the impedance and potential

with captive input and output leads, ready Itted
with quality input and output mains
connectors. The Mathilde is designed to
drive asingle piece of equipment, either
digital or analogue, in isolation, avoiding
the possible problems associated with the
conflicting power requirements of ditferent
types of equipment.
Though Big Bertha weighs in at a
massive 60kg, it is housed in an enclost.re
of only 200 x200 x350mm, the same as
Ben's lkVA device. Designed to be used
either in line as part of adedicated spur

[see Ben's

MORE BEN DUNCAN PRODUCTS!
RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
£4.50 1:1
RADEX EARTH CABLE HID, per metre
£6.50
RADEX RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH SPIKE 1.2 metre £45
PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair
£60
EARTH HENRY RF earth choke
Kit £ 35
Assembled £ 50 ._.
SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way ±. 9')
6-way £ 199
SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR
£ 99 C
PURE HARDWIRE mains distribution unit, 12- way £ 145
METAL CLAD 328 mains distribution, 10- way
£95 D
4- way £ 70 C
6- way £ 85
SUPRA LO RAD mains cord, per metre
£15 CI
*AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY Booklet
£24 C
PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit £ 330
Assembled £ 399
PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMP Kit £ 218
Assembled £ 299 CI
PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap
£5 0.
£15 0
'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Brick' for valve amps
TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'
BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer
SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel
STACK STORAGE Black MDF 465mm-wide

£30
£25
£80
£12

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 360(h) x340(d)
CID Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 1651d)

£85
£99
£99

HFN 001
HEN 002
HEN 004
HFN 005
HFN 012

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)
HFN 017 WALLNUT II Wall- mounting 2- shelf table
HEN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm
MEN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50
HEN 026
MEN 027
MEN 028
MEN 030
HFN 031

LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed
SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12
4mm BANANA PLUGS Set of 4
IEG PLUG

www.hifi news.co. u
k
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' Super Spur' articles], or in the

I
istening room, Big Bertha will supply individual
power amplifiers of up to 900W/channel
(1800W mono), class NB, or 120W class A.
All Pure Power transformers ( more correctly
described as ' transreactors'), are toroidal in
form, using oversized cores of finest British GOS
steel, wound in such away that they will
accommodate simultaneous fsigh mains voltage,
low-frequency and short-term power draws of up
to eight times their rated current before
saturation, specifically designed not to create
the reduction of dynamics that is so often
associated with mains conditioning equipment.

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE POWER
Mathilda 150VA 240/240V £ 200111
Mathi Ida 150VA 120/240V or 240/120V £ 230
Big Bertha 2kVA 240/240V

£ 800

Big Bertha 2kVA 120/240V or 240/120V £850
Pure Power lkVA 240/240V £450:
Pure Power lkVA 120/240V or 240/120V £ 500Ei
Pure Power 500VA 240/243V £ 345
Pure Power 500VA 120/240V or 240/120V£395,

Visit www. hi fi accessories club.com — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Post code
Tel ephone
Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling) made payable to:
'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

IL][Fil IL
Expires ( date) _

Signatura

£75 ,C
£13
£10
£12
£12
£18
£10

E
C
111
C
C

£8 IC

TO ORDER Please send completed order form ( or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH, UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR Email: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at wviwhifiaccessoriesciub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdom
EXPORT SALES Export :. ales are always very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.
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A5 SERIES. CD PLAYER. I
NTEGRATED AMP. PREAMP. POWER AMP.
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NEW FROM M USICAL FIDELITY.
A5 SERIES.
X SERIES ACCESSORIES. X SERIES COMPONENTS.
KW INTEGRATED, PREAMP AND POWER AMP.
M 1TURNTABLE.
HEARING IS BELIEVING.
FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST, RING 020 8900 2866 OR VISIT M USICALFIDELITY.COM

eSpecial Christmas Subscription Offer

SAVE YE 25%

with the perfect Christmas gift

N

1A. A's HLIECII TURNTABLE
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Great seasonal savings!
Prices from just £ 17.10 every
6 months

V

Bigger savings when you buy 2
or more magazines online.
Over 70 magazines to choose from
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Free postage and packing ( UK only)

amazing
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correction
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see page is

FREE prize draw!
fr.

am;

J J

adream holiday
In Sri Lanka worth £3,5001

For more details visit www.giftmags.co.uk
SPECIAL OFFER PRICES
(
UK only) Pay £17.10 every 6months
SAVE 25% off the full once of £22.80

Direct Debit

gUrniags.co.uk/hiti

tl
Re inn

more offers, more savings, more choice

You Save

You
Pay

Ful 1
Year Price

You
Save

You
Pay

£91.20

25%

£68.40

F45.193

20%

£36.48

€182.4-4

25%

€144.33

ess.à

20%

476.97

N.A menu

$258.00

25%

$144.25

9129.50

20%

$103.60

Res rof
the ,morld

£181.811

25%

£121,42

£80.96

213%

£64.76

UK

Lines open 7days, 9am to 9pm ( UK time)
Please have your payment details ready when
you call. Utezi
lxle
iolli

Full 2
Year Price

EU

'
,
PE

DIRECT DEBIT GUARANTEE This Guarantee is offered by all Banks and Building Societies that take part in the Direct Debt Scheme. The efficiency and security of the Scheme is rnonrtored and protasted by your own Bank or Building Society If the amounts to be paid or the payment
de«, change IPC Media Ltd will notify yau at least ten days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If an error is made by IPC Media Ltd or your Bank or Building Society ya_. are guaranteed afull and immediate refund from your branch of the amount paid.
cancel aDirect Debit at any time by writIng to your Bank or Budding Sac iety. Please also send acopy of the letter to u, Direct Debits can ONLY be paid through aBank or Building liociety.Your Dirent Debit price will stay the same for > year from start date
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I
would like to subscribe to Hi Fi News

3. Pay frpo every 6months by Direct Debit (UK only)

I
would like to send agift to:

1, 6 monthly Direct Debit, UK only Pay only f17.10

Please also fill out Your Details' opposite. To eve more than one

every 6 months saving 25% off the full price of £ 22.80

subscription, please supply address details on aseparate sheet.

2year subscription ( 24 issues) See price details above

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

tyear subscription (12 issues) See price details above
,osta

I
Region
UK ONLY:IPC

MEDIA LTD,FREEPOST

iAYWAR os HEATH, WEST SUSSEX, RH16 3BR

NEFt
SEAS:IPC

MEDIA LTD,

VEST SUSSEX, RH16 3FS,

DIRE( I
0 .• fr' f

221

N. -ne of Bank

SEA 4394,
Address:

r
ended)

Post/Zipcode:
Country:

Litffiecorrectyostagni

Home Tel No.
(inc country & area code)

our details:
Ar/Mrs/Ms/Miss:

office use only. Originator's reference - 76.4
n.

Surname:

PO Box 272, HAYWARDS HEATH,

UK

For

Forename:

Address:

Price £/$/€

end coupon to:

Instruction to your Bank or Building Society
to Day by Direct Debit

Postcode:

fthe perue you're bueng tills subscription for otrotter co. please add tiler &Prof birth below

mmm
Account name:

Forename
Date of Birth'

.urna me:

Sort code

Choose from 3easy ways to pay:

ddress:

Account No

--

—

—

—

1. I
enclose acheque/international money order made payable to
-----

IPC Media Ltd.for the amount of f/S/E
2. Please debit my:
Card No

Post/Zipcode:

:ountry
iome Tel No:
nc.country & area code)

Expiry date:

Difusa

D MasterCard D Amex El Switch/Maestro (.. ,:
ry

CE

Pie 3Se pay IPC Media Ltd. Direct Debits from the account detailed on this
un cruchon subject to the safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee.
Iu- derstand that this instruction may remain with IPC Media Ltd.and if so.
details will be passed electronically to my Bank or Building Society

5wrtchiMaestro issue/start date

'>ouvrouldliketorecerveernaasfrorn tich NeonandiPCcontainingnewksPeoaleena=ud and
mite inforrnaton and online rue', rexarth questionnaires please include yourernail
Signature:

)ate of Birth:

1

I

Signature:

Date:

Date:

(I arn °were

CODE ABZ4

(I am over 18)

lmal closing date for all orders is 8th March 2005. Orders received before 8th December zoo4 will begin with the February 2005 issue Orders received after 8th December 2ocia will begin with tlie first available issue
%11 prices are discounted from the full subscription rate, include p&p and are correct at time of going to press. If HI Fi News changes frequency per annum, we will honour the number of issues paid for, not the term of
he subscription:the ( lino offer is only available in the UK by Direct Debit. For enquiries call + 44 (0)845 676 7n8 or email rpcsubsthqs,uk.com. tiPi News and IPC would like to contact you by =st or telephone to
aromote and ask your opinion on our magazines and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to hear from 1PC J IPC may occasionally pass your details to carefully selected organisations so eat they can contact
mu by telephone or post with regards to promoting and researching their products and services. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted ci

im, •For all gift orders received by 8
December 2004. we will post aspecial
gift card to you so that you can send it
on to the recipient before Christmas.
Unfortunately we cannot guarantee this offer for orders
placed after 8th December or for overseas orders.
j

,
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Densen Audio Technologies

RBI
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245441p
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel. 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
Tel. 01616 332602
Hi-Fi Studios
Doncaster
Tel. 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185

The Densen B-800 FM Tuner
-The Most Musical Tuner of All Time

Midland Audio
Exchange
Belbroughton
Tel. 01562 731100

Everybody told us, "just make a tuner and let's have a complete

Mike Manning
Taunton
Tel. 01823 326688

"What it does so well is do away with any

system". However, compromise has never been a word in the

feelings that what you are hearing is " just

Densen vocabulary. We only want to make the ultimate

a radio", or is to be considred in any way

products. That made the whole project a challenge, and

second fiddle to your CDplayer... This

already early on in the project, we knew we were on to

tuner is musical - it's as simple as that -

something special, as we compared the tuner to a well-

and lives up to the manufacture's aims

respected reference tuner, and before hearing the first sound,

of involvement and passion. Provided

our head honcho's girlfriend said, "there is no difference in

you have a good aerial, and a system

tuners" but after 5minutes she said, " Ididn't know there could be

fully able to do it justice, this is a radio

such a big difference"..„ The B-800 is hyper sensitive, and will tune

you have to hear."

in to even relatively weak stations. The audio stages of the B-800

Gramophone Feb 2004

are made with no compromise, and advanced class-A nonfeedback audio stage, combined with laser trimmed resistors,

"Listen to a good Radio 3live concert or

custommade capacitors and transformers, makes the B-800

BBC recording, and there's presence and

sound extremely open, dynamic and detailed, while retaining a

impact you only get from the very best

sweet and engaging sound. When it comes to sound, the B-800

'live' CDs. The way you're drawn into a

is among the very best on the market, and that without taking

play is magical"

the relatively low price into account. Lifetime warranty.

Densen • Lundevej 10 • 6705 Esbjerg 0 • Denmark
Phone: (+45) 75 18 12 14 • E-mail: mail@densen.dk • www.densen.com

What Hi Fi? Apr 2004

Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontis
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002
Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 01425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004
Zen Audio
Hull
Tel. 01482 587397
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CREDIT CARD ORDERS 020 8532 3628

MU

Linn
One

FAX ORDERS 020 8519 3695
WEB SITE www.mags-uk.com
E-MAIL info@mags-uk.com

Back Issues
We can supply nearly any Back Issue from the last
three years. Please phone to check availability.
Prices are on the order form.

Back Issues order form

Photocopy Service

Name

Hi-FiNews

Address

Tel

Postcode

Price per Back Issue

(overseas) per article by credit card or personal

;including P&P)

cheque ( Switch not accepted).

UK

Issues required

£6

Rest of World

£7

Price per Binder

Card number

(including P&P)
Expiry date

Send your order form ( or phDtocopy) to Back Issues. PO Box 666, London, E15 1DW

All orders will be cispeched promply but some surfi•ce mail deliveres may taxe bnger than 28 flays.
Photocopies ot this form are acceptable. IPC Media, publisher of Hi Fi News 3nc IPO Electric CIPC'; will
collect you, persoral inf.frnation to process your order and to gain a better understanding of our magé.zine
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Call 020 8774 0846 or e-mail

Europe

Ienclose acheque/postal order/international money order for £
( pounds
Sterling) made payable to ' IDC Media' or charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex

7n1-1

If aback issue is not available, you can buy
photocopies of articles for £ 3.50 ( UK)/£5 00

UK
Overseas

hi-finews@ipcmedia.com

Binders
These sturdy, high quality , gold- embossed binders
£7.50
£11

help you to look after you -copies of HiFi News.
Each binder holds up to 12 issues Binders cost
lust £7.50 in UK P&P ( overseas £ 11) from the
Back Issues Department.

readership. We may send you detail; of our magazines and services. Pleeee tick here ,fyin would peefer nil
to hear from IPC —1 We may pass ycur details to other reputable compimres whose products and service;
may be of interest to you. Please tick this box if you would prefer no, to • eceive ace of these offers

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Cee
Suite

automated testing for a multichannel world

The last decade has witnessed an unprecedented expansion in the
functionality of audio and AV equipment. from relatively
straightforward two-channel CD players and integrated amplifiers

...)•

El •

I

to highly complex multichannel DVD. SACO

y

and universal players with partnering AV
Bee

processors and receivers
Yu.

•...» I
S.•••r
•••••••

So why use test gear designed for stereo
systems? Instead, the QC Suite offers a
unique, multichannel soiution for the
development anc Quality Control testing of
modern AV equipment. The station
combines configurable analogue and digital
outputs plus six channels of 24bit
acquisition ( expandable to 12 channels).

•

Intuitive, drag- and- drop interface with pop-up menus.

•

No programming required - Test parameters are configured
and Pass Fail limits selected at the click of a mouse.

•

Integrated learning IR remote and serial comms allow for fully
automated, 1
-ands free. multichannel Test Sequences.

•

Customised automated report generation, graphical analysis
and printing options.

•
•

Statistical process control enhances functional testing on the

Still testing multichannel equipment with one or

production line

two-channel test gear? Then book an appointment

Automated Dolby conformance testing for OVO players and AV

with the QC Suite and drag- and- drop your way to

processors*.

enhanced productivity.

'Only available to Dolby Digital lioencees.
"Dolby - is atrademark of Dolby _aboratories.
Licensing Corporation.

MILLER AUDIO RESEARCH
tetting the measure of sound Qualify

For more information and to contact us, please visit www.milleraudioresearch.com

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision
stocks a wide range of Hi -Fi separates, DVD
players, amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens,

ABERDEEN

NEWSNEWSNEWS

LCD televisions and projection systems from

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM
BRIGHTON

all the leading manufacturers.

BRISTOL

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and

BROMLEY

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available in

CAMBRIDGE

all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through the

CARDIFF

home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in home
entertainment and want to avoid the confusion, contact your

CHELSEA

local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and experience more.

CHELTENHAM
CRAWLEY

0% interest free option ^ is available on most products.

CROYDON

^Written details on request. Licensed credit brokers.

EALING (
NEW)

Minimum balance £ 400. Subject to status.

DENON DVD-3910
UNIVERSAL DVD PLAYER
Rep:acing 2003's all conquering DVD-2900, the new
Denon DVD-3910 moves Denon further ahead with a
massive performance and feature upgrade.
Using leading edge audio and video technology and
heavyweight construction, this Universal player promises
to deliver the highest quality picture and sound quality
from your entire disc collection.
Handling both DVD-Audio and SACD, the ' 3910 will also
play MP3, WMA, JPEG and Photo CD plus all varieties of
DVD/CD - R and + R. It includes every digital and
analogue audio/video output: HDMI., DVI, FireWire,
Component, Composite and S- Video.

CUSTOM
INSTALLATION
Modern home entertainment
doesn't have to be intrusive.
A carefully considered installation
of home cinema with distributed
audio and video and easy lighting
control can give you all the sound
and vision performance you could
ever dream of - enhancing your
lifestyle and your home.

trained to the highest standards and
will continue to support you and your
equipment long after your first vist to
one of our nationwide stores

HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
MAIDSTONE

NOTTINGHAM

Ealing is now open.
Part of a newly developed
parade in the heart of town
close to Ealing Broadway tube

unrivalled experience to shoppers searching for the best

solutions to the most grandiose.

GUILDFORD

EALING
STORF

Broadway Shopping Centre, the store offers an

from the most simple, affordable

EXETER
GLASGOW

NAN

and on the fringe of the Ealing

Our custom install services range

EPSOM

MANCHESTER

The long-awaited store in
Our installation experts are fully

EDINBURGH

in audio and video equipment.

NEWCASTLE
NORWICH

OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH
PLYMOUTH
POOLE
PRESTON
READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL

We can help transform every room
and every home, whatever your

SOUTHAMPTON

needs and budget.

SOUTHGATE

Want to know more?

STAINES

Why not pay us a visit and pick
up a copy of our FREE Custom
Installation
Guide,

SWINDON (
OPENING SOON)
Flush- mounted in- wall speakers can

SWISS COTTAGE

give you all the sound you can handle,
but won't eat into your floor space or

TUNBRIDGE WELLS

clash with your aeon

available

WATFORD

now, from

24 THE GREEN

your local

EALING

store.

0208 579 8777

1

MONDAY- SATURDAY 10:00-6:00
SUNDAY 12:00-4:00
Enjoy the freedom to listen to the music
of your choice or watch TV independently
from other rooms in the home

WEYBRIDGE
WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE
NUMBER DETAILS

www.sevenoakssoundandvisMC

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

!

"A perfect
combination
of
early Arcam
refinement and

Arcam DiVA
CD192 CD Kaye( £849.95
490 1
4,-,,-, !;fiP £849.95

übtlety. combined
with new-found
vitality and
freshness.' DNA
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FREE GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH f90
WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHER FROM ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN*

SEPARATES

NOT NI cauncroti MTN kir! OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Pro-ject
Debut Ill Turntable
(Black) £
129.95
(Colours) £ 144.95
"E3uildin.g on the Award- winning design
of its predecessors, the new Pro-ject
Debut Ill delivers athrillingly good sound
for the money... Products like this should
really reinvigorate your interest in hi-fi."

Cyrus
8vs Amplifier £799.95
CD8 X CD Player £ 99.95
Cyrus has been

'here's amachine

developing higltr

that advances the

performance hefi

I

IOM

0

n

0

0

0

ability of its excellent

systems for over 20

predecessor by an

years. Today their

almost absurd degree.

upgradeable, modular

The Cyrus 8vs is an

product range includes

absolute superstar"

multi-room systems,
home cinema and some

Best Buy
7is is aremarkable player for the money, with

ichell Gyro

superb sound, looks and feel, which give you no
clue as to the budget price... A very solid buy and alot of fun."

Turntauit:

Yfne.tlfE!?

of the world's finest hi-fi

fonea
£1049.95

"The Gyrodec SE sounds great, combining the best

*****

sonic characteristics of rivals... Quite simply, the

systems. The new 'VS'
I
he added x

Michell Gyradec SE is terrific. Nothing compares at

incorporated in the 6vs

factor brings alevel

this price point - it's well deserving another Best Buy."

and 8vs amplifiers, has

of CD playback

preamp circuitry,

previously unheard

dramatically improved

al this price" c.

their performance while

mum

the CD8 X is aheavily
revised version of

*

*

*

*

*

the CD8.

TOWARDS THE GOLDRING
CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE*

Sony
,
d900
Digital/Analogue Tuner
£CALL

Pure Digital DRX702ES
Digital/Analogue Tuner
£279.95

''The Sony ST-SDB900 is agreat tuner for the money,
and is definitely capable of giving our current Awardwinner, the excellent DRX-702ES. arun for its money."

"So do yo..1 buy adigital Liner? Or an analogue
one? Now you don't have to pick: just buy

Le eie
i0 0

0

0

=El

0

"A significant upgrade to what was
new entry-level integrated is apeach"

o

l

TI

Cyrus 6vs Amplifier £599.95
already an impressive amp - Cyrus'

1.11

mum Ir.
* * * * *

Prid
lle

yew

Pure Digital's D<-702ES! Whether on FM or

000

aim speedup ;
1•11.000e

DAB, this tuner sounds superb... The

g

je
PURIty,„„ye

to •

r••
U7.58.14z

E_t

or

overall balance is powerful,
clean and crisp, making this a
fine tuner by any standards,
and asuperb buy given its
excellent flexibility."

I
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KEF Q4
Speakers £399.95
The 04 is one of the latest

the speaker much easier to

additions to KEFs acclaimed Q

place in the room and alleviates

Series. At the heart cir' this

the sweet spot' found on

floorstander lies the Uni Q driver

'ordinary' speakers. This has

array - a 130mm die-cast

been combined with a

chassis housing alorg throw

dedicated 130rnm LE unit for

cone and coincident mounted

extended bass output which

19mm aluminium dome HF unit.

belies the sze

This driver arrangement makes

diminutive cabinet.

of

its

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH
WITH ALL HI- Fl
SPEAKER PAIRS
OVER £ 299*

£60
£80
£120

WITS- SPEAKERS OVER
WM- SPEAKERS OVER
WITH SPEAKERS OVER

£299
f499
£999

Musical Fidelity
X-80 Amplifier £399.95
X-150 Amplifier £799.95
X- Ray"' CD Player £899.95
The 40 wpc, X-80 and the 80wpc X-150 amplifiers
are part of Musical Fidelity's revamped X- Series. Both
models feature adual- gang analogue volume control
and high-output transistors for each channel. The X150 also includes ahigh quality phono stage.
The X-Ray

CD player,

replacement for the legendary
X- Ray, uses the same DAC
and upsarnpling principles as

Quad
11L Speakers £379.95

the acclaimed Tri Vista
SACO player

"The wonderful Quad ill Ls continue to defy all
known laws of value: they have areal wood-veneer

,
.Vharfedale

Diamond 9.1
rsrç £179.95

finish with piano- gloss lacquer - unheard of at the
price. Yet nothing sonically has been sacrificed... The
Quads are amazing velue for money - no rival

ep

speakers come close."

mammy

"The overall balance of the speakers is their finest
characteristic. Thanks to near- perfect driver integration,
music sounds wonderfully natural and transparent... This
is abar- raising effort from Wharfedale: these are
ridiculously good speakers at the budget price level."

Roksan Kandy
KD1/III CD Player £649.95
KA1/III Amplifier £649.95

e

e

SEMI

"Timing and rhythm are excellent. DJ Shadow
is delivered with clarity and atight bass, while
at the other extreme the treble is sweet anc
detailed, getting the most from Wagner's Ride

OVJ

of the Valkynés. The result is a breathtaking
Best Buy amplifier that betters its competition
with ease."

KANDY (Al/Ill AMPLIFIER - AWARDS 2003

NMI

blue. Ku.

"The Kandy KD1/III CD player offers agreat array of talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal visual and sonic combination."

1=1
r

--

:MOM ,ct
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GRADO SR60 HEADPHONES WORTH £90 WHEN YOU PURCHASE AN AMP AND CD TOGETHE RFROM ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING MANUFACTURERS - ARCAM, CYRUS & ROKSAN* NO IN CCILIUMCTION WI. ANY IrbEll YiErt Oft PRINOLION

PRICING POLICY

FINANCE OPTION *

We always try to ensure our prices are highly competitive.

Spread the cost of buying.

In the event you can find the same products and excellent service a:

0% finarre option is available on the vast majority of products we stock.

a lower price, please bung it to our store managers' attention.

'Wntten deb.'s on reouest Làcenseel credal bokers lehnenkon balance MO. Sub,ect to status.

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANCE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMENT VALID UNTIL AT LEAST 17/11/04, E&OE.

e

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Rotel 10
RA- 1062 Amplifier £594.95
RCD-1072 CD Player £ 594.95

Mission m34i
Speakers
£329.95

"At the heart of the 60-watt RA- 1062 is atoroidal

"The original m345

transforrmer and apower sirpply. which Rotel claims,
helps the amp maintain performance even at high

impressed us with their

volumes... Crank up the volume and, as promised' the

easy-gong bass, but

Rotel keeps its composure and balance... If you want a

had an undynamic and

£600 integrated, be sure to audition the RA- 1362.

uninvoMng balance. Not
the m34is: they're

First impress.ons of the RCD-1372 are excellent. This is

refined and enjoyable...

the slickest machine in this croup: the casework feels
solid and the finish exceptional at the price.. On its

You'll be hard pressed to

Dwn

terms it remains an enjoyable and informative CD plaer."

find abetter balance of
talents anyvinere else for

MA7114E1? SOUND AND VISION • SEPTEMBER 2003

this amount of money."

Acoustic Energy
• Aelite Three
Speakers £749.95

Yamaha
CDR-HD1300/II CD Recorder
£ CALL

hefty 18kg apiece, and their

MissH on in31i
ers
£139.95

curved, real wood finished

"Overall, the Ifftle m31i

"Acoustic Energy's new

AWMIPS 200

Aeltte Threes weigh in at a

cabents both look handsome

speakers are great, and

and make good acoustic
sense... So how do they

No more wasted CD-Rs: in astoke of genius

perform... Give them abig

Yamaha had the idea of combining aCD recorder

room and position them in

with ahard drive, enabling you to edit your music

free space and they'll deliver

before you bum. The CDR-HD1300/11is the

great things... If you want a

upgraded version of the Award-winning ' HD1300

big sound for sensible

offering even greater disc capacity."

the team at Mission
should consider his upgrade job
well done. The i in the model name
stands for ' improved' and these
speakers fully deserve the suffix."

Yf..e. Lem' er.
*****

money, don't hesitate to
audition the Aelite Threes."

These lloorstandinvi.

Roksan Caspian M-Series
Preamplifer/2 xMonoblocs
£3449.95

two- and-a- half-

'This Roksan is an excellent buy bat puts most of the

way, vented box

opposition to shame when it comes to sonic ability... If

speakers and sr.

you want the most honest-sounding amp you can get

The 704 s
are part of B&W's
new 700 series.

available in a

your money, this combo can't be ignored."

Acoustic Energy
AEI MKIII Speakers FRoH£1699.95
"The legendary AE1 lives on in this
groundbreaking third version... The Mk Ills are
worthy cf the AE1 name, taking small-speaker
perormance to another level.."

}

variety of attractive
finishes. In arecent
What Hi- R? Sound
and Vison group
test the 704 offered
"Remarkable
openness and
clarity that is
unrivaled at
this price."

COMPACT SYSTEM
Denon DM31
UD-M31 CD Receiver £189.95
When purchased with speakers over £99*
When purchased on its own £199.95
"The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What Hi Fi? Sound and
Vision Awards creaffy show. The D- M31 is even better, making it
phenomenal value for money."

* * * * *

L
.,

NB

DENON DPA31 PRICE EXCLUDE SPEAKER

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES. PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.

'ADDED VALUE OFFERS - FROM RANGE AVAILABLE IN-STORE. NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. ADVERTISEMEN T VA LID UNTIL

AT LEAST 17/11/04,

E&OE.

,,,,/'

SUGGESTED
HI-FI
SEPARATE
SYSTEMS

Sevenoaks has carefully chosen three
hi-fi separate systems. All components
have been selected for their performance,
reliability and compatibility.
These systems represent superb value for
money with massive savings on the
individual component prices.
Simply add speaker and interconnect
cables and other accessories from our
extensive range available in-store.

You've heard of hi-fi - now

MUSIC
ALL
AROUND
THE
HOME

welcome to the world of wi-fi!
Wi-fi devices alow you to
network arange of devices
together - from your music
system to your PC - without

RCD-02 CD Player
RA- 02 Amplifier

the wires. For example, a
multiroom server like Yamaha's
MusicCAST can wirelessly

Bronze B2 Speakers

send music to up to five ' dent'
playback systems dotted
around your home. That music
could be stored on the
MusicCAST server device or

£129 )

£799.95

PRICE EXCLUDES CABLES E. STANDS

other sources - existing hi-fi kit,
maybe, or an internet radio

01 IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

station or MP3 files from yc...ir
PC: plug-in adapters make it
easy to wi-fi-enable producs.

YAMAHA'S MusicCAST
MCX-1000 DIGITAL SERVER
& MCX-A10 CLIENT

2

Arcam
CD73T CD Player
A65 Plus Amplifier
KEF
Q4 Speakers

£999

95

SAVE

£149

KNEE Exn um% CABLES B. STANDS
MCX-A10 CLIENT
MCX-SP10 SPEAKERS

YAMAHA MusicCAST
MCX A10

£ 599.95

(MusicCAST Client)
MCX

1000

£ 1799.95

(MusicCAST Server)

MCX-51,10

£ 99.95

(PausicCAST Speakers)

CYRUSLINK
Linkserver 160 £2999.95

HEN SYSTEM 2 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WTH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

Roksan
Kandy KD1/11I CD Player
Kandy KA1/11I Amplifier
Monitor Audio
Silver S6 Speakers

(Four Zone HD Server 160Gb Drivel

Linkserver 250

f3499.95

(Four Zone HD Server 250Gb Drivel

Linkport
Linkwand
(

-

1) Cyruslink

ilk

AVAILABLE AT SELECTED
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION STORES

f649.95
£ 199.95

£1889 .95

FREE SOUNDSTYLE
RACK
WORTH £300

PRICE EXCLUDES CAMS

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

o

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Musical Fidelity A3.2
Musical Fidelity A3.2 Pre

£ 979.95

....

Musical Fidelity A3.2 Power
Musical Fidelity 0308
Quad
Roksan
Roksan

MKIII
sipian M

An outstanding selection of products are

JD- S550

£ 449.95

on display and available for demonstration
all Sevenoaks Sound 8. Vision stores.

£749.95
£1699.95
£499.95

138W • ' '
1, 111 S3
B&W ',
83
B&W

£ 249.95
£ 299.95
•

£ 1399.95

H

88W
£ 899.95
KEF
.'249.95
£

avcilable af all stores. Please call to check
av

KEF [ 14
KEF
• ''

£ 399.95
:£ 749.95

Linn

£ 649.95

Mission • . 11i
Mission
Mission

TURNTABLES
Goldring .
111

£139.95

Michell ..• ,)5E113300 no SOLDMI/G curraziLL-

£1049.95

Michell
eoClinc
Nit)
Project : iut Phono SB

£574.95

Protect

£129.95

£169.95

vil Ill (Sack)

Project ••: Eil Ill (Colours) ,

£144.95

Project

£209.95

pres von

TUNERS
£ 229.95
£499.95
£ 99.95

101_ M101

Harman Karen TU970 DAB/AlifM
Maranta
•
Pure
1
if, DAB

f299.95
£ 99.95
£ 199.95

Pure • . 1)2Eti Analogue/DAM

£279.95

Roksan • gdy Kit MU
Sony
116006

Arcas

.
AISE

£ 329.95
£ 349.95

Mission 1825E

£899.95

Monitor Audio Bronze Ea
Monitor Audio &her SI
.

£ 199.95
£299.95

Mondor Audio Silver S6
Monitor Audio .. iver S8

£ 599.95
£ 799.95

Monitor Audio . : O Reference 10

£ 799.95

Monitor Audio ' Id Reference 20

£1499.95

Quad

£ 379.95

Quad

Arrant .•,*. 161
Denon

£ 139.95

141

LAYERS

£ 549.95
£ CALI

£ 399.95

Arcarn
08192
Arcam ' af331
Cyrus
Cric• • X
Cyrus
X
Denon
3485

£ 849.95
£ 1349.95
£ 599.95
£ 999.95
£ 1099.95
£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity < Pay.

Ruark
Ruark

£ 344.95
£ 1499.95

Ruark

£ 899.95
£179.95

Wharfedale • ., , fc Evolubon 30

£ 649.95

Denon 0VD-770SD/AVR-770SD Ex Speakers

£499.95
£
r,I

£ 1999.95

Roksan Kandy KO1 Midi'

£649.95

Roksan Caspian M

£ 1099.95

Ratel RC-002
Rohn RCO1072

£ 379.95
£ 594.95

CD RECORDERS
Pioneer PDR609 CD-RW
Sony tri11W10Ci

£169.95
£ CALL

Yamaha ' iR-HD1330/11

£ CALL

Teac Legacy 700/L5- L800 Inc Speakers

£799.95

MULTI-ROOM AUDIO
Cyrus Linkserver 160

f2999.95

Cyrus Linkserver 250

£3499.95

Cyrus Linkoon

£649.95
£199.95

Yamaha MusicCast MCX Al 0

£599.95

Yamaha MusicCast MCX 1000

£1799.95

DVD PLAYERS
MAKE & MODEL

REGION 2 MULTI REGION

liON DV78

AMPLIFIERS

£899.95

£699.95 £ 699.95

Bream . A [)V79
£ 389.95

Bream

Arcas . AASO

£ 599.95

Bream

£ 849.95

Cyrus
Denon

DV29

£999.95 £ 999.95
£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95

£ 1199.95 £ 1199.95
1-1710
£ CALL
£ CAL,.

Bream ' ' 832

£ 1199.95

Delon ' 12200 Universal

£ CALL

£ CALI.

Cyrus

£ 599.95

Denon

2900 Universal

£ CALI.

ECALI.

Cyrus

£ 799.95

Denon ' i-2910 Universal

£ CALL

£ CALL

£ 1099.95

Denon
Denon

3 3910 Universal £ CALL
All
£ CALL

£ CALL
ECALL

Cyrus
Cyrus'

vs Pre
sXPeeler

Denon " A355

(Each £ 1199.95
£179.95

Linn Kolector ii

£ 574.95

Denon
ii Al
£ 1599.95 £ 1599.95
Hannan (
arden DVD22
£299.95 £299.95

Linn MI5

£ 544.95

Hannan Cardon 00031

Maranta
''
Marante
"
Musical Fidelity <- 83

£ 149.95
£249.95
f399.95

Meridian ' 13

Musical Fidelity

o

150

£799.95

Pioneer . 370
Pioneer . i75A Universal
Pioneer

568Av Universal

£ 399.95 £ 399.95
£3349.95 £3349.95

PLASMA
I CN.L

Fujitsu P5OXI1A30 50"

E CALL

Hitachi 32PD5200 32"

CALL

Hitachi 42PD5200 42"

£ CALL

Hitachi 55PMA550TE 55
•
PanasonicT1142PW7B 42"

£ CALL
£ CALL

ECALL

Panasonic TH37PE3013 27"

£GALL

Panasonic TH42PE3OB 42"

£CALL
ECALL

Pioneer PDP434HDE 43"
Pioneer PDP4391)E 43"

£ CALL
fCALL
£ CALL
£ CALL

fCALL

Pioneer . TP435E-DE 43"

£ CALL

ECALL

Pioneer PDP504HDE 50"

£ CALL

£CALL

Pioneer PDP505XDE 50"

£ CALL

Pioneer PDP505HDE 50"

£ CALL

Sony s P37)1S1 37"
Toshiba . 12WP36P 42"

£ CALL
£ CALL

Yamaha ADM4210 42"

£ CALL

HX900 DVD-RW/+RW

A/V AMPLIFIERS
'VERS & PROCES
Arcam . ,Q00 AN Receiver
Bream . Ft250 AN Receiver

£799.95
£999.95
£1299.95

Arcam Ti300 AN Receiver
Arcam ; 3/P7 AN Pie/Processor/Power

£5749.95
£1099.95

Cyrus .- AN Processor
Denon
Denon

.
T.-AlSRA AN Amplifier
f' TA1SR AN Amplifier

£CALL
£CALL
CALL

Denon . ii1705 AA/ Receiver
Denon . 1i1905 AN Receiver

CALL

Denon . 1'
1
2105 AN Receiver
Denon . ,(
2805 AN Receiver

fCALL
£CALL
ALI

Denon - -40 5AN Receiver
Hannan Kardon AVR330 NV Receiver .
Hannan Cardan AVR630 AN Receiver
Harman Cardan DPR2005 AN Receiver .. .
Onkyo • .• ' ENV Receiver

£599.95
£999.95
£1299.95
EL11
CALI

Pioneer . x-0501 MI Receiver
Pioneer . -1
,0•C502 AN Receiver

CALL
CALL
£CALI
£CALL

Pioneer . • , X-•AX5i AN Receiver
Pioneer A-AX1ON AN Amplifier

CALL

LCD TV
£ CALI

Panasonic TX22LX2 22"
Panasonic TX261.X1)1 26"

£

Panasonic • • ' 21.X131 32'

££ CALL
CCAALLLL
£ CALI.
£ CALL

Philips • • / M6 32"
Sharp Agues LC- 2051E 20"
Sharp Aquel LC-20AD" E20"

£ CA

Sharp Aquas LC- 22401E 22"
Sharp Aquas LC- 26043 26"

£CA
£ CALL

Sharp Agues LC- 32G43 32"
Sharp Agues LC-32GD1 32"

LL

Sharp Aquas C-3701)1 37"
Sharp Aquas
Sony

LL
:£ CALL
£ CALL

37GA3 37"

led Models Available

£ CALL

ECTORS
Maranta AA- 12S3 DIP

£ 8499.95

NEC
iDO DLP
Sanyo 1.72 LO)
Screenplay i'24805 DIP

£
£1
1299
4£49
CA
:95
91-51-

£1799.95
£1799.95

Screenplay

£2294.95
£CALL
£CALL

Sharp )(V-Z9IE DLP

£CALL
CALL
CALL

fCALL

Hitachi 2811)5200 28"

CALL
CALL

Pioneer . ' iX-D812 AN Recerver
Pioneer 2X-AX3 AN Receiver
Pioneer .' . X- 2014i AN Receiver

Yamaha DSP-Z9 AN Amplifier
Yamaha PX-V550 AN Receiver
Yamaha ifX V650 AN Receiver

Denon DVD-500SD Inc 5.1 Speaker Package

£249.95

Sony

£199.95

Deno« ADV-M71 Inc SC- M51 Speakers

£349.95
£549.95
£ 699.95

Pioneer . c/1-920H HDD/DVD-RW

Teac Legacy • , Ex Speakers

£2299.95

£ 999.95

Pioneer 411-5201-1HDD/DVD-FIVil . .8CALL
Pioneer VR-72CH FIDD/DVD-RW .
8CALL

Yamaha DSP-AX750SE AN Amplifier
Yamaha DSP-AX640SE M/ Amplifier

Linn Olassik Movie Di Ex Speakers

Quad Pr u.0 r

.
R5100FtS DVD-R/AW £ CALL

£199.95
£849.95

DVD SYSTEMS

CALL

Panasonic ' 185 OVO RAM
CALL
Panasonic '•• E95 DVD-RAM . .£ CALL
Pioneer . A2100S DVD-Ft/RW . £ CALL

Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
Linn lassik Music Ex Speakers

£649.95

Musical Fidelity A3Olie

MAKE AMODEL
REGION 2 mum mum
Panasonic fil.iP E55 OVO RAM £ CALL
£CALL
Panasonic • s• 165 OVO - RAM £ CALL
£CALL
Panasonic • F75 DVD RAM
fCALL
ECALL

Pioneer

£999.95

Faso P42HRA30 42"

£499.95
£299.95

£1199.95

£ 899.95

DVD RECORDERS

Denon 201 Ex Speakers
DORM DF101 Ex Speakers

Jamo DVR50/A355PDD Inc Speakers
KEF idT100 Inc Speakers

£ 999.95

ECALL

Hotel • 1
067 AN Receiver
Rotel ' 10664,1MB1075 AN Pie/Power
Hotel • ' 1
098 AN Processor
Sony •• DB795 NV Receiver

-FI SYSTEMS

Jamo DVR50/A305POD Inc Speakers

....

A.90

ond 9.1

£2199.95
£ 119.95

Musical Fidelity .13.2

Arcam .• Abu Plus

£ 894.95

£ 1099.95

Linn
Linn
Maranta
:

£499.95

Quad

Wharfedale

bluolodalo Duroond SV9150

£CALL

Yamaha

£ 259.95

Acoustic Energy AE1 MKIII (From)
Ay! Ill Iron IV

£CALL

£549.95
£ 649.95

£ 139.95

Acoustic Energy Aelite Three

CALL

Yamaha • ID- 51500 ... £ CALL

ID- 5540

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy Aelite Two

£ CALL

REL Ouake (Bnilex , •
REL Stampede (13 u ) ri oo OED CABLE•
REL Strata 5 (Brittex
saw obi CABLE .

Yamaha

£ 594.95

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo Three

REL 0400E (Bntlex Black, Klan REO cABLE.

ECALL
£CALL
ECALL

0340E

£ 1249.95

Acoustic Energy Aegis Evo One

£CALL

0240E

Toshiba

Rolcseis Caspian M Monobloc Poser ....(Each £ 1099.95
Ratel RA-01
£249.95
Ratel RA-02
£ 349.95
Ratel RA- 1062

£ CALL
£ CALL

Toshiba

£ 999.95

Roksan „aspian M Pre

Pioneer "
1868Avi Universal

£ 999.95
£ 999.95
£ 1999.95

DO DLP

Screenplay : I ( 205 DLP

£4999.95

Sharp XV Z200 DLP
Sharp XV Z12000 DLP
Sim 2Domino 20 DLP
Sim 2.' sino 20-H HDMI DLP

iAot
£
,
£3499
,.A.95
1,
£3999.95

ECALL

Sim 2
30-H HDMI DLP
Sim 2 .)() Xtra HDMI DIP

Yamaha • 1X-V140ORDS AN Receiver
Yamaha OX • V150ORDS AN Receiver

CALL
CALL

ThenseScene H30 Cinema DLP

£ 1199.95

Yamaha IiX.V240ORDS AN Receiver

CALL

Theme-Scene H56 Cinema DLP
ThemeScene H77 Cinema DLP

£ 1999.95
f3499.95

A/V SPEAKERS & PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Evo 38
Acoustic Energy Auge P5/1

£699.95
£ 499.95

Acoustic Energy Aelite 5.1

£ 1894.95

Artcoustic

£ 994.95
£849.95

RAW ' ' . 111AV

£899.95

Castle ,.,,,,, pact 003 . .

Sim 2 [ 30 Link DIP

£ 5999.95
£ 7999.95
£24995.95

Yamaha iPX1100 DLP

REMOTE CONTROLS
Maranta
Maranta

£
£2
39.
99
9.95
95

3(19200

Philips [' onto RU1000

£1399.95

£999.95

KEF KHT100: £ 100 FREE QED CABLE'
KEF
150 FREE RED CABLE .

£499.95
£ 799.95

KEF KRT5(J , £290 FREE RED CABLE•

£ 1199.95

KEF 07 AV £300 FREE RED CARLE•
MAX £250 FREE RED CABLE•

£2199.95
£ 1699.95

M&K
M&K
•
.
M&K
DS35N850

£ 1894.95
£224995
£ 3899.95

CALL
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR
VISIT OUR WEBSITE
FOR OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

Mission ' '
AV Pack
Mission •.• e82 7.1 Package
Monitor Audio Avezo B2 AV

£ 449.95
£ 3989.95
£ 799.95

PRICING POLICY

Monitor Audio • ••• urize B4 AV
Monitor Audio -- ¡ dos 270

£949.95
£499.95

OPERATES A PRICING POLICY

Monitor Audio eoliOs 5,1
Moedaunt Short enie

£999.95
£799.95

SUB WOOFERS
138W

£949.95

MJ Acoustics

£60 0£0 CABLE .

£299.95

Mi Acoustics - £ 60 QED cAikr• £ 599.95
KJ Acoustics £ 60 RED craw £ 349.95

SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS

PLEASE NOTE: SOME PRODUCTS MAY NOT BE
AVAILABLE AT ALL STORES.
PLEASE CALL BEFORE TRAVELLING.
'Added Value Offers- From range available in-store

MI Acoustics

£ 60 RED CABLE • £699.95

£ CALL
fCALL

£ CALL
£ CALL

Not in conjunction with any other otter.

Quad
REL

£699.95
sloe rwo CABLE £499.95

Advertisement valid Lmtil at least 17/11/04, E.SOE.

£CALI

£ CALL

REL

£ 100 QED CABLE .

£ 724.95

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

SEVENOAKS STORES NATION
ABERDEEN 57 CROWN STREET
NEW)
01224 252797 OPSINGLUEOCTIMER

DEMONSTRATION
FACILITIES

Vision is one of the largest and most

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

successful hi-fi and home cinema retailers in

among the finest in the country, many

the country.

complying with full THX specifications.

stocks a wide range of quality products,
covering all categories of specialist home
entertainment, from Hi Fi separates and
systems

HOVE

to

DVD

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions ard projection systems,
all at highly competitive prices.

BROMLEY 39A EAST STREET
020 8290 1988
BIRMINGHAM SUCH 12
0121 233 2977

1972, Sevenoaks Sound &

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

BEDFORD 29-31 ST PETERS STREET
01234 272779
BRIGHTON 57 WESTERN ROAD
01273 733338

Founded in

Friendly staff are available in all stores to
advise, demonstrate and guide you through
the home entertainment jungle.

LIVERY STREET

BRISTOL 928 WHTELADIES ROAD
0117 974 3727

CLIFTON

NEWCASTLE 19 NEWGATE STREET
0191 221 2320

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom Installation Service enables the integration of a

CAMBRIDGE 17 BURLEIGH STREET
01223 304770

NORWICH D- 29A ST GILET STREEI
01603 767605

CARDIFF 1°4-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

NOTTINGHAM 597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD
0115 911 2121

CHELSEA 403 KINGS ROAD
020 7352 9466

OXFORD 41 ST CLEMENTS STREET
01865 241773

standards in all areas and provide aprompt, reliable

CHELTENHAM 14 PITRIU_E STREET
01242 241171

PETERBOROUGH 36-38 PARK ROAD
01733 89769709E,, &mom

installation with a retractable screen and built-in

CRAWLEY 32 THE BOULEVARD
01293 510777

PLYMOUTH 107 CORNWALL STREET
01752 226011

CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

POOLE LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 HIGH STREET
012C2 671677

EALING 24 THE GREEN
0208 579 8777

home cinema or hi-fi system into your home as neatly and seamlessly as possible. All
electronics can be hidden away, speakers discreetly mounted either in the wall or
ceiling and the complete system operated via remote control.
Our installation experts are fully trained to the highest
and professional service. Whether you're looking for a
multi- room

NEW PRESTON 40-41 LUNE SWEET
- 01772 825777 OPEN SMDAY

OPEN SUNDAY

system,

a dedicated

home

cinema

speakers or an integrated control or lighting system,
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has a diverse range of
products available to cater for all your require flees.
FREE 8 Page Custom Installation Brochure available
now from your rearest store or via our website.

SEVENOAKS WEBSITE

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

READING 14 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CB4TRE
0116 959 7768

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website has news and information on the Sevenoaks group

EPSOM 12 UPPER HIGH STREET
01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY

SEVENOAKS 109-113 LONDON ROAD
01732 459555

SPECIAL OFFERS

EXETER 28 COWICK STREET
01392 218895

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS ROAD, HEELEY
0114 255 5861 CPO/SUNG«

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk and click on special offers

GLASGOW 88 GREAT WESTERN
0141 332 9655

ROAD

SOLIHULL 1-49-151 STRATFORD ROAD
0121 733 3727

GUILDFORD 738 NORTH STREET
01483 536666

SOUTHGATE 79-81 CHASE SIDE
020 5886 2777

HOLBORN 144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD
020 7837 7540

SOUTHAMPTON 33 LONDON ROAD
023 8033 7770 DPEN SUNDAY

HULL 1SAVILE ROW SAVILE STREET
01482 587171

STAINES 4THAMES STREET
01784 460777 OPEN

IPSWICH 12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET
01473 286977

SWINDON 8-9 COMMERCIk ROAD (OPENING SOON')
01793 610992 AILUECT ro LEM COMPUTION

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
020 8547 0717. OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 21 NURTHWAYS POE. FINOHLD RD
020 7722 9777 apex sum«

LEEDS 62 NORTH STREET
0113 245 2775

TUNBRIDGE WELLS 28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD
01892 531543

OPEN SUNDAY

There are hundreds of special offers and stock clearance items available from our stores
nationwide - many with savings of up to 50%. To view our regularly updated product lists, visit

PRICING POLICY
Whilst we do not claim always to be the cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are highly
competitive. Take into account the expert advice, unrivalled product selection, demonstration
facilities and excellent pre, during and after sales service and the lower price might not look
such good value.
In the event you can find the same products and excellent service at a lower price, please
bring it to our store managers' attention. We will always endeavour to offer you the best deal.

&MAY

LEICESTER 10 LOSEBY LANE
0116 253 6567

WATFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
01923 213533 OPEN SUNDAY

LINCOLN 20-22 CORPORATION STREET
01522 527397 (OFF HIGH STREE0

WEYBRIDGE 43 CHURr,H STREET
01932 828525

MAIDSTONE % WEEK STREET
01622 686366

WITHAM (
ESSEX) 1THE GROVE CENTRE
01376 501733

MANCHESTER 69 HIGH ST
0161 831 7969

WOLVERHAMPTON 29-30 CLEVELAND STREET
01902 312225 OPIe SEAMY

CITY CENTRE

and detailed pages to help you locate your nearest store.

THE DUADRAMT

Pick-up your FREE
68 page guide at your
nearest Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision store
or order a copy via
our Website. The
brochure will be
posted to you (UK
mainland addresses
only) free of charge
while stocks las:.

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WESSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert store location]@sevenoakssounciandvision.co.uk

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

Hazlemere Audio

MIR

(ICS
Metronome
Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral
hmer stuppl ,
Accuphase
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

if you

Avid
Garrard
Oracle

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE
•
•

1f •
d
wre.
•

.**
'/

ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

Nirvana
Siltech
Spectral

Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)

(
01494 865829)

Call High Wycombe

art, oudspeakers
Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare

Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
MDs or Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Greatworth Park,

infoejohn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-furniture.co.uk

Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle

Atac

Banbury, Oxon OX172HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax 01295 760177

Award Winning Retailers...

Audio
Castle
Cyrus

kers Hi- Fi

KEF ,
Marantz
Meridian
Michell

The North of England Hi Fi Specialists

Mission
MJ Acou
Monitor

Quality HiFi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000

Monrio

Widest choice in the area

NAD

Independent advice

Nordost .

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners

Opera

Over 35yrs experience. bQualified staff

Origin L

Comfortable dem rooms

Ortolan

Main road location

Pathos

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Pickerin

Insurance estimates

Primare

Up to 3years Interest Free Credit*

Pro- Ac

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status

Project .

Delivery & installation

QUAD

Service Dept.
only 20% deposit

bPart Exchange

REL

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

Roksan

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Shanling

r''

SME
Sugden

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

TAG Mc
Tannoy
TEAC
Trichord
Unison R
Van Den
Wharfed
Yamaha
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Acoustic Solid
Small Royal Turntable
60mm platter topped with 6mm
acrylic platter and leather mat.
Precision bearing, weight approx
25kg. RRP £ 1280.00 excluding
arm. Three tone arms can be fitted.to the turntable. Read review
by www.enjoythemusic.com

AUDUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC POWER CORD
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A
polymer material mixed with a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. GNLM cables are further protected with a foil shield and a drain wire, specifically manufactured for High End audio use.

0,4e
e
•_

NEW Eupen CSM Interconnect, with extruded ferrite - RCA/XLR, £45 for
1m pair. Eupen Video Interconnect £ 25 for 1m RCA/BNC/RF
Power cables are fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable is also available with our
all steel 4, 6 and 8 way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with Eupen cable as
an extra cost option. Refer to our web site for details.

AUDUSA — 00M Silverlink OCC balanced

speaker cable

stranded. silver on OFHC plus three strands of OCC for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against RF and EMI.

(CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m, £58
for 1.5m,
£68 for 2.0m.
GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, £72
for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m.
Both GNLM

cables are available off the reel
and for export.

LAT INTERNATIONAL Inc USA Silver fused technology Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects
and Speaker cable better than most at double the price.
le have developed a cabling ( weaving) pattern along with an
nusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the garbage
iat contaminates your components. The difference you hear
iith our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes advantage of
liver in its design through use of our proprietary Silverfuse conuctors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with PTFE: the best
isulation available. Fitted as standard with IEC / MK Toughlug. . 60cm £ 62. 90cm £ 75. 1.2m £ 88, 1.5m £ 101, 1.8m £ 112
tc Other lengths available and.off the reel. 4, 6 and 8 way all
teel mains distribution blocks fitted with UK, Schuko or
ISA sockets.CE tested & approved mains distribution units

LAI AC- 2Power cord
compare with products
costing ten times as
much, then decide

)anufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished in black and fitted
iith highest quality 13amp sockets. It has no fil:ers, circuit

S/5000e,

reakers, surge protection. transformers, resistors. capacitors,
ED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators, just fitted with 1m of
C-2 mains cable From £ 166 for 4 way, £ 198. 6 way, £ 229 for 8
iay. Interconnects IC-200. IC- 100, 1080, 1050, Video Vi- 6, VI-6

116 ii6
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:omponent, Digital - DI-20, Speaker SS800 and SS1000

2 x250w power amp

ol

Stasis pre amp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

>cartridges
dnm

• p

goldring
lyra
ortofon

Sighfi

sumiko
-cables
chord company
dnm
nordost
headphones
beyer
grado

Rationalise your desires

naim

stax

rOrdo

>stands
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
-hardware

neat

atc
harbeth

EAR/ YoshMo, Experience, Filtration, Final,

'merge

LFD Audio. Lyra, Music First Audio,

in focus

Nottingham Analogue, Opera, Pathos Acoustics

lexicon

QuadraspL-e, Transfiguration, SME, Shun

signals

michell

Monk. Unison Research, Vandersteen Audio.
Demonstrations by appointment

immt

epos

Beauhom, Border Patrol, Clearaudio, Diapason,

F

tiner

naim audio

ni- fi for gro..r -,-.:ps

neat acoustics
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parasound

Alternative
AUDIO
t: 01984 624242
e: peter@alternativeaudioxo.uk
Ihrompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

primare
pure digital
sme
tannoy
trichord

ipswt ch ( 0 14 7 3 )
fds

o

6 55

17.; ) 655172
email:enq®signals.uk.com
hucklesham
ipswich
suffolk
IPio oDY
si
g n a I s.uk.c
om

U-romeSca-pe

Audio Specialists .1Another Vision

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING

Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference DIA Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as
amilestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one
sentence, what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like
nothing on earth has ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed
digital. DSP programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and a
perfectionist's obsession been gathered, with the sole objective of creating
the world's best digital to analogue convener, from first principles, without
assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to
handle all digital audio formats, including DVDATM and SACDTm, through a
custom interface and with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most
important ability is its capacity to convey emotion enthusiastically and
convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection to your heart. And it will do
this especially well with your existing CD collection — many of which you will
simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of
converters which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX
original, followed by DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and
DAX Decade can be entirely upgraded ( read 'exchanged') to the new DAX
Discrete. Please note that alihough it shares the same well-respected name as it's
predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common circuits with them. In fact the
electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete is aworld-apart from
any other converter in existence today.
Website:

audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com

Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.
Telephone:

+
44(0)115 922 4138

Fax:

+
44(0)115 922 9701

Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk
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All items available for home demonstration only by prior arrangement.
Cables are also on asale or return basis, as cables are always system dependent.
Home trials are essential to get the right purchase.
An advise line on our website to exchange and share views is also available.
Home demos within the greater London area will be most welcomed.

EMT=
Most items will be dealt with directly " pending or location'' or collected
by couriers and promptly dealt with.
PART EXCHANGE
Will be considered depending on the age and condition of equipment
and the item required
Email
phone
mobile
opening hours

joseph gallart@ntlworld.com
020 7565 2979
07811 594 587
We never close

All manufacturers products that we deal with, can be viewed on our website

www.homescapeav.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Ply lent Pia
to stilt lily bud
(example: mark levinson 390s cd player :£5,495
deposit/trade-in :£ 1000 24 monthly payments :£ 187.29)

bow

pro ac

ear

oracle
unison research
jps-labs mat K. ki---Ivinsc.
shanlin
gryphon manley labs
pathos
audio source

zingaii

ayre

ti

sugden

primare

art loudspeakers
t) 0141 333 9700

parasoundreve
i
dst
i
sme michell

I nf o@a udi
osa I
on . co. uk

audio salon

www.audiosalon.c

ALIUM AUDIO

01273 608332

01273 325901

Distributors Of Quality
conson'once audio products

"REFERENCE"
2.2 CD Player
2.0 SACD Player
24/192 Upsampling
Balanced Solid
State Outputs
6H30 Valve
Phono Outputs

"M" SERIES
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS

E- Mail

6550 ( 70wpc) P/P
6550 ( 50 wpc) P/P
KT66 ( 25 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
300B ( 18 wpc) SET
Remote Control

"CYBER" SERIES
222 PRE-AMP
Using 6SN7 Valve
Remote Control
Switching for
Input/Volume
Matching Monoblocs
available

EL34 (40 wpc) P/P
6550 ( 50 wpc) P/P
300B ( 25 wpc) P/P
300B (9wpc) SET
Remote Control

Vadio gioneem

"REFERENCE"
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIERS

Quality Hand-Built Italian Loudspeakers,
High Efficiency 92dB-94dB Sensitivity, Stand- Mount, and Floor-Standing Designs

sales@aliumaudio.com

arti oudspeakers
designed and manufactured in troon scotland

To hear the new Stiletto/Skibo CC louds'
the other ART models, please call or visit on
specialist Dealers:
Acoustica Chester
Acoustica, Stafford
Adventures In HiFi, Wigan
Audio Consultants, Reading
Audio Salon, Glasgow
Divine Audio, Market Harborough
Hazelmere Audio High Wycombe
HiFi Corner, Glasgow
HiFi Corner, Edinburgh
HiFi Corner, Edinburgh
HiFi Corner, Falkirk
Laser Audio, Kilmarnock
Moorgate Acoustics, Sheffield
Sounds Perfect, Dundee
The Audio Republic, Leeds
The Audio Room, Hull
The Audio Works, Cheadle

4
1>

Website www.aliumaudio.com
airmitimid

Impression 2
Expression
V8
V6
> Stiletto
Skibo
> Skibo CC

01244
01785 2582
01942 234 202
0118 981 9891
0141 333 9700
01536 762 534
01494 865 398
0141 226 5711
0131 220 1535
0131 556 7901
0132 429 011
01563 540 292
0114 275 6048
01382 226 592
01132 177 294
01482 891 375
0161 428 7887

an elegant solution for Iwo- channel and home theatre. the stiletto and
skibo cc are available in achoice of wood veneers or any colour upon request.
tel/fax + 44 ( 0) 1292 319 416 I contact@doudspeoker-art.com I www.loudspeaker-art.com
overseas ( ANJ International Ltd. Hong Kong) tel 00 ( 852) 218 00 88
anjki.vardway.com.hk
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OHI1J PIU STAX
Simply Stax is the leading Stax equipment supplier in the UK.
We provide the entire range of Stax electrostatic audio
products delivered direct to your door.
All products are genuine UK sourced and
warrantied Stax products and all come with our
industry leading support and warranty service
that allows you to return your purchases to us
for afull refund if you aren't entirely satisfied.

r
t
i

We also have detailed information on all the
latest Stax products, alongside the world's
most complete knowledge resource for all Stax
heritage products since 1952.

www.simplys kax
\EW PRODUCT RA\GE

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITIO N'

S

amplifier

!o : arch // sonus I // n‘'

//

// spectral // copland // stax //

prima luna // sme // koetsu // audio note It wadia // sumiko // electrocompaniet /Myra //
•
-c
,kn // vpi // accuphase // stereovox // TrA // avi // densen // 47 Laboratory

(01563) 574185
www.kevingallovvayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

kEVillZHE
gaii0Way
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Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-li and home cinema from Arcam, Audioqest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,

1-3 Al 3/\

Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

9MARKET STREET,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL,
WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL
TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

BOLDMERE ROAD,

STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

SUTTON COLDFIELD,
WEST MIDLANDS, B73 STD
TEL 0121 354 2311. FAX: 0121 354 19 •

London
St

1911 \

dee O'Brien Hi-FiMe

10(.1

Est

1966

• AKG • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • AVID • REVER • CABLETALK • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • CUSTOM DESIGN • DENON • DENSES • DIAPASON
• DYNAVECTOR • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL • GRADO • GRAAF • GOLDRING • GUTWIRE CABLES • JADIS • JECKLIN • KE • MICHELL • MONRIO • MOON • MYRVAD • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • ONKVO • ORIGIN LIVE • OPTIMUM • PATHOS • PRIMA LUNA • PROJECT • OED • RESON • SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONUS FABER • STANDS
•UNIQUE • SPECTRAL • SUDDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WATERFALL • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
• Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dam Equipment • Details on request
WAS NOW Copland CDA822 (ex dem)
£1598 f1348 Opera Dueto (silt)
£500 £280
Audio
d Analogue
Analogue Cherubini
Bellini Pre-amphfiersC
tuner(ex (sis)
£595 £150 Copland CDA288 new mechanism(s/h) £1799 £799 Pioneer M6 Mono's excellent condition(pr) £7000 £2750
Auio
reek A52SE (s/h)
£599 £249
dem)boxed/perfect £725 £100 Gryphon Pre mk phonorPSU's (silt) £1475 ProAc Studio 250 R./W (s/h) excellent condition £2700 £895
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (sis)
£595 £1.50 Monrio Asty ST amplifier (50 Watts ex dem) £450 £299 Sugden CD21 ( new)£ 1049 £725
Audio Analogue Donizetti
Mondo MPlAudio pr 135W mono's(ex-dem) £1300 £985
Monoblocs(ex-dem)boxed/ perfect £1050 £
550 Ono CD33.3 (silt)
£999 £ 00 Theta Data 11 CD (new mech) £1500 £750
Audio Analogue Maestro CD ( new) £1700 £
1158 Opera Centro (centre channel) (s/h) £430 £225 Transparent MusicLink Plus ( 1m) new £299 £249
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: www.obrienhiff.co.uk E-mail: shop@obrienhifi.com

Devon

UK Wide

Audio
Destination
Devons Audio Specialists
,
416

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

sound cinergy

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

WITH

PROVIDES

THE

PARTS

„—„

0% Instant Finance Asailahle
Written
I'll reque,1

HIGHEST QUALITY

AND ADVICE.

-,= seas

nrert

spenialinta in home ernenneninein

SPEAKER

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Roksan, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

01922 457926

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps
M
ee-•• :\47\ Skaaning
Loudspeakers

•HI- Fl • HOME CINEMA • MULTI ROOM
Stockists of: Audia, Audio Physic, Audlon, Ayre, Bel Canto,
Chapter Audio, Chord, Exposure, Isol-8, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Parasound, Pot mare, Rel, Roark, Thiel,
Totem Acoustics, Tube Technology, Vertex-AQ and many more.
FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE* 2 DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
•CHILDS PLAY AREA • OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION
Tel; 01886 243584 Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm
MIKE ÷ CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk

UK Wide

Fostex

IDIEFLIE3

AVI'S NEW LABORATORY SERIES
HIFI CHOICE

"
EDITORS CHOICE"
"PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
biSaiv
spendor
jm lab

ACOUSTIC PANELS

morel'

/‘1.52/‘

furless
C

NÔÉDOST

the audio room
2 george street, hedan, hull, HU12 8JH
tel

EON
k»,• scan.speaK

A V INTERNATIONAL LTD

linn
naim
cyrus
sugden
rega
krell

--• MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON WI 53744 -4283 USA
TEL 608-831.3433 FAX 608-831-3771

01482 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open monsat 9e m -6p .m

LAID-BACK AUDIO LTD
For the sweet sound from asingle-ended
valve amplifier made by hand
For more information

Phone

mail@laidbackaudio.co.uk
01905 640028 Fax 01905 641596

What HiFi 5 star and best buy
To find out more quickly
vvww.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752656
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To advertise in this section
Call 020 8726 8323
www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Hertfordshire

Nam Audio Specialist

tom

thesoundpractice

•

47 laboratory
avid
shahinian
lavardin
electrofluidics
livingvoice
borderpatrol
neatacoustics
isoblue
resolutionaudio
tom iv,
audio . ig
dnereson
lfdaudio
slinkylinks
audiophysic

4

The largest selection of mint, pre-loved
Naim Audio components on the plan

• Help &
• Dem
• Mail
•
•.Open

-

7

UCtS

Tel

3928

www.tomtomaudio.com
tunes

THE
DIRECT
DISC

VINYL VINYL N'INYL
Thousands of records always in stock.
+ a full range of sought after
compact discs.
Extensive search service for
wanted albums.
Comprehensive 96 page
full catalogue available at £ 1.50

stalbans: 01 727 893 928
www.thesoundpractice.com

tomtomaudio.com

Telephone 01493 651019
Or visit our website on
ww.directdisc.demon.co.uk

Ze4%,

Wanted

25 Story Street

Classic English HiFi Components

Hull, HUI 3SA
Tel: 01482 587397

Audio & Vision

or Systems

KRELL SALE

ALSO

Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,

Accessories or Literature

ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Call Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

Krell KPS-25sc CD/DAC/pre
These units are our demonstrators.
They are in mint condition, under
warranty and complete with all
orginal packaging and accessories

Gloucester

00g

Krell FPB 750mcx monos

Please call for details and prices

oucesLer hirio[

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322
e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
Mobile: 07860 351113
1••

1-11.1•••4•14

IMERDC4N

Home Cinema . Hi -Fi . Multi- room
Full design and installation service
Fine products on demonstration from...
pioneer, roksan, avi, chord, creek, epos,
fujitsu plasma, infinity, jm lab, harman kardon,
marantz, meridian, project, pure, rako, rel, SIM2,
unison research...more
www.gloucesterhifi.co.uk

Gloucet er
64 Eastgate S
Gloucester,
GL1 10N
T: 01452

Dynavector's SuperStereo puts you in the same room

as the music

without affecting the signal to the front speakers.
Simply add 2small sub-speakers to your system fed by aDynavector SuperStereo Adapter.
"Superb"

Absolute Dem

yle,1110%51101...tt

HiFi World

"Produces astonishing results from stereo recordings' HiFi +

(..„
•

Audlogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier
.00
• £ 2111.00
Audiogram MB1- Amplifier
£3490.00
Apogee Mini Grands - Loudspeakers
£800.00
Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
Audio Research VT5O-Valve Amplifier
.
t£ 1999.00
t
£
499,00
California Audio Alpha • DAC
£349.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
;£ 799.00
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD £ 1149.00
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £ 720.00
Copland CSA303 - Hybrid Preamplifier • £ 650.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier
,t£ 1099.00
Goidmund Mimesis 68 - Amplifier £ 1400.00
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player
£ 899.00
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier £ 1599.00
Krell KSL - Preamplifier £ 800.00
Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CO Pin
£ 1200.00
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel £ 949.00
Marlin Logan Theatre- Centre channel .£ 1499.00
Marlin Logan Prodigy - Electrostetic
.£7299.00
PS Audio Ultralink II - DAC
t£ 989.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Preamp
1999.00
Sonus Faber Concertino Home Loudslaeakers
£429.00
SCIIIIS Faber C5-and Plano Home Lcud
t. £ 1300.00
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5ch£ 4739.00
Theta Digital Carmen li - CD/DVD
' tt, £ 2379.00
Theta Digital David II -CD/DVD Drive . £ 2999.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers slim £2900.00
Wilson Audio CUB 11w/stands Black
.£5999.00
Wilson Audio Witt 11 Loudspeakers BlaCkit -£5400.00
Z Systems RD01- Transparent Dig/al Equa
jz. £ 1850.00

"Extraordinarily convincing" HiFi Choice
Make the most of your LP's & CD's with an Adp-2 (£895) or Adp-3 (£ 1,495).
Info & sales direct from:

Dynavector SuperStereo

Tel/fax: 44 + (
0)1202)767873. E-mail: dynavectorgonetel.com

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1year full warranty

web tittp://web.onetel.com/-dynavector
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Cables

Norfolk
The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
..Lat IliNear Norwich, Norfolk
'77 11, Tel: (01508) 570829

of: ARCAM • DENSER • EPOS • LINS • LOEMI•

nIF:GA • NAIM AUDIO. NEAT • REGA • ROTH

•Itt)111• SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

n idelit Y
indecently good hi-fi

o High Street. Hampton Wick. Kingston upon Thames.
Surrey KT I4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tess- Sat 10am - 13pm

High End Cable

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Nairn,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers.
Stax, Teac, and others

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system
with quality new and previously
owned cable from some of the
worlds leading manufacturers.

Cartridges

www.basicallysound.com

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Suffolk

website for our current stocklist

Front End Problems?

www.highendcable.co.uk

then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ,"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Decca
eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock.
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re- tipping sen ice
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

signals

For all Hi Fi repairs please visit;
www.servicesound.com

nor grown"'

or phone Geoff on 01424 216245
Specialists in Valve and

Ipswich

reel to reel tape recorders

(01473)

fax ( 01473) 655172

655171

email:enq@signak uk

www.signals.uk.com

MAIL ORDER - WORLDWIDE
valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

HUGE expensive " High End"
(
less £ 30 UK or £ 100 overseas , within 30 days )
"potted" transformers
that our " Hi Fi Myth Exposed" are true ! Customers use our amplifiers with " High End"
speakers like £8,000 J M Lab Mezzo Utopia , Yamaha NS- 1000M Studio Monitors
with Beryllium metal dome midrange + tweeter , Linn Isobariks , RTL transmission
lines , £ 3,500 Martin Logan , Quad ESL 57 , ESL 63 , smaller Sonus Faber

KT88

Money back guarantee

Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 1) Our £ 1,000 " High End" 80 watts + 80 watts VALVE
amplifier viii probably sound as loud as £ 10,000 160 watts + 160 watts

American

el valves
5670

TRANSISTOR amplifiers because most transistor amplifiers clip violently
(and audibly) and most 6 inch speakers struggle with 10 watts of bass, so the rest
of the amplifier power is as useful as 160 m.p.h. cars in crowded town centres!

%,‘

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
W'
steel
tOw+Ultra Linear
chassis 111'
£ 1,050 £ 1.150

Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 2) The most important sound on the CD of your favourite
singer is the voice of your favourite singer. Our £250 valve amplifier + hilariously
priced £ 250"

way " speaker + good " live" recording will trick you into believing that

the singer is in the room with you ! Our £ 1,400 " High End" valve amplifier will do this
trick, with 10% to 20% of studio recording. We challenge you to do this trick with
transistor amp or transistor / valve hybrid amp, £ 250 cable, £ 250 of modification

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £1,400

Compare our HUGE powerful

Reliable valves
have 2 years
guarantee, and
NOT the
"typical 90 days
guarantee

'potted' transformers
with £ 4,000 amplifie

with £ 10 volume control, capacitors. etc. We also promise huge reduction of
irritating sibilance ( e.g. " his" sound like " hisssssk" ) , even with £ 250 valve amp !
Hi Fi Myth Exposed ( part 3) Most people will prefer our MODIFIED IN ENGLAND
valve amplifiers ( from £600+ ) to most transistor amplifiers, most valve amplifiers

Looks like

like TAC 34 , TAC 88 , TAC 834, Roger Cadet, £4,000 power amplifier and
£25,000 monoblocks. There is a difference between " High Pri•
and " High End"
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime
or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's
review in Gramophone Magazine and
Summary of 21 testimonials
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com

Powerful 40

watts +

40

Tana ark powedul as old Quad II.
old Leek Stereo 20. old
Roger Cadet

watts

EL34 valves are bigger
and mote P09m1,9
than EL84
ECL82
FCL86
.wma

models. 2 years guarantee for most

122
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TAC 834

Larger
transformer

'17

'huge
transformer

£1,000
80 watts + 80 watts
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
EL34 valves

American
5670 valves

4 years of proven reliability, for many
modek

Euro 2,000
(
about £ 1.500)

(Noss E30

«Inv,

30 dbyS )

mth 2teem 0919

Upgradeable
to £1.000 mil
KT88 Triode Connection
+£50 for carriage
nme. + £50 for used valves

Ultra Linear
£600
www.hifinews.co.uk

wwwitektropackmoiuk

Not enou h RGB Scart sockets on

our TV

2 way, 3 way , 5 way Automatic RGB
Scart control switches. The Trilogy
range give perfect loss free switching oi
any AV signal - DVD, Digibox, SKY. Gan,
console. etc. Trilogy 1 has additional
feature of recording one signal whilst
viewing another • Videoseri ,
J, , Au dio
output connections.

»ma..

•ss '
sway RGB Auto
Start Controller Trilogy I£99

3way RGB Auto
Trilogy 2 £59

"One might expect the Stereo 401
to cost in the region of £2,000..."

2way RGB Auto
Trilogy 3 £3,,

Watch and Control Satellite or VCR round your house

visib

No wiring - send DVD, SAT, Video, etc. to any roo,
in your house. New improved version gives crystai
clear picture and sound and also lets you contro
your equipment
remotely with your existin,
remotes. Easy plug and play version. Cables inc

Videosender system
VSplus £54.95
Extra receivers £30

S-Video signal from your Digibox or DVD
Converts a RGB signal from OVO or Digibox to a
high quality S video signal. Ideal for routing thru .
Surround amps. or connecting to Projectors, etc.
Also available - Component to RGB converter,
Digital to Analogue converters. etc.

RGB to S- Video plus Composite Converter
RGB-S £ o

asma

olut ons
Connect a scart ROB signal from 0,9,500 or OVO
to the Component IYUVI inputs on any Plasma
screen or High end Surround Amp. Just one of
many Plasma solutions offered by Lektropacks.

Scart RGB to Component Converter
CSY-2100 £75

Lektropacks

0 8700

7 11911

Unit 6. Metro Industrial Centre.
St. Johns Road, Isleworth. Middx. TW7 6NJ.
email: infordlektropacks.com

Call for
FREE

8o page
Catalogue
loo's of Audio
Video & PC
Solutions

KIllABERLEY
AUDIO 8t VISUAL
352/354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON CRO 7AF

TEL: 0208 654 1231 / 2040

SOUTH LONDON'S
PREMIER DEALER
• QUALITY HIFI SYSTEMS
& HOME CINEMA EQUIPMENT
• MULTI ROOM SYSTEMS
• COMFORTABLE LISTENING
ROOMS

EL34 integrated 40-40w ( or 19+19 Triode)

'The sound has alovely spacious and airy quality with plenty of
depth... The frequency response exhibited extended bass blow
10Hz" ..."Stunning styling and an Impressive spec at avery sharp

Fi Choice June 04
Awarnen Ii Fi News Editors Mice 2003'
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power and built to agood standard"

Hi Fi News Feb ' 04 said... "ample, deep, bass, underpinning a
lucid and effortless midrange and treble"..."I liked the impeccable
finish and feeling of bomb-proof solidarity as well some of the most
natural sounding music that Ihave heard at home". Tony Bolton

New Enitvlevel Version Onlyi'599.95
Exactly the same specification & finish only
without tape monitor loop and triode facility.
Triode only conversion £50.
Mullard & European valve upgrade £50.

No One else !gives you all this value!
•Beautiful see through valve cover ( included in the price)
•Choice of Mullard, JJ, EH & Svetlana valve upgrade worth
over £ 100.00 inc at NO EXTRA CHARGE ( limited offer)
•Switchable Triode Mode, ( highly praised in the reviews)
•Tape Monitor, essential for Tape, CD- Rand home cinema
•Tape out ( essential for any kind of recording)
• ' Soft Start', protects from switch on ' power surge'
•HT Delay to protect valves & extend life ( optional extra)
•Circuits developed in Leicester, manufactured in China
•Each amp carefully commissioned & tested in Leicester
•Part Exchange facility for your old equipment, ask us!

To find out more, ask for an illustrated leaflet
Features include All Triode front end Hand built ' Point to Point wiring
Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control No printed circuit board. All
golc plated terminals. Audiophile components. 4 & Bohm speaker
matching. Stainless steel & 10mm alloy plate construction Soft start.
Stainless steel & Plexiglas valve cage included. Upgrade options

Sitcr'ec

• HOME DELIVERY

ø

EL84 15 watts integrated

£649.95"

Stereo 4431

• CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
• QUALITY SERVICE FROM OUR
EXPERIENCED STAFF

Stockists of. ARCAM, ATC, BOSE,

tiereec.. 41431

DENON, KEF, LEXICON,

EL34 40w(19 triode) integrated £899.95°
Stereo 401e EL34 40 watts integrated
£599.95"

1.../1. a
Triode Line Level pre amp
£649.95*
ML13 245
300E1 PP 28w Mono blocks ( pr) £1999.95
Beware el imitations! Other amps may look similar, but our circuits are unique
to us adesigned for UK 240v operation. Fell repair aalter sales in Leicester UK
*Ty for 30 days. refund it not delighted! ( UK only, conditions apply)
Subsidised Internaticnal Shipping Available, ask for details

LINN, MISSION, NAD, NAIM AUDIO, PIONEER, PRIMARE,

Visit our new website at wwvi.lcenaudlo.co.uk

PROJECT, PURE, QED, QUAD, REL, ROKSAN, SENNHEISER,

Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome

TEAC,

TUBE

TECHNOLOGY,

VIENNA

ACOUSTICS,

Phone 07787 158791 Email sales@iconaudio.co.uk

WHARFEDALE, YAMAHA AND PRODUCTS FROM HITACHI,

;.e_crm_ 474-u_dio— 351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA
visa and MasterCard accepted
CE marked

JVC, LOEWE, PANASONIC, SONY & TOSHIBA
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Yorkshire

Staffordshire

1

Audio Synthesis

AUDIO

r=1,1,t

Atmosphere

AVI
Audion

SHUNYATA RESEARCH
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST. FURUTECH

gsp audio
Sennheiser

14t1PAAIll

01785 711232
eleart@audioa tmosphere.corn

von Schweikert

,

,

.41 Weia efflioite)
• R L.L3 1-Z_C)SE

Penkridge Staffordshire

TEAC

1

lik

GamuT

Cpile00 (De-Desch

Phone:

v.audioatmosphere.com

LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458
(0113) 253 3098
infoWaudioretlections.co.uk
V1V1 N..audioreflections.co.uk

E- Mail:
Website:

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work '
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
L_JACCESSORIES

Nottingham

T uBEs

Premier Audio
plow clemonstrating
lks Elgar, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Plinius CD Lad &

Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A Fresh approach to the World of Specialist 1-1i Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonos Faber Speakers, Siltech
1:-..iton

Visit our website at:
http://www.fatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands
Audio Acre, Audio Synthisis, Kota Pre & Power, Pink
Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,

'cowgirl'?

Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Statical P/S
I./CS - Kora - Plinius - Siltech

Avid, loto, Primoluno ( solve), Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland,
Soma Faber, D.N.M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, Monitor Audio, Myryod,
Michell, SWE, Bold, Denon,
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
li&W CDM7NT Speakers, boxed, cherry ( s/hl £ 1,250 £695
Botel RSX 1055 AV Integrated
ieceiver/amp, boxed
(ex dens) £ 1,195 £ 795
(total RSPI066 AV processor/pre, boxed ( ex deer) £995 £695
Pink Triangle 3box, transport, Doc, DC,
external bespoke supply, boxed
( s/hl £4,500 £ 1,495
Myryod MDP 500,
pre processor, Sikier, boxed
(ex dem) £ 1,800 £ 995
Myryod MDV 300 DVD player, Silver, booed (ex deer) £900 £599
Please contact us for afull list of etedern equipment.
-nsee our hill up to date listings go to www.chantryaudio.corn
NB. All Ex Denn dams ore as new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
manufodures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon Me product.

Friendly

Arcici - BOA

THE
CABLE

Pink Triangle

Avid Turntables - Project - Onofon - Van den Hull - Mirage

•fix wekonte Ifente jemonstration good setection of S/gand
We are 10mins J39- Ml
10mins J30 M62
Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grundy

Does This Seem Familiar?

DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL & seas, and apick of the

Eldon Street, Toxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (017771 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437

best from other manufacturers.

Too Loud

It's a common problem.

Way too Loud

The usable range on the

volume control is all down at the bottom end anc

listening levels is either difficult 01
noise floor may be audible too
a simple and effective solution - the

fine control at low

100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive.
Components. Accessories,

impossible. The
There is now

New LS3/5A type Crossovers & Components

Rothwell

COMPONENTS

with

SOLEN Polypropylene capacitors. 0.1mFd. to 100mFd.
400v, some 630v
Polyester and Polycarbonate Film Capacitors. almFd. to 10mFd.
ALCAP Reversible Electrolytic Capacitors ( Non- Polar);

Surrey

Loud

http://www.falcon-acoustics.co.ok

FREE PARKING

-6-18A

0 0 0

Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

Full Price List and Focal details on Web Site

service and advice in relaxed surroundings
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

125 Union Square, New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Falcon Acoustics Ltd

Moil Order Available

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultabn
(215) 862-4870 • fax (215) 862-4871

\udio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Acre - Absolute Sounds

Audio Research, B&W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sins Projection,

EASY ACCESS

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

,1

SME
Thorens

50111111

For frient14 ads ice of 10 arrange vois 11C1111111,11 11111111 01 ‘1 111e 1 1 1111,
World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAELEY on
LEEDS ( 0113) 204 9458 ( evening calls welcome). Generous part
•schange allowance always available.
geneies include ATC • AVI • Ilryslon • Chord • Gamut • Lesicon
•Nordne • Primare S”tems • Red Rine • REL • Spend« • ‘1ilion Renee,
•The Pmfessional Monitor f'n • % ern.. %% little dud ness 111 1,

50v, 103v & Low Loss. 2mfd. to 600mFd.

In- Line Attenuators. They can be usec

pre/power or

problems

of

integrated

excess

gain

amps
and

to

cure

bring

the

sonic

benefits, even with the most expensive equipment
The cott is only £ 39 per pair delivered To order, call

Rothwell: 01204 366133

FALCON Custom-wound Inductors,

www.rothwellaudioproducts.co.uk

FERRITE,- Standard, High Power. Super Power. Super- Super Power

See the excellent reviews in Hi Fi Choice, Hi-Fi World,

AIRCORED 0.56 - I.25mm wire; IRON DUST. I
mm wire

Hi-Fi Plus and on the web at www.tnt-audio.com

TAPPED INDUCTORS:- 0- 10mH in 1mH steps & 0-ImH in 0.ImH steps

REALITY AUDIO
Are you hearing all there is on your CD's.
From budget to high end systems
the right treatment of CD's,
player and leads. For a demonstration
of just what can be achieved

as
of

your music as you've never heard it
before. Just prepare to be shocked and
I'll leave you with a smile on your face.
DECEMBER 2004
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Price List & Unit Specs FREE on Web site - available in . pdf format
6W4311

7W4411

8W5411

Lockwood Audió
VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

10W6411

Spares and repairs

Plus: Audiom 6 V1A1

£45 a visit ( as long as it takes) but I

124

2001 & 2003 year sets on CD- R only

5W421 I

call 01306 885793 (
Surrey area).

you'll want to hear more and more

plu, the Audio Anthology Set.
50+ books and Audio Amateur's magazine year sets.

FUCK. ' State of the Art' Units & Kit Designs
Focal Unit Range
as pioneered in the Utopia range of systems.

can be dramatically improved with

expect to be with you for some time,

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audits Amateur & Glass Audio,

71(6411 ( replacement for Audiom 7K-/7K21

See the TA/WM Cones

TC120TD5 - TC90TD5 & TC90TD5B

Hotline at

All

normal stock items

SUPPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Send for our FREE price list PL3I: Just send alarge SAE.
(47p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas. Europe USSI bill or
3International Reply Coupons ( IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Unit 12 Damgate Lane Industrial Estate,
Damgate Lane, ACLE, Norwich. NRI3 30.1Tel (
0)1493 751100

www.lockwoodaudie.co.uk
Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008
alb
7
. 111.

or

Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

am@

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk
WWW.hifinews.co.ul

'
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"HiFi Exchange - Mail us your requirements Now"

FFFpIIipiL

HOME

HI-FI

4:::? Li

R

f"-.1 e Nne

hi-fi
youchoose
The

Choice

HiFi Exchange-

the fastest

way to find or sell your equipment.
Mail us your requirements and you
will be added to our huge and ever
growing data base where a daily
search seeks to match the wants and
sale items. Get regular mailings of
latest hot deals and new in items.
Because we act as middle men you
buy with confidence and the the
Choice HiFi guarantee.

ourchoice
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physic
B.A.T
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Egglaston Works
Efectrograph Delphi
Gamut
Genelec
Gryphon
Graham
'merge
LM Lab
Krell
Lexicon
Linn
Loewe
Lutron
Lyra
Mark Levinson
Michell Eng.
Musical Fidelity
Naim
NEC
Nordost
Oracle
Ortofon
Plinius
P.M. C.
Primare
Project
Quadraspire
REL
Rockport
Roksan
Ratel
Ruark
Shahinian
SIM2
SME
Straight Wire
Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Tri chord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI

Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

E Ft L`r

saleitems

CINEMA

£430.00

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell 250 A/3
Parasound 12 Channel Amp
McIntosh MC2000 Anniversary
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Audio Research SPI6L ( remote)
Audio Research LS 5MKI
LOUDSPEAKERS
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE
pl Lab Nova Utopia
JM Lab Diva Utopia BE Signature Finish
Jil Lab Micro BE Utopia o Stand
Duntech The Princess
CD PLAYERS 8. DACS/ OVO PLAYERS
Nairn CDS 3 + XPS 2
Sony SACD1
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
SME Series VArm " new"
Oxford Crystal Reference/ Air Tangent
Nottingham Analogue Dayas ( Broyer arm)
AV COMPONENTS
Lexicon MCI2 rev 4
Krell HTS Processor
Primare A30.3
Primare A30.5
Parasound C2 ( Halo)
Parasound Cl ( Halo)
NAD
Maranta
PLASMA PROJECTORS
From NEC! Panasonic/Pioneer/Sharp
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6
In Focus 5700
In Focus 7200
SIM 2Domino 20
MULTIROOM INSTALLATIONS..
Linn Knekt
Living Control
Lutron Lighting
System. Line
Helvar Lighting
Each system taylor made to your requirements

Powe r
-

[2,495.00
L . 500.00

C5.000.00
L3.000.00
£1 ,
000. ,

L5,995.00
L1,350.00
£1,495.00

£2.000.00
£4.995.00

¿On Dem
ASK
ASK
ASK
C995.00

£11.000.00
£21.500.00
C7.600.00
c4.400.00
c4.000.00

£5,975.00
L1,895.00

£7,244.00
£ 4,000.00

¿1,400,00
£2,295.00
ASK

(1,650.130
L c3.soeco

ASK
£3,995.00
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK

£9.500.00
£8,000.00

ti.soo.00
L1,700.00
L3,500.00
L5,500.00

ASK
FROM £ 2000
ASK
SPECIAL
ASK

c3.00eoo
L6.000.00
£3,750.00

amplifiers

Bel Canto Evo 4i
ASK
VIL MB450 Sig
L3,995.00
Gamut D200 mk III " Hi Fi Choice Product of the Year
¿ On Dent
Musical Fidelity FIS
£995.00
Cello Duet 350
£4,995.00
Krell Showcase 5
£3,995.00
Tesserac TAM 60 Monoblocks
£ 1,995.00
Muse Model 300 Monoblocks
£2,495.00
Plinius SA 250 mk IV
£2,995.00
ART VT60
£995.00
Krell FPS 250m Monoblocks
£4,995.00
Melon 402 Gold Tiode Plus Monoblocks 400wpc
£3,990.00
Bryston 4BSST
£ 1,895.00
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
£5,250.00
Krell KSA 80B
£1,395.00
Naim Nuit 3
L295.00
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
L4,500.00
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
£995.00
Conrad Johnson MF2500
£2.795.00
YBA Passion Monoblocks
£4995.00 •
Audia Flight 100
¿On Dern
Audia Flight One Integrated
¿On Dey
Linn Klimax 500 Solo (-4)
£ 3995.00 each
Boulder 500 AE
£2,495.00
ES Lab DX- S4
£ 1,395.00
Roksan Caspian Integrated
¿On Dern
Roksan Caspian Power
¿ On Dent
Krell FPB 700cx
L9,995.00
ES. Lab DX- S8
¿ On Dent
Plinius 8200P
¿On Dent
Plinius SA 102 " new"
ASK
Bryston 4 BSST
¿ On Doro
Linn Bass Active Card
£69.00
Krell MDA 300
C4,995.00
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
£895.00
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
¿ On Dent
Primare 3e1 mk 11 Integrated
£ 1,350.00
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
£3,995.00

F'r- e

lit. y

C14,503.00
£995.00
£895.00

£Z995.00
£395.00
£395.00
£195.00
£195.00

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5 new
Quad 33/ 303
Rogers LS55 " new"
"Reduced this month

Choice

»
BUY/SELL

,-.

@

C3.895.00
£7,000.00
£3,990.00
£2.000.00
L10.000.00
L4,995.00
L7,000.00
£4,500.00
L6,350.00
£2,395.00
L10.000.00
L9.000.00
C2.350.80
L7,000.00
L3.600.00
L608.00
L8,250.00
£2,250.00
£4.000.00
[9,500.00
L6.500.00
L4,500.00
C6.003.00
L5.500.00
£2,000.00
L895.00
L645.00
C15,000.03
L2.995,00
L1.550.00
L3,750.00
L2,35o.00
L120.00
c12.000.00
¿I.030.00
L16,500.00
£1,500.00
£5.995.00

amplifiers
£1,795.00
L1,200.00
L395.00
L7,995.00
L495.00
L3,995.00
C695.00
L4,495.00
L1,750.00
L2,900.00
L795.00
£I,295.00
¿On Dem
II,295.00
ASK
¿On Dent
L3,995.00
LPOA
¿On Dern
ASK

Krell KRC
Audio Research LS9
Musical Fidelity F22
Cello Palote Pre
Tesserac Tala Pre
Audio Research LS25 mk 11
Audio Research LS7
Mark Levinson 380 S
Boulder LSAE Pre Amp
Klein 7LX 3.58
Audio Research LS!
Cary SLP9BL Remote Pr, x-dem
Audia Flight Pre
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans The Vibe Pre
Boulder 1012 ( pre amp/ 24.96 dad Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius I
6L -new"
CAT ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono

tei:020

fax:020
Open from
We

accept

8392
8392

L6,000.00
cz000.00
L.
L1.195.00
£5.995.00
LI.750.00
£6,995.00
L3.500.00
C5.400.00
L1.997.00
L2.794.00
L4,500.00
(1,995.00
C2,700.00
£13,000.00
L5,595.00
L30.000.00
C3,203.00
£7.350.00

C.11>player- s

¿On Dent
L8,995.00
L995.00
L4,995.00
L1,795.00
L695.00
LI,695.00
Coming Soon
Coming Soon
£395.00
L4,995.00
L695.00
L3,000.00
L4,995.00
£6,995.00
L7,495.00
L495.00
L7,995.00
II,750.00
¿1,150_00
L795.00
L2,995.00
£1,595.00
¿On Dent
¿On Dern
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
ASK
ASK
ASK
ASK
C225.00
L625.00
¿4 15.00
¿On Dent
ASK

-1
-

ur t r-1

hi Ie s

L1,000.00
C9,000.00
£859.00
£7.899.00

£7.800.00

L19,000.00
£13.000.00
L1,100.00
£18,000.00
£2.250.00
£I.795.00
£1,750.00
(5.200.00
L4,100.00
L650.00
L500.00
£I.799.00
C999.00
L6.000.00
£1.700.00
(3.500.00
L2.170.00
C298.99
L749.00
L468.99
C750.00
C4,000.00

C1.500.00
L2,200.00
C1.900.00
L6.500.00
L4.400.00
£4.500.00
L5,000.00
L7.500.03
L2.950.00
L2.890.00
L8.000.00
L9.000.00
L9.600.00
£1.295.00
L6.500.00
£12.000.00
L6.500.00
L995.00
L500.00
L5.50300
L1.603.00
L1.000.00
L4.500.00
L1,000.00
L24.000.00
£4.000.00
£1.195.00

C595.00
L1,395.00
L1,695.00
L695.00
I4,500.00
I3,795.00
ASK
L1,695.00
C3,995.00
C1,195.00
ASK
I1,995.00
L2,795.00
L3,750.00
C3,995.00
C495.00
¿On Dent
L7,995.00
¿On Dern
¿On Dens
L295.00
£3,995.00
L750.00
£750.00
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
LPOA
LI,995.00
¿On Dem

.Szanaloque

SME 20/2A
SME 30/2 A " new"
PS Audio Power Plant 300 + Ultimate Outlet
Nottingham Analogue "The Analogue" 12" arm and deck
Fanfare FT' Tuner
Tara Labs 10m Bal The 2Interconnect
Tara Labs FGS ( Mono) pair
Tara Labs The 2Speaker Cable 4h
Roksan Xerxes 10/DS1.5/ Anemia/ Jubilee
Ortofon Jubilee
Roksan Caspian Phono se
Roksan TMS2/ Anemia
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
Project RPM 6" new"
Project RPM9/ arm
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6000/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nima arm " new"
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
Barman Pro
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 " new"
Onofon Rohmann
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 " new"
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq rnm/mc
Pink Triangle PT Ext psu
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
Nackamichi DR 3
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X-demo MM/MC

AN/

£2.000.00
L12.003.00
L2.200.00
L9.000.00
(2.500.00
£900.00

DACS

Linn Numerik
Audio Synthesis DA)(
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Theta Pro Prime 2
Mark Levinson 390S
Acuphase DP67
Audia Flight CD 1
PS Audio Lambda Transp/ dac
Wadia 860 o
Theta Data Pro Prime 11
Gamut CD I
R mk 11
Acoustic Arts Drive 1
EAD DSP9000 Pro Series Ill
Wadia No 27 Dac
Mark Levinson 31.5 Transpon
Theta Pro Geny
Acoustic Arts Drive I/Dac 1mk 11
Linn Sondec CDI2
Linn UNIDISK 1.1
Roksan Caspian CD
Trichord PD- S503
YBA CD' Delta (Twin psu)
Audionteca Damnation CD Transpon
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Boulder 2020 duc
Theta Data II Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre " new"

components

AV Components
Parasound A51 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8/ MC8B
Lexicon RTIO OVO Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MCI2 / MC I
2B
Parasound C2
PLASMAS/ LCD/PROJECTORS
Seleco/Sony/Sanyo

1959 eg.77020

19 9 4

speakers

Audio Physic Tempo Ill " new"
Sonus Faber Amen Homage
i
l
`
v
1Lab 926
ilson Benesch Act 2 ( Iupgrade)
REL Stentor Ill
ART Audio Stilleto
Sonos Faber Electa Arnator II (no stds)
Revel Studio
Revd Salon
Linn Kielihds (+ Active Cards)
WilsobnACT 2 ( Upgrade)
IM La Sib 8. Cub (3.1 spk sys)
jM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Aerial Acoustic SW 12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Rd Q 200 E
Eel Q ISO E
Audio Physic Luna Sub ( wood)
Audio Physic Tan
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5.1
Cabasse ix 5.1
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill new .

8392

¿On Dam
LI
0,495.00
LI,300.00
L4,495.00
C595.00
L2,000.00
C500.00
£1,300.00
ASK
ASK
¿On Dent
¿On Dem
ASK
¿On Dam
¿On Dens

£5.273.53
C12.289.00
L1.900.00
L8.000.00
LI.500.00
cs.000.00
¿I.000.00
L3.000.00
L4.500.00
L1.500.00
L950.00
L8,500.00
L2.350.00
L500.00
C1.000.00

I11,500.00
¿On Dent
¿On Dem
¿On Dent
£395.00
a45.00
¿On Dem
¿On Dem
ASK
L495.00
C495.00
¿On Dent
LI95.00
ASK
L1,695.00
C640.00

L16,000.00
coseoo
£1.100.00
L425.00
L £325.00
L1,050.00
L500.00/050.00
L1.100.00
L
L L2.750.00
L400.00
L1,795.00
L2.065.00
L740.00

ASK
£3.500.00
L1,995.00
L5.500.00
ASK L5000.00/C5750.00
ASK
L2.300.00
(7,500.00
cs.00000
C1,295.00
L2.000.00
¿On Dent
L2.000.00
ASK L8 I
00.00/C890000
ASK
£3.500.00
ASK

1963

iiiinfo«ùchoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment
all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

Electronics for those who prefer music

'Von Schweikert Audio
erww.yeaschwelkertcorn

ka

"The single most important upgrade you can
ever make to any record deck concerns the motor
drive...n( ) thing can prepare you for the shock of going DC. In

Engineered to perform
like a mocrophon,
in reverse•

aword, gobsmacking."

COMMON GROUND

"It's value is nothing short of tremendous."
call now for pricing literature ano to arrange a demonstration ' consultation either at home or ar our
business premises

-Pass Labs Aleph 3stereo power ( 36%-pc Aire chose)
-Pass Labs 2350 power (
150bepo SS eta, 8E)
-Coined Johnson Premier 140 stereoipmnr (leave OF)
-Manley labs 3006 neo-classic monoblooi sewer (22wpc)

-Audible Illusions Mod 3a Pre (
line 0tenffiorucl elver
-Orelle SP100 evo ( 100wec) I Onstle XSCPre II preamplifier

£1095
£1995
£4495
£1250
£995
£2800
£1495
£1195

-Von Schwerkert VP- 1Ref monaors ( Cherry ex demonstration)
-Von Schweikert VR-2 Ref Ploorstandarm(Hasebrood ir demonstration)
-Quad ESL63 Electrostats Klan< brce,n. £700 total reo
-old perfect with stands)

£885
£2495
£3500

£745
£2095
£995

-Wade 16 (21bot 32e05, di,tal trolurne

£7500

£2395

£970
£970
£619
£199
£350

£545
£545
£275
£95
£195

o

egital eputWoutputs. cmla VRDS transport)

-Cardas Golden Reference mterconnect .rn Pea
-Cardas Golden Cross interonnect P5in Rza
-Transparent Music Wave Ries 811 sine wee
-Transparent Music Wave interconnect
Poe
-Transparent Music Premium FOC debrek

LISTEN ER MAGAZIN E

"You will not be prepared for the difference the DC motor makes,
or the magnitude of improvements made by swapping the
partnering switch boxes and mains transformers"
HI FI NEWS

£2250
£4250
£7500
£7200
£2000
£4500
£2500
£2000

-Rogue 88 mag stereo power (
60wpcipu.W.pull I30wpc Mode)
-llora Galaxy Ref power (50wpc tootle)

MAGAZINE

U

niversal turntable motor kit -

Standard dc Motor Kit - £199
Advanced dc Motor Kit - £339
Ultra dc Motor Kit - £570
Upgrade Transftrmer - £175
Upgrade DC 200 motor - £129 with kit

Dealers of new and previously owned high- end audio.
buy, sell, source, exchange. design, repairs and upgrades. Demonstration by appointment
Chris Beeching Simon Pffipps :- +44 (0)207 3596962
mob: + 44 ( 0)7966 101971
email: audioplay@btinternet.com

No one would

blame you for being sceptical of an easy to fit, inexpensive dc
motor upgrade. Especially one that improves on the best of other
power supplies costing over 4times as much or your money back. It
is simply impossible to imagine the level of improvement attained by
eliminating the motor vibration that your stylus amplifies over 8,000
times! Our DC motor kit offers vast improvements to all versions of
Linn Lingo / Valhulla, Rega, Systemdeck, Roksan, Rock etc. The kits
consist of adrop in replacement high grade DC motor and off-board
2speed control box. Why not order now? - see web site or phone.
ORIGIN LIVE
Tel/Fax: + 44 02380 578877
E-mail: info@originlive.com

www.originlive.com

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 WEB: www.heathcoteaucho.co.uk E-MAIL: HeathcoteAudio • aol.co
vinyL
THE SOURCE TURNTABLE 8PSU
CONRAD JOHNSON EF-1 PHONO STAGE

EXCLT/BOXED £750
MINT/BOXED £1050

LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
DENSEN DRIVE MC.PHOND
FORSELLAIR FORCE ONE REF
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPEC- AL

BRAND NEW

£450

EXCLT
BOXED
BRAND NEW

£250
f7500
£225

LOUDSPEAKERS
TDL REFERENCE STANDAR) MCNITOR

EXCLT...

TDL REFERENCE MONITORS
EXCLT
TDL STUDIO MONITORS
EXCLT
CELESTION A-3 CHERRYWOOD ...... EXCLT

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS R/WOOD

EX.DIS

APOGEE CALIPERS
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 1.3 UK-II/STANDS .
ALA JORDAN NOTE-5 (BOBSGA).

VGC
£1195
MINT/BOXED £995
EX.DEM
£1295

£
995

£
1375
£495
£
750

EPOS ES-14/STANDS
&ENERGY ASW FB110 SUB
REL STORM-1SUB
CELESTION A-6S SUB
UKD OPERA MINI

IA NT
AS NEW
VGC
NEW
BLOIS

£
375
£
350
£
450
£
375
£
375

M. LOGAN CLS112 &SUBS
KLIPSCHORNS (BIRDS EYE MAPLE)

EXCLT
£5750
FANTASTIC! £3750

SOUNDLAB MIL-3BI-WIRE 1£9300'

EX DEM

MERIDIAN 508 MK11 CD PLAYER.
MUSICAL FIDELITY A3-24 DAC
PIONEER PD-91
THORENS TCD PLAYER/TRANSPORT
MARANTZ CDA-94 TRAN.AT8T
WADIA DM X-32 DAC
PRIMARE V-25 DVD (£1000)

126

DECEMBER 2004

MINT/BOXED
IBA
.. MINT
IBA
MINT/BOXED
£395
MINT
£495
EXCLT
MINT
EX DISPLAY/BOXED

HI-F1News

EXCLT/BOXED £1495

PERP TEE)) SIG-2PA-IPA-1NOD PSU
THETA CARMAN CD/DVD TRAN
PERP. TE€H PA-3/PA-1SIG-2 8MOD PSU

EX.DEM £1595
MINT/BOXED £1695
LAST FEW £1895

CEC TL-5
'/DX-51 MK111 TRANS.8DAC(£3000)
CHORD D6C-1500E/1600E(2 DACS/PRE)

3MONTHS OLD
£1995
MINT/BOXED £2650

SOLID STATE
ARCAM RAJ A22/FMJ P25 INT/POWER
NAD C-370 INTEGRATED

EXCLT
VGC

CYRUS S
-RAIGHTLINE
ORELLE SA- 100R REMOTE

MINT
£250
MINT/BOXED
£375

THORENS TA-2000

MINT

£1150
£225

PRIMARE A-20 MK-11 INT. 1/MF
CONRAD JOHNSON PF1
MARANTZ SC-22/ MA-22

£395
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED £450
EXCLT £995
MINT/BOXED
£1195

ALOIA PST11.01 PRE/PSU
PRIMARE PRE-30 8A-30.2 MAPS

EXCLT
£1495
EX.DISPLAY/BOXED. £1750

PINK TRIANGLE INTEGRAL
GRYPHON S-100 POWER AMP

3MONTHS USE
£2495
MINT
£2895

PLINIUS SA-102 POWER AMP
JEFF ROWLAND MODEL-5B

MINT
EXCLT

£2795
£2795

GAMUT (0-200 POWER AMP 1£3950)
AUDIO RESEARCH 100.2(£3700+i
MARK LEVINSON NO.38/NO 23 PRE/POWER
GRYPHON SONATA-ALLEGRO PRE(£'2000)

BRAND NEW/BOXED
BRAND NEW BOXED
MINT/BOXED
6MONTHS OLD

£2995
£2995

£5750

COMPACT DISC

REDUCED £795
MINT/BOXED £995
MINT/BOXED £1250

THETA PRE GEN III

BAA
£1295
£995
£
1395

CELESTION A-2 SANTOS ROSEWOOD (81500+) .. BRAND NEW/BOXED £ 1195
CELESTION Al CHERRYWOOD
MINT/BOXED
£
395

BKS 107 MK II SUPREME
EX.DEM
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
KELLY KT-3195 DB)
BOXED

THETA PEARL TRANSPORT
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAC.
MICROMEGA CD-3/DUO-PRO COMBO

£3995
£6495

VALVE AM S
AUDIONOTE MI 8PHONO

VGC

CONRAD JOHNSON PV-4PRE/PHONO
UNISON RESEARCH C5P PRE/PHONO

VGC
£395
REDUCED
£595

£375

GOLDEN -UBE SE- 1MK11 REMOTE EL34

EX.DIS

£750

ART AUDIO QUINTET

MINT

£795

£575

V.R.R. ADIJR MONOBLOCS

GC

£595
£695

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9MKII
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 UK.!!

£895
MINT/BOXED
£995
EX.DIS/BOXED
£750

UNISON RESEARCH S-6
AUDIO RESEARCH D-115
ROGUE AUDIO TEMPEST SIL.MAG (£2700)
AUDION 300B SILKNIGHTS/2 BOX PRE(GOLD)
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50 (£3650 RETAIL)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22
UN. RESEARCH 845 MONO'S/MYSTERY PRE
JADIS DEFY-7POWER AMP
JADIS JPS-2 (WAS £8000)
GRAFF GM- 100 POWER AMP(C4750)

EX DEM
£
1275
EXCLT
£1495
BRAND NEW/BOXED £ 1950
EXCLT
£
2250
BRAND NEW/BOXED £
2750
MINT/BOXED £2795
MINT/BOXED £ 2995
EXCLT
£2995
EXCLT
£
2995
BOIS
E2995

LOUDS EAKER CABLE
VDH. REVELATION HYBRID 2METRE PAIR
XL0 REFERENCE 6FT. PAIR

£495
£275

AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE SILVER PLUGS
AUDIONOTE AN-L3METRE TERMINATED
M/FIDARI-VISTA 2METRE TERMINATED
OW 5.1 SIG.7 FT PAIR X2BRAND NEW PACKAGED (EACH PAIR)
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET BI-WIRE
PS.AUDIO X-STREAM 3METRE PAIR

£225
£225
£200
£
1195
£795
£750

DIAMOND HI SILVER CABLES 2X 3METRES DIMS
MIT MH-750 12 FT.PAIR BI-WIRE
NIRVANA SL- 2.3 METRE EX DEM

£
795
£
475

InTERCOnnECT
SILVER ARROW 1METRE XLR (£1200) EX DEM
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIG. 3.5 METRE XLR
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER SIGNATURE

£595
£1450
£495

XLO 3METRE PAIR EX.DEM
MUS.FID NU VISTA 2.5 METRE BRAND NEW

£225
£250

AUDIOOUEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
VAN DEN HUL 0.8 MC GOLD XLR BOXED/AS NEW

£395
£200

NEOTECH PROFESSIONAL CABLE 0.5 METRE BOXEDAS/NEW
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 METRE/1 METRE BRAND NEW
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO 0.5/1 METRE BRAND NEW

£225
£50/65

BLACK RHODIUM ORATORIA BRAND NEW PLEASE RING
MOST EQUIPMENT STOCKED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED,
SIMILAR QUALITY EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE.
PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www. hif i
news. co. uk

A

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

TEL/FAX 01757 288652
www.mantra-audio.co.uk

GRADO HEADPHONE SPECIAL OFFERS

CARTRIDGES

Prestige

£ 75

Audio

£ 90

Technica AT OC 9ML

£ 140

Goldring

SR- 60
SR- 80
SR- 125

DRIVERS:
> ATC

STYLUS

EXCHANGE

> ETON

N/A

> FOSTEX

N/A

£330

£280

1006

£76

£62

GEX £ 52

> LPG

£95

£76

GEX £ 67

> MOREL

> SCAN- SPEAK

EX

SR- 225

£ 175

1012 GX

SR- 325

£ 265

1022 GX

£124

£100

GEX £ 86

Reference RS- 1

£ 635

1042

£143

£114

GEX £ 100

RS- 2

£450

Eroica LX/H

£133

£109

GEX

N/A

Elite

£232

£190

GEX

N/A

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
Full range of OED Switch Boxes,

Orlo'on

Cables & Interconnects available
See website for details.
CARTRIDGES
Denon

Grado
Shure

STYLUS

> AUDAX

£16

£28

AT 110E

£22

> PEERLESS
> SEAS

> SILVER FLUTE
> VIFA

> VISATON

> VOLT

£34

N/A

MC 15 Super II

£130

£110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227

£193

EX

N/A

MC 10 Supreme

£304

£258

EX

N/A

LOUDSPEAKER

N/A

MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE

510

MC 30 Supreme

£452

£385

EX

SOLEN CAPACITORS AND
INDUCTORS - USED BY THE
MOST DISCRIMINATING

£79

N/A

Kontrapunkt a

£412

£351

EX

N/A

DL 160

£ 95

N/A

Kontrapunkt h

£530

£451

EX

N/A

HOW TO BOOKS

DL 304

£210

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643

£548

EX

N/A

Prestige Black £40

£27

Kontrapunkt c

£824

£700

EX

N/A

Prestige Gold £ 110

£73

Rohmann

£837

£742

EX

N/A

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

M97 XE

£98

£58

Blue Point Special

£265

£237

EX

N/A

V 15 VxMR £ 304

£213

V 15 V MR

N/A

£158

V 15 Ill MR

N/A

£112

DL 110

Sumiko

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

set ie tofft
,4kle

AND UP TO £. 15WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £50

Tel. 450.656.2759
Fax 450.443 4949
Emall solenesolen.ca
Web www.solen.ca

MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN). 22 GARTH AVENUE. NORTH DUFFIELD.
SELBY. NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

eL

S-etae

01376 521132
07802 483698

SOLEN
4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, OC, J3Y 7T9 Canada

MAIL ORDER ( 1-1 0 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
lià1

> MAX FIDELITY

Hearing is Believing

•

BI/W

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net
www.sound-stage.co.uk
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

oplan

Chelmsfor , Essex
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT
ATC SCM50A ACTIVE WALNUT WITH STANDS- BUYER COLLECTS-IMMACULATE
£3495
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4-BOX VALVE PEE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SAI00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED £649
DEFINMVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB-£ 1000 NEW
£495
EPOS ES 12 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
ICF-F 103/3 ROSEWOOD WITH ICEF RUBE EQUALISER AND INTEGRAL STANDS £399
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £695
LINN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB £ 1295
LINN KAIRN PRE AMP MM/MC PHONO STAGE BOXED AND SUPERB
£695
LOEWE ACONDA 32" FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1295
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVKLYCONDMON £399
MERIDIAN 605 MONO AMPLIFIERS BLACK
£895
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER IMMACULATE
£349
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP OLIVE FRONT 2AVAILABLE
£695
NAIM HI CAP OLIVE FRONT BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£499
NAIM HI CAP BLACK FRONT BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£429
NAIM CDX CD PLAYER 1998 IMMACULATE
£ 1295
NAIM NAP 140 OLIVE FRONTED AND BOXED, SUPERB
£399
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER IMMACULATE CONDITION
£ 795
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH LATE 1995 MODEL
£995
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£ 95
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
PROCEED AVP AUDIO/VIDEO PER AMPLIFIER AC-3, DIS, TFOLDPL (NEW £4700) £ 1795
PROCEED AMP 5 125 WATT 5-CHANNEL POWER AMP THX APPROVED (NEW £5K)
f2295
PROCEED MDT MODULAR DVD TRANSPORT (NEW £55000
£2495
PROJECT DEBUT II TURNTABLE PHONO STAGE SB SILVER BOXED AND MINT £ 129
QUAD 33/303 PRE/POWER AMPS LOVELY CONDMON
£399
QUAD 77CD BUS/77 PRFJ77 TUNER CARBON BOXED AND IMMACUALATE
£995
REGA PLANAR 3BLACK, FtB300, ROKSAN CORUS BLACK, REGA MOTOR UPGRADE £279
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
FtF-GA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
ROKSAN CASPIAN TUNER BLACK BOXEDAND SUPERB
£395
ROKSAN L1.5/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS DC. VDH MODDED £ 1495
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
TOTEM MODEL ONE SIGNATURE BLACK BOXED AND MINT MONTHS OLD
£ 1295
TRIO KT 917 TUNER
£599
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT WITH REMOTE AND INSTRUCTIONS £995
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE-KEITH MONKS MACHINE PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICKS.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

Arcam

(

Lavardin
Nains

Primar

30 years of Excellence

Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6pm. Thur - Fr, 10 am to 9pm

B+W Nautilus

PO Box 30429, London. NW6 7CY
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Absolute_Analoguea email.msn.com
arna.absoluteanalogue.co.uk

the

• buy your hi-fi
• trade-in hi-fi
• we collect your hi-fi

sh o

• all major credit cards

-fishop.com 8racomplete up-toda

MRP

Audio Research 1.52B Pre-amplifier
s/h
lo BAT VK4o Pre-amplifier
s/h
BOW Warlock SE Pre (Inc phono stage)
exd
BOW Wazoo XL Integrated Amp
s/h
Cary 3o6/2oo HDCD 24/192 CD Player
s/h
Creek CD 43 CD Player
.
• Gryphon XT 2-box Pre-amp
s/h
JPS SC2 im Interconnect
s/h
i ll Linn Keilidh Speakers (walnut)
s/h
Manley Reference (Professional) DAC
exd
Mark Levinson 31 CD Transport
s/h
Mark Levinson 36oS Dac
exd
Micromega Duo CD Transp 8( Pro Dac
s/h
Mission 753 Speakers (black)
s/h
Myryad T6o Power Amp
el
Parasound JO Monoblock Power Amp Pair exd
Pnmare SPA2o Digital Controller Amp
exd
Primare V25 DVD Player
exd
Proac Future 2 (walnut) Ribbon Speakers
s/h
Revel Ultima Studio (rosewd/piano black) exd
Tara Labs RSC Air3 XLR im pair
s/h
Unison Research Absolute 845 I
nt Amp
s/h

£3,249 ' £7.45
£1,695
£4-395
£3,995
fi S95
£2,995
£1,295
£4,495
,
9
£599
75
£4,500
5
£450
£350
£3,140
£8,995
£.3. 295
£7495
£3495
£3,099
£S95
£27,5
£795
£300
£10o
£5,2oo
£3:995
£1,ç50
£2,500
£1,000
£695
£10,575
£4,995
£9,99.5
£4995
£380
£T.75
f3)
£6,995

Il

>

Special Of et s
exd
exd
exd
new
s/h
s/h
s/h
sill
s/h
s/11
5/1-1
new
new
s/11

£4,750
£1,978
£3,251
£499
£1,095
£2995
£-,300
£0,498
£11,892
L5,5oo •
£329
£4995
£5,49.5
£1995

s/h
s/h
s/h
sitl
s/h
s/h
s/h

£2,
£1,300
£4495
£3,295
£4295
£11,995

e

Complete system (london)- can split

£2.750
£1,250
£2250
£400
£690
£1395
E9S5
£S500
£5:995
£3.750
£149
£2.750
£3.25o
£1,200
£.1400
£350
£995
£95
£1,850
£1,530
£1,800
£8,500

MRP

Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp
Mark Levinson 37 CD Transport
Mark Levinson 3605 DAC
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 335 PowerAmp(25ovvpc)
Audio Physic Avantis Speakers

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
sei
s/h

£11,995
£4495
£7495
£4495
£8495
£7,500

£8,500
£2_250
£3495
£2..4.95
£4495
£3.750

Meridian 598 DVDAudio/Wleo Player
Mission Cyrus 2, PSX
Cyrus DAD 3Q24 CD Player
Nordost Blue Heaven I
ntercon 0.6m pair
Ortofon MC25FL
Perpetual Tech PA-3DAC, PA-1A
Upsamper 8( Power Plant PSU
Pro Ac Future . 5(mahogany) Speakers
Pro Ac D25 (ebony) Speakers
Proceed PMDT-PVP DVD Transport
Proceed AVP2
Proceed PVP
Wadia 861 CD Player
Zingali Overture 3s Omniray Horn Speakers

s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
Yil
s/h

£3,1

£1,895
£225
£395
£79
£150
£1,250

s/h
exd
s/h
s/h
s/h
s/h
exd

£3,
£3,
£7,
£6495

•VI

'
op
5Ow
3
The Audio Salon Ltd. 4_ Park Circu
Reg office and showroom.

The Hi-fi
masterCa

128

£145
£300 £1,990

£7,
f
4,2

Call 141 333 9700
visit www.hi-fishop.com

&Teem

DECEMBER 2004

895
2999
5999
9000
7495
498
2990
6290
1195
3499

599
1695
2995
6499
3999
349
1195
2499
895
2395

Clearaudio Solution/RB300 x-dem
Clearaudio Unify Unipivot Tonearm New Et Boxed
Clearaudio Accurate MC x-dem
Clearaudio Victory MC New Et Boxed
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi STurntable New Et Boxed
Linn LP12/Syrinx PU2 Valhalla S/H
Lehmann Audio Black Cube SE New Et Boxed
McCormack Phono Stage New Et Boxed
Rega Planar 3/Heed PSU/Bias S/H

1595
795
2800
1030
N/A
N/A
650
650
630

999
599
1699
699
1399
399
449
399
269

Audio Analogue Bellini Remote Preamplifier X-dem
Audio Research 1322 Valve Preamplifier S/H
Audio Research LS2 Hybrid Preamplifier S/H
Audio Analogue Corelli Stereo Power Amplifier X-dem
Audio Analogue Donizetti Mono Power Amplifiers X-dem
Arcam Diva A85 Integrated Amplifier Black S/H
Arcam Diva P85 Power Amplifier Silver S/H
EAR 509Mk1 Valve Mono block Re Tubed S/H
Krell KAV300i Integrated S/H
Mark Levinson 431 Dual mono Amplifier S/H
Nagra VPA Mono 845 Valve Amplifiers S/H
Red Rose Spirit Integrated X-dem

625
4499
2289
695
1050
800
800
N/A
2590
6500
10k
1000

499
2300
749
479
729
499
449
1799
1399
3795
7499
649

Martin Logan CLSII Anniversary Electrostatics 7mths old
Martin Logan Aerius IHybrid Electrostatics Oak S/H
JM Lab Mini Utopia Black S/H
Naim Audio Intro Black Ash S/H
PMC FB1 Floorstander in Cherry S/H
Rel Acoustics Studio II Oak Subwoofer S/H
Rega Jura Floorstanding Black Ash S/H
Rega ELA Cherry X- demo
Tannoy Definition 700 Rosewood S/H
Verity Fidelios Brand new Black Lacquer

6700
2389
3799
875
1275
4500
450
749
2000
8000

4295
1299
1995
499
895
1995
199
579
950
4499

Cardas Neutral Reference 1m RCA-BNC S/H
Madrigal CZ Gel 1.5m Balanced New Et Boxed
Madrigal MDC 21m Fatboy Digital cable New Et Boxed
Madrigal MDC 20.5m Fatboy Digital cable New Et Boxed
QED QNEXII 1m RCA- RCA Interconnect S/H
Siltech SQ58G3 2x4m Balanced Interconnect X-dem
Siltech Signature G5 1m AES/EBU 110ohm Digital S/H
Siltech SPX10 0.5m mains cable New Et Boxed
Siltech LS 25 2x 2.5m speaker cable X-dem
Spectral MH-330 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA X-dem
Spectral MH-750 15ft Interconnect RCA- RCA X-dem
Spectral MI- 350 20 ft Speaker cable X-dem
Van Den Hut 4x3m Revelation Speaker cable S/H

550
599
319
279
N/A
2370
625
105
499
800
1400
2100
600

375
299
159
139
22
1499
449
55
249
499
799
1199
299

b. s95
£19
£1, 0
£27
Les
£3.550

MR

ART Audio Diavolo Stereo (volume control)
ATC Active ioà-2 Speakers
ATC Active 2oa-2 Speakers
• ATC SC_M7 Speakers (cherry) - small mark
Audio Note CDT-One Transport
Audio Physic Virgo 2 (black/mahogany)
Audio Research PH-3Phono stage
Audio Research Ref 2Pre-amp midi
'Audio Research VT2oo rnkll PowerAmp
'Audio Research CD3 rnklICD Player
BOW Wand Remote Control (silver)
BOW ZZ-Eight 16-bit CD Player
BOW ZZ-Eight 24/192 CD Player
Cary SLP-so Pre-amp
Cary SLAM too monoblocks
Castle Chester Speakers (mahogany)
Crown Jewel SE MC Cartridge
Cura CA21 Loudspeakers
Mark Levinson 380 Pre-amp
Mark Levinson 28 Pre + Power Supply
Mark Levinson 27.5 Power Amp (upow[x)
Mark Levinson 32 Ref Pre -amp

Audio Analogue Paganini CD X-dem
dCS Purcell Upsampler Non Firewire S/H
dCS Delius 24/192 DAC Non Firewire S/H
dCS Verdi SACD/CD Transport x-dem
Mark Levinson No 360s x-dem
Rega Planet CD Black X-dem
Theta Pro Basic II DAC with Oscom/Balanced S/H
Theta Generation VBalanced S/H
Unison Research Unico Valve CD x-dem
Wadia 301 Silver CD player 8months old S/H

AMPLIFICATION

riFurther Reductions

SPEAKERS

DEMONSTRATOR AND USED ITEMS

CABLES & ACCESSORIES

Please visit
list changes daily.

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

£1,995
£22995
£2-995
£2.750
£695
£4495
£2-495
MIDLAND

AUDIO

XCHANGE

t . 01 562 731100 f.0 1562 730228 m.07721 605966
THE OLD CHAPEL, FORGE LANE, BELBROUGHTON. DY9 9TD
www.hifinews.co.uk

friarrocs

HIGH END AUDIO

Unto» Audio

BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

NEW THIS MONTH

e ..

SME 20A TURNTABLE WITH SME V ARM S/H £ 1,995 £4,863
MARK LEVINSON ML7A PREAMP. MC PHONO
SUPERB S/H
£1,495 £6,500
MARK LEVINSON No.23.5 POWER AMR BAL S/H £2,500 £7,400
NAIM 02 TUNER. A CLASSIC S/H
£495 £ 1,080
CARY 805 SIGNATURE VALVE MONO AMPS S/H £6,995 £ 12,000
ATC SCM 20T SPEAKERS, FLOOR STANDERS,
FINISHED IN ROSEWOOD S/H
£995 £2,000
ORTOFON ROMAN CARTRIDGE
395 £ 1,000
ARTEMIS EOS 2SIGNATURE SPEAKERS WITH EXTERNAL
CROSSOVERS & SUBWOOFERS. ROSEWOOD £5,500 £ 15,000
MASSIVE REDUCTIONS

lof

£4,820
£3,500
£4,400
£ 5,995
£2,800
£3,698
£ 8,000
£5,690
£3,290
£8,800
£5,875
17,000
20,000
12,300
4,995
3,800
2038
9,000

Musical Fidelity special ,.

3,000
2,800
370
15,500
14,800
11,450
8,500

mace

CD93 CD player (
siNer)
b 8000a amplifier grey

£ 195.00

www.hifinews.co.uk

SPEA.KERS
Orchid LWO Speakers (
ex demo)

£1,999

Analogue Bellini Pre amp ( silver)

£275.00

Revel F30 speakers ( ex demo)(retails £2,995) . £2,395

Analogue Donizetti power amp ( silver)

£325.00

Tannoy Monitor Gold 12" in Lancaster

Analogue Paganini CD ( silver)

£
395.00

size Cabinets

tie Bastion Centre Speaker ( brand new, yew) £ 199.00
e Avon Speakers ( cherry)

£395.00

Tie Richmond 3 speakers brand new

£ 160.00

n DV2900 DVD/SACD ( Silver. new)

£549.00

Purcell upsompier ( non 1394)

£ 1500.00

S Delius/Purcell ( both DSD-1391)

£5995.00

ES1I speakers ( black)

£295.00

2k Cube power conditioner
Imeje >1000 hard disc server
iamplifier

£ 799.00
£450.00

Lumley Lampros 10EVpeokers oak, ex dem
Martin Logan Scencsio loudspeakers

£995.01)

£1500.00
k

£ 1950.00

Martin Logan Prodigy loudspeakers

£7500.00

aritz ST17 Tuner ( black. ex dem)

£299.00

£ 795

Rel Strata 3 Sub Woofer ( ex demo)

£ 750

Audio Physics tempo speaker

£ 995

Acoustic Research 338 Stand Mount Speakers. £275
PRE-AMPS
Proceed PAV Pre Amp

£1,395

Conrad Johnson 16LS Pre Amp

£ 3,995

AMPLIFIERS
Lab 47 Gainard Amp 25wpc ( unused)(retails £ 1,260)

£895

Lab 47 Power Supply for Gainard ( unused)
(retails £ 1,520)

£995

Accuphase A20V class A amp ( unused)
(retails £4,000)

£ 2,950

Mark Levinson ML33 Reference Power Amp
usrca
Musical Fidekty CDPre24 CD/Pre amp ( ex dem) £ 1
£3995.00

Norm CDS2 / XPS
• NAP115euch
im NAP140 (
Ave)
jooc Response 2speakers ( mahog)

superb condition

£ 1400.00

Mira 3 amplifier
Planar 2 inc. Linn £ 5

£ 100.00

£ 140.00

SRS 2020 Elec Bostic headphones ( new)

£319.00

to Data basic 2 and DSPro Basic 3 CD/DAC £ 2700.00

PMC " FB1 PLUS" Kit

£ 1,495

Michell Alecto Amplifier
Mark Levinson 20.5 Ref Mono Blocks,

£2200.00

£ 16,495

Advantage Integrated Amp

£500.00
£395.00,

Labs X150

(mint condition)

£1250.00

Norm NAC92/NAP90.3 Power

£ 695
£4,995

Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp

£3,495

Musical Fidelity P180 Power Amps
with MF3A Pre Amp & PSU

£695

CD PLAYERS 6. TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson Reference CD System ML30.6 DAC +
ML31.5 Transport ( ex demo, full warrantee)

£ 17,995

Roksan Attessa CD Transport with
ROC DA1 and ROK DS4 PSU

£895

Upgrade your FBI ' sto the latest " Plus"specification.

Accuphase DP67 CD Player Unused

Kit includes new X-over and soft dome tweeter and

CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport NEW £ 1,495

mping material. Full Instructions. A lovely upgrade.

A '
,

£300.00

£2,995

/SACS
Lab 47 Progression DAC ( unused)(retails £2,270). . £ 1,595
MISCELLANEOUS
Finite Elemente Master Reference HD- 02 stand in Maple
(unused)(retails £2,250)

fLL

ries).
AftiplitIbt

6 amplifier

£ 1,550

Zerodust Stylus tip cleaner gel ( retails £35)

£25

Zerodust CD & lens cleaning cloths ( retails £25) . £ 17.50
Shunyata Aries interconnects 2m RCA ( ex demo)
(retails £ 1,275)

£495

Shunyata Aries 1m RCA ( ex demo)(retails £850)

£600.00
£449.00

All brand new, sealed boxes

See www.lintone.co.uk
lot latest stock - Mail otdet available

£ 495

Kondo Digital 1m RCA ( unused)(retails £ 1,200) .. £ 1,595
Lecktropacks CDM-820 Multisystem Converter .. . £ 125
Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair
SPZ speaker cable

£ 1,995

Selection of high quality Kontak Audio Cables,
balanced and single ended
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES

& TONEARMS

Project Perspective Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(unused)(retails £ 750)

£ 525

Dynavector DV-DRT XV1S cartridge ( unused)

Alas sufnanandinuustaste !M U
like lieu! '
Lill

(retails £2,900)

£ 1,995

Project 9c S carbon fibre arm with silver wires
(unused)(retails£550)

£ 375

Project RPM9 Turntable ( no cartridge fitted)
(unused)(retails £ 1,000)

Musical Fidelity XDACv3

RS Laboratory RS- Al with rotary headshell

Fabulous Dto Aconverter

Dynavector DV-507Mk11 bi-axial arm

- only

£499.00

52

ittolt» tooditionot with 6outlets499,00
£
Doe of lits he upsides to ono syttom

Lintone Audio
www.lintone.co.uk

01438 714038

LOUNGE NOW OPEN

£ 1800.00

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

Visit our Web Page wwwhifi-stereo.com

Own

7-1 1Park Lane Gateshead NE8 3JW

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

with guarantee
Export facilities available

THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING

A small selection of some of our used

WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Pre-owned equipment available

Main dealer for

2,500
6,000
1,300
3,500

202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN 14 Olj

Orchid Speakers Reference products
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vantage P1 / A30 pre / power amps

SONUS FABER CONCERTINO HOME SPEAKERS
IN WALNUT AND IRONWOOD FIXED STANDS S/H £495 £ 889
SONUS FABER ELECTA AMATOR 2SPEAKERS
IN WALNUT AND STONEWOOD STANDS S/H £ 1,795 £3,497
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP
SUPER LOOK & SOUND E/D
£2,995 £5,750
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL
INTERFACE ALL UPGRADES DONE
6BOXES IN ALL
£3,000 £ 17,000
ACCUPHASE DP90 - DP91 TRANSPORT & DAC S/H £3,495 £20,000
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST STUNNING S/H £3,495 £ 12,300
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE CD TRANSPORT
RARE S/H
£2,495 £9,000
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
£3,495 £8,750
JADIS JA80 MK3 VALVE MONO AMPS
£3,495 £9,580
GENISIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS IN ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROWLAND BASE AMP
ADJUSTABLE TO SUIT ANY ROOM
£3,495 £ 15,500
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN BURR ASH
WITH SEPARATE CROSSOVERS S/H
£3,495 £ 14,800
PROAC FUTURE 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD S/H £3,495 £11,450
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LIGHT OAK
STEREOPHILE A S/H
£2,495 £8,500
KRELL KBL LINE PREAMP BAL. S/H
£ 1,495
LUMLEY REFERENCE 120 VALVE MONO AMPS,
THESE AMPS ALSO HAVE THE OPTIONAL
TRIODE MODE S/H
£ 1,395
ATC 20 ASL PRO SPEAKERS & STANDS
GUNMETAL TYPE ANTHRACITE FINISH.
STUNNING ACTIVE SPEAKERS S/H
£2,500
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTERGRATED AMP S/H £3,795
AUDIONOTE AN- ESP SPEAKERS IN FULL
EBONY VENEER WITH AUDIONOTE STANDS £ 1,395
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMR S/H
£ 1,695
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECHWOOD, S/H £3,500
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2,500
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £ 1,295
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500
ACCUPHASE OF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB
3,995
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
3,995
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL ZZ-8 CD PLAYER,
EXCELLENT
2,395
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
1,695
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
995
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT RARE
2,995
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
895
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
395
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
395
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
150
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
495
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
995
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
7,995
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
1,395
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
795
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
695
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
1,295
AUDIO RESEARCH LS1 LINE PREAMP
595
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED 1,895
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
250
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
495
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
3,995
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
4,995
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
3,995
GRAAF GM 20 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
1,895
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
1,795
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
8,995
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
1,495
LEVINSON ML11 POWER AMR BARGAIN
895
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
895
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
185
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
595
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
POWER AMP
895
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
895
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
175
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM
3,995
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
3,995
PROAC FUTURE 2 LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
3,995
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
2,995
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
795
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
995
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS, BLACK
495
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
1,795

specialists in audio and vcieo

in the North Ersr
•ol thefizst hi+ egugment, new one "el

infoeintone.co.uk
Tel. UK 0191 4774167

£ 700

(unused) ( retail £850)

£595

(unused) ( retail £2995)

£ 1,795

ZYX R1000 Airy1-x ( 0.24mv) cryogenic
treated copper coils ( unused)(retail £ 1650)

£ 1,195

Project Phono Box S/E ( unused) ( retail £ 125)

£90

Selection of brand new discounted cartridges
WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE (*subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH - MASTERCARD
VISA - DINERS CLUB- AMERICAN EXPRESS

01903 872288 or
07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234

Tel:

Evenings

ME

2E1

Email:

heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com
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definitive audio
Definitive Audio creates a quality of musical experience that is irresistible
We achieve this using some of the world's most splendid contraptions and by
employing a value system that places musical considerations above all
others.

brighton

exchange

Our inventory includes the tantalising KSL Kondo amplifiers from Japan. We
have the M7 Line, M7 Phono, M77 Phono, the Neiro Integrated and of
course the extraordinary Gakuoh. We also have a range of single minded
amplifier designs from, amongst others, Border Patrol, Art Audio and Sugden.

MasterCatti

Maestro

Our Aladdin's cave of analogue treasures includes 12 choices of moving coil
cartridge. the Kuzma Airline, Triplanar 6, and SME Series V tonearms.
Keeping this company is an enviable selection of turntables including the
Scheu range and the unequivocal SME Model 30 and Kuzma Stabi Reference.
We have the complete range of Living Voice loudspeakers including the
internationally celebrated Avatar OBX-R2.

4111.101
ifiguy.co.uk
01424 201 157

More importantly we have an attitude and an intent that breathes new life,
Interest and fascination into your relationship with music.
Call us for an informal chat or to arrange an appointment.

Sale of part exchanged and ce dam Items

Sale

New

Audio Note Japan M7 line pre- amplifier with stepped attenuator volume
control. Fully serviced Rare affordable opportunity to visit the 'tondo planet £ 4000
Meridian 508 - 24 bit CD player with luxurious desktop remote control
CI
lo TOI tonearm massive acrylic linear tracking device - unusual
opportunity - spotless and as new - no box

£ 1200

£ 2500

£ 2000

£ 3860

Merlin Music Systems VSM/M loudspeaker. Obscure here, popular there unusual US design with cult following - includes BAM bass module
£ 2500 $9000
Living Voice Avatar Il - cherry - 12 months old, nearly spotless - lovely finish £ 2000 £ 2700
Alele PST 11.01i

Hi-end 2 box pre-amp - slick and stylish Italian. 12 months

old - boxed - perfect

£ 1500

£ 2800

Pro Ac Studio 200 - yew- eve - vgc
£ 800
Pro Ac Supertower - big bruiser - black. At least 10 years old, very loved and

£2150

dog-eared. Great sounding den/party speaker - good working order
Lyra Titan mono - cartridge with kudos in a haIrshirt stylie - 40 hours
Dynavector 507 tonearm - strange device seeks strange owner
Art Audio PX25 - 5 watt stereo power amp - big with Lowther fans
Quad 989 Electrostatics - 2 pairs - black - big - boxed - perfect

£ 1900

£2795

£ 1500 £ 3000
£ 2500 £4500
£ 2900

£ 4500

£ 2500

£ 3500

£ 3200

£4800

Tom Evan. Groove plus - phone stage with external Lithos PSU
Tom Evens Vibe Pulse - line stage with external Lithos PSU

£ 300

Tom Evans Micro Groove Plus - moving magnet
Tom Evans micro Groove - moving magnet

£ 500
£300

£800
£400

Tom Evan. micro Groove - moving coil OM
£ 300 £400
Sugden Masterclass Stereo AA power- amp with matching pre - beefy class A
solid state - ex- dam - boxed - light use
£ 3750 £ 5600
Revolver R33 bookshelf speakers - new - boxed
£ 300
Halm 42.5 plus Hi-Cap plus 135 monos - 19 year old job lot - including rabbit
droppings - giveaway
£ 1000
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti tumtable - SME cutout - firewood
£ 100
Linn Isobarik - dinosaur design at dinosaur price
£250
CR Developments Romulus line integrated - as new but hums - giveaway

£300

Quad FM4 tuner - no comment
£90
ATC SCM7 - cute mini- monitors on saucy bright finish Partington stands £450
Eastern Electric Mini- Max - super cute line pre- amp with valve rectification
and hard wiring. New and boxed
£ 500
Epos ES30 loudspeaker - substantial floorstander - some marks - giveaway
Cordes Neutral Reference 2.5m speaker cable with spade term - new
Garda* Neutral Reference 1m interconnect - new

Tel: 0115 973 3222
Internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

MCI

£ 700
£800

£ 850

£ 500
F300

£ 775
F500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
N
ESL 57\

LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStatic Loudspeakers
Contact us for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr, 30, 58068 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: guad.geret-online.de

lag

eM

WILMSLOW AUDIO
LOUDSPEAKER

SPECIALISTS

• Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Volt, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, Morel etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TDL plus many others.
• Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Supersound, SCR & Hovland Musicap), cables, damping and grille materials.
• UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.
Phone today for your FREE FULL COLOUR catalogue or check out our website.

l
e

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslowaudio.com
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07734 436 180

we are the south coasts leading stockists of quality
used and ex-dem Hi Fi equipment.
we will travel anywhere in the country to pick up or
deliver your equipment.
we update our website everyday with used and
ex-dem equipment so visit regularly!
AUDIONOTE E40 INTERGRATED
.1. I
AUDIOLAB 8000A
£250
AUDIO PROJECT AP60 INTERGRATED
£400
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2
£795
AUDIO RESEARCH CD3
£3,250
AUDIO RESEARCH VTI50 MONOBLOCKS
£2,995
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC I
£695
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MK2
£850
BATVK 75 SE
£3,995
BAT VK 60
£1,900
BORDER PATROL P20 MONOBLOCKS
£3,995
BAT VK5 CD PLAYER [NEW]
£3,500
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS I
M BAL INTERC
£350
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 10 PREAMP
£1,500
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER II
£1,600
CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 140
£4,000:CONRAD JOHNSON PV8 PREAMP
£500
DEUVEL VENUS SPEAKERS
E950
HOVLAND RADIA POWERAMP
£4,250
JEFF ROWLAND 871 POWERAMP
£5,995
JEFF ROWLAND SYNERGY PREAMP
£1,900'
JEFF ROWLAND CONCENTRA mk2 [ NT AMP]
£3,250
KRELL FPB 300CX [3WKS OLD]
5,500 LAMPROS 200 mk2 SPEAKERS [[ATTEST ONES]
1,700.
LUMLEY ST7OVALVE POWERAMP
£650
MAGNUM DYNALAB MD208 RECIEVER
£1,600
MCINTOSH C200 2BOX REFERENCE PREAMP
f3,250
MARANTZ MA24 MONOBLOCKS
£1,200
MARK LEVINSON ML335 POWERAMP
£3,750,
MARK LEVINSON ML380 PREAMP
£2,250
MARK LEVINSON ML360S DAC
£2,995
MARK LEVINSON ML33 REF MONOBLOCKS
£17,000
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENTS
£2,400
MARTIN LOGAN SEQUALS [ NEW PANELS]
£850
MARTIN LOGAN QUEST Z
£1,900
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS
£895
MUSICAL FIDELITY DVD 1
£850
NAIM NAP9O/NAC62K PRE/POWER
£395
NAIM NAIT 3INTERGRATED
£325
NORDOSTVALHALA 4M SPEAKER CABLE [ BOXED]
3,995
NORDOSTVALHALA 1.5M SPEAKER CABLE [ BIWIRE]
1,700
PROAC RESPONSE 2.5s
1,400
PROAC POINT FIVES
£1,800
PIONEER PD95 CD PLAYER
£895
PLINIUS CD LAD PREAMP [X DEM]
£995
PLIN1US 8200 POWERAMP [ X DEMI
f750
REFERENCE 3A ROYAL VIRTUOSOS
£2,450
SONUS FABER GUARNERI [9MONTHS OLD
£2,995
WILSON SYSTEM 7 [AS NEW]
£14,000
WILSON MAXX
£I9,000
VTL 85 VALVE POWER AMP
£850
VAESSEN B.O.X SPEAKERS
£1,300
ZINGALI OVERTURE 2s
£1,000
WADIA 7&9 REFERENCE 4BOX CD PLAYER
£6,500

£2.000
£550
£1,200
2,200
£5,500
£14,000
£2.500
LN/A
£7,995
£4,500
£9.000
£4,995
£895
£3,750
£3.750
£8,000
£2,000
£1,800
£8,000
£14,000
£5.500
£6,995
£9,800
£3,500
£2,450
£2,995
£7,000
£2.800
£8,000
£4.500
£7.995
£40,000
£5,500
£N/A
£5.995
£2.000
£1.500
£1,200
£N/A
£7,000
£4,000
£2,995
£3,500
£2,500
£2,400
£1,500
£4.400
£5.250
£22.000
£38,000
£1.850
£2.800
£2.495
£23,000

_
We are also agents for the followin
products and many others:
Acoustic Zen Audience IAudioValve IBAT
Border Patrol IBoulder
Cabbase ICAT
Clear Audio IGamut IGraham IHalcro IHovland
Lavardin IOracle
Pass Labs IPlinius IReference 3A
Rogue Audio IS.PJ Record Players ITransfiguration IVincent
www.h ifi news.co. uk

HICAM

Like new, nothing like the price!

www.audiolincs.com

•ATC SCM 100 With C6 Subs

Speakers

Active SCM 100's with latest SEAS hf units, finished
in piano lacquer black. New in 2004, this extraordinary
system includes matching ATC C6 subs and PS Audio
1200 PowerPlant power supplies. A rare opportunity
Cost £30,500 this summer!

AUDION

Now £ 15,495

Integrated

Amplifier

Silver Night single ended triode integrated amplifier.
New matched pair of Golden Dragon E134 valves. Beautiful
example with unmarked chrome Escia.
Only £745

AUDIO RESEARCH LS22

Pre-amp

A pristine example of this deliciously musical line-level
pre-amp Fully inspected and serviced. Absolutely flawless in
all respects. New price £3,995
Superb value at £ 1795

BRYSTON 4B ST

Power Amp

250 wpc - do you really need more power than this?
Unblemished example with 17 yrs warranty remaining.
Other Bryston models in stock.

This one: £ 1,895

CLASSE Omega Mk111

PreAmp

Latest version of this outstanding two box pre-amp.
Bought new in 2004 and absolutely as new condition
Cost £ 13,500 this summer
Now £7,995

CONRAD JOHNSON EF1

Phono-stage

Supremely flexible phono-stage provides for a wide
range of loads and offers three levels of gain. Maximises
the performance from virtually any cartridge.
Absolutely as new. Was £ 1995

Our price: £ 1,095

DCS Verdi la Scala/Elgar Plus

CD/SACD

Probably (almost inarguably) the finest, most musically
convincing CD player on the planet. New in 2004 and
still boxed without even the transit screws having been
removed. An unbelievable opportunity and massive saving.
Cost £19,000 this summer!

Still'new' at £11,595

MICHELL GYRODECK SE

Turntable

Beautifully styled and constructed turntable renowned for
exceptional value. This one is only four months old and
looks as if it's never been used! Boxed, mint. Now £ 1,095

MUSICAL FIDELITY A324

DAC

Upsampling enriches CD sound. Keep your own player as
atransport and just listen to the music! Like new £695

MUSICAL FIDELITY A308

Pre Er Pwr Amps

High end really can be affordable. We can confirm
that both items arrived here unused and are now
offered as apair although we might consider separating.
Boxed as new. Huge saving!

Now £2,500

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3

Pre Er Pwr Amps

Virtually unused, we know these to have been reboxed
and stored soon after purchase Supplied with anew pair of
WBT intemonnects worth £ 155!

As new £995

MUSICAL FIDELITY A3.2

CD

Player

Prominent arnongst the new generation of players that
demonstrate just how far CD replay has come. Billions of music
CD's ensure the format's future., so (by today's standan14 the
A3.2 appears to be quite amcciest invesiment . Mint £845

SUGDEN 41 Signature

Power Amp

Beautiful condition, seductive sound, super value.
We've owned several Sugden products, we're big fars
New £ 1,200

VERITAS C400 / P400

Now £395
Pre Er Power Amps

Check the reviews (Hi-Fi News especially) - possibly
the 'clearest' amps ever and 400 watts per channel!
Beautiful to look at as well, see the pics on our website
New in excess of £4,500

WBT

Like new £2,295
Interconnects

The real thing - WBT connectors with WBT cable.
Return them if you aren't impressed - see our website
for details. Price includes postage: 1 mtr pair £ 155

WILSON BENESCH ACT

Speakers

Performance with style! Impeccable piano lacquer finish
in 'Bordeaux' stained cherry with black marble bases.
Truly one of the finest loudspeakers in the world,
we can't fault them. New £9,000+ As new £8,295

MINT CONDITION HIGH-END
ITEMS BOUGHT FOR CASH

Tel: 078 2192 5851
01476 591090
MOST CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
www.hifinews.co.uk

11›
HIGH-END
REPAIRS
AND
SERVICE

WAS
NOW
ALOIA PST 11.01 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL
2555
ALOIA ST15.01 POWER AMP 60 WPC
2600
ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED MINT
60
30
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INTERGRATED AMP NEW
3350
AURUM CANTOS MUSIC GODDESS FLOORSTANDING SPKS NEW
2500
AURUM CANTOS LEISURE 2SE SPEAKERS NEW
900
CROFT TS IPOWER AMP SUPERB NEW
1500
CROFT VITA PRE AMP NEW EXCELLENT PARTNER FOR ABOVE
990
AUDIONOTE M2 LINE PRE AMP.
1499
1499
AUDIONOTE CONOUEROR SINGLE ENDED CLASS ANEW
1999
AUDIONOTE 210 SIGNITURE TAC NEW .........
1999
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP
7700
3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO MT AMP NEW ..........
1099
1899
CROFT GCI INTERGRATED AMP 40WPC NEW
1250
ACCUSSTICS ARTS PRE AMP 1INC REMOTE..2350
ACCUSTICS ARTS POWER 1INTERGRATED AMP 130 WPC
.3690
OCCUSTICS ARTS PLAYER 1
.
2895
AVI LAB SERIES NEW POWER AMP 200WPC .
.
1299
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE....
POA
AVI NEW LAB SERIES PRE AMP OPTIONAL PHONOIDAC
.1399
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
AUDIOLAB 8000S EXCELLENT CONDITION.
329
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC NEW STUNNING. . 1499. .1499
AUDIOLAB 80007 TUNER BOXED PRE OWNED . ... 800.
395
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAX/CDM TAC TRANSPORT BOXED
2500...........725
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1MTR PR INTERCONNECTS
BLACK RHODIUM CONCERTO IMTR PAIR NEW
150
135
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 2MTR PAIR ....
BLACK RHODIUM HARMONY IMTR PAIR NEW
60
37
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
597
375
BLACK RHODIUM REOUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW.
1247
800
DENSON 030 POWER AMP 200WPC04 OHMS STUNNING
1500
695
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW............
297
CLEARAUDIO CHAMPION TURNTABLE.
810
CLEARAUDIO MATRIX RECORD CLEANER MACHINE
1490
CLEARAUDIO MICRO BASIC PHONO STAGE MM/MC
230
2400
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME ...
POI,
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED NEW
2440
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MWMC PHONO NEW
975
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE NEW.
715
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
. 3075
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
1250
EAR 816 INTRERGRATEDTPRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2690
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 NEW
.
.2275
EAR 864 PRE AMP NEW
1850
ELAC CL 310.2 JET SPEAKERS NEW
799
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPX CHERRY FINISH.
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
.2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
GAMUT C2 RPRE AMP BALANCED
. 1950
GAMUT D200 POWER AMP NEW
3990
GAMUT M200 MONOBLOCKS 200WPC...
5100
GRADO RS 1HEADPHONES NEW .
750
HALCRO DM8 PRE AMP /RCA/BALANCED
9480
HALCRO Dm 38 STEREO AMP 180WPC.
13550
LYRA ARGO MC CARTRIDGE NEW
795
LORA HELIKON MC CARTRIDGE NEW.
1145
LORA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW .
.
1249
LORA DORIAN MC CARTRIDGE NEW.
495
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
440.
440
MICHELL GYRO SE/RB300 ARM
. 1083.
1083
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD NEW
. 2298.
2298
MICHELL TECNODEC WITH RB 300 ARM NEW
700
MICHELL ISO MERA MC PHONO STAGE USED
BOO.
215
TOTEM MANI 2STAND MOUNT SPKS CHERRY FINISH USED
3200.
1195
TRANSFIGURATION ARIA MC CARTRIDGE 0.36 MV .
690
TRANSFIGURATION TEMPER MC CARTRIDGE 0.38 Mv .
2250
STELLO P200 PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED.
1195
STELLO A1320 INTERGRATED AMP
_ 1685
STELLO DP 200 DAC/PRE AMP RCA/BALANCED . 1495
STELLO S2C0 STEREO POWER AMP 200WPC..
.
1495
SHAHINIAN SUPER ELF SPEAKERS INC STANDS BOXED..1600.
895
ORELLECA100/SP100 PRE POWER NEw
.1998.
POS
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM . SUB NEW
975. . 10.1
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER EX DEM
.
.... 1499. . 1199
ORELLE SA 100EVO INT AMP 80WPC ROC NEW.
. 1199.
POS
ORIGIN LIVE AURORA GOLD TURNTABLE NEW . .... 1470. . 1470
ORIGIN LIVE ENCOUNTER TONE ARM NEW
970.
970
ORIGIN LIVE ILLUSTRIOUS TONE ARM NEW
.
. 1570. _ 1570
ORIGIN LIVE RESOLUTION TURNTABLE NEW
.
1971
1970
PLINUS 9100 INT AMP 240WPCM4OHMS EX DEM...1700.
1250
PLINIUSP8 POWER AMP 200WPCM8OHMS..
.
2250
PLINIUS M8 PRE AMP INC REMOTE CONTROL..
. 2250
PRIMARE All INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUBWOOFER AS NEW ..
500.
215
RUARK PROLOUGE ONE SPK RAN FINISH BOXED USED...995.
450
RUARK VITA 100 5.1 SPK SYSTEM INC RUARX ACTIVE SUB
1695.
750
RUARK VITA 120 51 SYSTEM NEW...
1695. _ 1500
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW.
_903.
BOO
OED FULL RANGE.
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE II LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW.
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
. 2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126.
1000
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT.1015
1400
SME 2042A TURNTABLE INC SERIES VARM
. 5273
SFAE VARM EXCELLENT CONDITION BOOED
995
WIREWORLD ECLIPSE REFFERENCE INT IMTR NEW ............
499
WIREWORLD ALANTIS 5IMTR INTERCONNECTS NEW .......
149
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POS
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5FOR NAIM OWNERS DINiDIN ..
109
STAX SR 007.SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW.
2495
349
STAx SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS NEW .
STAX SRS 4640 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW.
589
SUMIKO PEARL MM CARTRIDGE NEW
65
SlimiK0 BLUE POINT SPECIAL eve 111 MC NEW
239
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5IMTR INTERCONNECT NEW....... ....
69
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING GABLES
WIREWORLD STARLIGHT 5HDMI 1MTR CABLE
199
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475
425
1270
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW ......
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW .
715
285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW .
995
900
OSAD ESL 63 SPEAKERS OIJAD SERVICE BOXED .
1499
0TH THE SOURCE HB 08 METRE NEW.
VIVANACO DO 400 HEADPHONES NEW ...
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPA CABLE AWARD WINNER.
WIREWORLD EQUINOX 5INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
WIREWORLD RAINBOW 5INTERCONNECT

65
35
... 29
29
99
69
FROM 032
219
149

AGENTS FOR EAR, TRICHORD, AUDIONOTE, MICHELL,
MYRYAD. AVI. STAX, LAT, ELAC. RUARK, SME, PLINIUS,
BLACK RHODIUM. LORA. SUMIKO. OED. GAMUT. ORIGIN LIVE,
OISELLE. WIREWORLD, TRANSFIGURATION, AURUM CANTUS.
ACCUSTICS ARTS. HALCRO, STELLO. CLEARAUDIO.
ALOIA, SHUN MOOK CROFT

Open Mon ,

Ell sal

EWORTHY AUDIO
8-fl

by

enthusiasts

We think we are a refreshingly different hi-fi shop.
why not pop in, visit our web-site or call us and see if
you agree.

Special offers
Below is a small selection of some of our ex demonstration
and part exchanged special offers. For more information and
photos of most items please see our website
Was

Turntables

175

Manticore Mantra/Musician in Mahogany

395

Michell Gyrodek SE with RB300 tonearm

9.083

Michell Orbe, SME IV 8. Kontrapunkt b

725
2.295

Re aPlanar 25/RB600/Su ier El s in Cher

769

575

CD Pla ers
Audio Note CD-T1 transport Ex dem

1,100

875

Exposure 2010 CD player in silver. Ex dem

600

475

Rega Planet cast case version, choice of 2

500

325

Marantz CD6000 OSE LE CD player

300

215

Marantz DV8300 SACD/CD/DVD-A. ex dem
Sony SCD-777ES stereo SACD/CD player
Talk Electronics 3.1 CD in silver. Ex dem

995

1.500

1.275
1.900

1.700

Tuners

aRadio ori • ina Icast case version

150

Amplifiers

Chord CPA2200/SMP600 Pre/Power

5,295

3,900

Chord SPM3300 220w integrated

6,305

4.750

Consonance Reference 1.1 Line preamp

2,495

1,995

Exposure 2010 line level amplifier in black

600

Exposure XIV 8. IX ultra rare two box preamp

495
1.975

Icon Stereo 20 integrated 20w valve amp

650

595

Icon Stereo 40 integrated 40w valve amp

900

795

Magnum MP300 & 2x MF300 pre/monoblocks

795

Quad 99 Stereo power amplifier. Ex demo

550

485

Rega Elex integrated with MM phono stage

215

Rega Mira Cast case with MM stage

245

Rega Maia 2000 power amp in Silver. Ex dem

498

375

Sugden AmpMaster stereo power amplifier

698

395

3,000

1,500

Talk Electronics Cyclone 1in silver

315

Tube Tech Seer/Unisi svalve . rehower.
Speakers

Beauhorn B2 Gold. ATD driver & Vibraplinth

2.895

BC Acoustique Tibre in cherry. ex dem

890

Cura CA-10 Birds eye Maple. marked

800

365

1.000

585

4,345

2.495

Elac Jet 310i in VVhite with matching stands
Harbeth Super HL5 in Eucalyptus

730

1.300

Final 700PL 1.8m tall Electrostatics, as new
JM Labs Cobalt 816 in cherry/grey
JM Labs Micro Utopia including stands
KEF Coda 70 in Maple. Ex dem. marked

900

400

4,250

2.750

200

135

Linn Kaber in Black

795

Piega C3 in brushed aluminium finish

2,600

1.250

PMC FB1 transmission line in Ash. Ex dem

1,490

1,150

Rethm ' Second Rethm' serious Lowther horn

7.000

3.999

1.500

995

2.500

1.475

330

250

1.050

725

Ruark Templar floorstanders in Black
Vienna Mozart in Gloss black li.htl

230

marked

Home Cinema

Denon DVD-A1 their flagship DVD player
Nad T532 DVD player. New
Pure 601ES Processor and 5ch power amp
Stands Uni ue Fathom subwoofer in silver

210

Mains

lsotek Cleanline 6output filter. Ex dem

295

235

Isotek Cleanline 6output filter. New

295

265

NOTEWORTHY DIY

•Stoetkit superb range of Valve
amplifier kits starting from £395.
-Audio Note Dac Kits from £550
•Lowther drive units
-PHY-HP Drive units
•Wonder Solder
•Eichmann phono and 4mm plugs
-Fundech IEC sockets and plugs
-Inca Gold plated mains plug
•DeorIT/Pro Gold contact cleaner
-Unsleeved 0.5mm Pure silver
wire
Visit noteworthyaudio.co.uk/diy for further details or call to receive a copy of our DIY brochure.

Clearcover
We hold what we believe are the last remaining stock from Clearcover. who sadly
ceased trading in May 2004. Whilst stocks
last we are able to offer these superb
turntable covers and bases at discounted
prices. Call for more information or visit:
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk/clearcover to
see details of sizes and models available.

nlam - 6pm Now in Northampton
2minutes off A508
For further details

NOTEWORTHY

AUDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 21

Tel/Fax. . .

01804 842379

Open 9.30 to 5 30 Tuesday ED Saturday

Mobile: . .

07973 233380

Tel: 01296 422224
www.noteworthyaudio.co.uk

Website• . .

Now

Linn Basik with Basik LVX arm ( lid marked)

.

HICAM.CO.UK

DECEMBER 2004

IAN HARRISON HIFI

Eminent Audio

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

miassava

SALE.

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE .S. SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE RRP
Ezzigum
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
GRADO
DENON
ORTOFON
RESON
CLEAR AUDIO
KOETSU

C
,
,
A
LEAR

Ar10

MIEZZIEBI ei,LE
MICHELL
WEIMSE. CLEAR AUDIO
CASSETTE DECKS
ASH DESIGN
PIONEER
OPTIMUM
MIEIZZIM TEAC
STAX
SONY
APOLLO
imizzaz
SOUND STYLE
BEYER
SOUND
ORGANISATION
SONY
CREEK
ALPHASON
AKG
MUM.
CABLES
GRADO
SONY
OED
AUDIO TECHNICA
MIZZIMEM
TRANSPARENT
MIXESI. CREEK
MIZEZal BLACK RHODIUM
SOUTHER
ORTOFON
GRAHAM
NORDOST
imizzani E
TA
RORD
R

Presents

Croft TransvalyeTm Technology 2004

WEENIZIENI
HARBETH
DIAPASON
OPERA
EPOS
EoLRAECLLE

"With a taste of the best of both tube and transistor,
this is a truly endearing power amplifier."
Haden Boardman, Hi Fi World, March 2004

MIZE=
MONRIO
HALCRO
GRAA .TAF
C
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR
MOTH
ARGENTO AUDIO
CREEK
TOM EVANS
ORELLE
PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE E. AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW & BOXED WITH FULL U.1( GUARANTEES NO EX-DEM OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL SORRY NO GENERAL CATALOGUES
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES
ESTABLISHED 1986

411101a

411•11,

411111>

In>

I*

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 EGO
TEL: 01283 702875 ilam.9prn INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

"The amplifier has been taking on bigger, beefier competitors and

CD St DIM

slaughtering them, a real David versus Goliath scenario."
Ken Kessler, Hi Fi News Jan 2004

Super Sale

(

11:
0

I

1000s of Classical, Jazz & Popular
CDs & DVDs PLUS! New Release
& Classic Movies on OVO
tel: 444

Premium Quality at Cive Away Prices
CONTACT US NOW FOR FREE CATALOGUE
+DETAILS OF ALL OUR CD & CND SERVICES
Long Established Supplier (43 years)

WILSON STEREO LIBRARY LTD PO BOX 32
ST LEONARDS EAST SUSSEX TN38 OUZ
Tel ( 01424) 718254 Fax: (01424) 718262

www.wslonline.co.uk

e-mail: info@wslonline.co.uk

hifisound

30b Larchfield st, Darlington - 0 1325 241888
or e-mail us... news@hifisound.co.uk

Turntableworld - A selection from our stock

Audio Arts

N. Ireland

tel: 028944 79053

Audio Classics

Wigan

tel: 01942 257525

Definitive Audio

Nottingham

tel: 0115 9733 222

Five Ways Hi- Fidelity

Birmingham

tel: 0121 427 4740

Hicam Audio

Northampton

tel: 01604 842379

Retro Reproductions

Glasgow

tel: 0131 558 9989

Sounds of Music

Crewe

tel: 01270 214143

Stone Audio

South East

tel: 01202 201735

The Cartridge Man

Croydon

tel: 0208 688 6565

Zouch Audio

Leicester

tel: 01530 414128

(
0) 208 201 9286

tel: +44 (
0) 121 373 1442

Five minutes from Junction 1, M1

fax: +44 (
0) 121 681 8772

tel/fax: +44 (0) 208 201 9286

tel: +44 10) 7792 420 266

Arcam
Arcam
Arcam
Audio Analogue
Audiolab
Audiolab
Audion
Exposure
Meridian
Meridian
Michell
Primare
Primare
Roksan

Alpha 10 integrated - ex. boxed
Alpha 10 power - nr mint, boxed
ABS • ex, remote, silver
Puccini - ex, silver
8000A - ex, black
80005 - nr mint
Silver Knights - Stunning boxed valve monoblocks
X integrated - nr mint, boxed, black
505s - ex, pair monblocks
205s - ex, pair monoblocks
Alecto - ex, Monoblocks
A30.1 - nr mint, boxed
A20 - nr mint integrated
Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote

299
349
425
299
229
329
1199
199
949
599
899
799
379
399

Acoustic Energy
ATC
e lo
s
MI5
QUAD
REL
REL
Wharfedale

AE505 - new sealed box, superb floorstander, were MO!!!
SCM20 - nr mint, boxed, yew finish
- nr mint, light cherry, boxed
5.1 - ex display, boxed, gorgeous!
ESL63 - nr mint, unused since Quad service with new boxes
Strata - ex, black
Storm - ex, black
Pacific Pi30 - nr mint boxed, light cherry, excellent

299
799
449
999
1499
299
349
299

Atacama
Cyrus
Quad
Quad
Quad
Stax
TAG McLaren

Eqtnpment supports - Your kit deserves them!
FMT5 - nr mint, silver, digital, presets, boxed
66FM - ex
FM4 - vgc
66/67 - 67Cd, 66Tuner,66Pre, 606Power and system remote
Lambda Nova Signature - nr mint, superlative quality
T20 - ex display, boxed

Speakers

Other

ON DEM
279
379
225
1199
699
699

-YOUR EQUIPMENT WANTED FOR CASH • BEST PRICES PAID • COMMISSION SALES TOO!

Call 01325 241888 and

don't be frightened of the machine.
Opening hours are 10 til S on a Saturday only
email us... news@hifisound.co.uk
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Hi-Mews

0

mobile: +44 (0) 7952 756 881

website: vvww.eminentaudio.co.uk

website: www.audioflair.co.uk

email: audiognosis@eminentaudio.co.uk

email: adrianeaudioflairco.uk

VINYL STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Alphason
Sonata/Alcaeus power supply ex, black ash
599
Auden
Sterling - ex, vatye phono stage
299
Chord
Phono stage - ex, stunning
999
Electrocompanniet
ECPI - ex, c/w large custom Lynwood p/s
479
Linn
LPI2 - Biggest selection in the UK
from 499
Michell
Gyrodec and Orbe - Biggest selection in the UK
from 599
Michell
All current models on Dem - Best Trade Ins
ON DEM
MTM
The Source - ex, mahog9ny
599
Origin Live
Rep Arm mods - Best rade ins
ON DEM
Odyssey
RP-1-XG - ex, the prettiest arm ever;
499
Roksan
Nima - nearly new, boxed
249
SME
309 - nr mint
449
SME
M - nr mint boxed
999
Trichord
Dino / Plus - Best Trade ins
ON DEM
Wilson Benesch
Act/Act 2 - the best ever? Rare as
2499
Digital - CD, DVD etc
Audiolab
8000 Transport and DAX - ex
799
Krell
CD-DSP - ex, clear and smoked lids, remote, stunning
1499
Meridian
200 transport - ex,Trichord mod, excellent
349
Micromega
T-drive and T-dac - vgc, remote, superb sound. [ 1000s new
799
Micromega
Trio - ex, the ultimate Micromega
1449
Naim
Cdi - ex, remote
699
NVA
The Transparent Statement - vgc, crated, remote., ultimate NVA .... 1749
Quad
67 - ex, sweet sounding player, much better than 66
499
Rega
Planet - ex, black, well reviewed
249
Roksan
Caspian - nr mint, silver, boxed, remote
449
Rotel
RCD991AE - ex, great piece of kit
449

Amplifiers

Hendon, North London

£59 per cube

£69 per cube

ACRYLIC STORAGE CUBES

OR LP'S AND 12".

Available in clear or black, both colours are fitted with 4thick clear feet for
added support. Cubes can be stacked on top of each other, each cube will
store approximately 100 LP's. For further info and order forms
Call

Martin

on:

020 8660 5963 or 07711 572136.
www.hifinews.co.tik

QUALITY USED

IMPACT AUDIO

EQUIPMENT,
BOUGHT, SOLD,

THE MIDLANDS BEST USED
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

TEL/FAX

0121 747 4246

For The Best In Audio Components

PART EXCHANGED

LUD9I

Also agents for
Advantage • Acoustic Zen

VISATON loudspeaker kits, drive units
and accessories.

•B A T • Boulder • Hovland
•Kharma • Lumley • Pass

Excellence for over 35 years.

labs • SME • Sound lab

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP
ACCUPHASE DP7OV
4000
1700
ATC C2 SUBWOOFER
ART AUDIO DIAVLO 3006 BALANCED CHROME GOLD 6MTHS OLD 4500
AUDIO LAB CDM/ DAX
N/A
AUDIO NOTE M3 LINE PRE
3700
1585
AUDIO NOTE TT2 REGA RB600 AN 103
1400
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7
AUDIO RESEARCH 0130
2000
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
4700
AVANTEGARDE DUO RED LATER SUBS
12000
AYRE K- 5X PRE
3000
7950
BAT 51SE PRE 6MTHS OLD
BOW WIZARD CD + WAND
3500
CARDAS GOLDEN REFERENCE 2.5 MTR BI WIRE
2000
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01 ARM
6020
7575
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TO1 LINEAR ARM
DCS VERDI LA SCALA
10000
9000
DCS VERDI EX DEM
DENSEN BX340 NEW
1850
2500
DENSEN B400XS NEW
DENSEN B200 NEW
1000
3200
DYNAUDIO CONTOUR 2.8 CHERRY
EAR V20
3500
GRYPHON ADAGIO C0 PLAYER
5000
HARMONIC TECHNOLOGY MD1 DIGITAL RCA IMTR
400
KIMBER 4TC 2X4 MTR BANANA'S
250
3698
KRELL KAV 250A
KRELL KRC-HR KPE PHONO
7639
9450
KRELL FPB 300CX NEW SEALED BOX
LFD MISTRAL SILVER SIGNATURE INTEGRATED
950
N/A
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
175
MANA SOUNDFRAME
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
3500
MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY CHERRY EX DEM
2500
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS I
2200
MARK LEVINSON 383 INTEGRATED AMP
6500
MERIDIAN 562V
1300
MERIDIAN 502
1500
5000
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 60 PIANO ROSEWOOD
2000
MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO CENTRE PIANO ROSEWOOD
6500
NAIM CDS 2 + XPS
NAIM CDX
2500
NAIM PSC
195
NAIM CD5
1230
800
NAIM 140 OLIVE
NAIM 180
1220
NAIM 112
660
NAIM 92
N/A
NAIM CDS MK1
4000
NAIM FLASH 2NEW
350
NORDOST BLUE HEAVEN 3MTR BI WIRE BANANA REV 11
650
PLINIUS CD LAD PRE
2400
800
REGA ELA CHERRY
450
REGA PLANET CD
REVOLVER R33 CHERRY NEW
600
ROKSAN XERXES XROSEWOOD XPS5 DS1.5 NEW UNUSED
3000
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3NEW SEALED CRATES
8295
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE
11850
SONUS FABER CONCERTO WITH IRONWOOD STANDS
1300
SONY XA333ES SACD
1200
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK11 IMTR RCA INTERCONNECT
1500
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS CD
2700
4000
TANNOY DIMENSION 8
2300
TARA LABS DECADE 2MTR BALANCED
TAND ATALLIS 5.1 NEW UNUSED
2200
THETA PROGENY
1100
WADIA 861SE SILVER 6MTHS OLD
10400
9000
WILSON BENESCH ACT 2

NOW
1495
995
1995
995
1995
795
695
995
1995
3995
1795
3995
1495
1295
3295
3495
6995
5495
1250
1795
695
1195
1995
2695
195
150
1795
3295
5995
495
150
95
1795
1695
1095
3995
395
795
1995
795
3295
1195
125
795
350
595
450
150
1595
195
350
995
395
250
295
1995
3495
7995
795
795
695
1795
2495
595
1295
295
6995
3995

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES,
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.
KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN • QUAD • AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD
EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN . TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc

Tel: 0121 747 4246

5MINUTES JCN 9M42/JCN 4M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website:
E-mail:

www.centralaudio.co.uk
tony@centralaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

MI-IT 12 - 'ribbon tweeter

Advanced technology drive units using state
of the art materials - titanium, ceramic and
pdyester.
A superb range of High End drivers capable
of stunning results

Concorde speaker lot

Impact Audio offer craftsman built cabinets to
complement all Visaton kits. These are available
in awide range of real wood veneers.

B

- Fullrange speaker

To see the full Visaton range, visit our website
or send for the new 2004/5 catalogue and
price list.

Ti 100 - tItarnurn cone InIcVbass

IMPACT AUDIO
www.impactaudio.co.uk
Tal: 01270 883243

Fax: 01270 882241

irfo@impactaudio.co.uk
Radway Green - Crewe - Cheshire - CW2 5PR

VISAT N

PRESTIGE SOUNDS LIMITED
LEEDS, WEST YORKSHIRE

Tel: Terry 0113 237 1019 or John 01274 862 411
EX DEMONSTRATION CLEARANCE ITEMS MUST GO TO MAKE WAY FOR NEW STOCK!!
Silver Line Power Amp

£ 1,700

NAD Silver Line Pre Amp

£ 850

NAD

Michell Orbe Turntable
Cherry Turntable with silver wired arm
Pro-Ject 9 Turntable ( white)

£ 2,000
£ 450
£ 800

Pro-Ject 9 Turntable ( silver)
Nottingham Analogue Turntable ( white)
Musical Technology Floor Standers ( cherry)
PSB Speakers ( model 2B's, rosewood)
Proac Tablett 2000 speakers

£ 800
£ 850
£ 250
£ 300

(birds eye maple finish)
£ 500
Hi-fi Stand, 4 glass shelves, spiral black legs
£ 250
Pink Triangle ' The Pip' Pre Amp
£ 550
NAD C440 RDS Tuner
£ 80
NAD 2155 Power Amp
£ 80
NAD 524 CD Player
£ 75
New kit currently in stock: NAD Silver Line Power Amp

£ 1,950

NAD Silver Line Pre Amp
£ 1,300
Michell Arm Boards
£ 25
Armboards - SME, Linn, Rega, Nemo
£ 25
Sonic Link violet per metre pair
Fluidics terminated per metre

£ 65
£ 75

Leads made to order, Arm Re- Wiring.
Most record decks serviced, set up and repaired.
Demonstrations undertaken by appointment.
New and ex demonstration kit all sold with warranty.
Agents for PSB, Michell, TLC Active Monitors, Pro-lect, Roksan,
Rothvvell Valve Amps, Supra Cable, Tom Evans, SME, Triangle,
Acoustic Energy, Audio Technica, Ortofon, Nottingham Analogue

Hi-FiNevvs
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offers invited, if no answer, leave number, calls

For sale

S.Hussain@ed.sac.ac.uk Tel: 01312259002
[KM171

will be returned, Tel: 0191 281 0260 [ LM141

Martin Logan Ascent I, latest spec only 3months

Opus multi- room entertainment system,

Quad: complete 66/606 system, 66 pre-amp, 66

old, mint £ 3450, Vincent SA.93PRE/SP991

unwanted competition prize, cutting edge, new

FM tuner 606 Mk II power amp and 66 control

monoblocks, 300 watt, 3months old, mint,

technology, must be seen, value £ 4200, wanted

panel, ( new m-cboards fitted by Quad on pre-

superb build and sound £2000, Tel: 02380

£2200 ono, Tel: Peter on 0121 4541893 or

amp), mint, boxed with manuals £ 700, Tel:

224003 ( Southampton) [ KM171

07791 749921 [ KM17]

01457 871622 [ LM141

Linn LP12, walnut plinth, Ittok LVI I
tonearm

Graham Model 2tonearm with ceramic wand,

Apogee Duet ASignature, special order, marble

K18 cartridge, boxed £ 625, excellent condition,

excellent condition, boxed with tools £ 1350 ono,

finish £ 1650, KEF 107 Reference £ 750, Naim

Linn Nexus speakers £ 125, two Rotel power

Audio Innoivations PI valve phono amp,

SBL £ 750, Snell Type K £ 175, Nairn NAP 250,

amps monoblocks or stereo boxed £ 120, able to

excellent condition £ 295 ono, Tel: 01380

early £ 500, Nairn 32.5 £ 175, Nairn Snaps

demonstrate, Tel: 07968 256177 [ KM17]

831261 ( LA171

£125, Tel: 0191 281 0260 [ LM17]

Hi-fi clearout, Sound AV rack black £95, two

SDI floorstanding loudspeakers, teak, ribbon

Lexicon MC-8pre-amp processor £ 2750,

Sonus Elite 4-shelf black stands, white glass, as

tweeter 10in bass, 8in midrange, 250W, easy

Townshend Pioneer 747, Ultimate Silver disc

new, mint £ 175 each, two Sound ST- 105 silver

drive, tri wire or amplify, superb sound,

player £ 1750, Bryston 9ST THX 5channel amp

stands aqua glass £ 175 each, Revox B710 Mk II

1250H,380W,330D, £ 500 ono, Tel: 01884

£1995, Istotek Substation £ 500, all ex

cassette deck £ 295, Nakamichi 600 cassette

34849 ( Devon) [ LM141

condition, email: michaelchadwick@

deck £ 295, Moth stereo power amp £ 60,

Audio Note CD transport (£ 2000 new) £ 975,

blueyonder.co.uk Tel: 020 8365 3367 [ LM141

Marantz PM-66SE integrated amp £ 125, KEF

immaculate, Audio Synth isis Dax Decade, black

B&W Nautilus 801, walnut, mint £3800,

Q85s speakers £ 60, Sony TC-229SD cassette,

gate DAC £875, Chord DAC 64 £ 1075, Marantz

bi-amped 2xChord SPM 1000B £ 2500, the lot

plays but not recording £40, two Target power

CD ' 94 £ 275, Audio Innovations 800

£6000, Theta Basic II and Progeny £ 1300 inc

amp stands £ 50 pair, Sony 55ES DAT, needs

Anniversary Border Patrol, full upgrade and MB

Siltech Coax Connect, Tel: Norbert 020 7286

servicing, mint £ 75, Sony TCD-D3 portable DAT

power supply £850, Tel: Mike on 01224 572370

0642 evenings, email: sbreis@aol.com [ LA17I

no battery £ 95, all ono, or the lot for £ 1595, Tel:

[LM141

Tandberg 73 reel-to-reel recorder player £ 50, Tel:

01279 724804 or 07764 960127 Herts

Shanling SCD-T200C valve/solid-state CD/SACD

01189 860951 [ LM141

[KM48]

player £ 1699 ( new), ShanlingCD-T100 CD

Spendor SP1/2E speakers, 28 months old, cherry

Quad ESL-63 speakers, black with rosewood

valve/s-s CD player £ 1049, both UK spec, Sony

finish in excellent condition, packed in original

finish, excellent condition £825, 606 £300, 34

SCD1 SACO/CO player, £ 1849, Bel Canto

boxes, includes Something Solid stands £975,

£100, FM4 £ 200, 34/306 £ 300, FM4 £ 200,

DAC2,(new) £ 749, Tel: 07979 903989 ( Bristol)

London. Tel: 020 8951 0676 [ LA17]

Tel: 01335 343335 [ KM17]

[LM141

TAG McLaren (
latest transport) + DPA32R ( latest

Quad 306 amplifier, 34 pre-amp m-cand m- m

Monitor Audio Studio 60 £ 2500, Musical

processor) + 250x2R, all black, all mint with

modules, very good condition, recently serviced,

Fidelity CD Pre £ 1150, Aerial Acoustics model 6

original packaging, awesome! Total £4800

solid sound £ 500 ono, Tel: 01142630620 or

£1250, Primare D30.2 CD player £800, all

(£9000), will consider separate sales, new

email: ep@clara.co.uk [ KM17]

excellent condition, for more info, Tel: 020 7433

AV32R remote £25, Tel: 07776 177485

Linn AV5103 AV pre-amp, vgc £ 1500, Linn

3840 [ LMFOC]

[LM141

Kaber speakers with Activ cards £ 600, Tel:

PS Audio 300 Powerplant with Multi-wave 2,

Audio Research LS25Mk II pre- amplifier £3500

Mark on 01923 686110 ( day), 01923 225108

mains regenerator, £850 ono, BAT 150SE

(£5999 new), mint condition, 30 months old,

(evenings) [ KM17]

monos, £ 17000, sell for £8500, as new Ref 3A

original box, manual and remote, Si ltech 4-80S

Stax SRS 4040 headphones, very little use,

Royal Virtuoso, sell for £ 2500, Tel: 020 8265

interconnect. 0.5m XLR £450 (£800 new),

amazing sound, 1st class condition, boxed with

1088 [ LM14]

excellent condition, outstanding classic Siltech
silver cable, Tel or text: 07765246756; email:

instructions, £ 500, no offers ( new £ 1200), Tel:

Naim SBL, beech finish, passive crossover, five

01623 740872 or mobile 07816 063648

years old, single owner from new, absolutely mint

k.booker-milburn@bristol.ac.uk [ LA17]

[KM171

condition, boxed with manuals £850 (£2500

TacT Audio 2.05 pre-amp with room correction

Krell KPS-20i/L reference CD player, volume

new), Tel: Geoff on 01189 698654 ( home)

and DAC, as new, boxed £ 1500, Dynaudio Crafft

control, remote, manual, mint, boxed £3495

07770 598254 ( mobile) [ LA171

speakers with Dynaudio stands, as new, boxed

(£11000 new), Sonus Faber Extrema, custom

Ruark Solstice speakers, cherry, top of the range,

£1750, Zsystems RDP1 digital pre-amp 24/96,

solid walnut spiked stands, mint, boxed £ 3750

superb sound, mint condition, (£4500) £ 1495,

as new £ 2500, Tel: 07791 720602 [ LA171

(£7500 new), Tel: 01449 676335 [ KM171

owner upgrading again, Tel: 01623 798210

Red Rose R3 loudspeakers, ribbon tweeters and

On offer superb DNM system, two PA3s amps

[LM14]

very light use, excellent condition, boxed,

and DNM 3C Pre, as new £ 9900, will sell for

Levinson 383 integrated amp £3500 (£ 6000),

pictures available, priced to sell at £ 995 (£3500

£4000, both amps and pre-amp have separate

Townshend Isolda DCT speaker cable 4m £ 200

new), including shipping from Dublin. Tel: Barry

power supplies, Tel: 01622 715851 ( KM171

(£500), Ecosse MS2.2/MS2.15 speaker cable

(00353)872310778 [ MB171

Linn Wakonda phono, Linn LK100 £875, Linn

7m bi-wire 100 (£ 746), Ecosse Reference

Wilson Audio X1 Grand Slamm, last model Mk III,

Keilidh, mahogany finish, bases, bi-wired with

interconnect balanced 0.5m £ 100, Audioquest

black lacquer, original wooden crests, mint

4.5m Flatline twin £ 525, Meridian 200/203

Emerald interconnect 0.75m £ 50, Tel: 01299

condition, Transparent XL Interconnect cable,

£375, all as new, boxed, manuals, genuine sale,

404506 [ MFOCI

XLR, fully balanced, orig box, 7.5m, mint

Tel: Portsmouth 02392 716319/07977

Arcam DiVA Amp A65S, original packaging,

condition Tel: 0049 40 229 65 70 ( Germany)

288513. fKM171

perfect working order £ 120, ( South London) Tel:

[LA17]

Finite Elemente Pagode Reference rack, 5-tier in

020 8699 9691 [ M8]

Plinius Odeon 7channel, immaculate £3950,

black with premium chrome sidebars £ 1100,

Audio Research SP10, Audio Research SP11,

Theta Dreadnought modular amplifier with 2

PSAudio Ultimate Outlet HC £210. TacT Audio

Audio Research SP6, Audio Research VT150 SE,

channels, perfect £ 1950, Eclipse TD512 single

Vifa sub drive unit £ 150, email:

Audio Research M100, Audio Research M300.

driver speakers, immaculate £ 700, VMPS RM40
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award-winning ribbon hybrid speakers, perfect

Sonus Faber Guarneri speakers plus dedicated

£1395, Micromega solo CD player, top loader,

£2000, System Audio SA2K speakers, new,

stands, like new condition with full packaging.

thick Perspex lid, excellent condition, £ 195, Tel:

£600. Tel: 01159 258581 [ LA2150]

£3500 ono (£ 5350 new), 1.5 years old, 3m pair

01604 584630 or 07808 096684 [ M8]

Audio Innovations P1000 pre-amp, re-valved,

of Nordost SPM speaker cable £ 1300, 4.5m

Lyra Argo MC, 100 hrs, mint, boxed £650 ovno,

boxed £ 500, Dunlop Systemdek, Transciption

Quattrofi Iinterconnect with RCAs £ 1100, Tel:

Unison Research Simply Four P, ex manual,

model signet arm, boxed £ 175, Marantz

+353 91 637745 evenings ( Eire) [ ME34]

boxed £650 ovno, C-JEF mint, manual £850

CD63SE, boxed £ 75,Tel: 020 8776 0044

Pink Triangle PT turntable, 33/45 rpm with Rega

ovno, Nottingham Analogue Mentor 9in unipivot

(evenings) IMB171

250 arm & Ortofon 520 cartridge, c/w lid & new

£375, Nordost Pulsar Points x3 £35 each, Tel:

TDL Reference monitors, rosewood, exemplary

spare belt, excellent condition £ 365 ono

02894 479053 [ M101

condition £400 ono, Audiolab 8000Q, vgc,

(Monmouth) Tel: 01600 713755 [ M8]

Sonus Faber Electa Amater Two's, ironwood

boxed, manuals £ 160, Audiolab 8000T, vgc,

KEF Q5, as new, boxed £ 250, Musical Fidelity

stands £ 1650, McIntosh MA6500 integrated

boxed, manuals £ 120 ono, Panasonic 21in

DAC A3/24, immaculate £ 200, Yamaha tuner

amp £ 1550, Gryphon Tabu CDPI £ 1550,

colour TV, remote, VSC £ 50 ono, Tel: 01403

TX950 £90, Marantz CD player 5400 £ 90,

Audible Illusions LI valve pre-amp £ 750,

251935 ( John) all owned from new, email:

Musicaal Fidelity E100 amplifier, 70 watt/ch

bargains, kept in pristine condition, Tel: 01707

john501hifiman@aol.com [ MB171

£150, Arcam Delta 250 transport, Arcam Black

896760 ( Herts) [ M81

TDL Reference Standards, rare opportunity to

Box 500DAC £ 200 for both, Tel: 01491 612883

Cyrus CD7Q, black £ 700, mint condition,

acquire this unique seven driver design, latest

[MA18501

boxed, 1year old, Tel: 07763 925 513/

spec metal cone midrange, bass to 16Hz,

Audio Physic Virgo, maple, good condition, no

07963912031 Coulsdon, Surrey [ XFOC1

awesome presence with great imaging, last

box, Audio Physic Yara Monitor, boxed, Ortofon

Roksan Ojan speakers, rosewood finish,

available at £ 7000, reluctant sale at £ 2500 ono.

Jubilee Cartridge, light use, Adyton Opera,

immaculate condition £380 ono, M&K K5

Tel: 01344 751446 or 07713 622115 [ MFOC1

integrated amplifier, boxed, Sound Organisation,

speakers, black, as new £ 170 ono, Nordost

Krell 80B amp, boxed, mint £ 975 outstanding,

four-tier stand, various cables, all open to offers,

Flatline gold bi-wire speaker cable, 3metres & 2

Linn 280 Spark, boxed, mint £ 275, Linn Aktiv

you may be surprised, Tel: 0161 338 6249

metres £40 ono, DNM Reson Mk II speaker

electronic crossover Dirak PSU £ 350, Linn

(Manchester) [ MA201

cable ( 4x3.5m) £40, Tel: 01268 887730

PreTek pre-amp with power amp £ 295, Tel:

Shanling SP-80 monoblock valve power amps,

[MB17]

003531 2954076 [ M8]

remote volume control, mint condition, boxes,
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Audio Note Quest 300B single-ended amps

Golden- 5C XLR 3m £385 (£ 1400), Tel: 020
8661 5329, email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com

Rogers Studio 1Monitor speakers, black ash

£1200, Audio Note AN-CD3 CD player £ 650,

finish, boxed with stands £ 150, Revox B77 Mk II

Passion passive pre-amp £250, the lot £ 2000,

[MB171

HS £ 500, Linn LP12 Ittok arm, Karma cartridge

Tel: 01865 275511 ( Oxford) [ MA141

AVI S2000 mono amps and pre-amp £ 975, AVI

£500, all mint, Tel: Mike on 01383 733550

Audio Note DAC 1Signature blackbox with Black

S2000 C/D £385, 5-shelf hi-fi rack £ 55,

[MB17]

Gate plus paper- in-oil caps £299 ono, van den

Atacama speaker stands £45, bi-wire speaker

Quad FM4 tuner, grey, late model, mint

Hul lntergration interconnect phono 60cm £ 50,

cable £ 20, AVI Pro 9plus £495, all items mint,

condition, boxed with instructions and service

both in excellent condition, Tel: 01457 834465

boxed, new 3years ago, Tel: Julian 07795

manual. £ 245. Audio Note AN-VX interconnects.

[M8]

671932 ( Hinckley) [ MB17]
Audio Research VT- 100-2, Trichord Delphini Mk

Silver Litz Coax with silver plugs. 0.5 metre,

Pass Aleph 3power amp, boxed with manual,

£175. Tel: 01274 632492 [ M81

£1150 ono (£ 2400), rated better than Levinson

II NC, Thorens TD- 125, SME 3009, Sonus Faber

Revox B215 cassette player £ 700ono, Revox

383 by Stereophile magazine; Aleph Ppre-amp,

Grand piano, Spendor LS3/5A, 3009, Thorens

A77 R- R ( with dust cover) £ 300ono, Fax: 01453

£1350 ono (£3500); Graham Slee Projects

TD- 166-VI RB-250, possible p/x. Tel: 01179

843598 email: mjcm4p@hotmail.com [ MA141

Elevator MC head amp £ 290 ono (£499), check

556555/07979 514450 [ MA141

ProAc Response ISC speakers, mahogany with

tnt-audio.com for reviews of pre- amp and head

Quad 303 + 33 + FM3 tuner £ 240, Marantz

Target stands £420 ono, Tel: 0161 368 3748

amp, Tel: 01491 682910. [ MB25]

CD50 plus remote £30 with instruction manuals.

(Manchester) [ MA141

Conrad-Johnson valve power amp MV55 £ 2300,

Kef Concord speakers £25, all in good condition,
Tel: 01689 056606 [ M8]

Linn LPI2, afromsia, Cirkus bearing, Naim

Conrad-Johnson pre-amp PVIOA £ 1500, Tube

Armageddon power supply, boxed and

Technology Fusion CD64 £ 1500, Sony DAB ST-

Boulder L5AE pre-amp, immaculate, boxed,
superb £ 750, cost £ 3500, Audio Research

immaculate ( no arm) £995, Sony DAB DT777ES

D777ES £ 250, Alon Lotus Elite Signature

tuner, boxed, less than half price at £275, Project

speakers £ 2850, various interconnects and

interconnect 9metres WBT, boxed £ 250, cost

B4 ( 8shelf) spiked rack ( as used by Naim) £ 250

cables, all boxed, all mint, Tel: 01945 420710

£1000, XLO digital cable 0.9 metres £ 40, XL0

ono, Naim NAP 250, olive, 1996/7, £ 1100 ono,

or 07979 915992 [ MB23]

digital 0.5 metres £ 20, items ono, Tel: Bob

Tel: 01285 862539 Chris [ M8]

Marantz CD94 professionally modified highest

01604 720122 [ MB171

NAD C542 CD player, as new, latest specification

specification, the reference standard £695,

Quad 33 pre-amp, 303 power amp, FM3 tuner,

CD player with HDCD capability, exceptional bass

Sentec PP9 phono pre-amplifier MM/MC £ 150,

two ESL- 57 speakers, all with manuals £ 500

control and timing, builds on previous award-

Technics EPA 500 tonearm, low medium high

ono, Tel: 01296 415658 [ M8]

winning NAD CD player, Tel: Steve 020 8360

mass interchangeable arm units £ 195, Tel: 020

Avantgarde Uno horn speakers, 6months old,

6606 [
M81

8951 3178 [ MA141

perfect condition £3000, Kimber Kable

Audio Note Quest 300B monoblocks ( pair)

Nytech CT206 FM tuner £80, Moth 30 series

Monocle-XL 2.4 pair £350, Tel: 020 8531 5979

£1400, Quad 303 amp, mint £ 125, Quad 34

40W monoblocks £ 100 pair, Tel:01933 356086

or 07903 265205 [ MB17]

DIN £80, Tel: 01737 764939 [ MFOC1

(Northamptonshire) [ MB14]

Ruark Talisman II speakers, finished in rosewood,

Audio Research VT200, valve amplifier 2x200

Avondale PSU, mint, considered superior to Hicap with DIN interconnect, includes carriage

excellent sonically and visually, original

watt, black, European specifications, near mint,

£350, Tel: 019522 49627 [ M8]

manufacturer's packaging, manual, etc. Can

boxed £ 3900 (£ 1100) new, trust service escrow

Spendor SP2/2 monitor speakers, walnut, mint

demo if required £350, Tel. 01708 705885

from Germany free, requests: itproject@t-

condition, boxed, £275; also Sony CDP-XE210

(Essex) ( M81

online,de Tel: 0049 2204 23980 EMB171

CD player, mint condition, boxed, £35, Tel:

Sonus Faber Grand Piano floorstanding speakers

Mark Levinson 23.5 dual monoaural power

01403 255153 ( West Sussex) [ M8]

in leather and walnut, mint condition, little used,

amplifier, 200W/ch, balanced/single-ended,

Krell KSA80 class Aamplifier, will drive any

including 2x3m Audioquest Crystal+ bi-wire and

mint, boxed £2250 (£ 7500 new), Sonus Faber

loudspeaker load, recent £ 380 service and

16 gold Michell plugs £850 (£ 2000+), email:

Gravis B1 subwoofer, 200W, immaculate, boxed

brought up to spec by Absolute Sounds,

mark@zenday.com Tel: 0783 7203634 [ M8]

£650 (£ 1100 new), Tel: 07941 102890

condition immaculate £ 1250, Tel: 020 858

Linn Sondek, Basik plus arm, recent service

[MB17]

7616 SE London [ M81

£550, Audio Analogue Donzetti power amp

dCS Verdi transport, £4500 (£ 900Orrp), Chord

£400, AVI S2000, Hera M/C phono amp £ 250,

SPM 1200E power amp, £3500 (£ 580Orrp),

Tel: 01773 861816/07745 104258 [ M8]

dCS Purcell upsampler and dCS Delius DAC ( non

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista M3 integrated

FireWire), £ 3500 for both (£8000+rrp), Nordost

amplifier, No. M300408 of limited edition

Valhalla 1m XLR-Interconnect, £ 1000

Grand M25 Audiojumble at Leatherhead Leisure

(£3000), boxed as new £ 2000, Sony SCD1

(£225Orrp), Tel: Ben 020 8909 2683. [
MA141

Centre, M25, Jct 9Sunday 7th November, 10.30

SACD player (£ 3000) boxed as new £ 2000, Tel:

Cyrus PSX-R, the ultimate upgrade, black, boxed

am. Tel: 07730 134973 for details. [ KM171

020 8340 3235 or 07970 651481 or email:

with manual, vgc, two available @ £ 230 each.

Event

bfdredrock@yahoo.co.uk [ MB171

£450 for both, Tel: Bob on 07721 726996

Nakamichi CR7E tape deck, boxed, with remote

(Dorset) M8]

£950, Magnum-Dynalab FT101A tuner, boxed,

Linn Lexus with matching stands £ 140, Inca

£425, Meridian: 201 pre-amp ( boxed) and

Tech Claymore, offers, Mission 733 floorstanders

M30/Mk I
active bookshelf speakers £ 300.

and 75c centre £ 150, Marantz CD6OSE £45,

LS3/5A speakers, private buyer, Tel: 01394

Tel 07850 743440. ( Bristol) [
MA141

Partington 5-shelf rack £60, all excellent

388399 [ LA17]

Ruark Paladin speakers £400, Arcam Alpha 9

condition, Tel: 020 8345 5899 / 01708

One pair Wharfedale TSR 110 hi-fi loudspeakers,

power amp, Alpha 9intergrated amp, Alpha 7

742345 [ MB17]

Tel: 07876 710945 [ LA17]

CD, Alpha 7tuner £600, all immaculate and

Nordost Blue Heaven, spades 2m £ 160, 3m

Pair of the original MK1 Sonus Faber Grand

great sound, email: kathrynchris@

bi-wire £245, Red Dawn RCA 4m interconnects,

Pianos. Must be in as new condition. London. Tel:

btopenworld.com or 01905613064 FM B171

£420, El- Dorado 2m, £ 180, Cardas Hexlink

07791 361620 [ MB14]
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ric & quality hi-fi component
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Solutions for better music & movies

full potential

of your system

THIS MONTHS DELIGHTS
LOOK EXCLUSIVE!
Perpetual Technologies, P1-A, P3-A
plus power supply. Modwright upgrade.

I •

PO

Mark Levinson No 31 ref Transport
Theta Pro Gen V ( balanced)
Theta Data Transport ( US spec)
Audio Synthesis Passion 8 preamp

( 18,500) £ 2,995
(£ 6,200)
£1,895
( f2,950)
£795
( f1,995)
£ 995

Musical Fidelity F22 preamp
( f1,200)
Krell KAV 300i1
(£ 3,900)

£495
£1,995

AVI monoblocks
(£ 1,600)
Musical Fidelity Nu Vista power amp
( f3,300)
Mark Levinson No 27 power amp (£ 5,500)

£750
£2,495
£1,695

Mark Levinson No 23 power amp (£ 6,500)
Counterpoint SA200 power amp
(£ 3,000)
Rotel RB 993 power amp
( f1,600)

£1,995
£795
£750

Celestion Al ( rosewood) (£ 900)
Tag Maclaren Calliopes ( with stands)
(£ 2,500)
Beauhorn 2.2 (with plinths) (£ 4,200)

f395
£1,295
£2,495

Wilson Audio 5.1 with tails etc
Apogee Duetta Sigs BRAND NEW

f6,495

( 18,000)

..;

Old

MAINS

.

Start at the beginning! The truth is that poor mains
quality ruins the sound of even the best
equipment.The better the equipment the
bigger the difference. Our Russ Andrews
Mains Blocks and PowerCablei remove
mains pollution effectively,
giving you adeeper more
extended bass and a
sweeter more
natural sound.

The current state of the art in digital replay under 5k
Brand new please phone

.

Exdusive UK retailer tor

ClassicPowerKor
from £ 55

KIM3ER KABLE

Phone UK Local Rate
(quote: ANEWS

£1 20'
for 4Way

0845 345 1550

for a FREE catalogue or order online at

www.russandrews.com

Northcreek, c/overs, custom finish,
crated, totally amazing,
Priced less than 15 years ago! Phone! ....(£4,700) £ 3,395
Mark Levinson 38s preamp
(£ 6,500)
£2,395

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd
Windermere Road, Staveley, Kendal LA8 9PL.
Int tel: - 44 1539 825500 Fax: 44 1539 825540

next month i
nHi - News

2004

AWARDS SPECIAL!

1

e•

AS

E.

ext month we bring you the bes
of the best with the Hi Fi News
Awards. Our experts have picked
the year's best products in mor
than 30 categories, making our
January issue an unmissable
guide to the best buys.
Our definitive test looks at
Musical Fidelity's latest amplifi
and CD player, the affordable yet
heavyweight A5 combination. Plu
we've tests on the latest Marantz

(g
•

SACD player, the latest upgrade
to Michell's Orbe turntable, and
speakers from MartinLogan,
Castle and the intriguing Precide
from Switzerland.

Don't miss HiFi News, January issue, on sale Friday, 3December
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Opinion

Ken
Kessler
S

till in diary mode: it's been abusy few weeks and there's
much to relate. By ' busy', Imean more long hours spent
listening exclusively to vinyl. And mono, to boot. No, I

haven't suddenly turned into Jimmy Hughes nor Michael
Fremer, and I'm not doing it to be mischievous. What's
happened since last month is that I've rediscovered my Decca
SuperGold and replaced my Koetsu Urushi with anew one,
fallen in love with the Audio Research PH5, re- installed the
Apogee Scintillas and — above all — decided it's time to work
through my inheritance: the cream of my dad's LP collection.
My old man passed away leaving zip, nada, niente; Idon't
even think he left awill. So my mother told me to choose

and the Crew Cuts in stereo ( an RCA ' shaded dog', no less),

my sister nor my brother were interested in, say, Errol Garner.

gorgeous voices blending to perfection. Louis Prima, Nat

Ishudder at the thought of the house-clearing. As aresult, I'm
now the proud owner of afew dozen, near- mint, early 1950s-to-

'King' Cole, Sinatra and aperfect copy ot Judy Garland's Judy

mid- 1960s Capitol, Columbia, RCA and ( US) Decca LPs,
mainly mono, every one better

Columbia, Edie Adams on Decca, two Errol Garners, a
Longines Symphonette double LP, the original pressing of the

than playable. For acouple of
months, I've bolted to the

stage recording of My Fair Lady. And, of course, ahalf-dozen
Mickey Katz LPs.

I'm now the proud
owner of afew
dozen, near- mint,
early 1950s-to- mid1960s LPs, mainly
mono, every one
better than playable

listening room right after dinner,
rarely leaving before 2am. The
discoveries have certainly been
ear-opening.
But let's back up asecond.
Part of the reason was the
generous loan of Antony

on Capitol, three sublime Louis Armstrong albums on

What was consistert from label to label and artist to artist
were two things: whetner mono or stereo, the sound quality
was simply more vivid, more real and more pleasurable than
that of modern

recordings.

Put this down to the engineering,

the equipment of the day — Idon't have the answer. But let
me repeat Jim Creed's response to the 1964 Broadway
recording of Fiddler On The Roof: '
Why did the record industry

Michaelson's personal Musical
Fidelity kW amp/pre-amp set-up,

throw all this away?'

all £ 22k and 1000W/ch of it.

other labels reissuing 1_12's on heavier vinyl, with due care and

I'm glad Iborrowed it, as I
hinted last month, because the

attention, those so-called standard releases exhibited

package is nothing short of
remarkable, and Iwas pleased to play with it after its viability
as areview subject passed by. ( Remember, it was limited to
just 75 sets, which I'm sure are all sold.)
This was usage as amusic lover, not areviewer, and it was

Secondly, and with all due respect to MoFi and Classic and

properties that even the best of modern releases can barely
emulate. I've compared some directly with their modern
counterparts, eg, that daft Bob & Ray demo, some Nat, some
Frank, and, well... I'm sorry, but no contest. Put it down to
50-year-old tapes or whatever you like, but the old stuff
slaughters the new.

completely liberating. But then Iworried: what would Iuse for

On another matter entirely, I'm pleased to report that

the Scintillas when the amps had to go back? Silly me of little

proactive promotion of hi-fi by ' civilian' audiophiles has

faith: Iunderestimated the McIntosh MC2102, forgetting that

occurred close to home. i'm convinced that word-of-mouth and

it has a2ohm triap. It drives the Scintillas as if they were
Beauhorns. No kidding.

than any traditional promotion possibly can — you gotta hear

Anyway, it's been shock after shock. For openers, the

one-on-one proselytising will do more to spread good sound
the stuff, right? So my pals in The Saturday Morning Sad

Scintillas proved themselves to be, as Isuspected, the Greatest
Speaker Of All Time, confirmed by asteady flow of listeners

Webb) are staging avintage audio and record fair in

through my room. Seasoned pros have left with tear in eye and

Canterbury, in March 2005.

lump in throat. Next, Ireaffirmed my love with Deccas, the
foreplay having been my spin with the new Reference model
reviewed last month. The SME 30/SME Vcombination?
Matchless. The PH5? Adream. And here Iwas with abox of
near- priceless vinyl with which to exploit it.
Whatever differences Ihad with Solomon, my old man
bequeathed atreasure trove to me, stuff Iignored when Iwas
akid. Who'd have thought that Jackie Gleason's instrumental
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schmaltz would send chills up my spine? The Hi-Lo's in mono

whatever Iwanted from his record collection because neither
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Bastards Club (Jim Creed, Tony Rees, Peter Roberts and Mark

They've already rounded up Bob Marriott to set up aNagra
and Stellavox display fillea with unique rarities, booked an
ideal hall (ample parking, no stairs and aplethora of nearby
restaurants!), spoken to Paul Whatton to do his LS3/5A
thing, contacted some top vintage vinyl dealers and
convinced me to come along to flog copies of Quad: The
Closest Approach and HiFi News. Like my arm needed
twisting. More details to follow. II

www.hifinews.co.uk

In an age of constant hype, with too many
manufacturers enshrining their specifications (and
the misinformed sowing seeds of confusion) only a
few stand out as being capable of producing
components that are truly high fidelity.

osymmetry

At Symmetry, our business is the identification and

t: 01727 865488

assembly of quite simply the finest audio/video
systems. To achieve this we ensure that every item
we distribute is the absolute best within its
category, an approach that leads us to source
products from across the globe.

e: info@symmetry-systems.co.uk
w: www.symmetry-systems.co.uk

Symmetry is proud to be associated with many
of the world's finest manufacturers - companies
whose products and reputation have withstood
the test of time. If you share their belief that
only the best will do, contact us.

essentials
The heart and soul of music
and film reproduction.

Components that do not follow style
but set the standard. In aclass by itself.

Universal Players and Transports
that define digital playback.
Hand fabricated equipment supports made from
Carbon Fibre and Aircraft Grade Stainless Steel
Individually calibrated for your system.
Moving Coil Cartridges from Japan.
Handmade and individually tuned by ear.

Three Decades of the finest equipment.
From the company that helped create ' The High End'.

The worlds finest Electrostatic Headphone Systems.
An industry standard.

The most precise Audio Cables in the world
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High Output Moving Coil Cartridges
that define affordable Analogue playback.

,vavaiico

The worlds foremost range of Phase Coherent
and Time Aligned loudspeakers.

THIEL

BELOW
FRESCO CENTER / REAR CHANN
MOSAIC LOUIISPEAKERS
GROTTO SUB WOOFER

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS' commitment to Martin Logan
has been rewarded with a line of hybrid electrostatic
speakers so comprehensive that it now encompasses
every permutation of home theatre and audiophile
performance, and a price band from entry-level to
cutting edge. Because of their sheer beauty - both
aural and visual - the Statement Evolution 2, Prodigy,
Odyssey, Ascent i, Aeon iand Clarity have established
hybrid electrostatic technology as the obvious choice
for those who want state-of-the-art sound without
suffering a profusion of ugly boxes.
All of the speakers are immediately recognisable
as Martin Logan products because of the peerless,
oft- imitated, room- friendly appearance, with the
captivating see-through panels and furniture grade
finish. Best of all, the sound is as clear as the panels
themselves. This year, in recognition of its astonishing
performance and sensible price, the Clarity - the
'baby' of the line - won the coveted EISA award,
proving that the Martin Logan look and the sound
are acknowledged across Europe.
For the new season, Martin Logan has applied its
years of experience to even smaller, room-friendlier
systems suitable for awider range of applications,
by launching a second hybrid technology called ATF
Martin Logan had already demonstrated its skills
with home theatre applications with the Theater iand
Cinema icentre- channel models, the Script imain and
surround speakers, the awesome Descent selfpowered subwoofer and its baby sister, the Depth

absolutesounds ltd.
53 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW
T 020 8971 3909 F020 8879 7962
www.absolutesounds.com info@absolutesounds.com

Thanks to ATF, an even wider audience can savor / he
Martin Logan experience.The ultra- compact Fresco
hybrids can be used horizontally or vertically, wallor shelf- mounted above or to the sides of plasma
or other flat- screen display, while the Mosaic and
Montage floor- standing models have the look of a
'baby Clarity'. Even the subwoofer's size has been
addressed: the new ATF designs work wonderfully
with the Grotto, literally a miniature Depth!

